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OPENING PRESENTATION
Opening presentation by Prof.Yannis TSEKOURAS, President of ASECU, University of
Macedonia, Thessaloniki, Greece, on Towards Post‐Crisis Prosperity: Alternative Economic
Policies and Institutional Reforms in Southern and Eastern Europe
Introduction
The theme of our conference, with its reference to post‐crisis prosperity, urges us to seek
alternative economic policies and institutional reforms in south‐eastern and eastern Europe
which will support economic revival and, by extension, prosperity.
Given that most countries of south‐eastern Europe (SEE) and central‐eastern Europe (CEE)
are members of the EU (CEE Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Czech Republic; SEE Bulgaria, Greece, Croatia, Cyprus, Romania), while five of them (Latvia,
Slovenia, Slovakia, Greece and Cyprus, are also members of the Eurozone, and the remaining
states in the region are negotiating future entry into the EU, their governments are required
to keep their economic policy in line with that of the EU and Eurozone institutions
respectively. Two Eurozone members, Greece and Cyprus, are obliged to implement the
memoranda agreed with the representatives of their lenders, i.e. the European Commission
and European Central Bank, and the IMF, and must therefore adhere to the policies and
implement the measures demanded of them by the Troika of their creditors.
It would therefore be useful to examine the efficacy of European Union and Eurozone
institutions and policies, in terms of their contribution to growth and prosperity for the
European Union and Eurozone respectively, and for each member state individually. This is
because each strand of economic, fiscal, etc. policy adopted for the EU, and particularly for
the Eurozone, cannot possibly generate the same results across all 28 or 18 member states,
respectively, since the level of growth, the structural features and problems differ from
country to country, and especially when one takes into account that from the outset the
terms of the Maastricht Treaty and the single currency were better suited to the stronger
than the weaker economies. Furthermore, the EU has still not advanced to fiscal and
economic union, has not appointed a Finance Minister or coordinator of the fiscal and
economic policies of the member states, much less proceeded to social and political union,
and any new institutions which are established, such as the recent banking union, instead of
being supranational remain merely intergovernmental. This is because national interest
continues to be favoured over supranational or European Union interests, to such an extent
that the philosopher Jürgen Habermas fears that Europe might become, instead of the ‘first
democratically legitimized supranational community’, the ‘instrument for exercising a kind of
post‐democratic rule’.
However this may be, the institution of banking union, of which the Single Supervisory
Mechanism (SSM) will come into operation in 2014, the Single Resolution Mechanism (SRM)
in 2016, and the Fund in ten years’ time, is at least a first step to combat the neoliberal
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dogma of market self‐regulation. Through this decision the ECB will function not only as the
central bank, but also as the central regulator of more than 200 systemic banks across
Europe.
It is a fact that the absence from the Eurozone of robust redistributive mechanisms, in
combination with the architecture of the Maastricht Treaty, has led to the operation of a
systemic exchange imbalance between the stronger North and weaker South, involving the
wholesale transfer of resources northwards.

The case of Greece
In many respects, Greece was implementing economic, fiscal, income and credit policies –
both before it entered the Eurozone and after it became a member, without timely control
by the institutions of the Eurozone – which far outstripped its real capacity, and it is for this
reason, over and above the broader global crisis, that it found itself in the disastrous
situation we have been experiencing over the last six years.
The policies imposed on Greece by the Eurocrats (in essence, by Germany), characterized by
strict fiscal austerity, with internal devaluation, since the common currency cannot be
devalued1 by a member of the Eurozone, and without the domestic banking system being
able to finance (productive) investment, mainly in knowledge, research and innovation
(because of the severe limit on liquidity, with interest rates ranging from 6.5% to 8.5%,
compared to 2% to 3% in the core Eurozone countries), thus with almost no investment
activity, all these factors have had (for 2013) a huge economic and social cost, with overall
unemployment standing at 27%, youth unemployment at 56%, a 25% reduction in GDP over
five years, a 35% fall in household disposable income, with 35% of the population now at risk
of poverty and social exclusion, and at the same time an increase in the national debt by
45%, rising to 174% of GDP .
On the other hand, the measures required of Greece by the Memorandum have contributed
to significant fiscal adjustment, with a primary public finance surplus for 2013 of 0,8% of
GDP (according to the Troika method), a positive balance of payments for the first time in 64
years (0.7% of GDP in 2013), and with almost complete recovery of cost competitiveness,
mainly owing to the reduction in labour costs per product unit, but not in terms of price. Of
course, the budget surplus, generated mainly by a crushing tax burden on households and
business, cannot be considered sustainable in the long run, unless GDP begins to grow at a
satisfactory rate (3.5% to 4%). The same is true of the balance of payments, this too being
mainly due to a fall in imports, the result of protracted recession, rather than a substantial
increase in exports.
However, the first, dangerous, political consequence of mass unemployment and the
impoverishment of great swathes of Greek society has been a significant rise in support for
far‐right, neo‐fascist groupings and for anti‐European and Euro‐sceptic parties. Rigorous
austerity measures and internal devaluation, together with a range of other structural
reforms, may have a more positive long‐term impact than the gentler approach of, for
1

The retention of the hard Euro a) was an obstacle to competitiveness, but b) helped to keep inflation low and
prevent currency speculation.
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example, the Keynesians, advocating more investment and a stimulus for domestic demand.
But if strict austerity continues, accompanied by a relatively unfair sharing of the burden of
that austerity, and no investment is made to bring down unemployment, then we cannot
rule out the risk of a breakdown of social cohesion.
In Greece the ranks of the Euro‐sceptics have been swollen by a widespread view that the
Eurozone, lacking any experience in responding to a major crisis, sought the assistance of the
more experienced IMF, and together they designed and imposed on Greece, with its
governments blinkered by ignorance and fear, a policy which was mistaken in several key
areas, namely:
(a) tardy diagnosis of causes of crisis,
(b) the fact that emphasis was laid (by the Greek government, too) on increasing taxes
rather than cutting spending, and at the same time they have been slow to reform
public administration and stamp out tax evasion,
(c) the use (by the IMF) of a low fiscal multiplier, which is partly responsible for the
recession being more severe than expected; growth in GDP of 1.1% was forecast for
2012, and debt of 150% of GDP, instead of which growth declined by 6.4% in that
year, and 3.9% in the following year, 2013, while the debt swelled to 174% of GDP.
This mistake was later acknowledged by the IMF. Nonetheless, this admission could
not change the fact that the Troika, and by extension the country’s creditors, had
acted in relative ignorance of the circumstances of the crisis, on the basis of
erroneous information and in order for the Eurozone to gain time until it could take
decisions on correcting its flawed monetary and fiscal policies, as was confirmed last
January by the Commissioner for Economic and Monetary Affairs Olli Rehn,
appearing before the European Parliament’s Economic Affairs Committee.
Nevertheless, and despite the fact that a ‘Grexit’ had been discussed at ‘certain private
meetings’ between Eurozone leaders, the Eurozone had made available to Greece by 2013
funds and guarantees in the order of 340 billion Euro, at relatively low interest rates. This
averted a disorderly bankruptcy of the country, to which international markets were no
longer willing to lend. Now, the first step has been done, testing the ability of the country to
access the international finance markets. So, there is cautious talk of the so‐called “Greturn”
(Greek return), even for “Greecovery”.
Obviously, despite the huge assistance from the Eurozone, Greece remains mired in crisis,
and this shows, in the final analysis, that serious errors have been made, both in the
creditors’ choice of the most appropriate package of measures, and in their implementation
by Greece.
Given, then, that the institutions, directives and rules laid down by the EU and the Eurozone
and imposed on the member states are a reality which the individual members cannot alter,
it remains to examine the institutions and rules which each member state, acting on its own
initiative, can establish and/or alter in order to facilitate/attain the objectives of growth and
prosperity, as well as competitiveness, without the economy once more slipping into
unmanageable public finance and balance of payment deficits and massive national debt.
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Below the reader will find three tables –one for the EU‐15, one for the CEE countries and
one for the SEE countries– showing the six composite governance indicators for 2012,
published by the World Bank Institute.

Table 1. Composite governance indicators for the EU15 member states in 2012
Account‐
ability

Political
Stability

Government
Effectiveness

Regulatory
Quality

Rule
Law

of Control of
Corruption

Austria

95.3

95.7

92.8

91.4

97.6

88.5

Belgium

92.9

74.4

93.8

86.6

88.6

90.9

Denmark

99.1

74.9

99.0

97.6

98.1

100.0

Finland

96.7

97.6

100.0

98.1

99.5

98.1

France

89.6

63.5

87.6

83.3

90.0

90.0

Germany

93.4

71.1

93.3

92.3

91.9

93.8

Greece

67.3

38.4

62.2

68.4

63.5

51.2

Ireland

91.9

77.3

92.3

94.3

94.3

90.4

Italy

73.9

63.0

66.0

74.6

62.1

57.9

Luxembourg

97.2

96.2

94.7

96.7

96.2

96.2

Netherland

97.6

90.5

96.7

96.2

97.2

96.7

Portugal

78.2

69.7

81.3

75.6

82.5

78.5

Spain

79.6

43.1

82.3

78.0

83.4

81.8

Sweden

99.5

90.0

98.6

99.0

99.1

99.0

United
Kingdom

92.4

60.2

91.9

94.7

92.9

92.3

Average

89.6

73.7

88.8

88.5

89.1

87.02

Source: World Bank Institute, Worldwide Governance Indicators online database.
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Table 2. Composite governance indicators for CEE countries in 2012
Account‐
ability

Political
Stability

Government
Effectiveness

Regulatory
Quality

Rule of
Law

Control of
Corruption

Czech Rep.

74.9

84.4

76.6

80.9

81.5

63.6

Estonia

83.9

64.9

78.0

90.4

84.4

80.4

Hungary

70.1

68.7

70.8

79.0

68.3

64.6

Latvia

70.6

60.7

74.6

79.9

72.5

62.7

Lithuania

74.4

70.1

74.2

82.8

73.0

66.0

Poland

81.0

83.4

71.8

78.5

72.0

71.8

Slovak Rep

76.8

87.2

73.7

80.4

64.0

60.3

Slovenia

77.7

76.3

80.9

72.3

80.6

74.6

EU‐15
(Average)

89.6

73.7

88.8

88.5

89.1

87.02

Source: World Bank Institute, Worldwide Governance Indicators online database.

Table 3. Composite governance indicators for SEE countries in 2012
Account‐
ability

Political
Stability

Government
Effectiveness

Regulatory
Quality

Rule of
Law

Control of
Corruption

Albania

50.2

39.8

45.0

56.5

35.1

26.8

Bos. & Herz.

44.6

28.9

38.8

51.2

48.3

49.3

Bulgaria

58.8

58.3

60.3

69.4

51.2

52.2

Croatia

63.5

64.5

72.3

66.5

59.7

57.4

FYROM

49.8

33.2

51.7

61.2

47.9

59.3

Greece

67.3

38.4

62.2

68.4

63.5

51.2

Kosovo

42.2

15.2

41.6

52.6

35.6

30.1

Montenegro

56.4

64.0

59.8

53.1

55.5

55.0

Romania

57.8

48.8

43.5

68.9

55.9

50.7

Serbia

55.9

38.9

50.7

50.7

44.1

48.3

EU‐15
(Average)

89.6

73.7

88.8

88.5

89.1

87.02

Source: World Bank Institute, Worldwide Governance Indicators online database.
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A comparison of the indicators for the CEE countries with the corresponding EU‐15 averages
does not yield a great distance between them, whereas the SEE countries have a long and
difficult road to travel before they achieve convergence with the EU‐15 averages.
More specifically, Table 3 (SEE countries) shows that:
(a) Accountability ranges from 44.6 for Bosnia Herzegovina (BIH) to a maximum of 67.3 for
Greece (GRE), while the figure for the EU‐15 is 89.6. The indicators for the other SEE
countries lie between the lower and upper limits (see Table 3, and the EU‐15 average).
(b) Political Stability ranges from 15.2 for Kosovo (KOS) to 64.5 for Croatia (CRO), while the
figure for the EU‐15 is 73.7.
(c) Government Effectiveness ranges from 38.8 for Bosnia Herzegovina (BIH) to 72.3 for
Croatia (CRO), while the EU‐15 figure is 88.8.
(d) Regulatory Quality ranges from 50.7 for Serbia (SER) to 69.4 for Bulgaria (BUL); the EU‐15
figure is 88.5.
(e) Rule of Law ranges from 35.1 for Albania (ALB) to 63.5 for Greece (GRE), while the EU‐15
figure is 89.1, and finally,
(f) Control of Corruption ranges from 26.8 for Albania (ALB) to 59.3 for FYROM, while the
EU‐15 figure is 87.0.
There is a number of reasons and explanations for the distance separating the EU‐15 from
the SEE countries. They include a shortage of jobs and low flexibility in the labour market,
which, combined with inadequate training, drives many people towards a rent‐seeking
economy, withdrawing entirely from the formal labour market and living on transfers of
various kinds (e.g. unemployment benefit, early retirement or retirement at a relatively
young age, as well as other social benefits, many of which are not targeted at those who are
really poor and vulnerable), and, of course, to a grey economy much larger than that of the
EU‐15.
It is generally accepted that financial institutions are ineffective in the SEE countries.
Although there is no generally accepted theoretical view in relation to the genesis of
economic institutions, it is generally believed that most of them are designed and imposed
by political process, through a top‐down approach. This means that political institutions are
prior to, take precedence over and may control economic institutions2, a state of affairs
which obviously runs counter to the Marxist view of an underlying economic structure
supporting a political superstructure. It is our view that the genesis of economic institutions
is complex: they are rooted in the special history of the region, which was under Ottoman
rule for around four centuries, subject to the Islamic systems of law and public finances, and
shaped by national cultures, religion, cultural practices (customs and traditions), and of
course economic and social necessities, not to mention the special interests and
expediencies which shape all political decisions.

2

See Doran Acemoglou‐James A. Robinson: Why Nations Fail, The Origins of Power, Prosperity and Poverty,
Crown Business, New York, 2012.
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However this may be, for new (economic) institutions to be created, or for existing
institutions to be reformed, two things are necessary: political will, and a decision by the
political leadership of a country. In the years since the collapse of the socialist regimes, the
countries of south‐eastern and central‐eastern Europe have been preoccupied, in a region of
great instability, with their own security and stability; they have paid little or no attention to
the creation or real reform of existing economic and legal institutions.
However, the appeal of the EU, and the desire of the CEE and SEE countries to complete the
EU accession process, has been ‘the main driver of institutional reforms, particularly reforms
of economic institutions to make them compatible with the institutions of the EU member
states, the latter being viewed as beneficial to economic growth’3. One might, and perhaps
should, maintain that ‘the reform of economic institutions which was driven externally, must
now be driven internally’4. Correct as this proposition might be, implementing it is no easy
matter. Among other obstacles, there is the major problem of the electorate in these
countries, as well as the ruling party/government and the role of the media.
Governing political parties, anxious to retain power (or at least administration) tend to avoid
clashes with vested interests, especially when unemployment is high; opposition parties are
always lying in wait, keen to increase their share of the vote and seize the reins of power.
When workers in state enterprises and agencies, and in the public sector in general, learn of an
intention on the part of governing parties to reform institutions, especially economic
institutions, they fear for their jobs; and this fear makes the public sector workforce an ex ante
political obstacle to reform. If, in face of this opposition, governing parties proceed to reforms,
with job losses not counterbalanced by the creation of new jobs in the private sector, then those
who have been made redundant will now constitute an ex post political obstacle to the
implementation of the reforms decided on, and to any further reforms, because they will lend
their support to anti‐reform political parties.
Failure to progress with institutional reforms (particularly of economic institutions) deters
investment (both local and, more importantly, foreign) which might generate economic
growth and new jobs, with the result that unemployment remains high, if, indeed, it does
not actually increase.
Such a state of affairs leads, of course, to a forced redistribution of income, with a relatively
small share going to the losers from the transition or reform. The bulk of the redistributed
income is channelled to the ‘new’ political and economic elite. However, if this ‘new’ elite,
whose members include the internally oriented economic and business class that live off the
state (which, protected from competition, does not proceed to make any innovative
investment that might involve risk) and the various vested interests, does not believe that its
interests are sustainable, then it may concede the need for institutional reform, but will do
its utmost to keep it within certain limits.
At all events, for economic growth and prosperity to be sustainable, it is necessary that
economic, legal and political institutions not be closed, but be open and representative.
3

See Boris Begović, The political economy context of economic growth in South East Europe, Defining a New
reform agenda. Paths to Sustainable Convergence in South East Europe, South East European Studies at Oxford
(SEESOX), February 2013, p. 15.
4
Boris Begović, op. cit., p. 16.
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Because closed political institutions forge, in their turn, closed economic institutions, and
these in their turn lay the foundations for perpetuation of the closed political institutions.
Nor do closed institutions favour creative destruction (Joseph Schumpeter) and innovative
technological change. They do, however, exacerbate inequalities and tensions between the
elite in control of the closed institutions and those who challenge them – the result being
either a pluralistic sharing of political power, or a prolonged crisis, probably ending in
political instability5.
Greece is a case in point. It is a country which, by contrast with the SEE and CEE countries,
with their centrally planned economies, enjoyed a ‘free market economy’ and democratic
government (except during the seven‐year military dictatorship of 1967‐1974), and which
has been a full member of the EU since 1981 and of the Eurozone since 2001. In other
words, it had had ample time to be influenced by the ‘EU and Eurozone factor’ in respect of
the necessary institutional changes, which should have proceeded to the stage at which they
are internally driven. Nevertheless, the reality is that in comparison with those of states at
the core of the Eurozone, Greece’s institutions remained relatively closed. The political and
business class of the country had not risen to the challenge of the times, and long overdue
reforms had still not taken place.
Now however, thanks to the great crisis and the consequent imposition of stringent controls
by creditors, it should be possible for Greece to take steps towards modernizing its models
of production and administration. Action is already being taken in the areas, among others,
of opening up closed professions, and doing away with or at least drastically reducing the
role of cartels in the market for goods and services, giving us reason to hope that the
internal market will function more efficiently and production of internationally saleable
goods and services will be boosted.
By way of example we might cite the OECD report which recommended the rescinding of
329 outdated legislative provisions on competition and tackling of market distortions in four
sectors of the economy: food processing, retail trade, tourism and building materials. These
four sectors represent 21% of GDP and 24.8% of total employment in Greece. If just 66 of
those 329 provisions were removed, it would be enough to add 5.2 billion Euro to the
country’s GDP6.
I myself would readily claim that after six years of recession and harsh austerity, and four
years of strict supervision by the Troika, the outmoded features, closed professions,
inhibition of production and growth, of both structure and superstructure have still not been
dismantled, and this means that when supervision by our creditors is lifted the old, outdated
establishment will once again attempt to rear its ugly head.
I shall now move on to examine some weaknesses of the political culture and practices in
countries of our region, weaknesses which limit their ability to create and/or adopt
contemporary institutions which would accelerate convergence, on the economic, social and
political levels, with the developed countries of the EU and the Eurozone.

5

Doran Acemoglou‐James A. Robinson, op. cit. pp. 145ff. (Greek edition).
See Ta Nea newspaper, The OECD has made 329 recommendations to stimulate competition.
3‐5/1/2014.
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The role of the state
The state is the most important, indeed vital, institution on the national level. Despite its
relative weakening in an era of globalization, it continues to be the ‘institution of
institutions’. For this reason:







A state must have democratic institutions which enjoy the confidence of its citizens
and which operate transparently, rationally and efficiently.
There must be clear separation between the legislative, executive and judiciary.
The state must operate with intelligence and efficiency, both in legislating and
governing, and in the administration of justice by an experienced, highly trained,
non‐bureaucratic, honest, independently minded judiciary and judicial system.
The state and public administration must operate independently of party political
interference, transparently, without excessive red tape, bribery and corruption.
The governance of the state must be consistent and, above all, effective, both in the
creation of an economic, social and internet infrastructure, and in the enactment of
clear laws, easy to implement, which will promote growth and deliver:
 A stable, simple, fair, transparent, pro‐growth, revenue‐yielding and
internationally competitive tax system
 Investment, (international) trade, the labour market, competition among
businesses
 Active and effective policies, financial transparency and access to credit
 Responsibility and protection in the area of property rights
 Conciliatory institutions to resolve business disputes, not only by means of
the courts, which must overcome their deficit in the areas of suitability and
independence, but also through alternative, non‐judicial administrative
mechanisms for resolving differences, such as arbitration, which is still
underdeveloped in all the countries of south‐eastern Europe.

Lack of clarity in legislation, which is often deliberate, allows too many different
interpretations of the laws. This means the court schedules are overcrowded, and final
rulings on cases may take as long as 10 or 12 years to be handed down. This delay weakens
or nullifies the positive impact on economic activity expected from new legislation while
increasing production costs and the costs of doing business, and reducing profits.
Obviously, the final success of any economic policy, in both its drafting and, most of all, its
implementation, depends greatly not only on the quality of public administration and the
political culture7, but also more generally on the patterns of behaviour and values current in
the community; moving those patterns and values in a positive direction will take time and
effort.

7

See Nikiforos Diamantouros: Δημόσια διοίκηση και ανάπτυξη: Οι πολιτισμικές διαστάσεις μιας κρίσιμης
σχέσης [Public administration and development: Cultural dimensions of a critical relationship], in: Ελληνική
Οικονομία: Κρίσιμα Ζητήματα Οικονομικής Πολιτικής, [The Greek Economy: Critical issues in economic policy],
ALPHA BANK, Athens 2008, pp. 161‐180.
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The absence of a stable institutional framework, which usually manifests itself in frequent,
sudden changes in the rules of the game, and in complex, non‐transparent procedures,
generates a general sense of insecurity, which encourages ‘a logic of short‐term perspectives
and thus an inability to frame long‐term, credible policy for the economy’8 and for other
areas of national life. This is why the degree to which the ‘rules of the game’ are properly
codified and institutionalized, the stability and predictability of a country’s institutions, are
such important factors in promoting the complex work of socio‐economic and even cultural
progress.
The cultural model for defining cost‐benefit which governs the framing of public policy in
many, if not all, countries in our region is constructed using zero‐sum logic, leaving no
margin for more consensual outcomes governed by the ‘positive sum’ logic and the concept,
inherent in the latter, of compromise, compromise all too often being seen as a demeaning
defeat. It is for this reason that the quality of being ‘uncompromising’ is valued so highly in
the popular imagination, where it is associated with indiscipline and resistance to
institutions and the state9.
‘Zero‐sum logic, then, and the cultural model associated with it, lead us back to the familiar
concept of political cost, which is directly related to the absence of stable institutional
frameworks for the framing of public policies with long‐term development objectives’10. The
political parties, parliament, the executive, the judiciary, public services, with their culture of
red tape and bribery, and even the mass media have all lost to a greater or lesser extent
their credibility. As a result, citizens and businesses feel even greater suspicion of all these
institutions, particularly the mechanisms of public administration, and will resort ever more
frequently to lawless or illegal practices.
It is worth mentioning here11 that the quality of the democratic structure of a country is of
decisive importance in the creation of an institutional environment able to promote
economic growth and progress. The key features of such a structure are transparency,
accountability, institutional counterbalances to the exercise of executive power, the smooth,
unimpeded functioning of the rule of law, a consistent, clear framework of rules enshrined in
legislation, robust judicial enforcement of legislative rules, and the various forms of
interdependence and synergy which bind all these features together.
There is a need, then, not only for the appropriate policies, but also for the appropriate
political procedures, which allow the implementation of effective public policy. Therefore we
cannot separate the capacity of the state itself to reform (modernisation and rationalization
of its organization, the process of taking decisions and, above all, their implementation) from
the social capabilities of a community to tackles the issues arising from management of a
large number of changes.
It is necessary a) that day‐to‐day government administration should conform to plan and
function systematically, efficiently and in a coordinated manner, and b) that governance
should lay down objectives for political intervention and the establishment of new rules, and
8

Nikiforos Diamantouros, op. cit.
Nikiforos Diamantouros, op. cit.
10
Nikiforos Diamantouros, op. cit.
11
See Tasos Yiannitsis, Introduction to Ελληνική Οικονομία: Κρίσιμα ζητήματα Οικονομικής Πολιτικής, [The
Greek Economy: Critical issues in economic policy], ALPHA BANK, Athens 2005.
9
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for the promotion of new attitudes and/or strategies, determining the ways in which the
parties involved should function and defining their roles. Because there is not really any
mystery about what needs to be done, or about the differentiation among the various
political players. The difficulty lies in the ‘how to do’, rather than the ‘what to do’. It lies in
determining the method we should adopt to attain the goals we have set12.
For as long as the political leadership and class13 lack the knowledge required to prevent
their ideology and campaign promises, or their frequently ambiguous discourse, from taking
the place of scientific analysis, and for as long as they lack the inspiration, will and
determination to free society and the economy from excessive legislation and red tape,
corruption and nepotism, client politics and absence of meritocracy, then, even if those
classes are not seeking their own social advancement and enrichment (whether for
themselves or their families), any reform of institutions will remain purely theoretical and
will never bring about the anticipated results. It may even strengthen such ‘informal
negative institutions’ as the grey economy and corruption.
Therefore, above and beyond the pursued convergence of our countries’ socio‐economic
indicators with the EU averages, it is essential first to achieve ‘political convergence’, to bring
methods of governance in our region closer to the models used in the more advanced
European countries (see Tables 1, 2 and 3 above), even though these, of course, in the
context of the European Union, do not yet give a proper democratic voice to the European
Demos (electorate). By ‘political convergence’ I mean convergence in capacity of our political
system and system of governance, in the context of the real capabilities of society and in a
reasonable time frame, to realize objectives it has promised its citizens it will attain, at the
lowest possible economic and social cost14.
It would appear that those who take an active part in politics have abandoned the old idea
of public service in favour of the pursuit of a lucrative career. Management of public affairs
has now become almost a form of asset management for political parties, and particularly
their leaderships. The parties‐as‐corporations which are now run as ‘businesses’ and
‘oligopolies’ are proving the death of true politics (Alain Touraine). The very people who
should be the bulwarks and pillars of democracy have become the greatest threat to it15.
In an interview given to Repubblica in June 1981, Enrico Berlinguer chose, instead of
speaking from a left‐wing vantage point on the ‘structures of capitalism’, to make the
following remarks: ‘… the moral issue as the primary and most substantive political question.
Because on its resolution depend recovery of trust in institutions, effective governance of the
country and the ability of democracy to defend itself’. He had spoken of the transformation
of political parties into ‘power and clientele machines’, with scant awareness of the
problems of society, which simply ‘manage interests’ as they continue their mutation into
‘federations of movements and conspiratorial cabals…’16.

12

Tasos Yiannitsis, op. cit.
See T. Veblen: Τhe Theory of the Leisure Class, New York: Dover Publication, 1994.
14
See Tasos Yiannitsis, Η πολιτική διαχείριση της οικονομίας, [The political management of the economy], To
Vima newspaper, 23.4.2006.
15
See Pavlos Tsimas, «Το ηθικό ζήτημα», [The moral question], Ta Nea newspaper, 28‐29/12/2013.
16
Pavlos Tsimas, op. cit.
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We should not, of course, overlook the fact that in an era of globalization contemporary
economic and social developments have become far more complex, making it much harder
for the legislature to generate clear and practical laws (and here vested interests are often
protected by deliberate ambiguity), and for the executive to ensure (or even wish to
ensure?) compliance with the laws, which are often flouted in the name of liberty. One
attempt to fill these gaps has been seen in the rise of Independent Agencies and NGOs. The
former are invested with power and resources and called on to oversee, regulate and ensure
the implementation of legislation in all areas. The latter, usually established on a voluntary
and not‐for‐profit basis, funded by civil society and the state, seek to respond, at home and
abroad, to the various social, humanitarian, cultural and economic needs of contemporary
societies. Sadly, in Greece at least, a number of NGOs have been insufficiently supervised
and have failed to manage transparently the subsidies they have received from the state; in
fact, some of them have misused public funds, perhaps even in collusion with political
figures and government functionaries.
Therefore the battle against corruption needs to begin with the political system and with
parliamentary candidates, before extending to take on the whole public administration.
Parliamentary candidates spend large sums of money in their quest for votes, and this need
for money delivers them into the hands of the businessmen and media moguls who can find
and channel to the candidates what we call ‘black political money’. The result: a loss of
independence and credibility for the politicians, who end up as ‘bad examples’ to the
electorate, as models of corruption. It would be preferable to change to an electoral system
(e.g. election by open list17 or abolition of the cross system) which would make candidates
less dependent on the current ‘party list’ system, and therefore on financial backing.
In light of current Greek experience, I believe that there are certain other practical steps we
might take to reform the parliamentary system. For example: abolition of parliamentary
privileges and immunity; a level of pay for MPs which is not an insult to the average wage‐
earner; a clearer division between legislative and executive functions, by making
parliamentary and ministerial office incompatible. Moreover, rationalization of all
instruments and documents embodying transactions, as well as all ‘indirect’ payments,
together with a full utilization of contemporary technology, and last but not least a
meaningful and verifiable process for declaration of MPs’ assets, all these measures would
significantly curtail red tape, tax and contributions evasion, and corruption.
Of course we should point out that the political system itself, at least in Greece, suffers from
a type of ‘institutional anti‐systemism’, in that the basic pillars of the system of government
are incapable of reaching any understanding, however rudimentary, with one another. Also,
many Greek citizens view with suspicion the rules of operation of society decided and
imposed on them by the (central) state, perhaps because they regard these rules as ‘unfair’,
and/or they believe that in a society without rules or laws, i.e. a state of anarchy, everyone
will be free to live as he wishes. But the truth is, of course, that functional anarchy in a
society makes life intolerable, especially for the weak, because the rule of law is replaced by
the law of the jungle.

17

Open list of candidates: if the voter disagrees with the order of candidates proposed by the party, he can
place a cross against the candidate of his choice. This system would respect the freedom of choice of the
citizen/voter.
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In conclusion, the countries of (mainly) south‐eastern Europe, particularly in the
contemporary era, will not be able to attain economic growth and prosperity without, in
addition to the immediate defining factors such as investment, capital, a skilled workforce
and technical progress, laws and rules, which will facilitate the introduction and
consolidation of open political and economic institutions, like those found in the core
nations of the EU. Progress in this direction will be assisted not only by domestic, creative
forces, oriented to exports and the international arena, but also the EU accession process,
and the pressure exerted by competition in the globalized market.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the importance of innovation and investment in research and

development (R&D) for the economic development of selected southeastern European (SEE)
countries. The implicit hypothesis of this paper is therefore related to the question of sustainability
of economic model of development of the SEE countries which is based on permanent investment in
R&D and continuous innovation. In order to test the relationship between these two and economic
prosperity measured by GDP per capita, the paper interprets results of econometric models for
developed countries and explains the importance of innovation as a key to economic development
of SEE countries.
In the modern business environment, the need for creative and innovative activities is permanent.
Innovations significantly affect effectiveness and efficiency of a company, its capacity, as well as the
quality of goods and services. If we have in mind the fact that a healthy economy is the most
important factor of economic development of a country, we can see how lack of innovation could
negatively affect the whole society.
The topic of innovation and its importance comes along with global recession. The policy makers did
not see the crisis coming, and when it began, most governments and international institutions were
taken by surprise. SEE countries were also affected and many of them did not recover up to 2012, so
the main question addressed to the policy makers is how to come back to the path of economic
growth. One of the most common proposed solutions are innovations that would enable the
countries of SEE to exploit its full potential and in that way reduce the gap between them and
developed countries.
The paper analyzes innovativeness of European countries, and we are explaining how innovations
effect the economic development of these countries. Specifically, the paper addresses the question
of SEE economies from the perspective of European Union integration, emphasizing the candidate
countries and comparing them to the EU member countries from this region.
We give a special consideration to Montenegro, as a country where, unfortunately, importance of
innovations is still not completely understood. There is no significant investment in R&D but situation
is expected to improve in the future.
Key words: innovation, economic development, investment in R&D, creativity
JEL code: E2, E61, O15, O32
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INTRODUCTION
There are a lot of definitions of innovation. One of them says that innovation is something
new that creates value. Peter Drucker, leading management guru, defines innovation as “a
change that creates a new dimension of performance”. Michael Porter defines innovation as
“a new way of doing things that is commercialized”. Joseph Schumpeter defines innovation
as “the doing of new things or the doing of things that are already being done in a new
way." But, there is something that almost all definitions contain: the fact that innovation is
of crucial importance for both economic growth and the growth of a firm. Moreover,
modern growth theory identifies three key determinants of productivity growth:
accumulation of physical capital, accumulation of human capital and a rate of innovation and
technological change.
Globalization, growing international competition, the information revolution and
technological changes is something that describes today’s environment. In that situation,
innovations became more and more important because they offer a chance for firms and
countries to be different and better. Innovative firms can increase their efficiency and
improve the goods and services they offer, and on the other side they can reduce the costs
of production. Countries that create innovative environment are those that are experiencing
high growth rates of GDP. A lot of studies prove that those variables are positively related.
Study made by Rosenberg (2004)18 emphasizes the importance of professor Abramovitz’s
research (Stanford University) which was done in 1950s. This research showed that only 15%
of the growth in USA from 1870‐1950 was the result of increased use of labour and capital.
The rest 85% of growth was unexplained by classical function of production. That leaves the
possibility that technological progress and better combination of inputs can contribute to an
increase in output. Later, in 1957 Robert Solow, with different methodology and the data
set, got a similar result. The residual component has reached the value of 85%. That way his
model has shown that the primary determinant of growth is “technical change”. His
contribution was in the fact that he placed innovation in the centre of a great number of
future analyses. One of the significant recent papers was written by Lucas (1988) who
highlights the importance of highly skilled workforce for long‐term growth. New growth
theories put technological progress, new knowledge and investment in R&D in the centre of
analyses. These factors are important at the global level and they have a huge impact on the
increase of production volume and standard in recent decades. But there is a problem if we
apply those factors in the analyses of less developed countries and regions, because they do
not have easy access to new technology so they cannot use benefits of new knowledge to
accelerate their economic growth.
Today, innovation is regarded as one of the key factors of competitiveness, both at the level
of the national economy, and that of the business system. From the standpoint of the
national economy, the importance of innovation is reflected in the fact that improves the
national productivity. Countries should try to improve their competiveness which means the
ability to achieve success in the markets in order to increase the standard of living over time.
Countries can become more competitive by improving their achievements in a wide range of
factors that affect productivity growth. This applies to innovation, creating a favourable
legislative environment, and transfer or adoption of a new technology, education,
entrepreneurship, or new businesses.
18

Nathan Rosenberg, Professor of Economics, Stanford University: Innovation and Economic Growth, OECD,
2004 (online paper)
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The lack of innovation in the use of new technologies and a new product development, high
costs, and a lack of information about the needs of the market affect the poor productivity
and economic growth of Montenegro measured by low level of GDP per capita. Accordingly,
enhancing the productivity and competitiveness of Montenegro can be achieved by
strengthening the SMEs (small and medium enterprises), with the main focus on the key
actors of development ‐ innovation and technological development.
INNOVATION INDICATORS OF EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
There are a lot of ways of measuring how innovations contribute to the economic growth and
development. Before we move on to the Global Innovation Index, which is the central section of
our paper, we will try to display the innovativeness of European countries using some separate
indicators, in order to get general overview which countries are leaders in this area.
Firstly, we will talk about most frequently used measure of innovativeness‐ Gross domestic
expenditure on R&D, also known as GERD. We define GERD as current and capital expenditures
on creative work undertaken systematically to increase knowledge, including knowledge of
humanity, culture and society, and the use of knowledge for new applications.19 Main advantage
of this indicator is its universality, which originates from the fact that GERD is the sum of the
R&D expenditures of the four economic sectors‐ business enterprises, government, private non‐
profit organizations and higher education industries.20 In the chart 1, we are displaying GERD as
a percentage of GDP for 28 European countries in the 2010.

Chart 1: GERD as a percentage of GDP for 28 European countries, 201021

19

http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/GB.XPD.RSDV.GD.ZS (accessed on March 12, 2014)
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/statistics_explained/index.php/Glossary:Gross_domestic_expenditure_on_
R_%26_D_(GERD) (accessed on March 12, 2014)
21
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/science_technology_innovation/introduction (accessed
on March 12, 2014)
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As we can see from the chart above, the leading countries according to this indicator are
Scandinavian countries‐ Finland, Sweden and Denmark (above 3%), followed by Germany,
Austria and France, which belong to the group of most developed European countries. It is
interesting to note that Slovenia (former Yugoslav republic) is above average of European
Union, while the United Kingdom is below average. This data, in general confirms the
hypothesis that countries with high investments in R&D are at the same time the most
developed countries, with few exceptions mentioned above. Another data marked on the
chart 1 is the Europe 2020 target. As we have already mentioned, Europe 2020 is the EU's
growth strategy for the coming decade in order for EU to become a smart, sustainable and
inclusive economy. One of the five objectives of this program is the innovation, which
includes objective mentioned above‐ EU countries should achieve GERD at the level of 3% of
the GDP. This shows the importance of investments in R&D for the whole community.
Another interesting indicator is the number of patent applications submitted by the
countries in one year. Data refers to the applications filed directly under the European
Patent Convention or applications filed under the Patent Co‐operation Treaty and
designated to the EPO (Euro‐PCT). In the chart number 2, we can see the number of patent
applications per country submitted in 2010.

Chart 2: Number of patent applications per country submitted in 201022

This data also confirms the fact that countries which are investing a lot in R&D are the ones
which are the leaders in economic development in Europe. Again, at the top of the ladder are
Scandinavian countries as well as some of the most developed countries from the West and
Central Europe. However, elusive leader is Lichtenstein, country from the Central Europe.
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http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/product_details/dataset?p_product_code=TSC00032
(accessed on March 12, 2014)
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If we analyze previous the previous two charts, we can see that countries from Southeastern
Europe (with exception of Slovenia) are lagging behind most developed countries in terms of
innovations and R&D. Their GERD is lower than the same indicator in the most developed
countries and below Europe 2020’s objective. Also, SEE countries had smaller number of
patent applications submitted in the observed period. In addition, we analyze the number of
researchers per million inhabitants in SEE, as another indicator of innovativeness. These
data are displayed in the chart 3.

Chart 3: Number of researchers per million inhabitants (last available data for each country) 23

It is obvious how much these countries are behind the most developed ones (in this case
represented by Norway, country with highest level of indicators related to innovations). Half
of these countries (including Montenegro), have less than 1000 researchers, which is
potentially cause for concern in these countries. Slovenia is the only exception, with 4.255
researchers in 2011, which is the closest to 5.504 researchers in Norway.
When we analyze the stage of development in SEE countries, we can get the broader image
of innovativeness of these countries. As we can see from the table 1, seven SEE countries are
in the efficiency driven stage‐ stage where countries develop more efficient production
processes and increase product quality in comparison to factor driven stage. However, only
two of these countries are in the innovation driven stage where companies from these
countries compete by producing new and different goods using the most sophisticated
production processes.
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http://stats.uis.unesco.org/unesco/tableviewer/document.aspx?ReportId=143 (accessed on March 12,2014)
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Table 1: The stage of development of SEE couties24

Stage of development
Factor
driven Transition from Efficiency driven stage
stage (FD)
FD to ED stage
(ED)
Albania
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Macedonia
Montenegro
Romania
Serbia

Transition from
ED to ID stage
Croatia
Turkey

Innovation
driven stage
Greece
Slovenia

All in all, every indicator that is related to innovations points, more or less, at the same
conclusion‐ the more countries invest in R&D, the more they are developed. Finally, we can
move on to the analysis of the Global Innovation Index, which is the overall indicator of the
country's innovativeness.
In order to explain the estimated effect of GERD (research and development expenditure (%
of GDP)) on GDPPC (GDP per capita, PPP (current international $)) we use the Fixed Effect
Estimator for panel data. Our data set contains information on 6 countries (Austria, France,
Germany, Slovenia, Sweden, United Kingdom) for the time period 1998‐2010.25 The
estimator eliminates the individual country effect and it is correcting for standard errors. The
coefficient of logged value of GERD on logged value of GDPPC is significant at 2% level.
Surprisingly, coefficients on EDU (Public spending on education, total (% of GDP)) and CPI
(inflation, consumer prices (annual %)) are not statistically significant. It is possible that there
is an omitted variable bias, but even when including other relevant variables for explaining
GDPPC the coefficient remains significant. The results show the significance of investing in
R&D as they seem to be one of the driving forces of economic growth. Many researches on
this topic prove the positive and significant relationship between the two, and there are
arguments in the literature that there is bidirectional causality. All in all, the importance of
investing in R&D is undoubting, because it creates a background for innovation and
invention which promote growth.
The result of our analysis is given in the table below:

24
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http://www.weforum.org/reports/global‐competitiveness‐report‐2013‐2014 (accessed on March 12, 2014)
Data source: The World Bank: World Development Indicators
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Table 2: Fixed-Effect Estimator

INNOVATION AS DETERMINANT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The Global Innovation Index (GII) is the result of cooperation between one of the world's
leading and largest graduate business schools, INSEAD and World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO), a specialized agency of the United Nations. Economic growth is
determined by a lot of factors, and one of them is innovation, which has become very
important in the period of globalization and growing international competition. Importance
of the Global Innovation Index is in the fact that it helps creating an environment in which
innovation factors are under continual evaluation and provides a key tool for refining
innovation policies. The report pays attention to what companies and countries are doing
and what they should be doing in order to stimulate and support innovation. This Index is
one of the many research studies that build a ranking of countries related to innovation. The
top three countries among all different indexes are Switzerland, Sweden and Singapore. The
last Global Innovation Index Report was published for the year 2012 and our analyses are
based on this Report.
In the picture below is presented the structure of Global Innovation Index:
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Figure 1: The structure of Global Innovation Index26

The Global Innovation Index is a simple average of two sub‐indexes: Innovation Input Sub‐
Index and Innovation Output Sub‐Index. Both of them consist of several pillars. Innovation
Input Sub‐Index is a simple average of five pillars which presents enablers of innovative
activities in one national economy: Institutions, Human capital and research, Infrastructure,
Market sophistication and Business sophistication. Innovation Output Sub‐Index measures
results of innovative activities and it is also a simple average of two pillars: Knowledge and
technology outputs and Creative outputs. Although the Output Sub‐Index includes only two
pillars, it has the same weight in calculating the overall GII scores as the Input Sub‐Index.
Whereas the aim of this analysis is to indicate the connection between innovation and
economic growth (measured by GDP/pc) in this chapter will be given the comparative review
of the GII level in several European countries. Analysis is based primarily on comparison
between Montenegro and countries of the region (Serbia and Croatia), Estonia (which is
often used as a benchmark when we talk about economic development of Montenegro)27,
Switzerland (as the country with the highest level of GII), the most developed countries of
the EU (Germany, France and the United Kingdom) and countries with lowest GDP/pc in the
EU (Bulgaria and Romania).
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http://www.globalinnovationindex.org (accessed on March 12, 2014)
Montenegro and Estonia are both former socialist, small and open economies. They both have intensive
cooperation with countries in the region. Difference is in the fact that Estonia had revolutionary transformation
to the market economy, but Montenegro had evolutionary approach to market economy and the result of that
process is different.
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In table 2 is given the review of GDP/pc in 2012 as the measure of economic development of
above mentioned countries and the score and rank on the Global Innovative Index list for
the 2012:

Table 3: Comparative review of 10 selected countries

Montenegro
Serbia
Croatia
Estonia
Switzerland
France
Germany
United Kingdom
Bulgaria
Romania

Global
GDP per capita
Index
(US$)
Rank
7,317
45
6,081
46
14,457
42
16,583
19
81,161
1
44,008
24
43,742
15
38,592
5
7,202
43
8,863
52

Innovative
Score
40.1
40.0
40.7
55.3
68.2
51.8
56.2
61.2
40.7
37.8

Analysis shows high degree of correlation between GDP/pc (which represents the level of
economic growth) and the score of Global Innovative Index (which represents the level of
innovation in one country). The correlation coefficient between the GDP/pc and the score of
GII is 0.89, which means that there is a very strong linear relationship between these two
economic indicators, as can be seen from the graph below.
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Figure 2: Relationship between the GDP/pc and the score of the GII
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It means that those countries which recognize the importance of and invest in innovation
benefit from this activity in form of economic growth. But, it is understandable that situation
with less developed countries is different. Those countries are faced with a lot of obstacles
and they often do not have enough resources to innovate. They can benefit from innovation
only after they reach certain level of development. So, in those early phases of economic
development it is very important for them to be able to understand importance and to be
open for innovations. For those countries is very important the support of government in the
field of innovation.
Switzerland has the highest level of GII in the world which makes it the most innovative
country. In almost every pillar it has one of the top 10 positions. Its only weakness is the
Institutions pillar rank (13th), because of poor showing in the ease of starting a business and
of resolving insolvency. But, the fact that its economy is based on knowledge and that
Switzerland has one of the highest GDP/pc makes it a friendly environment for innovation
and makes easy transformation of innovation‐input to innovation‐output.

THE IMPORTANCE OF INNOVATION FOR EU INTEGRATION
Almost all countries in transition in Central and East Europe choose the EU membership as
their strategic goal. Due the fact that development of the EU in this decade is based on
Europe’s growth strategy Europe 2020, those countries which want to became the part of EU
need to follow that development framework. One of the priorities of the strategy is “smart
growth” which includes development of an economy based on knowledge and innovation.
This shows how importance of innovation is highly ranked in EU.
We already showed how far countries in transition are behind development countries. The
best way for bridging the gap is innovation which can be the faster way too. Innovation gives
the chance for those countries that thanks to small efforts make giant leaps. Information
technologies have changed many aspects of modern life. Implementation and development
of information technology is precondition and determinant of success, not only for
companies and industries, also for whole regions and countries. Digital economy brings a lot
of opportunities but at the same time it brings new rules of game. How countries will place
themselves on the global market depends on their ability to learn fast new rules of market
game. Important question is if new possibility can improve the position of developing
country or they only make the gap between developing and developed countries deeper.
Dominant opinion is that globalization and all its consequences will help to decrease the
differences between rich and poor nations, where innovations and technologies play the
main role. They offer a wide range of opportunities for developing countries to transform
their economies into digital economies which can compete with developed countries.
Simply, developing countries cannot afford that “luxury” to dismiss the possibilities that
those technologies and innovations offer.
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One of the main determinants of innovation in those countries is public policy. Although
governments in SEE countries made a lot of efforts to improve innovativeness, the result is
still unsatisfactory. There is still a huge bureaucracy that makes obstacles for future
development of SME, inefficiency of public companies, monopolies encouraged by
government, problem with corruption, nepotism and unemployment that causes brain drain
(or human capital flight), low computer literacy, and often the fear of people to accept
innovation because of creative destruction: they first need to destroy all established
templates if they want to create something new. That is especially problem in countries with
cultures that do not accept the changes easily. Every government needs to find their own
way to solve those problems, because they are specific for every country.
On the other hand, integrations are followed by the “brain drain”, characteristic indicator
especially for SEE countries. The next table shows the country capacity to retain and attract
talent, two separate indicators related to brain drain.
Table 4: SEE countries capacity to retain and attract talent in 2013 28
Country

Country capacity
retain talent
Score
Rank
3,6
63

Albania
Bosnia
&
1,9
Herzegovina
Bulgaria
1,9
Croatia
2,3
Greece
3,1
Macedonia
2,6
Montenegro
3,1
Romania
2,1
Serbia
1,8
Slovenia
2,9
Turkey
3,3

to Country capacity
attract talent
Score
Rank
3,6
63

143

1,9

140

142
134
86
123
92
138
146
107
78

1,9
1,9
2,3
2,1
3,1
2,2
1,6
2,5
3,2

144
143
127
134
92
132
147
120
89

to

All these SEE countries are faced with severe problem‐ most talented and educated
individuals are leaving country, while countries are not capable to attract other perspective
individuals from around the world. As it is presented in the previous table, SEE countries are
placed in the bottom half of the list of world countries ranked by country capacity to retain
and attract talent in research conducted by World Economic Forum in 2013 (even seven of
them are placed among last twenty in terms of attracting talents). This leads to the
conclusion that SEE must improve their working environment in order to prevent additional
brain drain.
28

Country capacity to retain talent takes value from 1 to 7, where 1 = the best and brightest leave to pursue
opportunities in other countries, 7 = the best and brightest stay and pursue opportunities in the country; while
in case of country capacity to attract talent values: 1 = not at all; 7 = attracts the best and brightest from
around the world, source: http://www.weforum.org/reports/global‐competitiveness‐report‐2013‐2014
(accessed on March 12, 2014)
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The topic of innovation and its importance comes along with global recession. The policy
makers did not see the crisis coming, and when it began, most governments and
international institutions were taken by surprise. SEE countries were also affected and many
of them did not recover up to 2012, so the main question addressed to the policy makers is
how to come back to the path of economic growth. There is evidence that the crisis hitting
less innovative countries, especially ex‐Socialist economies.29One of the most common
proposed solutions are innovations that would enable the countries of SEE to exploit its full
potential and in that way reduce the gap between them and developed countries.
THE IMPORTANCE OF INNOVATION FOR MONTENEGRO
According to the same index, Montenegro is the 45th most innovative country in the world.
Being a country in transition, Montenegro has had various challenges in improving its
economy. Unlike many other developed countries of the world, there is no significant
investment in R&D by the government, or by the private sector. But still, Montenegro shows
openness to innovations and changes which has been recognized by the EU and Montenegro
has often been praised for being an open economy and for its willingness to make changes.
Montenegro is the EU candidate country and has a lot to work on prior to becoming a
member country. One of the things that are preventing the growth and development of
Montenegrin economy is the lack of support for R&D activities. Studies show that private
sector in developed countries is the main generator of innovation. In Montenegro there is no
much expenditure on R&D in the business sector, due to global financial crisis, but also poor
economic conditions in the country. In accordance with this is figure 3, which shows that
almost half of R&D activities are carried out by the government sector, while 30% of
researchers are also employed in the government sector. In 2011, the GERD in Montenegro
was 13.2 million EUR, which makes 0.41% of GDP.30

Figure 3: GERD and researcher by sector of employment in Montenegro in 201131
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More detailed: Andrea Filippetti, Daniele Archibugi, Innovation in times of crisis: National Sistem of
Innovation, Strucutre and Demand, Elsevier B. V. 2010 (online paper)
30
http://www.worldbank.org/content/dam/Worldbank/document/eca/Western‐Balkans‐ R&D‐
Montenegro.pdf (accessed on March 12, 2014)
31
http://stats.uis.unesco.org/unesco/TableViewer/document.aspx?ReportId=198&IF_Language=eng (accessed
on March 12,2014)
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We continue analysis with review of factors of demand and supply for R&D in Montenegro,
which are presented in the Table 4. Montenegro is faced with the common problem of SEE
countries‐ R&D demand gap. As we can see from the table, scores for supply factors are
relatively better then demand factor for R&D. This means that Montenegro is not successful
in employing its R&D capacities effectively. For example, this could be caused by the fact
that high share of business processes do not use new technologies.32

Table 5: Scores for factors of demand and supply for R&D in Montenegro 33
Montenegro
Factors of supply for R&D
Quality of the Quality of
educational
primary
system
education
4,4

5,0

Availability
Quality of math
of research
and science
and training
education
services
4,9
3,8

Quality of
scientific
research
institutions
4,0

Availability of
scientists and
engineers
4,0

Factors of demand for R&D
Government
Extent of Firm‐level Production
Degree of Company
Capacity
procurement
Buyer
staff
technology process
customer spending
for
sophistication
of advanced
training absorption sophistication
orientation on R&D
innovation
tech products
4,1

4,5

3,5

2,9

4,5

3,3

3,9

3,6

One of the main factors of innovation is expenditure on R&D and on education. In
Montenegro, most of expenditure on R&D goes to basic research, which is theoretical work
undertaken primarily to acquire new knowledge of the underlying foundations and
phenomena and observable facts, without any particular application or use in view.
Montenegro is also limited by the country size, but as we have seen in the previous chapter,
Switzerland is the most innovative country in the world, regardless its size.
Innovation outputs are the results of innovative activities within the economy. There are two
output pillars: Knowledge and technology outputs (this pillar was labelled ‘Scientific outputs’
in the 2011 GII) and Creative outputs.
The pillars of GII show that Montenegro is among the top countries in the world when it
comes to Knowledge Impacts and Creative outputs, which are the most relevant for
measuring innovation output. Montenegro has the score of 71.3 in Online Creativity, which
makes it the 10th best country by this criterion. Montenegro is ranked as the 1st country in
sub‐pillars Generic top‐level domains (TLDs)/th. pop. 15‐69 and Country‐code TLDs/th. pop.
15‐69. These two sub‐pillars focus on creation of internet sites. That is really important for
generating innovations, since the Internet itself has been a great innovation, and it is a place
where many innovations take place nowadays.
32

Radosevic Slavo, Research and Development, Competitiveness and European Integration of South Eastern
Europe, Europe‐Asia Studies, vol 61, 2009, page 634.
33
http://www.weforum.org/reports/global‐competitiveness‐report‐2013‐2014 (accessed on March 12, 2014)
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Montenegro has a good score in Human Capital & Research pillar, being ranked 29th in the
world. It has a really good score in Tertiary education, which is mostly because of increased
number of college graduates in recent years. But still, even though education is the most
important input for R&D, Montenegro does not have a good score in R&D sub‐pillar; it is
ranked as a 45th country in the world. Problems that Montenegro has are visible from the
GII’s sub‐pillar on Knowledge diffusion, which reveals how good country is in diffusing
knowledge. On the other hand, the country is ranked as 32nd in the world in knowledge
absorption.
It has already been said that investing in education is the input for R&D activities, and
therefore the input for innovation. Table 5 shows the number of finished scientific papers in
Montenegro for the period from 2000 to 2010.
Table 5: Number of scientific papers (2000-2010)34

Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Number of Scientific papers
60
70
84
192
216
47
62
44
59
72
87

The table shows that there are very few scientific papers in Montenegro per year, but in the last
5 years, the number of published scientific papers has increased and there is a positive trend.
WIPO ranks Montenegro as the 161st country by Intellectual Property activity for 2011. Data
shows that there have been 1,179 patent applications in Montenegro since 2008.35 That is a
small number, but that has been a significant growth in patent applications when compared
to the period prior to 2008.
Overall, there is little R&D activity in Montenegro which is due to many factors. But in the
coming period, period of Montenegro’s integration to the EU, there will be more
expenditure on education, R&D and support towards creating an innovation friendly
environment. In the last few years, even though by a small percentage change, there has
been an increase in R&D as percentage of GDP. As it has been presented before, it is not
easy for a less developed country to invest in R&D, and therefore generate innovations, so
that becomes a circulus vitiosus. But Montenegro should put emphasis on supporting the
small and medium enterprises (SME) in order to encourage the SMEs to make small

34
35

http://www.monstat.org/cg/page.php?id=77&pageid=77 (accessed on March 12, 2014)
http://www.wipo.int/ipstats/en/statistics/country_profile/ (accessed on March 12, 2014)
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innovations since that it also really important for one country’s innovativeness, and
therefore economic growth.

SUMMARY
Innovation is often defined as “new ideas that add value”, so this automatically means that
innovation is a driving force behind growth. There are various ways to measure innovation
and innovativeness, and this paper presented the methodology of the Global Innovation
Index, which was used to explain Montenegro’s position compared to countries in the
Balkans and in the EU. One way to measure how innovation affects the economic growth
and development is by presenting the Gross Expenditure on Research and Development as a
percentage of GDP. Studies have shown that the more countries invest in R&D, the more
innovations there are, and higher the economic growth.
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HIGHER EDUCATION IN EASTERN EUROPE:
POST CRISIS POLICIES AND TRENDS
Gabriella KECZER,
University of Szeged, Hungary
ABSTRACT
The paper presents an thorough analysis of the higher education systems of the Eastern European ‐‐
post‐communist – countries (Romania, Hungary, the Czeck Republic, Slovakia and Poland) before,
during and after the economic crisis. On one hand it focuses on quantitative aspects such as financing
higher education and researh, student fees and student support, the performance of the universities
and colleges in terms of student numbers and research output. On the other hand it analyses
qualitative features like governance, institutional, financial and academic autonomy, the value of the
diplomas, the inclusiveness of higher education regarding mature students etc. The purpose of the
analysis is to explore and understand the similarities and/or differencies of the higher education
systems in these countries with similar historical paths, as well as to see the similarities and/or
differencies in the effects of the economic crisis and the policies implemented as a reaction to it. The
paper also deals with the question whether the higher education of the Eastern European region is
getting closer to the Wester European countries, or it is still lagging behind, or it is not only lagging
behind but experiences a widening gap after the crisis as far as the financing and autonomy of
universities are concerned, or there is/will be a special “Eastern European” path in the field of higher
education. It The paper also explores the disparities between the different countries of the region,
and tries to forecast which of them has given the best answer to the crises and thus will be the
Eastern European “center” of the European Higher Education Area. The analyses are based on
literature, statistical data of Eurostat, OECD, outputs of European research projects like that of
Center For Higher Education Policy Studies, European University Association and Embracing the
Modernisation Agenda, and databases such as Eurypedia, Eurydice.
Key words: higher education, education policies
JEL codes: I210, I220, I280, H750, H810

Introduction
The paper presents an analysis of the higher education (HE) systems of the Middle‐Eastern
European ‐‐ post‐communist – countries (Romania, Hungary, the Czeck Republic, Slovakia,
Poland, and Slovenia is added to the comparison as a fastly developing country) before and
during the economic crisis, ending with the latest available data. It focuses on the conditions
the national higher education systems operate in (such as financing higher education,
student/teacher rate, student fees and support), the output of higher education (rate of
population with HE attainment), indicators reflecting the inclusiveness of higher education
(like the rate of mature students, female students and professors), and data reflecting the
'value' of the degrees.
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The purpose of the analysis is to explore the similarities and/or differencies of the higher
education systems of these countries having similar historical paths, as well as to see the
similarities and/or differencies in the effects of the economic crisis. The paper also tries to
forecast which of them has escaped the negative consequences of the crisis the most, and
thus will be the Middle/Eastern European “center” of the European Higher Education Area.
The paper also deals with the question whether the higher education of the Middle/Eastern
European region is getting closer to the Wester European countries, or it is still lagging
behind, or even worse: it experiences a widening gap after the crisis. The analysis are based
on statistical data of Eurostat, OECD, and databases such as Eurypedia, Eurydice.

1. Types of higher education institutions and university governance
First I compare the different types of higher education institutions in the six countries
regarding status and training profile (see Table 1.).
Table 1.: Types of higher education institutions
Czech R.

Hungary
Poland

Romania

Slovakia
Slovenia

Higher education institutions:
‐ Universities
‐ Non‐universities
Tertiary professional schools
Universities
Colleges
Higher education institutions:
‐ Universities
‐ Non‐universities (including schools of higher vocational education) Colleges
Universities
Institutions
Academies of study
Post university study schools
Doctorate organizing schools
Universities
Professional training institutions
Higher education training:
‐ Universities
‐ Single institutions
Higher vocational training: Higher vocational colleges
Source: Own construction based on Eurypedia 2013

The less complex is the institutional structure of Hungary, consisting only two types of
institutions36. In the Czech Republic and Slovenia higher vocational training is part of higher
education but is pursued in a separate type of institution. In Poland tecaher training, foreign
language and social worker training colleges are separated from the rest. (Eurypedia 2013) 37

36
37

In the next years HE institutions will be classified into more categories on the basis of their mission.
There is no detailed information available about Romania.
36
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Summarizing what has been presented, the institutional landscape is rather different in the
countries, not showing memento of their common historic heritage.
The case is just the opposite concerning the internal management of the six countries.
Before the communist era Middle‐Eastern‐Europe (just like the rest of the countries except
the Anglo‐Saxon ones) had the so‐called continental type of university governance, giving
the authority exclusively to the senate composed only of university members. At the end of
the 20th century European countries have moved towards the Anglo‐Saxon governance
system, sharing the authority between the senate – dealing only with academic issues ‐‐ and
a governing board focusing on financial issues. After the strict central control of the
universities in the communist regime, reforms were launched in most of the post‐communist
countries to turn towards the Anglo‐Saxon university governance system, but these reforms
have subsided. (See Keczer 2010 for details.) In all six countries the traditional continental
system has survived (see Table 2.).
Table 2.: Governance of higher education institutions
Executive
head
Czech R.

rector

Hungary

rector

Poland

rector

Romania

rector

Slovakia

rector

Slovenia

rector

Academic
body

Decision‐making
body
senate
(only university members)
senate
(only university members)
senate
(only university members)
senate
(only university members)
senate
(only university members)

senate, academic assembly
(only university members)

Advisory/Supervision body
board of trustees
(only external members)
economic council
(internal and external members)
council
(optional)
‐
board of trustees
(only external members)
Universities: ‐
Indep. institutions: management board
(internal and external members)

Source: Own construction based on Eurydice 2008 and Eurypedia

Academic and decision‐making bodies are not separated, senate performs both functions.
Although advisory bodies were set in each countries but Romania, their authority is limited.
In this aspect Middle‐Eastern‐Europe’s path differs from that of the rest of Europe.

2. Financial conditions
An often‐quoted data regarding the financial conditions of education is the percentage of
GDP spent on the sector. I display this proportion for the years of 2002 and 2010, to show
the progression of some countries out of the six (see Diagram 1.).
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Diagram 1.: Expenditure on higher education38 as percentage of GDP
Annual expenditure on public and private educational institutions
at ISCED 5-6 as % of GDP
1,6
1,4
1,2

2002
2010

1,0
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0,0
EU 27

Czech R.

Hungary

Poland

Romania

Slovenia

Slovakia

Source: Own construction based on Eurostat data

In 2002 only Poland’s spending exceeded the EU average, and that of Hungary and Slovenia
was eqaul with it. The Czech Republic, Romania and Slovakia spent significally less. But by
2010 the Czech Republic has considerably increased the share spent on higher education,
almost reaching the EU average, and Romania and Slovakia also have a promising tendency.
Hungary did just the opposite, decreased the rate from 1,2 to 0,8, dropping back to the
bottom of the country list.
If we examine the public expenditure on higher education, we get a slightly different picture.
Here we can associate to the negative effects of the crisis in some countries (see Diagram
2.).

Diagram 2.: Public expenditure on HE as percentage of GDP
Total public expenditure on education at ISCED 5-6 as % of GDP
1,40
1,20
1,00

2002
2007
2010

0,80
0,60
0,40
0,20
0,00
EU27

Czech R.

Hungary

Poland

Romania

Slovenia

Slovakia

Source: Own construction based on Eurostat data

In 2010 only Slovenia exceeded the EU average, and Poland was close to it. Slovakia is
obviously lagging behind. Hungary has sufferend a decline in this indicator as well. The
possible effects of the economic crisis may be seen in the Czech Republic and Romania,
where after a positive tendency between 2002 and 2007, there was a fallback by 2010.
Nonetheless, Romania has produced an impressive overall increase from 0,7% to 1,0%.
38

Higher education is the 5th and 6th levels of the ISCED (Internatonal Standard Classification of Education)
system.
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Instead of overall and relative figures, a more interesting question for those studying and
working in higher education, and a more expressive data is the absolute expenditure per
student in public institutions (in private higher education the financial background is quite
different). Here we experience a shocking difference between the majority of the Middle‐
Eastern‐European countries and the Western‐European ones (see Diagram 3.).

Diagram 3.: Expenditure per student in public HE
Annual expenditure on public educational institutions per
student in PPS, at ISCED 5-6
2004
2010

10 000,0
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6 000,0
4 000,0
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0,0

EU27

Czech R.

Hungary
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Romania

Slovenia

Slovakia

Source: Own construction based on Eurostat data

All of the six countries had and still have to operate with significantly less money per student
than the average EU spending. In 2002, in Romania the expenditure per student in Euro
PPS39 was only ¼ of the EU average, and in Poland slightly more than 1/2! Since then these
two countries have produced an impressive progress, but Romania still have to educate
students with only half of the average EU expenditure. The closest to the EU average in this
indicator is Slovenia. To make the comparison more shocking: the expenditure per student in
Hungary is less than 6.500 Euro PPS, in the Scandinavian states it is 15.000, in Switzerland
close to 17.000, in Japan 20.500. (OECD 2013) So in Japan the expenditure per student is five
times more than in Romania.
It could be stated that the Middle‐Eastern‐European countries do not spend enough on
higher education. To qualify this statement it is worth to compare the GDP per capita
spending (see Diagram 4.).
Diagram 4.: Expenditure per student compared to GDP per capita
Annual expenditure on public educational institutions at
ISCED 5-6 per student compared to GDP per capita
2004
2007
2010
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Source: Own construction based on Eurostat data
39

Euro PPS (Purchasing Power Standard) is a fictive currency unit having the same purchasing power with that
of 1 Euro in the EU on average.
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In Poland the rate of GDP per capita spent on a student is higher than the EU average, in
Hungary it is equal, and in the rest of the countries (except Slovakia) it is close to it. In the
Scandinavian countries mentioned above this rate is 45%, only slightly more than in Poland
or Hungary, yet, the expenditure per student is three times more. (OECD 2013) Thus, we can
conclude that in the Middle‐Eastern‐European countries the poor financing is the result of
the low level of GDP. In the case of Romania it is worth to mention the significant increase of
the rate of GDP per capita spent on one student between 2004 and 2007, and the heavy
decline by 2010. In Slovakia the rate was highly above the EU average in 2002, but they
suffered a decline by 2007.
Another important indicator of the operating conditions of higher education is the
student/teacher rate (see Diagram 5.).

Diagram 5.: Student/teacher rate in higher education (2012)
Student/teacher rate at ISCED 5-6 (2012)
30
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Slovakia

Source: Own calculation and construction based on Eurostat data

In the Czech Republic and Romania the number of students per teacher is considerably
higher than in Hungary or Slovenia, making education harder. In 2011 the average in the
EU21 was 15,9. (OECD 2013)
From the students’ and the families’ point of view it is important what fees the students
have to pay in higher education and what support they and their families get. Among the six
countries three major differences have to be noted. First, students do not have to pay
tuition only in the Czech Republic. Second, in Hungary, Romania and Slovakia there is a
special system of state‐supported and not‐supported student places in both full‐time and
part‐time training. In this system the state finances a certain number of student places in
each public higher education institution, and if a higher education institution has a capacity
left, it can enroll students who pay tuition. The number of places in study programmes
subsidized by the state is decided every year at central level by the ministry, depending on
the national priorities. This system cannot be found anywhere else except some Baltic states.
Third, there are only two countries where families of students do not have tax allowances or
subsidies: Hungary and Romania, while there are several Western countries – Belgium,
Germany, Ireland, France, Italy, Austria, Portugal – in which families are given some form of
state support. (Eurypedia, Eurydice, OECD 2013)
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3. The output of higher education
The numerical output of higher education is the number of graduates, but a more telling
data is the rate of population with higher education attainment. In the Europa 2020 strategy
the EU set the target of raising the average rate of the 30‐34 year‐old population to 40
percent. The member countries also set their national targets. Among the six countries
Poland set its national target the highest, at 45 percent, and in 2012 they were at 40%.
Romania set a more modest objective, 26,7%, and was above 20% in 2012. Hungary was also
modest with its 30,3%, but is almost have reached it by 2012. The Czech Republic was
farther away from its 32% target. Slovakia seems to be in the greatest trouble setting an
optimistic 40% as a target but being below 25% in 2012. (See Diagram 6.)
Diagram 6.: Europe 2020 strategy and its accomplishment in 2012for higher education
attainment rate in age group 30-34

Source: EC 2013

But Slovakia may well be optimistic building on the high rate of graduates among the 20‐29‐
year‐olds, and Hungary’s limited perspective as far as the rate of people with higher
education attainment is concerned is obvious based on the low level of the same indicator
(see Diagram 7.).

Diagram 7.: Rate of graduates among the 20-29-year-olds (2011)
Total graduates (ISCED 5-6) per 1000 of population aged 20-29
(2011)
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Source: Own calculation and construction based on Eurostat data
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For high innovation potential, „new blood” in research and development, a sufficient
number of new PhDs is crucial for a county. It can be assessed by the rate of PhD students. In
2012 the Czech Republic and Slovakia was performing extremely well in this indicator,
Slovenia fairly, Hungary and Poland modestly, Romania poorly. The progress Slovenia has
made between 2005‐2012, multiplying the number of PhD students fourfold, is rather
impressive. (See Diagram 8. and Table 3.)

Diagram 8.: Rate of PhD students40 among all students
Students at ISCED 6 as % of students at ISCED 5-6
(2012)
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Source: Own construction based on Eurostat data

Table 3.: Number of students at ISCED 6
2005

2012

Czech R.

24 907

26 105

Hungary

7 941

7 254

Poland

33 040

40 263

Romania

22 348

23 818

Slovenia

964

4 098

Slovakia

10 290

12 145

Source: Eurostat

4. The inclusiveness of higher education
The inclusive character of higher education is going to be assessed by two parameters: the
rate of adult/mature students (aged 30 or more) and the rate of women among students
and teachers.

40
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The European Union in the Lisbon Strategy had set a target that 12.5% of the adult
population should participate in lifelong learning. The Europe 2020 plan increased this
proportion to 15%. Higher education plays an important role in achieving this goal, thus the
rate of mature graduates is an important indicator. The Middle‐Eastern‐European countries,
except Poland, are performing definitely well on this field, exceeding the EU average.
Slovenia is leading the ranking. It is also impressive that some countries – including Romania
‐‐ made an increase between 2005‐2011, while the EU in general suffered a slight incline.
(see Diagram 9.).

Diagram 9.: Rate of mature graduates
Graduates aged min. 30 years as % of total graduates
at ISCED 5-6
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Source: Own construction based on Eurostat data

It is a well‐known fact nowadays that there are more female students in higher education in
the developed countries than males. It has been true also in the Middle‐Eastern‐European
countries for more than a decade, and the rate of women among students went even higher
between 2003‐2011 (see Diagram 10.).

Diagram 10.: Rate of female students
Female students per 100 male students at ISCED 5-6
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Source: Own construction based on Eurostat data

A hot issue related to the inclusiveness of higher education is the so called „glass ceiling”
phenomenon, a traditional‐socio‐cultural barrier preventing women to get higher in
academic setting. The existence of the glass ceiling can be tested against the rate of women
among univerity teachers. Diagram 11. shows that there are less woman than men among
the teachers and other academic personnel in all of the six countries, Romania performing
the best, Hungary, the Czech republic and Slovenia worse. Thus, in spite of the fact that
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more women graduates, less are employed in academic jobs. But in four countries the trend
favors women.

Diagram 11.: Rate of women in teaching and other academic jobs
Woman teachers and academic staff as % of all teachers
and academic staff at ISCED 5-6
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Source: Own construction based on Eurostat data

It has to be noted that this indicator relates to the overall rate of women in all academic
jobs, and experience shows that women are employed in higher rate in non‐teaching
academic positions. To qualify the issue further, it is worth to see the rate of women in
higher academic ranks. It is remarkable that in none of the surveyed countries goes the rate
of women in professorial position41 above 35 percent, thus, the glass ceiling definitely exists
in higher education, although the trend is favorable for women (see Diagram 12.). The best‐
performing is Romania, where this rate was already high in 2002, and has made further
progress by 2010.

Diagram 12.: Rate of women among professors
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Source: Own construction based on EC 2012
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5. The ’value’ of the degrees
A general indicator of the ’value’ of higher education attainment is its weight on the labor
market, that can be assessed by the employment chances and unemployment rates of
people with and without universiy degree.
The employment rate of young people in their first three years after leaving school is higher
with, then without higher education attainment in each of the six countries, and Middle‐
Eastern‐Europe is above or very close to the EU average (see Diagram 13.).

Diagram 13.: Employment rate of young people after leaving school
with different education attainment
Employment rate of young (24-30) people not in education since 3
years or less, with different education attainment (2012)
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Source: Own construction based on Eurostat data

Also, the unemployment rate amond people with degree is significantly lower than the
overall unemployment rate in all of the six countries, and some of them (the Czech Republic,
Hungary, Poland and Romania) performs better regarding the unemployment rate of people
with higher education attainment than the EU average (see Diagram 14.). The greatest
difference in the overall unemployment rate and that of people having a degree is in
Hungary and Slovakia, in these countries the unemployment rate of people with diploma is
the half of the overall unemployment.

Diagram 14.: Overall unemployment rate and unemployment rate among people with
higher education attainment (2012)
Unemployment rate with different education attainment,
age group 20-64 (2012)
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To see the whole picture trends are also of relevance. The economic crisis had a negative
impact on the employment of graduates. Between 2008‐2012, after a drop between 2002‐
2008, unemployment rate increased among people with higher education attainment in four
of the six countries, in line with the EU average (see Diagram 15.). In Hungary and Slovenia
the increase started earlier.

Diagram 15.: Unemployment rate with higher education attainment
Unemployment rate with ISCED 5-6 attainment,
age group 20-64
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Source: Own construction based on Eurostat data

6. Conclusions
Facts and statistical data show that national higher education systems of Middle‐Eastern‐
Europe run on worse financial platforms than the EU average, and in significantly harsher
conditions than the developed countries. They are lagging behind in terms of the rate of
degree holders, but the tendencies are promising. As far as the inclusiveness of higher
education is concerned, the region is in line with the rest of the continent. The value of the
degrees is proven by the labor market in each country. The institutional setting of higher
education systems and the student fee and support systems show great diversity inside the
region, but the university management systems have a common character that differs from
the Western trends. The effects of the economic crisis are discernible in the financing of
higher education and in the increasing unemployment of people with degree.
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NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE Session – part 1
APPLICATION OF POST WASHINGTON CONSENSUS POLICIES
IN TURKEY
Rana EŞKINAT,
Anadolu Üniversitesi, Eskisehir, Turkey

ABSTRACT
The paper begins with the analysis of transition from the Washington Consensus to Post‐Washington
Consensus and the implications of this transition. The basic distinctive feature of Post‐Washington
Consensus is its allegedly pro‐poor orientation. The redefinition of the neoliberal agenda, that targets
growth with equity and poverty reduction also bring about “new social policies”.
Paper asserts that this process could be observed during the Justice and Development Party (JDP)
period in Turkey and this has serious repercussions upon the income distribution. Paper both focuses
on the WC and PWC periods of neoliberalism in Turkey and examines the effects and results of PWC
policies on Turkish economy and society; also evaluates the sustainability of the growth of Turkish
economy in the future.

Key Words: Neo‐liberalism; Washington Consensus; Post Washington Consensus; 2001 Crisis of
Turkey; Post crisis development and growth policy of Turkey as an emerging market.
Jel Codes: O1; O15; I1; I2; I3.

1. INTRODUCTION
Neoliberalism not only determines the economic policies but also the reproduction of the
social and economic relations on the basis of a new set of rules. These new set of rules
strongly support free market fundamentalism, individualism and minimum state
intervention. Based on structural adjustment and stabilization policies lead by the IMF and
the World Bank (WB), neoliberal policies materialize by the application of Washington
Consensus (WC) principles. According to neoliberal policies and WC principles, countries are
poor because of misconceived state intervention, corruption, inefficiency and misguided
economic incentives. Development is the inevitable outcome of a set of ‘appropriate’
incentives and outward‐looking neoclassical economic policies, including fiscal restraint,
privatization, the abolition of government intervention on prices, labor market ‘flexibility’,
and trade, financial and capital account liberalization. Within this framework, related titles
with development and income distribution were left to market forces and it is expected that
achieved growth rates would also be functional for the elimination of the inequalities.
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One of the consequences of the globalization and neoliberal policies on global scale is
increasing inequalities in spite of the increasing growth rates. Increasing inequalities, the
emergence of the crisis (Mexico; Asia) and arising discontents from the related policies lead
the emergence of new form of policies differently from the (WC). At this point, Post
Washington Consensus (PWC) policies that have been also carried out as a part of
comprehensive growth strategies within the WB came into fore. Although it is not a
breakdown from the neoliberal policies, PWC mostly concentrate on institutional setting of
economic activity, the significance of market imperfections, and the potential outcomes of
differences or changes in institutions. The PWC rejects the WC for its antipathy to state
intervention, and questions the conventional stabilization policies for their adverse short‐
and long‐term impacts. The redefinition of the neoliberal agenda, that targets growth with
equity and poverty reduction also bring about “new social policies”. Hence, rather than
focusing growth, inequalities and poverty reduction became one of the main target of the
policies. Accordingly deregulation of the institutions, with a given importance to the “poor”
by redefining the social policies could be named as “neoliberalism adjustment with human
face”.
Neo‐liberal transformation of Turkish economy has started by the Decisions of 24th January
1980. There were three phases of Neo‐liberalism in Turkey. In the initial period of
neoliberalism (1980‐1989) the labor costs were suppressed so that the exports were
pumped and the capital movements was kept under control. In the second phase of
neoliberalism (1990s) the losses of the labor were partially compensated and the
distribution conflict lead to fiscal imbalances and in contrary to these capital movements
were liberalized. In the third period of neoliberalism after one of the deepest crisis of Turkish
economy (2001) the fiscal imbalances was kept under control and the distribution relations
were determined by the market forces.
This paper both focuses on the WC and PWC periods of neoliberalism in Turkey and
examines the effects and results of PWC policies on Turkish economy and society; also
evaluates the sustainability of the growth of Turkish economy in the future.

2. WORLD‐WİDE POLICY REFORM OF NEOLİBERALİZM
During the final two decades of the twentieth century, development theory and practice
were dominated by a single paradigm that placed market forces at the center of policy.
There was a wave of market oriented economic reforms, the likes of which have never been
seen. Financier George Soros (2002, pp. 4‐10) termed that prevailing paradigm “market
fundamentalism”. In Latin America in particular the theory and practice came to be known
as “neo‐liberalism”. Many however simply call it “free market economics”. In 1990
economist John Williamson deemed it appropriate to term the policy core of this period “the
Washington Consensus” (1990 p.9).
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2.1. Washington Consensus
According to Washington Consensus an appropriate economic strategy emphasizes fiscal
rectitude, competitive exchange rates, free‐trade, privatization, undistorted market prices
and limited intervention (save for encouraging exports, education, and infrastructure). In
1980s many countries began to shed their import substitution policies and endorsed marked
oriented ones. Williamson supplied us a useful list of policy desirata. While Williamson
determined ten major policy tenets, the list concentrates primarily in three areas of reform:
liberalization, deregulation and privatization. Ronald Reagan, Margaret Thatcher and Helmut
Kohl all came to power in the early 1980s as revolutionaries who would diminish the role of
government and unleash market forces to bring prosperity to their nations. This free market
revolution became a global revolution. The Washington Consensus became a global
paradigm that dominated Third World development policy. Over the course of 1980s these
policies were spread to a majority of developing nations. The export of Washington
Consensus policies continued throughout the 1990s. These policies exported to the
countries of the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe after the collapse of the Berlin wall.
Turkey was also one of the developing countries which adopted economic policies similar to
Washington Consensus and tried to increase the integration of Turkish Economy to the
world Economy in 1980s. Washington Consensus paradigm dominated development theory
and practices across the globe during 1980s and 1990s.
This free‐market revolution became a global revolution because of inter related set of
developments among multilateral institutions that moved center‐ stage during this period,
the Washington consensus became the global paradigm that dominated third world
development policy. In 1980, the World Bank initiated a new policy‐based lending
instrument called “structural adjustment loans” that mandated that countries advance
deregulation privatization and liberalization. In 1982, after Mexico’s inability to service its
external debts, the IMF began to play a greater role in pressing Washington Consensus
policies on debtor nations as the macroeconomic conditionality for new private and public
sector loans. Over the course of the 1980s, these policies were spread to a majority of
developing nations. The reforms were strongest and most sustained in Latin America, where
countries like Bolivia, Mexico, Argentina, Peru, Colombia, and Brazil joined Chile in
orthodoxy. But this was very much a global phenomenon “stabilization” and “structural
adjustment” became the primary preoccupation of government leaders in Asia and Africa as
well. Even India, the giant archetype of a closed import substituting economy among
developing countries embarked on a process of economic liberalization in 1991(Rodrik,
1996,p.9).
In November 1993, the governments of the United States, Mexico and Canada passed the
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) that knocked down barriers to trade and
investment and reigned in government control over economic activity. A year later the WTO
was created with the strong enforcement powers for Washington Consensus policies.
While each of these new developments met stiff resistance from citizen groups across the
globe they were passed with strong elite consensus. The Washington Consensus became the
only way; the desirability of its policies was presented as an objective economic truth.
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World‐wide acceptance of neo‐liberal policies between different governments raised the
important question of why so many countries have suddenly caught the reform bug. Some of
the professional economists believed that the new orthodoxy was built on two mutually
reinforcing pillars (Rodrik, p.13):
One was the set of policies that had been tried by the import substituting countries and had
failed; the second was the set of successful policies implemented by the East Asian Tigers:
Once upon a time, many countries of the third world followed import‐substitution policies.
Such policies included import controls, overvalued exchange rates, binding ceilings on
interest rates, a heavy dose of public ownership, and pervasive price regulation. Ann Krueger
has been the most famous economist in documenting and popularizing the short comings of
import‐substitution policies. She points out a multitude of reasons for the initial adoption of
these policies. Newly independent governments had a strong desire for industrialization, and
the apparently successful example of Soviet planning invited emulation. Moreover the
economic ideas of 1950s and early 1960s tended to dismiss the benefits from trade and
emphasized the need for physical capital accumulation and infant industry promotion.
According to Anne Kruger there was a strong emphasis on the primacy of market
imperfections. Market failures were thought to be relatively strong, while it was assumed
that governments could correctly identify and performs economic functions. Virtually no
attention was given to the possibility that there might be government failure (Kruger, 1993,
p.49) and there was plenty of government failure. Not only did many infant industries fail to
mature but many countries succumbed to stop‐go cycles driven by excessive government
spending. Kruger explains that in viewing the government as a “benevolent social guardian”
most economist had ignored a number of important forces at work. Individuals in the public
sector were apt to follow their own selfish interest. They would be lobbied by pressure
groups aiming to impose their own agenda on a largely docile majority. Policy interventions
would create rent seeking incentives diverting entrepreneurs from productive activities.
Finally the informational disadvantage of government bureaucracies over market
participants would doom even the best‐laid plans to inefficiency.
Meanwhile, four East Asian economies were making a mockery of the export pessimism that
had persuaded policy makers elsewhere to follow an inward oriented strategy South Korea
and Taiwan, in particular, were able to engineer a remarkable increase in their growth rates,
thanks to sharp jumps in their investment and export efforts during the mid‐1960’s. Among
professional economists, there soon developed the view that the East Asian miracles could
be attributed to market‐oriented policies and the reduced role of government intervention
(Ranis and Mahmood ,1992, p. 138).
If we turn back to the question of why so many countries have suddenly caught the reform
bug, we can list, at least three reasons for this question:




Governments received advice of international institutions like IMF, WB, WTO
Failure of import substitution development strategy (crisis)
Success of export oriented development strategy of East Asia
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2.2. Post Washington Consensus
In the late 1980s and 1990s, the hegemony of the WC came under attack both in the
academia and in the emerging social movements, with three criticisms pushed to the
fore.(Saad‐Filho, 2010) The first was inspired by the notion of the developmental state,
thought to apply to the successful East Asian newly industrializing economies (NIEs), with
Japan as the precursor, followed by the four “tigers” (Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region of China, Republic of Korea, Singapore and Taiwan Province of China) in the 1960s
and 1970s, followed, in turn, by China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam. In all
these cases, it was found that the state had violated the main tenets of the WC through
long‐term planning, protectionism, directed finance and other departures from the free
market.
The second approach focused on the notion of “adjustment with a human face.” Irrespective of
the merits of WC in bringing stability and growth, the adverse impact of the WC policies on those
in, or on the borders of, poverty was highlighted by a growing literature beginning with Cornia,
Jolly and Stewart (1987). They documented the human costs of the crisis, showed that poverty
was rising in the “adjusting” countries, and demonstrated the tendency of the adjustment costs
to fall on the most vulnerable. The WC stood accused of being at least oblivious to the
disproportionate burden on the poor arising from the processes of adjustment and stabilization
(see Chang, 2003 and Chang and Grabel, 2004).
The third criticism of the WC concerns the interface between economics and politics. The closely
related transitions to neoliberal economic policies and to political democracy in several countries
in the South and in Eastern Europe have introduced a potentially severe tension because of the
deployment of democratic and supposedly inclusive political systems to enforce exclusionary
economic policies. The neoliberal economic policies demand a state hostile to the majority, even
though a democratic state should be responsive to majority pressures.
Discontent with WC policies spread since the 1990s, with disquiet reaching even some
Washington institutions. Nevertheless, the IMF has continued to stress the “virtues” of the
reforms, and to blame the poor countries for their own failures (see, for example, Krueger,
2004) The World Bank, on the other hand, has scrutinized WC policies more carefully,
starting with the implications of the East Asian success and recognizing the association of
this success with the distribution of income and assets, mass education and state guidance
of investment.
The intellectual thrust of the PWC has been to shift the analytical focus away from the
neoclassical emphasis on competition and the virtues of (perfect) markets, and towards the
institutional setting of economic activity, the significance of market imperfections, and the
potential outcomes of differences or changes in institutions. The PWC rejects the WC for its
unwavering antipathy to state intervention, and questions the conventional stabilization
policies for their adverse short‐ and long‐term impacts.
Inspired by new institutional economics, the PWC can provide a more nuanced
understanding of economic development (see Harriss and others, 1995). For example, the
PWC acknowledges that at the core of the development process lies a profound shift in
social relations, the distribution of property rights, work patterns, urbanization, family
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structures, and so on, for which an analysis limited to macroeconomic aggregates is both
insufficient and potentially misleading. Policy‐wise, the rhetoric of the PWC is comparatively
state‐friendly but in a limited and piecemeal way, with intervention only justified on a case‐
by‐case basis, should it be demonstrable by mainstream criteria that narrow economic
benefits would most likely accrue. Despite its obvious limitations, the PWC offers a rationale
for discretionary intervention across a much wider range of economic and social policy than
the WC. Nevertheless, the PWC remains fundamentally pro‐ market, supporting a poorly
examined process of “globalization” which, however, should have a more human face
because it would be supported by appropriate institutions and the gentle steer of the
national state and the international financial institutions (IFIs).
The outcome of these shifts within the orthodoxy was the augmentation of the list of WC
policy reforms by a long but imprecise list of “second generation” reforms, to create what
many have termed as the post‐Washington Consensus. Rodrik offers the comparison of WC
and PWC policies or reforms by the help of (table 1).

Table 1 The Post-Washington Consensus
Washington Consensus

Post‐Washington Consensus
(Original WC plus)
Anti‐corruption
Corporate governance
Independent central bank and IT
Financial codes and standards
Flexible labour markets
WTO agreements
“Prudent” capital account opening
Non‐intermediate exchange rate regimes
Social safety nets
Targeted poverty reduction

Secure property rights
Deregulation
Fiscal discipline
Tax reform
Privatization
Reorientation of public expenditures
Financial liberalization
Trade liberalization
Openness to FDI
Unified and competitive exchange rates

Source: Rodrik (2006, p.978).

3. APPLICATION AND PERFORMANCE OF NEO‐LİBERAL POLICY IN TURKEY
3.1. Before Neo‐liberalizm
For most of its republican history, Turkey has adhered to a quasi‐statist approach, with strict
government controls over private sector participation, foreign trade, and foreign direct
investment. As was the case in many developing economies in the world, the main economic
development strategy of Turkey centered on import‐substitution policies during the 1960s
and 1970s. This period was characterized by huge public investment programs, which aimed
at expanding the domestic production capacity in heavy manufacturing and capital goods.
Foreign trade was under heavy protection via quantitative restrictions along with a fixed
exchange rate regime that, on the average, was overvalued given purchasing power parity.
The import‐substitution strategy heavily relied on imported raw materials. Hence, Turkey’s
terms of trade have deteriorated following the first oil shock in the 1973‐1974 period. This
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deterioration caused a huge burden on the balance of payments, while the additional
burden was compensated by short‐term borrowing. From 1977 onwards, since the required
amount of imports could not be realized in due time, there appeared problems in the labor
market, and important difficulties emerged on the supply side. Factories couldn’t operate
because of the scarcity of raw materials and couldn’t hire workers for production purposes.
Increasing unemployment rate effected social structure of the society negatively. On the
demand side, expansionary fiscal policy was maintained. Imbalances in the aggregate supply
and demand accelerated the already increasing inflation. Inadequate measures taken to
overcome the crisis, as well as the negative effects of the second oil shock in 1979 deepened
the crisis.

3.2. Application of Neo‐liberal Policy in Turkey
The Initial phase of neoliberalism has started by the Decisions of the 24th January 1980 and
after the 12 September 1980 coup the initial period of neoliberalism accompanies with “Özal
legacy” since Turgut Özal’s leadership had a decisive impact on the neoliberal
transformation of the Turkish economy. The early 1980s constituted the heyday of the
“Washington Consensus” (Öniş, 2004). As Boratav (2013) states in the initial period of
neoliberalism (1980‐1989) the labor costs were suppressed so that the exports were
pumped and the capital movements was kept under control. The second phase of
neoliberalism is also the period of coalitions (1990‐2000). In this period the losses of the
labor were partially compensated and the distribution conflict lead to fiscal imbalances and
in contrary to these capital movements were liberalized. The third period of neoliberalism
(after the 2001 crisis, 2002 ‐2014) has accompanied to Justice and Development Party (JDP)
years, single party government. Within this period the fiscal imbalance was kept under
control and the distribution relations were determined by the market forces. Below these
periods will be examined respectively.

3.2.1. First period of neoliberalism in Turkey (integration of Turkish Economy to the world
economy through WC)
The 24th January 1980 Decisions were announced in order to curb inflation, to fill in the
foreign financing gap, and to attain a more outward oriented and market‐based economic
system. Within the framework of these decisions, export subsidies were granted and
exchange rates were allowed to depreciate in real terms to make Turkish exports more
competitive, which would lead to the promotion of export‐led growth.
Turkey attempted to overcome weaknesses of import‐substitution strategy by gearing
towards a more outward oriented economic development strategy. Especially during the
1980s there was an accelerated reform and adjustment process in almost all sectors of the
economic system. The reform process started with liberalization of the foreign trade regime
and the financial sector and culminated in the liberalization of capital accounts during late
1989, the latter changed the whole pattern of policy making environment radically.
24 January 1980 Decisions included export subsidies; high devaluation; increases in public
goods and services prices; increases in interest rates and implementation of heterodox
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export incentive policies. By the help of these policies Turkey regained the confidence of
international institutions. The IMF Stand‐by and World Bank adjustment loans were rapidly
arranged and disbursed in conjunction with additional debt relief operations. The trade
reform process was facilitated by three characteristics of the policy environment (CBRT,
2002, p. 6):





Firstly, net foreign lending allowed the resumption of intermediate goods imports
and eased pressures on public finance. Because of the low rates of capacity
utilization (at around 45‐50 percent), industrial firms showed a strong export
response to the rapidly altered incentive structure.
Secondly, the exchange rate depreciation was high but sustainable.
Thirdly, domestic absorption was significantly lowered in the first half of the 1980s to
provide room for the initial push in export expansion. In this period, real wages and
agricultural incomes were decreased substantially.

By the announcement of the decisions, economic integration to the world economy had
started in Turkey step by step. The first step was the trade liberalization process. Financial
liberalization followed trade liberalization and finally capital account liberalization fully
completed when Decree No: 32 put into force in August 11, 1989. Turkish economy, became
fully an open economy, to the shocks of the global economic system since then. Economic
policies of Washington Consensus influenced all sectors of the Turkish economy. Turkey was
among the reformist countries of 1980’s which tried to operate free market economy.
Strong adherence to neo‐liberal policies of Washington consensus gained acceptance in all
parts of the economy by the reforms realized after 1980.

3.2.2. Second period of neoliberalism in Turkey (results of WC)
The 1980s were characterized by the liberalization efforts of the governments on many
fronts. The 1990s were lax post reform period in Turkish economy. First generation reforms
were in place and the impact of these reforms was surfacing in 1990s. Economic
fundamentals and the rules of the game were totally changed during those years. The 1990s
were a decade of external and domestic shocks and crises for the Turkish economy.
The boom and bust cycles of the economy contributed to the political instability of the
country in 1990s. Duration of the governments stay in office were 15 months on the average
in those years. Turkey has been governed by coalitions of minority governments in that
period. Coalition governments performed worse than majority governments in terms of
budget discipline. Turkey experienced one of the deepest economic crisis of its history in
1994. There was a 60% nominal depreciation of the currency within four months and 6.1 %
contraction of the GNP in the same year.
Foreign financing and integration with the international capital markets didn’t raise the
productive capacity of the economy, but helped the policy makers to postpone the
necessary reforms. After crisis policy makers both in national and international quarters
became aware of the importance of proper rules, institutions and governance in achieving
stable growth. Second generation reforms and the issue of good governance were the main
agenda items during the late 1990s. New reforms were unavoidable in the face of pressing
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problems into an uncertain future through a rising depth stock. November 2000 and
February 2001 crises revealed the fact that the current situation would worsen without
more reforms addressing the public sector and the banking sector. The new economic
program of 2002‐2004 put a high priority in reforming the banking sector.

3.2.3 Third period of neoliberalism in Turkey (PWC)
Both 1994 crisis and 2001 crisis have emerged as financial crisis within this model of capital
accumulation in the neoliberal era that cause Turkish economy to be called transition from
one crisis to another (Yentürk, 2005:3). On the other hand the related crisis has also lead the
neoliberal transformation policies to be applied more effectively (Tahsin: 2013:3). It is
possible to claim that the 2001 crisis had also a function of opening a new era in the
application of neoliberal policies. First of all the political will require for the application of
neoliberal agenda was reconstructed under new power relations. Transition to “strong
economy” program implemented in 2001, after the crisis, under the leadership of Kemal
Derviş, the newly appointed Minister of State responsible for the economy was a major step
Turkey’s encounter with “regulatory neo‐liberalism” in context of the emerging post‐
Washington consensus (Öniş, 2012). Good governance, institutional restructuring, efficient
state against corruption, transparency are among the related titles targeted by transition to
strong economy under Derviş administration. These titles are also closely linked with PWC
agenda.
Based on this program the necessary regulations and laws for restructuring the state on the
basis of neoliberal principles were taken with an increasing role and effectiveness of the
independent regulatory agencies that also meant acceleration of the neoliberal
transformation (Öniş and Şenses, 2007).
Turkey is a prime case study demonstrating how the effects of a precipitous economic
collapse can be reversed (Hakura, 2013:2). As the liberalization of the 1980s went
unsupported by sound macroeconomic policies and institutional reforms, the economy
suffered repeated crises in the following decade: in 1991, 1994, 1998, 1999 and, worst of all,
2001. Lack of fiscal discipline and heavy reliance on monetary financing led to high inflation
and real interest rates. An inadequate regulatory and supervisory framework for the banking
system encouraged financial institutions to funnel short‐term borrowing from depositors
into loans of dubious quality and government securities. Inefficient state enterprises
dominated several economic sectors. Policy durability was undermined by a succession of
short lived coalition governments that implemented populist measures.
Then, under the aegis of Economy Minister Kemal Derviş, Turkey recovered swiftly from the
2001 collapse. He concluded a stand‐by agreement with the International Monetary Fund
(IMF), liquidated insolvent banks, privatized state‐owned enterprises, liberalized the energy
and telecommunication markets, introduced a free‐floating Turkish lira (TL), created an
autonomous central bank, and set up independent financial and market regulatory bodies.
Turkey’s European Union accession process and policy continuity under the subsequent
single party JDP government accelerated the recovery. Erdoğan’s leadership had brought
more efficiency and predictability to economic policy‐making since 2002. Turkey’s central
bank had earned plaudits from financial markets for bringing inflation under control.
Credibility became a corner stone of Turkish economic, fiscal and monetary policies,
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enabling the domestic business community and foreign investors to engage in long‐term
planning within a more stable political environment.
The sources of ‘easy’ economic growth from macroeconomic stability and fiscal discipline
have been largely exhausted, however. Turkey’s consumer‐driven economic model cannot
sustain consistently high growth rates and is being undermined by low investment and
savings rates, limited export sophistication, pervasive gender inequality and inefficient use
of its ‘demographic dividend’.
Turkey’s growth potential will be constrained unless it implements productivity enhancing
reforms before the problems of an ageing population start to be noticeable around 2025. To
avoid reform ‘fatigue’, it should focus on tackling the main bottlenecks to economic growth:
the quality of human capital, and incomplete reform of governance and institutions.

4. CONCLUSION
By the announcement of the 24th January 1980 decisions, economic integration to the world
economy had started in Turkey step by step. The first step was the trade liberalization
process. Financial liberalization followed trade liberalization and finally capital account
liberalization fully completed when Decree No: 32 put into force in 1989. Economic policies
of Washington Consensus influenced all sectors of the Turkish economy. Turkey was among
the reformist countries of 1980’s which tried to operate free market economy.
The 1990s were a decade of external and domestic shocks and crises for the Turkish
economy. Transition to “strong economy” program implemented in 2001, under the
leadership of Kemal Derviş was a major step Turkey’s encounter with “regulatory neo‐
liberalism” in context of the emerging post‐Washington consensus. Policy continuity under
the subsequent single party JDP government accelerated the recovery.
After the 2001 crisis, during the last decade it is clear that a fast growth rate period with an
increase in GDP per capita has been realized in Turkey. On the basis of the economic growth
ratios a “concrete” improvement has been achieved. The sources of ‘easy’ economic growth
from macroeconomic stability and fiscal discipline have been largely exhausted, however. Past
performance based on ‘easy’ growth released by lower inflation and fiscal discipline is no
guarantee of future success. Turkey’s growth strategy suffers from a serious flaw in its excessive
reliance on domestic demand‐led growth, putting at risk the sustainability of a fast‐paced
economy. Given current institutional and policy constraints, it might struggle to achieve even
modest growth rates of 2‐5 per cent and will be vulnerable to foreign investor sentiments unless
it bases growth more on productivity gains. After about 2025, it is anticipated that Turkey’s
‘demographic window of opportunity’ will start closing, population ageing will be in full swing
and its middling prospects for prosperity may well become the norm.
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ABSTRACT
Improving the quality of Public Finance and Government has become ever so important recently. All
European countries set high expectation regarding the efficient use of public monies. The right
financial information system is a prerequisite of value for money public financing. The European
Union has established rigorous accounting requirements for its members’ public finance. As a result
major changes had to be introduced into the representative practice of budgeting. Union members
had to reshape their national accounts system parallel to their public finance accounting. This
process has been lead by Western European countries.
Hungary must follow their examples in public accounting. Since the economic and social transition
took place in Hungary, a series of public accounting reforms has taken place. This study focuses on
introducing such reforms specifically in regard to
public financing and accountability. After
discussing the key characteristic of the reforms, we conclude that Hungary is lagging behind in
regulating public accounting when compared to other Central Eastern European countries. This
shortfall is mainly due to the instability of the transition period. Most efforts were directed towards
economic progress and thus information generation lacked. This special case will be outlined through
the practice of special accounting standards developed for public financing (IPSAS). Such practice is
particularly prevalent in Anglo‐Saxon countries. However, globalisation and supra/national
cooperation led to the adoption of accounting standards in other countries. In Central Eastern
Europe, the level of using accounting standards varies from country to country. Certain countries
fully support the adoption of accounting standards while others approach them with caution.
Our study also aims to outline the managerial approach in the Hungarian Public Sector closely related
to these standards. This new practice will be discussed in the specialist area of water management.
We shall investigate how much of business accounting standards and practice has been introduced to
the public sphere. Our research will also entail the studying the usefulness of accounting information.

Key words: public sector, public accounting, reform of accounting system, IPSAS standards
JEL code: H83
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1. Introduction – Public Sphere Information System
Information system is the complementary networks of components among which new
informations is communicated. Informations are necessary not only in the management of
private entities but also of public institutions. In modern market economies, the public
sphere has historically evolved to serve all state functions. The public sphere is a sub‐sector
of the economy which produces and manages collective goods Public entities can operate
following public budgetary, non‐profit or business regulations (Sivák‐Vigvári, 2012).
During the last few decades, the public sphere’s significance has increased. The public sector
has become an integral part of the economy. The sector’s main objective is to fulfil its
obligations to the public.
In the public sector, many sub‐sectors can be distinguished according to their character or
operational mechanism. Key differences in the operational objectives and methods; financial
techniques; or the informations systems of the sub‐sectors can be underlined. As such then
information system of the public sector has a widely applicable definition.
The Public Sector Information System involves all components producing information
necessary for the operations of the Public Sector. The Public Sector Information System
forms a sub‐system of the Public Sector Information System. The State Finance Information
System forms part of the Public Sector Information System. Just like all other systems, the
complex State Finance Information System can also be divided into smaller sub‐systems.
Figure 1 describes the key sub‐sections of the State Finance Information System.
Financial information play vital role in the State Finance Information System. In addition,
public finance accounting is another key element in the information system.

Figure 1: State Finance Information System

Financial information
system

Forecast systems
The system of law

System of informatics
Other information
systems

Audit system

Source: own editing
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The State Finance Information System’s environment
The typical function of the public sector is to provide public goods for society. Public sector
institutions primarily carry out non‐market activities. However, these institutions often have
functions where efficient management and cost‐benefits analysis play vital roles. However, a
profit‐oriented approach cannot always apply to public functions as public benefits are hard
to account for or measure in monetary terms (Csermák, 2004.).
In addition, unlike in the private sector, public entities do not have a clearly defined
managerial objective such as profit realisation or asset accumulation. Objectives for the
public sector are often defined as functions open to individual interpretations. Often such
functions are interpreted from a political angle as opposed to purely economic ones. As
public management objectives are difficult to quantify, measuring objectives leads to various
problems.
Subjectivity plays part not only in measuring objectives but also in defining them. In some
areas of public management, profit oriented activities are mixed with activities aiming to
produce public goods. Most typical of such behaviour are public utility companies (Horváth
M., 2002).
Public management can be viewed as managing a large factory where public goods and
services are produced (Kassó, 2006). Managing the production requires the co‐ordination of
a vast array of activities which consequently involves large number of agents, often working
in different geographical units.
State financing also differs significantly from the financing of private enterprises. Financing
public functions involves both internal and external resources. External resources arrive
mainly from the central government budget, while internal resources include local tax
revenues and asset utilisation. Additionally, some activities are financed from both public
and private monies. To make matters more complex, the financing of certain tasks are
realised through a multi‐level decision making process. Three main levels of decision making
can be distinguished: central government budget, local government and specialist agencies.
The effectiveness of operations is also measured in a significantly different manner in the
private and public sectors. Public goods and services primarily cannot be replaced with other
goods and services, even their non‐consumption it limited. As a result, society’s freedom of
controlling or even influencing the quality of public good and services is highly limited
(Vigvári, 2005).
The above observations lead to another characteristic of management, the different
definitions of bankruptcy. If a private enterprise cannot cover its costs it can go bankrupt. On
the other hand, as a consequence of soft budgetary limits, public entities can be, and are
often, bailed out i.e. saved through additional central budgetary funds (Kornai‐Maskin‐
Gérard, 2004.).
Planning plays a special role in managing public entities. The most important product of
planning is the budget, providing a frame for the operations of any particular year. The
budget details the objectives, the necessary resources, the operations and the timing of
operations as well as the units responsibly for the operations (Csermák, 2004.).
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The basic unit of planning in the public sector is the institution itself as opposed to the
product or a service. In addition, the timescale of planning is generally shorter in the public
sector than in the private sphere. Short‐ and medium‐term planning is a special
characteristic of local government systems.
There are significant differences in public and private management regarding ownership.
Assets are owned by the State or local governments. Sometimes fulfilling a public function
involves the temporary transfer of ownership of public assets. As the owner and manager of
a public asset are different agents with different motivations asset management causes
problems.
Measuring productivity of public entities poses various problems as a result of objectives not
being clearly defined and difficulties with assessing effectiveness. Performance indicators
commonly used in the private sphere have limitations in the public sector.
Following the above discussion, we can conclude that public financing and management
requires a complex and multi‐dimensional information system.

2. Public Sector Accounting
Three major periods can be distinguished in the history of modern public sector accounting
in Hungary. During the first period, the 1990s, the same accounting techniques were applied
as in the previous socialist, direct economy era. Unfortunately, the accounting practice of
Western European countries could not find fertile soil to take root in Hungary during that
period. On the other hand, during that time a frenzied legislation took place in general but
also in relation to a public finance system. Due to the shortage of time and urgency of the
matter, consultation with all parties concerned and detailed impact assessment studies
regarding new legislation were often lacking.
The second period, from 2000 till 2013, can be characterised by providing a certain degree of
stability in the system. Early legislation was reviewed and amended as well as new
methodology was introduced.
Key legislation in the period included Act C of 2000 on Accounting and Government Order
No. 249/2000. (XII. 24.), on the specifics of the annual reporting and bookkeeping tasks of
state budgetary organizations. The latter government order adopts the regulations of the
Accounting Act for government financed institutions. In the following part of our study we
shall outline the main characteristics of this period.
The key guide in public sector accounting at this time was the traditional cash flow approach.
In our view, most problems and shortcomings of public financing relates to adoption of this
approach. This traditional viewpoint results in a misleading image of healthy public finances.
Under the surface, however, major tensions could prevail.
The objective of the accounting and recording system in this period was to register cash flow
items at completion. The adoption of pure cash flow approach in public sector financing
leads to negative consequences for several reasons. In other words, the cash flow
methodology presents a significant information risk for all areas of management.
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Furthermore, the applied methodology is not able to reduce such risks. During this
accounting period, research is limited to revenues, outgoings and related indices. Such data
can only show a distorted picture of finance management.
Due to the cash flow management, Hungarian government institutions cannot budget
accurately. Without accurate budgeting, tasks cannot be fulfilled properly. Hence, the
government cannot fulfil its ownership and investing obligations as the current methodology
does not allow for the full evaluation of its operations.
Accounting and compulsory data service only serves cash flow based planning, public monies
accounting and related internal and external auditing (Kassó, 2006). However, the feedback
function cannot work properly due to imprecise and liberal of administration practice.
Determining the real value of their financial capacity would be vital for budgetary
institutions. However, the management of public finances is hindered in performing proper
financial analysis. Data necessary for analysis cannot be generated. The balance sheet, cash
flow and balance account fulfilling the functions of a profit and loss statement, as well as
revenue and outgoings based budgets generate unreliable information. Furthermore, the
balance sheet is incapable of supporting any asset related decision‐making.
In order to secure the quality and financing of managing public assets and tasks, it is vital to
fully understand the value and structure of accounts payable. Sustainable management
cannot be maintained by inadequate handling of accounts payable and liabilities. Two types
of accounts payable are particularly significant, one is suppliers’ accounts and the other is
long‐term liabilities (loans and bonds). Both types of liabilities present degrees of
indebtedness. Current account deficit and government indebtedness have far reaching
consequences through the financial markets and the EU.
The balance of the public sector budget is also deceptive. The method of achieving a
balanced budget is equally important. Analysing the internal coherence of budgetary and
management decisions is a must.
Managing depreciation needs special attention. Depreciation is compulsory following set
depreciation formulas and methodology. However, the accounted depreciation has no
consequence or bearing for the management. The regulations ignore the most vital part of
depreciation i.e. which resources are to be used for replacing the amortised asset.
Furthermore, this fact cannot be presented in the registration and accounting system
resulting mainly from the imprecisions of the asset records and the methods of accounting
for changes in the equity account. In other words, the value of depreciation is corrected by
short‐term liabilities and new asset acquisition. All in all, accounting aims to maintain the
overall value of assets. As non‐asset items get incorporated in the calculations and the
analysis ignores any changes in the asset needs of the entity, the accounting picture
becomes hazed.
For politicians a cash flow based budgetary planning seems advantageous, as it clearly shows
which institutions receive what amounts and at the end of the financial year all monies spent
are accounted for. For the decision‐makers it might seem that all objectives were fulfilled.
However, this cash flow based financing mechanisms only answers the question of how
much was spent by a certain institution in a certain year and ignores any concerns of
efficiency and effectiveness.
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An institution based financing practice will also disregard cost and benefit analysis. Rational
management assumes the cost assessment of tasks and cost comparison of alternatives.
However, budgetary institutions do not possess reliable information regarding actual costs.
Another issue regarding the management of public entities is the quality of asset
management. This issue, however, meets with disinterest. Neither the account based not
the market based valuation provides reliable information. Already the exact account of
assets poses a problem as depreciation is not offset with money flow. As a result, the
effectiveness of asset management cannot be correctly assessed.
The institution based approach does not follow the accounting concept as laid out in
legislation, since in the institutions’ budgets costs are not accounted and accumulated for
each tasks separately. Most institutions carry out multiple tasks, thus their aggregate
accounting makes the situation even more complicated.
Even the separation of tasks might not necessarily mean an obvious solution. Unfortunately,
legislation regarding the operation of public entities allows for various tasks to mix and
overlap and no methodology of separating such tasks exist.
Thus, the validity of information in the final accounts of public entities is highly questionable.
On one hand, revenue items are presented without following a centrally regulated itemised
financial reporting standard. On the other hand, the itemised financial statements only
contain half of all outgoings. Furthermore, financial audit is only required for 30 percent of
the itemised accounts (Kassó, 2006.).
Another problem concerning accounts is that information is aggregated ta institutional level.
The above mentioned characteristics of the accounting, registration and budgetary system
negatively influence the adoption of ESA95 methodology in public sector accounting. The
new approach set significant methodological challenges for the government statistical
system where all problems of the itemised accounting and registration system accumulate.

Major reforms and changes
The above discussed shortcomings hinder the development of a responsible and efficient
public budgetary management. Despite the fact that concerned institutions (public entities,
controlling and auditing agents, specialist consulting organisations) constantly emphasise the
problems, the situation has shown little improvement. However, the underlying causes for
this lack of change must be seen in a wider context. In conclusion, the conditions for change
were not present.
In the meantime, the European Union has expected an ever increasing rigour in the public
accounting system. Reports on Hungarian public accounting system emphasise the need for
more transparency and responsible budgetary management. Political circles perceive the
criticism in relation to the actual and maximum levels of indebtedness and budget deficit.
The EU provided the final push for the Hungarian Government to institute changes. It
became apparent that only a newly reformed public sector accounting system could meet
the EU’s expectations.
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This reform process led to the adoption of Government Order No. 74/2013 concerning
public sector accounting. Budgetary institutions must continue to adhere to the Act on
Accounting, thought the new order introduced amendments to the act as too.
This new order set very impressive objectives. Among others, it aims to fulfil the increasing
informations needs of public entity management, a stronger cohesion with the Accounting
Act, more emphasis on the adoption of accounting principles for budgetary institutions.
The new legislation allows only a year of transition ‐ without any option for extension ‐ for
budgetary institutions to adopt new accounting systems.
The major reform lies in the separation of budgetary and financial accounting. Planning,
accounting and reporting in budgetary accounting will continue to be based on cash flow.
However, methodology for financial accounting sets out to represent assets in a unified
structure and increase the reliability and validity of financial statements regarding assets.
Furthermore, new legislations call for analysis on the effectiveness and efficiency of
managing public entities and functions. These changes are both necessary and advantageous
in terms of providing a sound framework or public financing.
Additional reforms introduced by the new legislation derive from the above mentioned key
changes. Out of the additional changes the compilation of the Classified Balance Sheet
stands out due to its significance. 31 December 2013 being the turning date, all accounts of
the general ledger, prepared using previous accounting and registration logic, must be
closed and amended with addition items as required by the new methodology. The
compilation of the classified balance sheet poses a series of new accounting tasks including:
the transfer of appropriate items, presentation and valuation of all accounts payable and
liabilities, sorting of external moneys, or the transfer of advance payments.
Public sector accounting executes a threefold registration function by recording the budgets
of and the completion of revenues and outgoings as well as recording assets and liabilities.
The government order introduced a unified chart of accounts and order of headings.
Account classes of the general ledger have gained more significance, particularly Class 0,
which covers all registration accounts. Assets and liabilities form integral parts of the
accounting registration now. The fundamental proviso for completing any assets and
liabilities is the accurate recording of assets and liabilities against which completion can be
made.
Concerning completed items, the most important new element is the economic and
functional recording of completion. Although this element was expected in the previous
regime, either the economic or the functional recording was thwarted as a result of the cash
flow approach and other technical solutions.
The new government order has also altered the structure of the balance sheet e.g.
abolishing the activated value of experimental development. Although abandoning this item
made sense, it might lead to information loss which could further result in certain
institutions (with research functions) establishing a separate registration of such activities
(incl. costs and revenues etc.).Concerning assets and liabilities, the accrual concept has been
adopted. From now on, assets and liabilities of a certain year will be separated from those
due in following years.
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Significant changes have been instigated regarding the asset valuation. Salvage values are
now limited to 25 million HUF. In addition, government financed institutions may use
centrally determined accounting formulas for the valuation of fixed assets.
The content of financial reporting in the government sector has also altered. The yearly
budgetary report can be complied following two methodology, one is cash flow accounting
while the other is accrual account. The report can be complied following 4 different
classifications: economic, functional and administrative classifications as well as classification
according to government functions. The profit and loss statement has gained significance in
the new budgetary reporting system. In addition, new reports must be prepared detailing
costs and recovered costs in order to harmonise finances via meeting revenues earmarked
for specific tasks with direct, own costs.
Overall, recent reforms of public sector accounting signify improvement on previous
tradition. Although not enough time has passed since the adoption of the new legislation to
provide enough ground for deep analysis, a few notes can be made using reference material
and practical experience.
The transition to a new accounting practice is made more difficult for a number of
institutions as the new legislation did not allow sufficient time for it adoption. Generally
speaking, government financed institutions are not adequately prepared for a speedy
transition. The previously practiced accounting logic cannot be altered in such a short
period.
Despite the validity of accrual accounting, public institutions are now burdened with a dual
accounting system resulting heavier workload and fears towards any changes.
Compliance with legislation requires that all necessary personnel and material provisions are
available. Unfortunately, there is a shortage of accountants specialising in public sector
financing. Furthermore, training practice in the public sector does not help the situation.
Only six month after the adoption of legislation started public institutions providing
specialist training for their employees, which was far too close to the start of preparing the
classified balance sheet. On the material side of the problem, the concerned institutions
could not get hold of the updated version of the Resources Programme on time for the work
to commence.
The new reforms in the registration system do not necessarily lead to growing information
supply and increased reliability. Compatibility among the different classifications runs into
various problems. Additionally, the presentation of the profit and loss statement in the
determined structure could be based on inaccurate and vague information.
The reforms have been vital even though they have dubious concrete results. Errors and
shortcoming emerging in the transition period must be corrected.
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3. Public sector accounting in an international comparison
In the followings we shall discuss the reforms of public sector accounting in Hungary in an
international context i.e.: How do the above mentioned reforms relate to progress in the
field on an international level? The discussion will follow the development of accounting
principles.
The way from a traditional to a reformed accounting system could be discussed through the
operational principles of accounting. Table 1 lists the general principles of accounting
information systems.

Table 1. Operational principles of the information system

1. Empowerment
2. Transparency
3. Openness
4. Controllability
5. Financially sound
6. Performance

7. Foresight
8. Sustainability
9. Integrity
10. Sufficient detail
11. Validity
Source: the Law of Accounting

The principle of empowerment or delegation implies that all responsibility for budgetary
decisions should lie with the delegated agent. This principle was already a corner stone of
the traditional budgetary policy.
Full transparency must be achieved in the public finance legislation as well as in the
budgetary processes of government institution. The flow of public money should be easily
monitored. This principle has gained sufficient significance as expectations towards an
efficient management of deficient public moneys is increasing.
Open access to information on public finances are encouraged as a means to strengthen the
community element of government policy and to present the key characteristics of the
economy to the public. Social criticism concerning public sector finance also encouraged the
government to improve transparency.
Increased controllability not only involves controls on adherence to regulations (lawfulness)
but also performance and value for money audits evaluating the rationality and efficiency of
managing government assets and finances.
Modern public sector finance policy and valid budgetary decisions must be built on
financially sound ground which is one of the key corner stones of public management.
Performance, sustainability and foresight are all new financing principles alien to the old,
traditional approach.
Integrity implies that all elements of public sector financing and management must be fully
scrutinised. Assets and liabilities of government institutions financed from non‐government
sources receive special attention just like assets and liabilities impacting public budgeting
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and the management of government assets. The principle of sufficient detail supplements
integrity in as far as it implies the classifications of public finance information into sub‐
categories of sufficient detail and content.
The principle of validity concerns on one hand the validity of information provided and also
the increased content of public sector financing information. A valid picture of public sector
finance management cannot be formed without performance assessment.
A change in the content of the information system’s principles did affect the principles of
public sector accounting. The introduction of public sector accounting standards (IPSAS)
presents a good example.
IPSAS aim to prepare a unified financial statement system for public sector financing and
management in order to provide sufficient and accurate information for all interested
parties. The standards cover all area of accounting. Separate standards apply to accounting,
evaluation, reporting and accessibility, publicity. The applicability of standards is not reduced
to a single level of government but is relevant to all levels, central as well as municipal.
The majority of IPSAS were adapted from IAS, standards developed for the private sector.
Hence most of the accounting principles of IPSAS come from IAS which can be divided into
general principles and supplementary principles (See Figure 2).

Figure 2: IPSAS Principles

Background: Continuity

Generally principles: Reliability, Comparability, Relevancy, Lucidity, Solidity, Neutrality,
Controllability

Target: analyze the management
Source: original work based on Varga, 2009.

Figure 2 shows that the international accounting standard ignores the principle of providing
a reliable and valid picture, which formed an elementary part of Hungarian accounting
legislation.
According to the International Account Standard Board (IASB), the report will provide a
reliable and valid picture of operations if during the preparation of the accounts all
standards and other quality assurances are met. Quality assurances include reliability,
comparability, relevance and clarity. US GAAP also highlights the significance of these
standards with the only proviso that the understanding is the liability of the users. The
operational principles of public sector financing and management are also relevant for public
sector accounting.
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General observations on international public sector accounting
Inevitably there is a significant variation among the accounting practices of European
countries since each country has its own economic, political, social environment.
Each European country has taken steps towards accrual accounting. Parallel, the adoption of
relevant accounting techniques has also started. The driving force behind accrual accounting
is an ever increasing demand for economic related information. Besides budgetary control,
performance assessment has also gained impetus.
There are many motives behind the adoption of accrual accounting including the reforming
of public sector finance management, decentralisation and the changing attitude of
managers.
On the other, there are issues hindering the smooth application of the new methodology
such as lack of expertise, attachment to traditional budgetary techniques, opposition of
concerned parties, insufficient IT support, non‐compatibility with various element of
government finance.
Countries that could overcome these obstacles made significantly more progress in accrual
accounting. How fast and to what extent a country managed to transform its budgetary
process also contributed to its overall success in accrual accounting compared to other
European countries.
Different strategies have been developed in the adoption of accrual accounting. Although
the duration of the transition period varies from country to country, it averaged 3 years.
How far a country relies on accounting standards shows a great diversity in Europe. Mostly
Anglo‐Saxon and a number of other Western European countries adopted full heartedly
accounting standards. Other countries ignore these standards in their accounting legislation.
However, all countries encourage the use of the IPSAS system to some extent.
Hungary should consider the international practice of public sector accounting. An analysis
of the initial problems associated with the new accounting methodology emphasises a valid
risk that the newly adopted legislation might not achieve the expected results. There is
however the opportunity to intervene in the first stage of adoption.

4. Public accounting in the practice
The study has further target to present the spread of the management methods closely
related to the standards in the Hungarian public sector. On behalf of this a typical public
service, the water management will be presented.
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Water management in accounting perspective
We would like to present the significance of the recent changes in the public accounting
system through two main basic functions of the water management: the flood and inland
waters protection and the management of state’s property using by the directorates. This
paper intends to reveal, how current changes in the legal regulation can influence the
assessment of the quality of addressed basic functions on the local and national level as well.
The reform may take effects many aspects of the operation, but the scope of this study is
narrower we cannot introduce all changes. Therefore we will focus on the four main areas,
all of which concern the above mentioned activities. These are the following:
‐ the opportunities inherent in the consolidation for the aim of providing the expected
information of inhabitants and decision makers;
‐ the possibilities of measurement of performance and economic results according to the
so‐called statement about cost and returned cost;
‐ the effect of the reliable calculated depreciation on the efficiency, furthermore its
influence on resource allocation in the scope of general functions and business
activities;
‐ the impact of changes in the evaluation methods on the assessment of the real financial
position.
In Hungary a significant improvement can be experienced regarding the consolidation
method, but rules are still limited within the public area. (Ernst & Young, 2012) The
government’s right to set the rules of consolidation by decree is involved in the Act on CXCV
2011 on Public Finance (hereinafter: Public Finance Act), what has been entered into force
on 31st of December in 2011. The government decree including the rules of consolidation
was issued in January 2013 and it came into effect from 1st of January in 2014. This timelag
presents ell the necessity of time and adequate preparation of the changes. The Hungarian
State Treasury (hereinafter: Treasury) is due to collect and provide sufficient information
about the budget estimates and budget implementation. Actually the Treasury has been
aggregating the information since 2000 in the scope of some subsectors of the state budget.
According to the Government Decree 4/2013 (I.11.) on Specialities of the General
Government Organizations Reporting and Public Accounting Rules the Treasury is required
to compile the consolidated financial statement on the level of each subsector and for the
completely state budget as well. The aggregation applies solely to some particular
information, what are the following: balance sheet, profit and loss account, and statement
about the implementation of budget. Despite of its importance the another parts of financial
statement have not been consolidated.
In Hungary the development of the consolidation method works continuously. It consists of
the following steps:
1. In the year of 2000 the consolidation was relevant solely to the national Social Security
(SS) subsector and SS budgetary institutions. (According to Government Decree 249/2000.
(XII.24.) on Specialities of the General Government Organizations Reporting and Public
Accounting Rules) (hereinafter: Government Decree 249/2000. (XII.24.) ) (Ernst & Young,
2012)
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2. From 2009 the consolidation was relevant to a wider scope, which involved the central
budgetary and governmental subsectors, furthermore SS and other funds. The
aggregation had to cover the complete budget estimates and implementations on the
basis of Government Decree 292/2009. (XII.19.))
3. The withdrawal period was from 1st of January in 2012 until 31st of December in 2013
there was no declaration regarding consolidation.
4. From 1st of January in 2014 there is completely consolidation concerning both subsectors
and state budget as well. The legal changes entering into force from 1st of January in
2014 are relevant to the whole public sector, and heir target is the realization of
implementing unified public accounting policy in conformity with the 6th of IPSAS
standard. (IPSAS Handbook, 2012)
The importance of the consolidation and transparence of the financial statements in the
scope of water management resides in the calculation and national aggregation of the cost
of the flood and inland waters protection. In the current practice the expenses incurring due
to the protection are compensated ex‐post by the state. This method requires wide range of
data collections and supplying and owing to the cash flow approach and it is not suitable to
identify the real costs. According to the relevant regulation the account for the cost of
protection against water affairs shall be measured with the first cost (cost price) method in
harmony with the law of accounting. Nevertheless there is a discrepancy in reference to cost
concept defined by the law of accounting law and public accounting. It is a relevant problem,
as historical cost is involved in the first cost (cost price). The regulation of accounting rules of
the cost related to the water affairs use the terms cost” and “expenses” as synonyms for
each other. This reflects well, that according to cash flow approach these costs are not
distinguishable. Thanks to the reform the solution of the above mentioned anomaly cannot
be delayed in the future. And also it is very important to make clear whether the financing of
the expenditures or the compensation of effectively incurring costs is preferable. In the last
case the items without cash‐flow will be compensated as well. The accrual accounting can
contribute to useful information supplement in the case of ex‐post funding as well. Hereby
the difference between the compensated and real consumption of the resources can be
calculated, which information is necessary and impressive information for local and other
concerned people on upper level too.
From an economic point of view the accurate estimation of the cost of flood and inland
waters protection has significant importance especially because of the soft budget
constraint referring to this. Owing to this conception the expenditure target can be
exceeded on the basis of the governmental approval decisions. This shall entail the setting
priorities in the scope of both financing and protection consistently. The flavour of flood
control is that the prompt reactions and decisions are crucial, so specific stand‐by
equipments and inventories are essential. The SWOT analysis has been accepted in the early
2014 as a suitable method for the risk management in the scope of flood control. The
difficulties of the financial planning in this area are well‐presented by the fact, that the
appropriation reserved for disaster recovery in the state budget has not changed since 2011.
The cost incurring due to the protection are financed ex‐post by the state, what involve the
risk of the existence of sunk costs. The way to the recognition of the reliable cost leads over
the solving of the anomalies related to the accounting. The information about effective costs
contribute to a more accurate budget planning, thus to the economic and careful
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management. In our point of view in wider context the next step should be the consolidation
of the statement about costs and returned costs. The measurement of the substantive costs
for each general function of the state is the basis of proper and established resource‐
allocation. In the process of consolidation should pay distinguished attention to
consequential corrections.
The statement about costs and returned costs is also part of the financial statement and the
necessary information is provided by cash flow approach. It has the purpose to assess the
results of the addressed functions, and according to this it uses the line items of the profit
and loss account regarding both benefits and expenditures. The applied calculation method
is very similar to the direct costing concept used in the business sector. In the public sector
nowadays there is a very strong intention to realize the new business methods reflecting the
compliance of the requirement of 3E. Essentially this derivation takes into account all of
incurring cost and income concerning each task. As a result of that the cost and income per
cost drivers and the balance of a particular activity can be identified. In the public sector
similarly to the business sector the restriction of the concept has to be taken into account,
namely the aggregation is limited. The activities classification according to the function
classification structure and the matched bookkeeping supports he function focused
approach. However there are some dysfunctions in the function classification structure,
which prevents the clear sight and reliable information furnishing. The main groups of
current system compress too many activities in one function compared to the complexity of
those. Hereby the dimensions of this structure do not meet with the demand on information
of the local decision makers, the inhabitants, and the government. The current concept is
not able to identify the correct cost driver, since a particular function involves very different
kind of activities, so that it cannot be featured by one index number correctly. The next
station in the process of the development of the accrual based accounting should be the
review of the function classification structure and adjust it to the required information. As
the changes aim to improve accountability, furthermore transparency, efficiency and
effectiveness in public administration, it is inconceivable without an appropriate framework
of index numbers. This means also the basis of monitoring, which is one of the five
interrelated components of the internal control.
One of the main characteristic of a water management directorate is that they operate with
a very large amount of property, plant and equipment. These count about 90 to 95 percent
of the balance sheet total. Accordingly the depreciation – what is actually potential cost –
runs to high amount, so the preventive maintenance costs mean significant liability for the
institutions. Owing to the straitened circumstances and reduced possibilities for innovations
and renovations became the infrastructure increasingly outdated. The gross amount of the
fully depreciated assets counts about 11 to 16 percent of the balance sheet total. Within this
the proportion of the equipments and conveyances belonging to the indispensable
precondition for the performance of tasks counts approximately 70 to 85 percent. Data
express that the depreciation and so the commitment for the maintenance is necessary to
be disclosed. Comparing these costs with the available financial resources the necessary
incomings can be calculated, for which directorates need to raise funds by their own. At this
point there some problems are arising associated with the calculation of price. As rates
illustrate that the depreciation must play an important role in the operational cost, thus in
the unite price of a particular activity. The knowledge about reasonable price of activities is
crucial for appropriate resource allocation and tasks priority ranking, especially in the case of
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resource scarcity. However the institutions of public sector are non‐profit oriented the
expectations from shareholders (specifically the inhabitants and the European Union) for the
adoption of market approach and business management methods will be more and more
powerful. Actually the public entities are required to improve their assets utilization ratio in
order to reduce the specific costs and enhance quality of the provided public services.
The business activities are not preferred in the public sector. The reasons are obvious:
without measurability and accountability there is no confidence whether it is remunerative
or not. The following risk surfaces: business activities may take resources out of general
function, what leads to conflict of interest. The disallowance or limitation of business
activities dispossesses budgetary institutions from the possibility of partially self‐financing
and encumber the performing their maintenance commitments. If the business
management methods seem to be ideal and are required to adopt by public sector the
government ought to promote it by responsible legal and control environment. At this point
it is worth to turn back to the opportunities provided by the statement about costs and
returned costs again. The depreciation is included in the cost of a costs driver, what could
help to the budgetary institutions to include it in the unite price of a particular service or
product. Hence the return of the amortization will floe to the entity, moreover the
estimation and planning become more accurate. Through this statement the decisions can
be supported and the results of the activities can be presented by accurate calculation, what
means a feedback and control at the same time.
The changes do not cause effects on the depreciation rate, the accumulated depreciation
and the remainder depreciation of the assets installed before 1st of January in 2014. On the
basis of these the accounting reforms are applicable on the basis of the public entities own
decision. The concept does not solve the problem existing in this area for ages, thus the
results probably come forward after more years. The headway lies in the revaluation of all
used assets, but it means a great hiatus. Currently there is no information, whether the
revaluation will be obligatory for water management directorates or not. The final decision
about this question is expected at the end of the first or the beginning of the second quarter
of 2014. From our opinion furthermore necessary actions ought to be the differentiated
specification of depreciation rate for public sector and the more flexible application of
valuation methods in line with the nature of activities. The depreciation rate in accordance
with the real useful life is consistent with the 17th number of IPSAS. In Hungary the
Government Decree 249/2000. (XII.24.) allowed for institutions till 2014 to adjust the
depreciation rates to the real useful life of assets, but after the reforms this possibility is not
available anymore. According to the current regulation instead of the promotion of the
practical realization of these prescriptions, solely those depreciation rates are applicable,
which are involved in the Act LXXXI of 1996 on Corporate Tax and Dividend Tax.
The historical cost and carrying amount of the assets play an important role to assess
appropriate the financial position and performance. After the public accounting reforms of
2014 the historical cost does not include the non‐deductible value added tax. That is a
discrepancy between the public accounting rules and the general accounting law. This
modification eliminates the distortion thanks to the taxes, hereby contributes to disclose the
proper amount of depreciation. The amortization will be made independently from the
changes in taxation, thus data become comparable over a period of time. Further changes
are that carrying amount shall be recognised suitably to the purchasing price, what is more
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narrow category than before. The appropriate amount of net assets requires the
amendment of the rules concerning the residual value. According to the practice before
2014 all kind of assets depreciates fully, so their residual value at the end of useful life was
zero. Due to the public accounting reforms the determination of residual value turned into
essential in the cases of property, plant and equipment above cost of 25 million HUF (about
80.000 EUR), under that there is no possibility to determine the residual value. (Dömötörfy‐
Szamkó, 2013) Especially thanks to the high level of invested assets the changes facilitate the
proper assessment of the financial position and performance. By the way in Hungary more
time needs to meet the17th number of IPSAS requirement regarding the annual review of
the residual value.
Within the assets the inventories are also very important for water management
directorates, where the inventories appear almost solely in the form of materials and
supplies to be consumed in the production process or in the rendering services. The
inventories according to their nature are practically classified as follow:
‐
‐

used for the general operation
reserved for defensive purposes (stand‐by materials and supplies)

These two categories also appear in the new public accounting separately. Consequently the
consolidation has another unquestionable advantage beyond the previous. Information can
be available on the national level about the stocks held for defensive purposes. This kind of
inventories is analogous with the interchangeable inventories included in 12th number of
IPSAS. For the completion of the tasks in connection with the flood control a certain amount
of material and equipment is crucial. Actually these stocks are permanently engrossed
current assets, what worsen the efficiency and effectiveness. This kind of inventories shows
the following features: very slow turnover rate because of the conditioned consumption, the
consumption implies the replacement obligations, low utilization rate, their impairment loss
may run to high, significant demand on premises, their carrying costs are considerable, and
the separated storage of them usually causes many problems. The carrying amount of the
inventories is the historical cost less impairment loss adjusted by reversal of the impairment
loss. Generally the stand‐by inventories had been procured a long time ago and recognised
in the statement as the historical cost of that time, what is now far away from their current
market price or replacement cost. In the scope of these inventories a more accurate aspect
is the recognition at the replacement cost in accordance with the 12th number of IPSAS. The
present value calculation of the costs of flood and inland waters protection also requires the
same method owing to the above mentioned features of the inventories and to the
consistence with the ex‐post funding system. Inventories bought and held for the ordinary
course of activities have more favourable turnover rate. Thus the valuation method
according to the corrected cost proves itself to be appropriate in this case, moreover it is the
nearest approximation of the fair value. But there is such a specific type of inventory, what
appears solely in the subsidiary ledger, and there is no information about their value. These
are recognised as an expense at the date of purchase. This concept is harmonized with the
IPSAS standards, because the activities of the water management directories are mostly
service rendering, in which the consumed materials and supplies are accounted for
expenses. But this category of inventory without value shall be amended. It involves such
supplies, i.e. office furniture, which carry amounts are expected to be measured. The 12th
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number of IPSAS enables to apply different cost formula for inventories with a different
nature or use. Hungary did the first step to this distinction through division the inventories
into the two mentioned groups. The orientation towards the specifications of IPSAS is
discoverable from other aspects as well: in contrast with the Hungarian law of accounting
the advances given for inventories will be recognised in the future as accounts receivable
rather than inventories.
Last but not least we would like to mention a few words about the aggravating
circumstances, which hinder the application of changes in practice. These are mostly thanks
to the unpreparedness of information system. The surfaced difficulties show that the
changes procedure was rather too fast and came into force without the proper
arrangements. The preparation of the information system should have started at least one
year before the reforms of legal regulation. In the meantime the users would have taste the
program, and by means of their opinion and experiences the failures could have been
corrected. The concept is now the same, but the available time for that is extremely short:
no more than one month was during closing the accounts. This situation rings the possibility
of some mistakes in itself.

Conclusions
The Hungarian public sector requires reform. One element of this should be the
improvement of accounting system. It must not to be done take no notice of the
characteristics of Hungarian public sector and international tendencies. The development
conception can be defined according to the resultant of these two factors. This conception
should be feasible and it can reach the anticipated optimal effects for local governments and
for other level of public sector.
Unfortunately in Hungary we should not polemize about what is the best accounting method
for public sector the cash‐based or the accrual based accounting system. Surely this problem
is embedded in a wider problem group; it is the efficiency of public sector. Within the scope
of this such problems are waiting for solution as the unambiguous defining of state tasks, the
optimal distribution of tasks among the state levels, the rational determination of circle of
tasks and jurisdictions connection with a state level, the constitutional reform of public
administration, the reform of management’s regulation and the complex improvement of
financial system of local governments. The handling of these problems has vital importance.
According to the international experience it is impossible to set an objective of full adoption
of accrual based accounting in Hungarian public sector, because now preconditions do not
exist. But this does not mean that there is no opportunity to the development of public
sector, the international experience certify that the most appropriate field for adoption of
accrual based accounting is the local government system, surely it is possible to test the new
different accounting methods “on a small scale”, and there is more possibility to change
methods in case of need, and moreover the accumulated experience are expansible later to
other level of public sector, too.
The reform has started in the end of 2013. There are some changes in the public accounting
system. These elements of reforms tend to the application of accrual based accounting. If we
examine the actual situation of the Hungarian public sector’s organizations we can verify
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that the process of accounting reform goes further very languidly. The actors of the public
sector can not apply all new methods in the accounting system. They can fulfil all
requirements which emerge from the side of the government. But the usage of the new
settlement methods and other elements of accounting are very oppressive for the public
sector. We are not optimistic that this reform could solve all problems in the accounting
system. On the contrary we emphasize that hiatus will multiply in the area of Hungarian
accounting system.
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ABSTRACT
Albania has undergone deep social‐economic changes during its long transition, which according to
different periods of time and the nature of its indicators, are considered both positive and negative.
Last decade has shown that the economic progress has been considerable and it has been present
even during economic crises of other European countries. Unfortunately, compared with other
European countries, our country is still ranked as the poorest, which means that this progress is not
reflected with the same levels in the poverty reduction, well‐being and sustainable development.
Thus, real poverty measurements and its management is the core of actual and prospective
development objectives in our country. The measurement and analysis of poverty, deprivation, and
sustainable development are crucial to know what the figures show (being decomposable), to makes
evident all the factors determining this situation, to give the policymakers the right paths to right
goals.
This study first of all focuses on multidimensional poverty index MPI discussing how and how many
its dimensions and indicators exceed the limits of classical measurements of poverty, creates the
possibilities of measuring and comparing multidimensional poverty. not only nationally, but
regionally as well (Eastern Balkan). Second, this paper call at attention, Multidimensional Poverty
Index MPI as an add value in efforts of poverty measurement, its information differs from those
taken by unidimensional measurement. Multidimensional Poverty Index Albania helps to analyze the
spectrum of poverty, understanding of sustainable development emergency, as well as it is a great
help for reading poverty phenomenon on a three dimensional aspect and under the sub‐meaning of
10 different indicators. Third this study offers a further comparative analyses of MPI Albania and
Eastern Balkan countries Fourth it contrasts, all inclusive indexes are generated and applied, doesn’t
mean their conclusions are translated (converted) into all‐ inclusive policies as well. Indexes and
techniques for poverty measurement in Albania are the same as those in other countries, but policies
and results vary. Finally we argue the measures chosen to use in poverty measurement of course can
lead or mislead towards the process of policy making due to the great practical relevance of
measurement methodologies.

Keywords: poverty measurement, multidimensional poverty index (MPI), deprivation, incidence of
poverty
JEL codes: D63, I32, O1, O57
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Introduction
“Despite the substantial growth and a sizable reduction in poverty, Albania remains one of
the poorest countries in Southeastern Europe”, World Bank.
How can it be decided if an individual in a given place, and time is poor or not? This is a wide
discussion even in academic environment. The measurement way may be the most delicate
point of discussion of poverty assessment. Despite this, we must not ignore the conceptual
aspects of the problem analyses. It’s worth mentioning the fact that the literature of debate
on poverty starts with: “What is poverty, and who is poor?” and continues with: “which are
the main factors that govern the poverty?” what is their comments thread? And does the
used approach help to connect orientate of economic policies?”
Albania is a country which started using the free market in the beginning of 90’s. For almost
two decades, Albania has been successful in improving the process of doing business,
agriculture in having progress during the last years, the financial system is developing,
poverty is reduced, but there are a lot more battles to win to get rid of poverty. Migration
and Emigration has always accompanied and country’s transition (World Bank 2007). The
World Bank’s Reports (2007) show that this population movement is accompanied by the
improvement of living conditions of the local population.
One of the biggest problems of the Albanian society is still low level of living conditions (chart 4).
Evidences show a high percentage of fool expenses by Albanian families. To be remembered,
these expenses represent the basic needs of the man. This high percentage of expenses on food
shoes that the income is insufficient to cover other needs apart from the basic.
The scientific research on poverty in Albania are carried out mostly after 2002, proceed by
the World Bank Reports. In 2007, a report on migration and poverty in Albania was
published (World Bank 2007). It was made a deep analysis on the factors which influence the
poverty, in that report.
On the other hand, the data for Albania leaves to much to deserve. The Survey on Measuring
of standard of living (LSMS) are carried out for 2002, 2005, 2008 and 2012 by statistic
institution (INSTAT). Their small number makes it almost impossible to use an empiric model
to go deeper in the relationship between poverty and other micro or microeconomic indexes
in chronological time. This is the reason why, with this study and research, we are giving a
descriptive analyses aiming of contributing in literature and at further clarifying the poverty
in Albania.
Literature Overview
Poverty may be, is one of the most challenging field for the researches. We can point out
that there hasn’t been a model or an almost acceptable approach for the poverty yet. There
are many well – known authors who have given precious contributions of this field and it’s
worth mentioning her A.Smith, known as the father of discipline in economy , A.Sen , with a
Nobel Prize in a Economy and being known as the welfare economist , and many others like
S.Alkire and J.Foster , our recent researches who are made big steps in the poverty
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conception and measurements. Nunes (2008), has made a literature overview concerning
the instruments of poverty measurements. Orshansky (1965) was the first to bring the
concept of the line of absolute poverty. Orshansky (1965) suggests the use of the approach
to the line of absolute poverty, by deciding a point or level of income for the individual and
for an 8 member family. All the individuals and families under this level, make what is called
the part of population with the absolute poverty. The absolute poverty can be defined even
as an impossibility to reach a minimum standard of living. This fact is consistent in time and
space and is especially used in USA. Contrary to the approach to the absolute poverty,
Townsend (1979) created the relatively approach for poverty measurements. Generally,
relative poverty is measured as the percentage of population with less income compared to
a fix income decided. The relative poverty can be identified as relative compared to some
welfare measurements done for all the population. This method is mostly used by European
Countries. Both methods are one dimensional and there has been a wide critic towards
them, pointing out the necessity of including more dimensions in the analyses. (Nunes 2008)
It’s a fact that the lack of the income doesn’t completely explain the poverty phenomenon.
(Sen 2009). Lately, more and more the fact of poverty assessment by an all‐exclusive
instrument is being emphasized. This becomes even more serious necessity once it is noticed
that the income methods shows some drawbacks.
Firstly, the sample of consuming behavior may not be uniformed, thus the use of the
poverty line based on income doesn’t guarantee that somebody will achieve the minimum of
its needs.
Secondly, different individuals may face different prices, thus reducing the accuracy of the
line of poverty.
Thirdly, the ability of changing a certain amount of income in a substantial freedom varies
according to age, gender, health, place, climate and disability conditions.
Fourthly, there are crucial services like water, health and education which are not offered by
the market. Furthermore, the use of income method is not effective in verifying the internal
distribution of the income.
Lastly, people who experience poverty describe their situation as a loss while the income is
less. These limitations are pointed out by some authors, as Alkire and Santon, which make a
summary of them. Contrary to the method of “dollar‐per‐day” measurement, the index of
multi‐ dimensional poverty (MDP), is a method of indirect poverty measurement. Both these
method complete each other. MDP identifies those individuals who fail to achieve those needs
generally accepted as minimum and functional freedom.(a concept developed by Sen).
The basic study unit is the family, conditioned by the data. I would be better if we were
individual oriented rather than family, because this would also show up the affect of gender
in poverty. Its right to think that poverty affects one gender more than other.
MDP combines two aspects of poverty:
1. The expansion of poverty, shown as a percentage of poor people (H) and
2. The intensity of poor people, the average percentage of dimensions poor people are
deprived of. (A)
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Table one tends to clarify the composition of MPI (MDP) index. The base is laid on the fact
that there are three main dimensions to be considered in measuring this index: health,
education and standard of living. Each of these, weights equally, in the index, a third. On the
other hand, these dimensions are represented by identified data.
Health, as a MPI dimension, is represented by nutrition index and child mortality. If it is
noticed that a family or individual is badly fed, then the family is considered as deprived
from the nutrition index. If it is noticed that a baby was dead in a family, than it is deprived
from the child mortality index. Education is represented by the number of attending school.
If no one in a family hasn’t done at least 5 years of education and if there are children who
don’t attend school from one to eight year long, then the family is deprived from the
corresponding index. It is agreed that the standard of living have to be measured by energy
for cooking, hygiene water, electricity, the floor and the assets.
Table 1: The structure of Multi-Dimensional Poverty (MDP) in a 3 dimensions and ten indexes: Reference: Alkire and Santos.

Dimension
Health
(1/3)
Education
(1/3)

Index (weigh)
Nutrition (1/6)
Infant/child mortality (1/6)
Years of attending school
(1/6)
School attendance (1/6)
Cooking energy (1/18)
Hygiene (1/18)

MPI
Water (1/18)
Standard of
living (1/3) Electricity (1/18)
Floor (1/18)
Assets (1/18)

Deprived if
A grown up/a child badly fed.
A child dead in a family
None of family members has completed
five years of education
Any of scholar age children doesn’t
attend school from 1 to 8 years.
Family cooks with wood energy
The family hygiene is not improved or is
improved but shared with other families
The family doesn’t access drinking
water, or the drinking water is 30
minutes far away
The family doesn’t have electricity
The family has got a dirty sandy floor
The family doesn’t own more than one
of the assets like radio, television,
telephone, bicycle, motorcycle or fridge
and doesn’t own a car or a lorry.

Attending the steps created by Alkire and Foster , it is achieved to assess the multi‐
dimensional poverty. A special attention is given to deciding the exclusive limits to a given
index. If a family is deprived in one of the dimensions, this means that this family is facing
acute poverty. Acute poverty is that in which a family is deprived from some basic needs and
rights within a dimension. When all the ten indexes are considered as deprived, than we to
do with a multi‐dimensional poverty. Here it is emphasized the difference between multi‐
dimensional poverty and one‐dimensional poverty, where privation and poverty express
each other. Thus, you may be deprived in one of the indexes but not poor; you may be poor
but not deprived in any of the indexes . But how much should the limit be, which identify
privation and poverty? This is related to the country where the study is carried out, the
culture, social development and many other factors the well‐being is related with.
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The authors of this method of poverty measurement are based on Human Development Index
(HDI). HDI is an index created in 1990 by Amartya Sen and it is used by UNDP in its reports until
2010. HDI takes into consideration three dimensions and four indexes: Health (life expectancy),
education (the average years of education and coming years of it) and standard of living
(national income per person). One of the differences between HDI and MPI is that the last tends
to measure not based in general indexes of the income. MPI is wider inclusive, gives wider
information and is more flexible for economic politics, because it shows which of the indexes is
deprived. It looks like HDI has been ahead the MPI formulation.
Table2: HDI construction: three dimensions and four indexes

Dimension
Health
HDI

Index
Life expectancy
Average years of education
Expected years of education
National income per person

Education
Standard of living

THE EVIDENCE FOR ALBANIA
In this issue, we are bringing some evidence for the main poverty indexes for Albania.
Through them you can create a clearer view on poverty tendencies.
The World Bank in 2004, aiming at helping politics, created and setup the distributive maps
of poverty based on the data provided by INSTAT using the surveys of measurements of the
standard of living (LSMS). Two of the three composed maps are shown in the following. It is
clearly seen the concentration of poverty in north‐east regions. It is interesting the position
of Tirana region in the first and second map. In the first, Tirana is reported to have low levels
of poverty per person. While in the second one, it is shown that they reach the most
negative extremes.
Figure 1: The report of poverty per person according to region and country/mayor in Albania, 2004.

Source of information: World Bank
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The following chart illustrates the development of poverty in years according to regions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tirana (the capital of country)
Seaside region (Bregdeti)
Central region (Qendrore),
Mountainous region (Malore) and
All or Total (Gjithsej).

In the chart are considered two indexes reported by the statistic institution: poor and
extreme poor. In a quick view it is clearly shown that from 2002 to 2012 these two indexes
have been reduced. In the first years, as shown in the figure the mountainous region reflects
the highest values of these indexes. Concretely, in 2002 the poor index for this region is
44.5% of the population that lives there, which forms 18.6% more than in the central region
(44.5%‐25.6%). But, in 2002 the poor index in mountainous has performed a negative
correlation in relation to other regions. It is the only zone where it is shown a further
reduction of this index, reaching the level of 15.3% from 26.6% that was in 2008. This may
have happened due to many reasons. Probably the movement of population towards urban
zones may have had decisive affect in this index. As we mentioned above, in all the other
zones expect the mountainous one, in 2012 this index is worsen. Apart from the migration of
population, another reason may be the influence of the financial crisis of the recent years in
Albania or our neighbors as well as the fragility of the Albania economy and deep budget
limitations (financial help) for implementation of politics to sooth and fight poverty. The
accuracy or not of these two hypotheses is left to be studied later. On the same tracks even
the report of the World Bank is expressed (2007). Almost the same tendency is shown by
extreme poor index, but in a more moderated values. It is disturbing the fact that the last
year (2012) reflects a worse situation of the two indexes . This may serve as a signal for the
policy makers which have to pre‐consider a further worsening of the situation. Maybe one of
the ways is the concentration in the pushing politics or stimulation of economy growth,
which is in accordance with recommendations of World Bank. (2007). According to previous
study the economy growth is the biggest contribution in smoothing the poverty in Albania.
(World Bank 2007).

Figure 2: The graphic show of poverty percentage according to regions and years.

Source of information: INSTAT

But what has happened with the gap and hardness of poverty? To answer this question, we
have shown two following charts. The index of poverty gap is illustrated in the chart for
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regions or zones and years for two categories, poor and extremely poor. Generally, the
poverty gap has been the same with poverty as a whole, which was illustrated in the
previous chart. Let us focus on the seaside zone which has shown the worst and highest
poverty gap compared with other zones in 2012. From an inconsiderable value in 2008
(0.2%) it has reached the value of 3.7 in 2012. It would be of high interest to study which are
those factors which have determined such a behavior of poverty gap, but in this study we
are not focused on this aspect.
Figure 3: The poverty gap according zones and years.

Source of information: INSTAT

The roughness of poverty in Albania according to zones and years is illustrated in the
following charts. Even this index corresponds with poverty as a whole and poverty gap as
well, especially for the index poor. If we stop an analyze the central zone, the poor index , in
the first two evidence(2002,2005), the poverty has been in the level of 1.8 followed by a fall
of about 1.3 (= 1.8‐0.5) in 2008 and resulting in the value of 0.9 in 2012. It is interesting the
fact that for the seaside and mountainous zones the category extremely poor for 2005, 2008
and 2012 remain the same level of 0.1 and for Tirana is 0.
Figure 4: A poverty roughness according zones and years.

Source of information: INSTAT
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A deeper view of development of poverty , based on the tradition methods of measuring it ,
can be taken from the real consumption per person. The following chart illustrates this index
according to Albanian regions in four main moments: years 2002, 2005, 2008, 2012. It is
disturbing the fact that most of the expenses for consumption are destined on food , which
implies one of the basic needs to be realized. There is a slight reduction with the passing of
years, but data expansion may give more information about the tendency of these indexes.
In all regions the index of basic expenses has a clear tendency of growth, while expenses for
long‐term equipment are almost inconsiderable.
Figure 5: Percentages of total real consumption per person according to zones and years

Source of information: INSTAT

One of the indexes for MPI method is the number of members in a family. The following
charts help us to create an idea about its behavior in different zones. The first place is run by
mountainous zone with 5 members per family and with a slight tendency to be reduced. This
may have an important role in poverty percentage, as a result with the roughness and its
gap. Tirana’s region represents an average of 3.7 members per family, which is the lowest
compared to other regions.
Figure 6: The average number of family members according to zones and years.

Source of information: INSTAT
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ALBANIA IN M.P.I. “OPTIC”
It is obviously clear that the method of MPI poverty measurement, even though it is a recent
approach, it will be the base of the development of the theory and implementation in the
future. This is a natural assumption when we notice that the organizations focused on the
poverty issue are using this approach (UNDP uses it in its reports since 2010). Based on the
published report for Albania we have the following consideration for 2009.
Table 3: Summary of MPI report.

Issue
MPI (Multi Dimensional Index of Poverty)
H (Distribution of Poverty)
A (The average concentration among the poor )
The percentage of population affected by poverty
The percentage of population in rough poverty

Value
0.005
1.4%
37.7%
7.4%
0.1%

Source: Alkire, S.,A.Conconi & J.M.Roche.

Oxford Poverty & Human Development Initiative based on consideration and results of
Alkire, Roche, Santos, & Seth report the main indexes of MPI for Albania. Thus, the
percentage of population in rough poverty is considered to be 0.1%, the percentage of
population affected by poverty is 7.4%, while the two components of MPI which are (H) and
the average concentration between the poor (A) result in the level of 1.4% and 37.7%
respectively. And, knowing that:
MPI = H × A
MPI = 1.4% × 37.7%
it is estimated even the value of multi‐ dimensional poverty index which is 0.005.
These figures can be interpreted:




For the poverty distribution (H=1.4%): 1.4% of the population is poor according to
MPI ( they are deprived from at least 33.33% of the weigh index, according to the
definition):
For the average concentration among the poor (A=37.7%): those who are poor
according to MPI suffer from deprivation in the level of 37.7% of indexes, as an
average;
The MPI Value is a figure which helps us to give a position to our country compared
to others. The lower this figure the multi – dimensional poverty is.

The results brought by MPI are better understood if they are compared with other
applicative methods. So, if we showed in a chart the poverty distribution (H) and the poverty
lines we would have the following figures. This gives us the view which helps us to
understand the difference between the methods used for poverty measurements. If we base
on the poverty line method with 1.25 dollar per day, the poverty in Albania is 0.6%.
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Expressed differently, this means that 0.6% of the population lives with less than 1.26
American dollar per day. The poverty according to poverty line in the level of 2 dollar per day
is naturally higher than that of 1.25 dollar per day, 4.3% or 4.3% of the population lives with
less than 2 dollar per day. The national line of poverty is reported 12.4%, which is much
higher than two previous lines. The report of poverty per person according to MPI (H) results
to be 1.4% and this is higher than the value of poverty line in 1.25 dollar per day and lower
than that of 2 dollar per day(US$1.25 a day<H<US$2 a day). The last one is one of the finding
of MPI method, where the value of multi‐dimensional poverty shows that in Albania there
are fewer poor than those expressed by National Lines of Poverty and the poverty line in 2
dollar per day. The difference between them is quite obvious.
Figure 7 : The comparison of poverty values according to different measurements

Source of information: Alkire, Conconi & Roche

The pie chart gives us information of how is poverty in Albania composed according to MPI
index. This means that we can understand which the major factors of poverty are or which
the poverty origin is. For example, the value 26 of school attendance by children shows that
26% of poor population and deprived in each index suffers from not school attendance as
the biggest cause of poverty. If we join the value of school years (6.1%) with that of school
attendance by scholar age children (26%) than we have the value which corresponds the
measure of education (32%) and implies that 32% of poor population has a problem with
education as a cause of poverty. Furthermore, the measure of health reaches the value of
44.9% (24,3%+20.7%). The standard of living makes up the rest value of 23%. From this we
noticed that health makes the biggest part or we can say that health is the biggest factor as a
cause multi‐dimensional poverty in Albania. To sum up, the index of school attendance by
children is the biggest cause of poverty, while health is the measure which forms and causes
the biggest part of the poverty. Electricity index is the only one which has the value of 0%.
So, there is no poverty caused by electricity.
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Figure 8: Distribution in percentage of poverty according to indexes.
Sources of information: Alkire, Conconi & Roche

One the advantage of MPI method is that is creates the orientation of politics exactly where
the poverty arises. If we stop and analyze the MPI composition in indexes we will understand
that despite the fact which is the origin of poverty, it may be necessary to concentrate only
on one factor and not spend energy and efforts on factors which may not have urgent need
to be improved. Thus, in Albanian case according to MPI the efforts of policy makers facing
the poverty should be focused on the measure of health making the biggest part in MPI. On
the other hand, if we are further interested , the school attendance index by scholar age
children has the highest value of depriving cases , a value which helps us to put it first in the
“struggle” against the phenomena of the school abundance. This helps even the government
agency clarifying where the problem is. This index is followed by that of nutrition , having a
high level of deprivation in population. Still clearer , the economic politics related to struggle
against poverty there is no necessary to focus on electricity index because it is reported to
be a non‐deprived index in Albania.

Now let us focus on the analyses of MPI in region. Firstly the ranking. Based on the found
data by the Oxford University, we can rank countries under development with low level
income , where Albania is positioned better than countries like Check Republic , Hungary and
Croatia.
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Figure 9: Ranking of several regional countries according to MPI

Source of information: Alkire, Concon & Roche.

What happens with ranking based on poverty distribution and its intensity? As far as poverty
distribution is concerned (H), there isn’t much difference compared with ranking based on
MPI. Albania has got a low level of this measure when we compare it with chosen countries.
Concerning the poverty concentration, the rank has got some differences where Albania
passes to countries with higher poverty.
Figure 10: Ranking of some regional countries according poverty shown
by H (Distribution) and A(intensity)

Source of information: Alkire, Concon & Roche.

The illustration of ranking according to MPI and poverty line in 1.25 dollar per day helps us
understand how assessments of these two poverty measurements differ. If we refer to
poverty line measurement, Albania is the poorest country among others with a value in a
level 0.6. But, MPI poverty assessment classifies it much better, 0.005. At this point, many
governments are skeptic with figure of MPI. But on the other hand, the assessment of
poverty only by income has got its own drawbacks. Anyway, the clash between these two
measures is because of MPI considers ten indexes and measures them as quality variable
thus widening the poverty body.
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Figure 11: Ranking of some regional countries according to MPI (right side) and poverty
line in 1.25 dollar per day (left side).

Source of information: Alkire, Concon & Roche.

Let’s come back again to the composition of MPI, but this time according to the countries
analyzed. Let us try to understand that the poverty origin varies from one economy to
another. Exactly this is one of the undisputable advantages of multi –dimensional method,
where the governments are presented with the profile of the poverty origin of their own
country and from here on they achieve to orientate their policies in accordance to the
urgency rank. So, if for Albania the most problematic index is school attendance by scholar
age children, in other countries this index may be not. Concretely, Bosnia and Herzegovina
suffers from bad nutrition and than is followed by years of education. Serbia and Macedonia
suffer more from nutrition and it’s followed by school attendance. And so on and so forth.
Table 4: the contribution of MPI elements on poverty
Education

Health

Living Standard

Living
Standards

Years of
|Education

School
Attendance

Nutrition

Electric Power

Hygiene

Water

Floor

Energy for
cooking

Property

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

0.003

29.2

51.8

19.0

19.8

9.4

51.8

1.2

2.7

1.4

0.8

8.6

4.3

Serbia

0.003

30.5

40.1

29.4

21.3

9.2

40.1

1.1

3.9

1.8

5.8

11.0

5.7

Albania

0.005

32.0

44.9

23.0

6.1

26.0

Montenegro

0.006

37.5

47.6

14.9

17.5

20.0

Ukraine

0.008

4.7

91.1

4.2

1.2

3.5

91.1

Macedonia

0.008

59.9*

12.8

27.3

28.9

30.9

10.5

2.4

1.1

5.5

Czech Republic

0.010

0.0

99.9

0.1

0.0

99.9

0.0

0.0

Hungary

0.016

1.8

95.6

2.7

1.8

95.6

0.0

0.0

Croatia

0.016

45.0

46.7

8.3

45.0

46.7

0.0

1.0

Estonia

0.026

91.2

1.2

7.6

91.2

0.0

1.2

0.0

Turkey

0.028

42.3

38.4

19.2

9.1

30.0

8.4

0.0

Country

MPI

33.2

Mortality
(each age)

Health

(10 indicators)

Education

Contribution of each
measure in poverty

24.3

20.7

0.0

4.7

3.3

1.3

11.6

2.2

47.6

0.4

3.2

1.9

0.4

8.0

1.0

0.1

1.0

0.4

0.2

1.8

0.7

2.6

4.6

10.3

3.3

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.0

2.0

0.0

0.7

0.3

0.2

4.3

2.4

1.2

0.6

0.0

5.1

0.8

7.8

4.9

3.3

Source of information: Alkire, Concon & Roche.
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Concerning the poverty intensity among multi‐dimensional poor, we have to mention that its
interpretation is closely related to the fact that a family, a 100% deprived at poverty indexes
faces a bigger poverty intensity than a family 40% deprived. Based on this logic, the poverty
intensity analysis is built. Let us concentrate in the following chart which is a part of report
for Albania. The identified part 33%‐39.9% forms that part of population which suffers 39.9%
of the poverty indexes. This is the biggest part of multi‐dimensional poverty in Albania.
According to MPI 1.4% is the percentage of poor population with this intensity, or 0.2%
which represents the percentage of people who are deprived in 40% of poverty indexes.
Figure 12: Illustration of poverty intensity analyses

Source of information: Alkire, Conconi &Roche

Discussions
Poverty and struggle against it, is one of the most delicate issues of policies related with
social well being of a country. Undoubtedly, it is an important part of debates by policy
makers, decision makers, economists and academics. According to World Bank Reports,
Albania is one of the poorest countries of the south‐east European Region. The definition of
poverty is closely related with the method used to measure it. As we proved above, poverty
according to INSTAT measurements, use by LSMS – one‐dimensional, is to much different
from the result given by multi‐dimensional poverty index (MPI). This difference confuses
even policy makers. Which is more accurate? MPI is more suitable measure. It integrates a
multi‐dimensional analysis, identifies which of the included factors as an index influences on
the poverty, by presenting with the poverty profile correspondently and this orientates the
policies against it. Of course, as a relatively new method, this needs a further consolidation
especially the chosen of suitable indexes for representing the respectively concepts. The
founders of this method are of the opinion that the discussion about the right operation of
some concepts in variables can be open meaning thus the further perfection of MPI method.
Also, considerations are being given to include even other aspects of social character. A
problematic issue is the problem of finding and collecting the data. For example, due to the
lack of data in Albanian case , the infancy mortality is measured with mortality for every age,
bringing a different information from the theoretic one.
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For the Albanian case, MPI shows the level 0.005 which is a lower level among countries
under development and with poor income. The index of health is reported more problematic
than two other indexes, while that of school attendance is the most deprived index. These
findings are not uniform among poor countries. And now we come to the conclusion that
many authors have previously emphasized: poverty is caused and has a different nature for
different countries, even inside the country.
If we can show a consideration, after reading the meaning of MPI figures, the policies with school
attendance focus would be an urgent need in response to poverty, as well as health focus.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE ECONOMIC CRISIS ON THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF HUNGARIAN WASTE LEGISLATION
Ferenc SZABO,
University of Szeged, Hungary
ABSTRACT
Hungarian environmental policy has made significant progress in the past 25 years. In environmental
protection and nature conservation several decades’ lag had to be made up in a relatively short time.
This could be successful due to the accession to the European Union in 2004. Our lag was the most
significant in modern environmental infrastructure and environmental technology development. Large‐
scale industrial development forced by political considerations during the communist era was a major
source of environmental pollution, and environmental investments and remediation fell short due to
the lack of resources. As a result, some areas of the country became considerably polluted. The
improper treatment of the waste and the pollution caused by it resulted in a catastrophic
environmental situation by the end of the 1980s. Another problem was the lack of modern
environmental policy and legislation. This was of course closely related to the lack of financing, because
it is impossible to apply strict regulations without sufficient resources. The political pressure of the EU‐
accession extorted the transformation of the Hungarian environmental policy from 1990. In the course
of the leagal harmonization the legislative background of environmental protection was created in line
with the directives of the EU. It was a long and slow process, and the EU‐compliant environmental
regulations has been established by 2002. The modernization of the regulation had not eliminated the
shortage of resources. Because of the lack of adequate financing we were not able to meet the strict
requirements set by the new legislation. Fortunately, the European Union not only imposes certain
requirements, but also provides professional assistance and financial support to achieve the strategic
goals. Right after the change of the political system in Hungary some EU funding was opened to us,
resulting in investments in environmental protection infrastructure development. Thus, we could
reduce the gap in 10 years after the accession in 2004. Since then the development of environmental
policy and environmental legislation has been continuous. The last significant change was made in
waste management, the new Waste Act of 2013. The financial crisis of 2008‐2009 has made a major
impact on European and Hungarian economy. In my research I examined these unfavourable
macroeconomic conditions: how and to what extent they influenced the implementation of the new
national waste management regulations.

Key words: environmental policies, governmental policies, air pollution
JEL codes: K32, Q28, Q53

Introduction
Hungarian environmental policy has made significant progress over the past 25 years. The
country’s lag of the earlier decades had to be worked off in a relatively short time in the field
of the environmental protection and nature conservation. This success has been one of the
results of the accession of Hungary to the European Union.
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The main reason of the lag was the lack of modern environmental infrastructure and the
deployment of environmental technology. The large‐scale industrial development of the
communist regime forced by political considerations was the major source of environmental
pollution. The environmental investments and the required environmental remediation
interventions failed due to the lack of financing resources. As a result, some regions of the
country had been considerably polluted by the time of the political system change in 1989.
In particular, the pollution caused by the waste and its improper treatment had resulted in a
near catastrophic environmental situation by the end of the 80’s.
Besides the insufficient financing resources another reason of the Hungarian environmental
problems was the lack of modern environmental policy and legislation. The importance of
environmental pollution prevention and the remedy of environmental damage had not been
realized. Of course, the two reasons, the lack of money and the missig policy are closely
related to each other, resulting in high risk and severe pollution.
The political pressure of the EU accession forced the transformation of Hungarian
environmental policy, beginning in 1990. The reform of the legal background of
environmental protection, the making up for the missing laws and regulations have been
accomplished in the framework of the harmonization of the European and the Hungrian
leagal systems on the basis of the EU directives.
It was a slow and long process, and as a result the Euro‐compliant Hungarian environmental
regulations have been established by 2002. The minimum of the expected EU requirements
were met. But derogation was required in many areas, for example in waste canalization and
waste water treatment.
The modernization of the regulation had not eliminated the shortage of resources. Due to
lack of funds Hungary was not able to meet the stringent requirements set by the new
legislation.
Fortunately, the European Union does not only impose requirements for the accession
countries, but helps to achieve the strategic goals with significant professional assistance
and different financing funds. After the change of the political system some EU funds have
been opened, resulting in investments in infrastructure developments in the field of
environmental protection. As a result, Hungary has managed to reduce the gap significantly
after the accession in 2004, in 10 years. The development of environmental policy and
environmental regulation has been continuous. The last significant change was made in the
field of waste management, the new Waste Act became effective 1st, January, 2013.
The 2008‐09 financial crisis has had a major impact on the European and Hungarian
economy. In my research, using the tools and methodology of implementation research, I
examined to what extent these unfavorable macroeconomic conditions hampered and
influenced the implementation of the new national waste management regulations.
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I. Policy and Implementation
1. Policy and implementation in general
Policy ( Public Policy ): Revelation of a goal and the means used to achieve the goal (public
statement). ( Gornitzka 1999)
Policy is not equal to the intervention / reform / innovation (action to change the system):
"the policy could be will, action and inaction." (Hogwood, Gunn 1984)
Policy implementation: include the actions of public and private actors/groups that take
place in order to achieve the targets of the policy decision. (Van Meter, Van Horn 1974) .
Implementation research: an investigation by scientific instruments and methods, that how
much is realized from the policy initiated by the government. (Fullan, Pomfret 1997)
Implementation research on environmental protection: examines the implementation of the
initiated environmental policies (regulation) – as a subsystem – by the theoretical modeling
and empirical research method.

2 A brief review of implementation research
The basic book of the implementation research Sabatier, Mazmanian (1979):
The Conditions of Effective Implementation
The defined factors affecting the success of the implementation of the following:
• Clear and consistent objectives
• The proposed change rate of the system
• Appropriate causal theory underlying the reform
• Adequacy of financial resources
• Actors commitment
• Social and economic conditions
3. The analytical framework of policy implementation
The implementation of policies can be examined by a number of approaches and
instruments. In the analytical framework the following approaches are possible:
• The implementation success/failure
• The actors of the implementation, the behavior of the players, their impact
on implementation
• The implementation context
• The levels and the complexity of the implementation
• The implementation process
• The policy
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3.1. Success Factors
Starting point: There are commonly accepted influencing factors.
Critical variables (Brynard 2005):
• The content of the policy
• The context: organizational‐institutional context, but which also shape the wider
context
• Commitment: the attitude of those who responsible for implementation on all
levels (regime‐level, street‐level), is there any "fixer?" (Bardach 1977)
• The sector capacity: structural, functional and cultural ability for the
implementation of the governmental targets
• Clients and coalitions: interest groups, opinion leaders behaviour
• Communication
• Other considerations:
• Clarity of goals v. "Acceptable mix of outcomes"
• Impact of changes in the socio‐economic context
• Implementation capacity and absorption capacity
• Ambiguity ‐ conflict matrix → 4 types of implementa ons,
• Four critical factors (Matland)
• Controllable/uncontrollable, linked to the policy makers/implementers
3.2. The implementation actors, their behavior, their influencet on the implementation
Starting point: the actors of the implementation process are generally not individuals, but
usually form coalitions, interest alliances. Sabatier (1998) established the "Coalition Support
Framework" (Advocacy Coalition Framework) model, which graphically shows the possible
effects of the actors of the implementation in the process of implementation.

Additional considerations:
• Slip/torsion (Pressman, Wildawsky)
• The relationship between policy makers and implementers (Farrar et al.)
• Degree of implementers freedom
• The role of street‐level bureaucrats
3.3. Ambiguity and conflict (Source: Matland 1995:130 )
Matland focused to the relatiship of ambiguity and the conflicts in the policies in his
investigations. His matrix determined four main types of impelementation that have
different basic characteristic.
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• Administrative implementation: the most important guiding principles are the
resources
• Political implementation: the main guiding principle is the power (an actor or a
coalition, who is able to force the other players to accept its own perspectives)
• Experimental implementation: the key guiding principles are the contextual conditions
• Symbolic implementation: the most important guiding principle is the coalition forces
3.4. The context of the implementation
Starting point: the method of governance – which consider the relationship of the
government and the environmental protection – designates the possibilities and scope of
the actors during implementation.
Kiindulópont: A kormányzási mód – amely meghatározza a kormányzat és a környezetvédelem
viszonyát – az implementáció során kijelöli a szereplők lehetőségeit, mozgásterét

Environmental
protection

Sovereign, Rationality‐ Institutional State
Bounded State
Tool of secondary
Protection of
political and social
environmental and
objectives
nature values,
divided responsibility

Corporate‐Pluralist Supermarket State
State
Monopoly power and Follow the
control (competing requirement of the
different interest
and legitimate
centres of authority groups (Resorce
market)
and control)
Environmental
The state is only one Strict controll and
punishment
protection in market
actor of the
circumstances
environmental
protection
Possible fast canges Depends on interests Fast and effective if
(It depends on the
and powers of the
the activities are
available resources) interest groups
profitable

State‐
environment
relationship

Only the nessesary
actions (The rest of
budget priciple)

The method of
change

Slow, the result is
significant pollution

(Own work based on Gornitzka 1999)
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Machine Implemention

Game Implementation

Developed clear plan
behind a legitimate
decision‐making power

Bargaining and exchange
overshadows the plans
and policies,
characterized by
irrationality

Transaction
Implementation
Based on the negotiation
between the policy and
its environment

Evolutionary
Implementation
The policy makers
'influence only' the
action potential

(Own work based on Warwick 1982)

Additional considerations may include:
• The role of the macro‐environment
• Initial and desired level of development (McKinsey)
3.5. The implementation levels
Starting point: the environmental implementation is a multi‐level process.
Levels:
• supranational level ( World organizations, EU);
• national level ;
• regional level (regions, cities);
• organizational, institutional level (state, local government and business
organizations);
• the levels in the organizations (departments);
• individual level
Note: The policy transfer from one level to the next is not clear and not one‐way (Brynard 2005)

Environmental policy implementation: interactions of actors at different levels

3.6. Content and purpose of the policy
Lowi distinguishes four types of public policy (Lowi 1972):
• Distributive (directed to allocation of resources)
• Regulative (target control)
• Redistribution (redistribution of resources, aimed at changing the distribution)
• Constructive (reorganization, creation, development).
II. The Hungarian environmental policies
After the transition (1989) in the Hungarian environmental interventions were clearly
recognisable the distributive, regulative, redistributive and constructive elements. In the
majority of cases these characteristics were present simultaneously. This should generate
conflicts that primarily could be connected to the redistribution (redistribution of resources)
and, secondly to the allocation (some people get it and some do not), as both connected to
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the loss of the status quo, the field of power conversion, the reorganization of positions. The
constructive and regulative interventions are almost always associated with the
(re)distributions too, so also carry the conflicts involved.
Prior to the change of regime, can not talk about the merits of environmental policies. The
environmental regulation is displayed but there is no effective policy.

1 Environmental regulation in Hungary
Ten years before the EU accession the Hungarian environmental regulation was significantly
behind the developed countries of the world. During the leagal alignment period the county
started catching up to the EU requirements and developed the appropriate environmental
regulations. At the moment of the accession, with the exception of derogation areas,
domestic regulations have been complied with EU norms.

1.1. Legislation before the transition (‐1989)
During the period of socialism had only been regulating a few environmental areas that were
traditionally considered important and where there were formed very significant and
dangerous pollution. These areas were as follows:
• Water quality protection, wastewater treatment (1960)
• Air quality management (1970)
• Noise and vibration (1978)
• Hazardous waste treatment (1981)
1.2. The leagal alignment process (1990‐2003)
Under political pressure to join the EU initiated a comprehensive review and reform of
environmental regulation. This took place in the context of the creation and regulation of a
number of important areas of environmental law, which had been left out of the legislative
process earlier.
• Environmental Protection Act (1995)
• Waste Act (2000)
1.3. Regulation after 2004
After the EU accession, the primary task was to meet the requirements of new
environmental legal system, compliance with and enforcement of the rules much stricter
than before. To reach this goal significant environmental infrastructure improvements were
needed, which was significantly supported during the transitional period longer prior the
date of accession to the EU. Sewage and wastewater investments and modern waste
management facilities have been built, substantial elimination of pollution, large‐scale
remediation of contaminated sites took place. The end of the derogation period the
regulation and the conditions tightened further and further. The most significant change has
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occurred in the waste management legislation, which came into force a year ago. This was
one of the most modern and one of the world's most stringent regulation .
• New waste law ( January 2013th 01 )
2. The policy and implementation before the transition
During the period of socialism, the environmental protection was not a priority, the ideology
and the propaganda sharply divorced from reality, at the level of deeds and actions the
environmental protection as a stand‐alone policy was practically non‐existent.

2.1. Environmental protection during the period of socialism
The Cold War period was characterized as a cutthroat competition between the socialist and
capitalist countries. The socialist countries wanted to overcome at all costs by strong
industrialization, agriculture thus began a complete overhaul ("chemical processing"), which
resulted a significant pollution (water and air pollution). In the end some industrialized
regions of the country had been completely polluted.

2.2. Environmental regulations in the period of socialism
A politikai rendszer vezetése, a termelési eredmények bűvöletében nem akart tudomást
venni a környezeti károkról és ártalmakról, követő szabályozást (kényszer szabályozás)
alkalmaztak, amikor már tarthatatlanná vált a helyzet és kialakultak a tényleges környezeti
károk és ártalmak, csak akkor és csak utólag avatkoztak be.
For the political leadership the important was only the production results, they did not want
to ignore the environmental damage and hazards, the „follower rules principal”
(enforcement regulation) was used. It meant: when became catastrophic situation and
developed the actual environmental damage and harm, if and only in that case took place
the govermental intervention.

2.3. The implementation characterization
The legislation of the dictatorship could bee characterized by irresponsiblity (lack of social
responsibility), the ideological goals overrode all common sense and rational aspects. The
collective irresponsibility (Context: The Sovereign, rationally‐bounded state) resulted
extreme environmental degradation. Regulation of certain areas were needed after a while,
becouse of the serious pollution and harm. These were „political” type implementation of
regulations (implementation by power). The policy making and the legistlation process
happened without the involvement of the differend iterest groups of the socitety and the
law and rules enforced by power tools.
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3. The policy and implementation during the leagal alignment period
The EU environmental policy is the most advanced environmental legislation in the world
(The higest quality environmental protection: The Netherlands, EU). The IPPC: Integrated
Pollution Prevention and Control principle summarizes the principles, methods, and goals of
the modern environmental management and the sustainable developmnet. Detailed
regulations are the guidelines(directives) for different subject areas. The EU directives have
mandatory application in the development of the member states national legislation.

3.1. Harmonization of the environmental leagal system
After the change of regime in Hungary in 1989 the EU accession treaty were signed soon and
started the preparation for the accession. Under political pressure to accession to the EU
started the alignment (leagal harmonization), in which a priority area was the environmental
protection. The legislative process was characterized as the „follow up” (enforcement)
regulation. The domestic legal system ‐ following a comprehensive review ‐ was needed to
convert according the EU policies, and directives.

3.2. The characterization of the implementation
Political types of implementations (necessity) occurred, becouse the accession criteria had to
be fullfilled on time. For the social groups involved in the justification: The EU is all about !
We are emergency, when you want the accession the conditions had to be met. But in the
given the situation we go only as long as to had to. (lack of money, derogation) !

4. The policy and implementation after the EU accession
4.1. The national environmental policy after accession
After the accession in 2004 the domestic environmental policy was characterized by duality
and remains the same in the present day. The environment is still not a priority (not strategic
area), but the EU's environmental policy directives are mandatory. As a result, still following
the rules (enforcement regulation).

4.2. The domestic environmental regulation after 2004
The period after the accession of Hungary to the EU, the domestic environmental regulation
was characterized the compliance with the mandatory content of EU policies (IPCC,
guidelines, directives, etc.). In this frame some major legislative changes, tightening had
been occurred in the beginning(2010). In addition to the environmental targets appeared
other policy objectives for waste management regulations in the past few years.



Modification of Environmental Act
Modification of Waste Act (2013)
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4.3. The characterization of the implementation
Still have political (power) type of implementation (Context: more or less between the
Institutional and Corporate‐pluralist state), therefore social or formal consensus can not be
possible. Reason: because we still have all of the EU !

III. The implementation of new waste legislation
By the detailed analysis of the new waste law entered into force the 1st of January 2013, I’d
like to present a good example of the problems of domestic environmental policy
implementations.

1 The new waste management legislation features
The Waste Act and the connecting other rules and regulations contain essentially
environmental targets, but significantly appear other objectives in the policy, which of
expected future effects are difficult to be calculated.

1.1. Environmental goals
The new legislation is highly advanced and environmentally progressive, and consequently
much stricter and much more expensive for the waste producers as the previous legislation.
The most important environmental professional objectives of the law are:
• Pollution exclusion
• Promote the selective waste collection and recovery
• Reduction of waste dumping (land filling)
• Strict administrative (record keeping, reporting) and verification system
• Ensuring professional background (certification)
• Ensuring financial background (just on principle)
1.2 . Political (real) points
By the most strict regulation the real goal is the transformation of the existing domestic
waste market, the displacement of the foreign‐owned service companies from the
Hungarian market. The professional environmental goal, which is intended to help ensure
the financial background can not be achieved in practice.

1.3. Effects of the new regulation
In addition to a significant increase in the costs of public services, loss of income (reducing
overhead), significant operational problems, and the financial difficulties are the expected
influences of the new regulation.
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2. The implementation of waste legislation
During the research of the implementation process I examined the preparation phase of the
regulation (policy) and the experiences of the implementation since the regulation came into
force 1st of January 2013 until now.

2.1. Conflicts and disputes concerning the preparation period
The preparation phase of the regulation (policy) could be characterized as a protracted
legislative process, after several formal (non‐substantive) rounds of negotiations, despite
serious objections, in virtually unchanged form have been adopted by the parliament (2/3rd
political dominance in possession).

2.2. Significant modifications have been already made within six months
There is no clear, consistent professional content, because there was’t any substantive
consultation with stakeholders (professional bodies). In addition the EU principles are
damaged and constitutional concerns (equality, neutrality of competition, ignoring the
market economy rules, forbidden state intervention) have also been raised.

2.3. Caused by the increase in cost and overhead reduction malfunctions occur en masse
The most serious consequence is the significant deterioration in financial conditions, which
may cause malfunctions in a significant part of the public service, in some cases leads to the
impossibility of public services, the consequences can be handled only by state intervention.
(Disaster Management Authority) .

3. The characterization of the implementation
3.1. Content and purpose of the policy
In the new waste management legislation are simultaneously present the distributive,
regulative, redistributive and constructive elements. The new regulation led to the loss of the
status quo, the conversion of the field of power and the reorganization of the positions. Hence
the major conflicts. The regulative and constructive interventions associated with resource
(re)distributions that have significant consequences are the emergence of conflicts.
3.2. Ambiguity and conflicts
The rules (policy) are characterized by a high level of inconsistency and significant conflicts.
The foreign – owned private companies excluded from the domestic market, while couses
financial difficulties to the remaining domestic–owned public service companies. The
implementation of the policy is essentially a political implementation: the guiding principle is
the power, political and legal constraints.
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3.3. The context of the implementation
The starting point of the context is mode of governance ‐ which defines the relationship
between the government and the environment ‐ during implementation selects the
participants scope and options.
According the definition of Gornitzka the transition between the „Institutional state” and the
„Corportate‐Pluralis State” (Gornitzka 1999) could be the type of governance that
characterizes the context of implementations of the examined policy and regulation. In this
context is perhaps more dominant the „institutional” nature.
The type of implementation context according Warwick this is a „Machine” implementation
(a well defined clear plan, behind the legitimate decision‐making power) (Warwick 1982).
The mutual relationships of the implementation of the Hungarian waste management
system can be characerized by that formula.
4 The assessment of the implementation and the expected effects
4.1. Analysis of Success Factors
The success factors are:







The clear and consistent objectives are missing ( not known)
Rate of change (unknown, outcome of the changes are uncertain)
The underlying of the causal theory of proper reform (elimination of the
waste pollution)
Adequacy of financial resources (uncertain, but there is any money)
Actors commitment (unknown, more negative)
Social and economic conditions (non‐compliant)

The success factors of the implementation with few exceptions predict the failure of the hole
process. It is already established that the risk of probable harmful consequences is extremely
high.
4.2. Expected impacts
The total failure without changes and corrections is inevitable within a short period. There are
political constraints in this situation because of the elections in 2014. The system must be
maintained ont he same way until the end of 2014. Possible temporary solution could be to the end
of 2014 the state intervention (compensation, special assistance and supports, disaster management
authority intervention).

5. The effects of 2008‐9 financial crisis
The 2008‐09 financial crisis indirectly has had a major impact in Europe and within the
Hungarian economy. After the outbreak of U.S. mortgage crisis emerged in 2008, the
financial crisis coused a significant setback on the real economy over the world.
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5.1. The general effects of the crisis
Economic growth fell back in a few months and by the end of 2009 Europe 's economy had
been in recession (4.2 % decrease). The GDP data showed (Hungary: 6.3 % decrease)
significant reduction without exception, the mass of firms were in difficult situation,
unemployment had risen significantly (Hungary: from 7.7 % up to 10%. or more). The
household income and thus their consumption is also reduced, which further exacerbated
the already declining economic performance. The HUF exchange rate from 250 HUF/ € has
risen close to 300, sometimes to over 300.
In order to treat the major crisis governmental intervention had taken place in the banking
sector (crisis management). The positive effects have occurred in the short term, but in the
medium term, because of the risen governmental debt, also raised new problems. (The
individual governments to cover the costs of the bank saving interventions used new depts.)
In the case of weaker economies in South and Central Eastern European countries the crisis
phenomena have proved to be far more serious and taken for a longer time. The Hungarian
economy had been in recession until 2012, and GDP has been started to grow again only in the
second half of 2013. During the reporting period the unemployment rate were significantly
higher than 10% , but decreased again belowe to 10% by the end of 2013. The investments,
purchasing power and consumption steadily decreased in parallel (in 2009: 7.6 %) and it has
changed only in recent months. (Belyó 2011)

5.2. The crisis effects on the waste management policy of Hungary
General condition of the Hungarian economy and the deteriorating social situation of the
population was severely affected to the public service providers. The increasing amount of
outstandings and the proportion of bad debts significantly worsened the financial position of
public service compaies in the waste management sector. For this situation the companies
have responded by cutting back the necessary renovations and improvements, which can
result malfunctions in the medium term. Cost reduction due to financial constraint
problems, increased the risk of direct environmental pollution. (If you fall short to prevent
and eliminate pollution due to lack of funding measures. )
The crisis developed by the lack of funds made it difficult to make effective cooperation in
the implementation of the new waste management regulations (policy) principles for
stakeholders.
Legislators (government actors) ignored the expected financial difficulties during the
implementation, which were greatly exacerbated by the effects of the crisis. Due to the
malfunctioning, the regulation content problems are significantly due to the unfavourable
economic environment. Therefore, we can say that the crisis significantly complicates the
domestic waste policy implementation.
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Summary
Hungarian waste management policy and the related environmental legislation may well be
an interesting case study of implementation research. Except a few professional areas it did
not measure up to the principles of an effective and successful implementation. With few
exceptions the success factors determined by scientific theory and empirical research were
not present. There was a huge discrepancy on one hand between the environmental
requirements and the terms of financing (public overhead reduction), and on the other hand
between the EU regulatory principles and its policies (neutral competitivness, forbidden
governmental intervention).
In addition to the above problems the decision makers ignored the forecasted financial
difficulties caused by the financial crisis during the implementation. The regulation content
problems are significantly due to the unfavourable economic environment. Therefore, we
can say that the crisis considerably complicated the Hungarian waste policy implementation.
and increases the risk of the malfunctioning of the public sector in the field of waste
management.
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Acts:
2012 évi CLXXXV törvény a hulladékról Magyar Közlöny 160. szám (2012. november 30.)
438/2012. (XII. 29.) Korm. rendelet a közszolgáltató hulladékgazdálkodási tevékenységéről és a
hulladékgazdálkodási közszolgáltatás végzésének feltételeiről, Magyar Közlöny 184. szám
(2012. december 29.)
439/2012. (XII. 29.) Korm. rendelet a hulladékgazdálkodási tevékenységek nyilvántartásba vételről,
valamint hatósági engedélyezéséről, Magyar Közlöny 184. szám (2012. december 29.)
440/2012. (XII. 29.) Korm. rendelet a hulladékkal kapcsolatos nyilvántartási és adatszolgáltatási
kötelezettségekről, Magyar Közlöny 184. szám (2012. december 29.)
441/2012. (XII. 29.) Korm. rendelet a hulladékról szóló törvénnyel összefüggésben
egyes
kormányrendeletek módosításáról, Magyar Közlöny 184. szám (2012. december 29.)
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442/2012. (XII. 29.) Korm. rendelet a csomagolásról és a csomagolási hulladékkal kapcsolatos
hulladékgazdálkodási tevékenységekről, Magyar Közlöny 184. szám (2012. december 29.)
443/2012. (XII. 29.) Korm. rendelet az elektromos és elektronikus berendezésekkel kapcsolatos
hulladékgazdálkodási tevékenységekről, Magyar Közlöny 184. szám (2012. december 29.)
444/2012. (XII. 29.) Korm. rendelet a hulladékká vált gépjárművekről, Magyar Közlöny 184. szám
(2012. december 29.)
445/2012. (XII. 29.) Korm. rendelet az elem‐ és akkumulátorhulladékkal kapcsolatos
hulladékgazdálkodási tevékenységekről, Magyar Közlöny 184. szám (2012. december 29.)
33/2005. (XII. 27.) KvVM rendelet az igazgatási szolgáltatási díjairól
136/2012. (XII. 21.) VM rendelet (hatályba lépés: 2013. január 21.)
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NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE Session – part 2
REGULATORY REFORM TO REDUCE ADMINISTRATIVE BARRIERS
TO BUSINESS IN ALBANIA
Eda TEREZI,
Ministry of Economic Development, Trade and Entrepreneurship, Albania
Vjollca IBRAHIMI,
Tirana University, Albania
Elton KARAPICI,
General Taxation Directory of Tirana, Albania
Amanda KARAPICI,
Finance Department, Albanian Parliament, Tirana Albania
ABSTRACT
Well‐functioning regulatory system is an essential component of modern society. In societies where
the rules works well, strengthen governance, promote prosperity and stability. A good regulatory
system provides a stable environment for business by reducing transaction costs, providing security
and encouraging healthy competition, and increasing international competition, investment, growth
and employment.
After the 1990s the governments of many countries of the world supported their economic
development and reducing poverty and expanding with reforms acceleration to improve the business
climate through regulatory policies and reducing administrative barriers. Improving the environment
in this period became the norm for developing countries seeking sustainable growth and
development. The inability of large hamper growth and addressed mainly to macroeconomic levels,
both through extensive legal reforms and regulatory ones.
However, extensive reforms are difficult to implement and support. Successful reform requires
overcoming personal interests in public and private sectors, overcoming the fear of change,
complexities of the uncertainties of change in dynamic environments, economic and social.
Development of comprehensive regulatory reform strategy, offers good opportunities for donor
coordination: planning and support, as well as pursuing a comprehensive approach to aid, rather
than supporting activities and fragmented interventions. The existence of a clear strategy,
comprehensive regulatory reform also helps donors by facilitating the provision of budget support
and technical assistance in a systematic and continuous long term periods. In this situation was
included also Albania, which introduced for the first time in the list of countries assessed by the
World Bank study regarding facilities for doing business, so in Doing Business 2004.

Key words: Regulatory policy, administrative barriers, transaction costs, regulatory reform,
regulatory impact assessment, capacity building, procedures.
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Introduction
Reforming the business environment is a broad agenda, but at its core is regulatory reform,
particularly for small enterprises that are disproportionately harmed by regulatory costs,
barriers to entry, risks and uncertainties, and associated costs of corruption.
Economic transition requires massive legal change. Such legal change goes beyond policies
and formal instruments, since the role and style of regulation in society is deeply embedded
in traditions, capabilities, interests and the organizing of power. Far reaching legal change,
called “regulatory reform” stretsches from the collection of existing legal instruments into
the institutions, processes and capacities of government, and even further, into the
institutions of the rule of law, and the changing relationship between the state, market and
society.
Much development work is focused on adjustments to the legal system to support new
economic and democratic needs. But such works is very slow. The challenge is finding ways
to shift the complex system of instruments and behaviours to support of rapid economic
growth needed to produce ambitious poverty reduction promised and growth welfare. The
experience has told that there are always time lags between market change and legal
change, the task is to shorten the lag so that legal system “catch up” with market needs.
The high degree of difficulty of the problem makes that reformers either under validate or
fear of it. No single approach to the displacement of this welter of rules, institutions and
interests, would be enough. Experience shows that:
First, stable regulatory reform should be part of a broader program, supported by
macroeconomic, microeconomic, and governance changes.
Secondly, there are no magic rules that tell us that these reforms should be included in a
sustainable program of action, which starts immediately and focus in the results. It should
enjoy political commitment, adopting a set of tools proven in other countries that face
similarly problems, and invests in institutional capacity and human resources.

1. Development history of Regulatory Reform, literature review.
Studies have been recently focused about how regulatory reforms scale are being developed
in different countries and how these experiences can be used in the design of reforms in
other countries.Increasingly, studies are examining the plan of the political economy of
reform and are trying to tie the design of reform processes and instruments.
There is no ideal model for the "right" regulator system. The exact role that markets and
governments can play varies from country to country and from sector to sector.
Regulation of business existed in the ancient period. It is understood that these regulation
have been more developed in the area that today we call business, but in that period were
called trade. At that time there have standardized weights and measures, where the
information coming from antiquity gold may have operated as an international currency and
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as a key element of regulation. Also the use of national currencies as an exchange
instrument has been a strong reason to promote regulation.
In China, a national currency system existed and paper currency was invented. Sophisticated
law existed in Ancient Rome. In the European Early Middle Ages, law, standardisation and
the power of the after the decline of Rome, but regulation existed in the form of norms,
customs and privileges; this regulation was aided by the unified Christian identity and a
sense of honour in regard to contracts42.
Beginning in the late 19th and 20th century, much of regulation in the United States of
America was administered and enforced by regulatory agencies. At the federal level, one the
earliest institutions was the Interstate Commerce Commission, which had its roots in earlier
state‐based regulatory commissions and agencies.
In the 1930, lawmakers believed that unregulated business often led to injustice and
inefficiency. In the 1960 and 1970 concern shifted to regulatory capture, which led to
extremely detailed laws.
The idea of regulatory capture has controlled discussions of economic regulation and
regulatory reform for more than two generation. Its origin comes immediately after World
War II as "capture thesis" tht dominated the closing decades of the 20th century, the basic
definitions of which are quite clear and already accepted. Indeed one of the most surprising
things about the genealogy is the extraordinary degree of consensus about regulatory
capture across a broad spectrum of economists, historian, and scholars of law, politics, and
public administration.
The capture thesis first originated not in law and economics but in the fields of political
science and public administration. For the most part early formulation of capture theory
were mildly reformist in orientation‐usually concluding with call for something like increased
judicial review or enhanced executive supervision or a higher level of administrative
formality in regulatory practice in order to reign‐in or counter‐balance industry influence.43
According to Stigler “regulation is acquired by the industry and is designed and operated
primarily for its benefits.”44
“Regulation itself was invariably controlled by leaders of the regulated industry, and directed
toward ends they deemed acceptable or desirable.”45
The theory of "regulatory capture" as a form of deregulation, finished as a short sighted
theory that stood behind it.46
Obviously the study of regulation is not something new. It is rooted in economic and political
science, legal, public and management disciplines that means going back a century or more.
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Theories of regulation have merged in different ways in the practice of regulatory reform. As
a result, the concept of regulatory reform has assumed several meanings over the last 30
years.
Since the 1960, the economists have studied the microeconomics of regulatory intervention
in markets. Theories based on concepts such as market and government failure and
transaction costs tried to define the effects of regulation in specifc situations.
Normative and positive theories of regulations based on concepts of private interest and
public interest tried to explain how the regulation is used in the political economy, and to
predict the form and pace of regulatory reform. The modern school of law and economics
applied neoclassical ideas to the analysis of legal problems.47
Meantime modern regulation began in the age of industrialization in response to sometimes
spectacular market failure.
According to Stiglitz, the concept of market failure remains a powerful framework to think
about regulation in many contexts. In his essay Stiglitz identifies a series of failures of the
contemporary market irrationality and the spread of justice. He relied on his extensive
experience as a public official, argues that…”robust regulatory governance, the
implementation of well‐conceived, can effectively compensate these market limitation.48
Market failure theory encompasses a powerful set of ideas, and it will inevitably remain a
pillar of any modern approach to regulation. But it should not be the only‐nor perhaps even
the principal‐intellectual foundation for a new era of regulatory engagement.
Since the 1960 influentak new research on government failure has helped to drive the
movement for deregulation and privatization. Yet even as the study of government failure
was flourishing, some very different ideas were sprouting in the social sciences with
profound implications for our understanding of human behavior and the role of
government.49
Some of these ideas, particularly from the field of behavioral economics, have begun to
nudge their way into discussions of regulatory purpose, design, and implementation. Yet
even here, the process is far from complete; and many other exciting new lines of research‐
on everything from social cooperation to co‐regulatio ‐ have hardly been incorporated at all.
During the 1980s often it is said that we live in an age of deregulation and that the state has
been forced to retreat to reduce burdens on businesses. Under these statements is the
belief that a decade of more of deregulation has reduced state intervention in markets.50 To
be blunt, this is largely a myth, and one that interferes with efforts to improve the
effectiveness of the state in protecting public interests.
However it belongs to the past, because in 2000 American Scott Jacobs, father of
"Regulatory Reform" will declare that: Far from living in an age of deregulation, we live in

47
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the golden age of regulation.51 From environmental protection to consumer protection,
safety and health, labour standards, and social justice rules such as equal opportunity, no
government activity in OECD countries has grown faster since 1980 than government
regulatory functions.
Even during the administrations of Reagan and Thatcher ‐ the quintessential "deregulation"
crusades ‐ the quantity of regulations measured in number of rules and their length
increased in both the United States and the United Kingdom. And regulatory constraints are
becoming more stringent. Regulatory standards have never been higher in the developed
countries than they are today. International standards are increasing rapidly. That is not to
say that they are keeping up with new risks and technological changes, but that is another
argument entirely.
The number and scope of government (domestic and international) regulations have
increased so rapidly in almost all OECD countries that the term "regulatory inflation" was
coined by the OECD in the early 1990s,which means that multiple rules are therefore
redundant. In fact, the level of regulation is increasing so quickly that governments cannot
possibly enforce all rules, nor can citizens and businesses comply. Regulatory compliance is
probably declining as regulatory inflation continues.
In the economic sphere, too, regulation is increasing. The essential difference is that new
market regulations tend to be pro‐competitive, replacing more costly and less effective
forms of government intervention, such as state ownership. It might be surprising that, in
the United Kingdom, regulation grew fastest in the 1980s, the decade of privatisation. This is
because large new regulatory regimes and institutions were established as the state changed
its role from owner to regulator.
Prime Minister Thatcher was the biggest regulator in UK history, because she intruduced the
biggest market liberalization in UK history. The UK "Big Bang" in many respects codified
what had already been going on in practice, and moreover tightened up regulation in many
respects.52
The deregulation myth arose because liberalization in international capital markets and
privatization in a few key infrastructure sectors such as telecommunications and to a lesser
extent energy and transport released powerful new market forces, which became a symbol
for generalized government retreat, though governments were actually building many new
regulatory programmes and institutions.
The idea that market liberalisation and deregulation are synonyms is misconceived, and
when put naively into practice has led to regulatory gaps, market failures such as
dominance, and consumer abuses such as safety hazards. For that reason, the deregulation
myth is dangerous.
It is easy to dispose of another myth. The state is not withering away in the face of markets.
If anything, the average size of the governments in the OECD area, measured in government
revenues as a percentage of GDP, increased slightly from the mid‐1980s to the mid‐
1990s. This is perhaps a natural consequence of the growing role of the state in insuring
51
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citizens against risks as dynamic markets increase insecurity and of welfare effects of aging
societies.53
A third myth, too, deserves deflating. It is often said that globalization is driving market
liberalization at the national level. The popular story is that governments are doing just fine
on their own, but are being forced into unwanted and harmful reforms by international
pressures.
In reality, most reform is driven by purely domestic needs: stubborn levels of structural
unemployment, lagging growth rates, diversion of fiscal resources into propping up loss‐
making state‐owned enterprises, and consumer demands for innovations like mobile phones
and cheaper services and products. 54
Likewise, most benefits of reforms are enjoyed by domestic consumers and producers. It is
for domestic reasons that supply‐side reforms to stimulate competition and reduce
regulatory inefficiencies have become central to effective economic policy.55
The real policy challenge today is not resistance against a ruthless programme of
deregulation driven by markets. The challenge is to manage the quality, transparency, and
effectiveness of the burgeoning regulatory state to ensure that the new kinds of regulations
and institutions contribute to social and economic progress. The real problem may not be
the size of the state (as suggested by those who focus on deregulation or regulation as a test
of effectiveness), but the effectiveness of the state itself. In some important areas, such as
capital movements and investments, governments have lost substantial control of market
decisions. For other reasons, regulatory tools are losing relevance to markets (as factors of
production become more mobile and global, and as product cycles shorten) and to civil
societies (as societies become more diverse, informed, and oriented toward choice). These
forces ‐ weighted against increasing regulatory interventions ‐ must cause us to question
traditional methods of state action, and look for new ways to harness markets in the social
interest.
“The notion that big intervention of the state associated with economic efficiency, is
corrected. The level of intervention cannot be as important as its quality”.56 La Porta used
institutions as binding element of government. For a better governance better institutions
are needed. The economic crises of last decades has shows the importance of state
institutions and its necessity control. The set up of the institutions of reform is a
precondition to its positive results and implementation of the regulatory agenda.
Today many studies in different fields of economy show that “There are two reasonable
explanations to have effective regulatory institutions, an economic and a politic one.
Economic logic is to ask how effectively corrected market failure and how to develop
instruments and institutions to correct it.
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Politic logic aks if and how the politic should delegate the power to independent institutions
such as regulatory structure and commissions. Both approaches are complementary and
have much income.57
According to Cesar Cordoves the four core functions of an oversight body that should be
assigned for a successful reform are: 1. Co‐ordination and supervision, where government
has the purpose to implement and monitor a regulatory policy through setting up the
procedures and machinery to ensure the quality of new or existing regulations.
Main instrument are RIA Regulatory Impact Assessment, administrative simplification and
standart cost model (SCM).2. Challenge and scrutiny, first based on an independent
assessment on the quality of a regulation (i.e., RIA, SCM calculations)The oversight body
advises the government and seeks support from other ministries for its view about the
quality of a draft with (but sometimes without) approval from the drafting regulator.
A second and rarer implementation of the challenge function is to give special powers to the
oversight body to enforce quality criteria or a specific programme.
3. A third function of an oversight body is to assist regulators in improving the quality of
their regulations. Key support tasks include the publication and dissemination of extensive
written guidance and manuals. As well conducting training on regulatory quality issues has
been an important way to support regulators in complying with new disciplines, and to raise
awareness and promote a cultural change among regulators and regulatees.Training
programmes are organised into three types:
a) High level brifing on the framework for best practice regulation requirements;
b) General training on RIA and use of the Business Cost Calculator (BCC), and a
comprehensive seminar series on preparing RIAs, using the BCC and undertaking
cost‐benefit analysis.
c) Third level have been engaged in delivering specific expertise to regulators in the
context of their development of particular regulations through mechanisms such as a
“help desk” which provides expert input directly, or through the ability to fund the
employment of outside experts to complete specific tasks.
4. The fourth core function consists inthe advocacy function can be internal to the
administration, as well as external. Institutions have a mandate to recommend quality
regulation through specific deregulation/ reregulation initiatives to ministries, regulators or
agencies.58
Again, this crisis has exposed a regulatory failure: regulators failed to prevent the
exploitation of poor and poorly educated borrowers by lenders. These people were not able
to ascertain well the risks associated with various lending provisions, such as variable‐rate
mortgages with negative amortization, in a period in which interest rates were at a
historically low level. The lenders should, of course, have been able to do a better job of risk
assessment, but because of another set of market failures, they did not. The result is a
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massive social and economic disaster: people are losing their homes and their life savings,
and our economy is facing a meltdown.
By its nature, a regulation restricts an individual or firm from doing what it otherwise would
have done. Those whose behaviour is so restricted may complain about, say, their loss of
profits and potential adverse effects on innovation. But the purpose of government
intervention is to address potential consequences that go beyond the parties directly
involved, in situations in which private profit is not a good measure of social impact.
“The design of regulatory structures and systems has to take into account:
a) Asymmetries of information, since the regulator is often at an international disadvantage
relative to the regulated; b) moral hazard, since there often problems in ensuring that a
regulator’s behavior is consistent with social welfare (for example he is not beholden to
those whom he is supposed to be regulating); c) human fallibility, since mistakes are
inevitable, and we need to minimize the costs of such mistakes. Well‐designed regulation
takes into account the limitations of implementation and enforcement. While no regulatory
system is perfect, economics with well‐designed regulations can perform far better that
those with inadequate regulation. Regulation can both enhance markets and protect those
who might otherwise suffer in unregulated markets.59
In the last decade regulation as an instrument to achieve economic and social targets, has
increased dramatically. The element that leads regulations is the private behaviour
regulation. This type of arrangement became a fundamental tool of government in the
management of complex societies and various thereby allowing competing interests to be
balanced.
In short, regulation is necessary because social and private costs and benefits, and hence
incentives, are misaligned. Such misalignment leads to problems not only in the short run
but also in the long run. Incentives to innovate are distorted.
In recent assessments of the European Commission “better regulation remains an important
instrument contributing to the policy for strengthening competitiveness and supporting
sustainable growth and employment.”60
Regulatory reform started at 70s is not a single effort, but a dynamic, long‐term effort, and a
multidisciplinary process. Since the beginning it showed that it would be enduring and
perhaps forever. In the field of business it tooks a fast developing, particularly in Eastern
European Countries, due to the opening of markets.
Since the 1980s …governments have adopted the term as part of an effort to improve
service to the public, but on the other side regulation is considered as a tool to reduce
administrative barriers and to provide a more structured environment and a friendly policy
to investors. 61
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In general every government, trying to reduce bureaucracy, by means of implementing cost‐
effective administrative arrangements and removing administrative barriers in many areas
of activity.
Administrative barriers issues are resulting very problematic after the year 2007 Attention
has focused to reducing administrative barriers on trade, investment and venture. Many
developing countries gave the priority to removing bureaucracy. In this sense, the removal
of barriers is only one part of a number of policies designed to increase performance and
productivity, and thus can not be treated as a separate issue, or particular issue.62
In this literature review the question that arises is how this reform, already launched in
Albania, has helped to improve the business climate, namely by simplifying administrative
barriers, which at the beginning of 2005 had become unaffordable by business.
What’s the contribution of reform instruments such as one stop shops or guillotine to reduce
administrative barriers in Albania and how they are implemented, based on theoretical
definitions and experiences in many countries?

2. Red‐type concept/administrative barriers, reducing and their measurement
Business regulation has been on the international agenda for several years but they a large
part of the countries seeking to develop successful reforms remain so even today. Most
governments wish to create an environment that will strengthen development and ensure
the growth of a competitive business sector. Good competitiveness requires good
framework conditions and a focus on the regulatory environment.
Nowadays business barriers considered:









Dynamic development and complexity of advanced societies creating an ongoing
need for new regulation
Lack of effective voices on the part of the business community
Vested interests in maintaining laws within the business community
Conflicting policy goals
Reducing “red tape” for businesses which is not core business for lawmakers
Lack of clear responsibilities on the part of public authorities
Lack of coordination between public authorities
Time pressure in the law process.

This list of barriers shows that there are significant obstacles on the path towards better
business regulation and fewer administrative burdens. Recognition of the existence of these
barriers is a first step on the way to alleviating the “red tape” problem.
Creating an effective organizational framework is imperative in the effort to reduce
administrative burdens. Dedicated institutions with sufficient resources and efficient
instruments are necessary to change the conduct of government institutions, and convince
officials that the improvement of business regulation and the reduction of administrative
62
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burdens is an important consideration in the law preparatory work. Organizational structure
and incentives are closely connected, since the creation of effective organizations to
improve business regulation and reduce administrative burdens is not in itself a guarantee
that action will take place. It needs to be followed by strategies and incentives to effectively
engage the relevant government institutions (line ministries, departments, etc.) in the
efforts concerning better business regulation.
The motto "Less paper = less work" is the fundamental objective of this new concept of
Regulatory Reform. Red‐type is a priority of the political agenda. Business and citizens
complain that they spend more time and devote significant resources to activities such as
filling out forms required to obtain a permit or license, business information reporting,
notifications of changes etc.
Red type is costly, not only for the time and money spent on applications filling, but also in
the context of reducing the productivity and innovation in business. Particularly for small
business this is a burden and simultaneously discourages the people who want to start a
new business. These effects are more expensive in global markets, where the efficiency of
internal regulations and administrative environment can affect business competitiveness.63
Many governments are now embedding programmes to cut red tape within their overall
regulatory quality systems. In the past, administrative simplification was often undertaken
on an ad hoc or sectoral basis. This contributes the most significant innovation of recent
years: a break with the past. Strategies to simplify regulations focus on two dimensions:
1. Examining the administrative burden that will be introduced by new regulations
before they are implemented, and
2. Reforming existing burdensome regulations.
Although the majority of countries still put greater emphasis on reviewing existing
regulations than on reforming them, there is a trend towards examining new legislation or
regulation before it is introduced to try to minimise any new administrative burdens. This is
mainly done during the Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA) process – an exercise to
determine the likely effect of any new regulation before it is implemented.
While the focus of RIAs is not specifically on reducing administrative burdens, they do assist
in stemming the tide of new burdensome regulation. RIAs ensure that regulatory proposals
or existing regulatory arrangements are subject to a transparent, publicly accountable and
rigorous analysis to determine if they are proportional means of meeting regulatory
objectives.64
Some countries have also introduced special procedural measures to assess the impact of
regulation on small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in particular, including the assessment
of alternatives that might accomplish the stated objectives while minimising the impact on
small businesses. Measuring the burden of regulatory procedures tends to be on business,
often with special consideration for small and medium sized businesses, but there has also
been a trend towards measuring and reducing the burdens imposed on others, including
private citizens and the not‐for‐profit sector.
63
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In many cases, measuring systems are based on the Standard Cost Model (SCM) developed
in the Netherlands, which has been introduced or adapted by a number of other countries.
The strength of the model is not only its high level of detail in the measurement of
administrative costs, but also the fact that the numbers obtained are consistent across policy
areas. Moreover, the model allows governments to set numerical targets for burden
reduction and to measure progress towards these targets over time.

2.1. What tools can help in cutting red type/reducing administrative burdens?
There are tools that governments can use to cut through red tape, and to ensure that they
manage their requests for information and regulatory requirements in a way that minimises
the time and resources needed to comply by those affected by the regulations. Such tools or
mechanisms not only help ensure that governments can fulfil their aim to cut red tape; they
also improve the transparency and accountability of administrative regulations. The basic
tools used for administrative simplification, such as one‐stop shops and process re‐
engineering, have remained effective

A. Konceptti mbi One Stop Shop‐in dhe format e tij.
The term one‐stop shop (OSS) originated in the United States in the late 1920s. One‐stop
shops are single interfaces for business start‐ups and have become popular in many
economies.
OSS has been since the 1920s 65, mainly in retail trade. OSS has been a popular idea, but
difficult in practice. "By the 1980s, governments have adopted the term as part of an effort
to improve service to the public, who had undergone a metamorphosis from simple user or
recipient of public services, to clients who were entitled to expect the same standard of
service they could expect from a retailer. But on the other hand is considered as a tool to
facilitate administrative barriers and to provide a more structured environment and a policy
friendly to investors’.66
Types of OSS have been different in different countries. The first model was the model "a
door" (one door), which means looking to create a one‐stop shop, first instincts are often to
bring together representatives of various government agencies in one place. This approach is
often described as a "door" or "one roof". This model can be relatively easy to implement.
Ease is a fact that normally does not require any changes in legislation or ministerial
responsibilities. What this model includes it is effective cooperation between different
ministries and agencies.
Model window. If, by going through "a door", the customer finds no counterpart some, but
only one (or several, from which he can go to each of them), this is a different kind of
organization: an approach "a window" or "table". Advantage of an approach "window" is
that the officer is authorized to accept documents for government bodies. It follows that the
65
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applicant should normally only deal with one person and do not have go to the tax office or
meet with a tax official, or to any other office.
One more stop? In some cases, such as the Enterprise Center Formalities (CFE) established in
France, has created a new organization to coordinate the functions of registration. This
avoids the need for major restructuring of the primary bodies responsible for registration.
"In terms of administrative activity, it can be considered as "one more stop", because it adds
a new function, without any corresponding reduction elsewhere. This means that it includes
an increase in the cost of administrative functions and reduces deadlines only to the extent
that it allows functions to set or return back provides a one stop shop making you flatter
other agencies to speed up their operations. On the other hand, from the standpoint of the
applicant still has the advantage of being able to deal with a single organization”.67
However one‐stop‐shop (OSS) is one of several government institutional substitutes often
adopted to circumvent or to speed up existing procedures where they are not functional.
In practice all governments that tried to implement this form of OSS, encountered
considerable resistance to various government agencies responsible for various
administrative procedures. Most important was that ministries and other agencies feared
that the creation the OSS such an art would result in limiting their authority and mandate,
which would quickly lead to intense ground battles within the government bureaucracy.
Issue becomes more important if such an OSS is politically feasible, so if a single agency
should actually be given that much authority and power. Therefore the government usually
stays away from placing such a structure, OSS, in the strict sense. Instead it tends to rely on a
form coordinating mechanism where various authorities maintain their mandates and
responsibilities of existing.68
Concept One‐stop shops became popular in 1980 as a tool to encourage investment, often
as a substitute for investment promotion agencies. The basic idea is that an investor would
only need to be in contact with a single entity to obtain all necessary documents in a process
of effective and coordinated, rather than go through a maze of different governmental
bodies. So one‐stop‐shop provides a place where businesses and citizens can obtain all the
information necessary for their questions, or can perform various transactions, such as
complete an application.
OSS concept further hike in 2008 where three were key elements: i) OSS communications
services to investors, which is mainly related to communication channels (media, radio,
television, newspapers, magazines); ii) Facilities for the purchase of land for investment
projects, and iii) OSS coordination with line ministries.

B. Guillotine and basic concept
Giving Giotines concept takes a special importance for two reasons: The first has to do with
the clarification of the concept of guillotine, that despite the underlying is the word
67
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elimination, removal or cutting, it has not to do with the concept of a guillotine, human
eliminating, used for the first time in 1793 in France in the period the monarchy. This
phenomenon has given that term negative sense. Second, to make more informed than that
which will be discussed below, is the regulatory guillotine as economic concept and directly
relates to regulatory reform.
"Regulatory Guillotine69" is not something new. It was used in some variants in the past 20
years."First successful pioneering used the guillotine has been the Swedish government in
1980, which was faced with regulatory confusion caused by a century of accumulated rules.
So basically it was a legal reform. In 1990 it was used by Mexico and in the late 1990s was
implemented in South Korea, including the reform of the financial crisis.70
Guillotine is an innovative instrument of reform that is designed to overcome the difficulties
imposed by extensive reforms and regulatory support and accelerate reforms of the
business environment in the future.
In 2000, Jacobs and Associates Inc...assesses experiences and develops a more systematic
strategy guillotine mainly for countries in rapid economic transition towards market moving.
In the period 2003‐2007 the guillotine was applied successfully in Ukraine, Moldova, Kenya,
Croatia and Bosnia. The guillotine process is based on three strategies:71




A political strategy that sustains vigorous top‐down political support from the prime
minister and key ministers, and builds public support for radical reform affecting
many stakeholders;
A legal strategy to create an over‐arching legal framework that enhances legal
security and transparency, rather than creating legal chaos;
An administrative strategy to carry out a highly structured “top‐down” review
process with clear filters and incentives for reform.

There are strong reasons why the guillotine has become essential in the field of reforms.
Many countries that have made progress in improving the regulatory environment for
business recognize that, despite their efforts, the economy continues to suffer from high‐
cost and high‐risk regulatory environments that deter investors. Entrepreneurs and
international indicators agree that that there is still much progress to be made in making
many national economies an attractive place to do business.Meanwhile, competition for
markets and for foreign direct investment is intensifying throughout the world.
The guillotine eliminates and simplifies many regulations in a short period at low cost, while
strengthening the government’s ability to focus on regulations needed to protect health,
safety, and the environment. If the guillotine is successful, the costs and risks of doing
business in the national economy will be visibly reduced, improving competitiveness,
investment, and job creation.72
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Regulatory Guillotine is a quick way of achievement, approaches that can deliver short‐term
results. This combination of simplicity and speed, and the results achieved to date, provide a
relatively promising premise for reform, and for the use of her achievements as a basis for
further reforms. Regulatory Guillotine is a simple and fast testing tool.73
The regulatory guillotine is a flexible method but is specifically designed through a precise
sequence to produce good results even where resistance is high. Essentially, it is a means of
rapidly reviewing a large number of regulations, and eliminating those that are no longer
needed. It counts the regulations that exist, and then reviews them against clear criteria,
using an orderly and transparent process built on extensive stakeholder input.74.
The regulatory guillotine is intended for those situations where governments are moving
rapidly through transition process from state‐led growth to market‐led growth. It is based on
the view that the regulatory reform is vast and systematic, and that isolated and marginal
reforms must be replaced by board‐scale and systematic reforms that extend across the
public sectors. It is expressly designed to:





Reverse incentives in the reform process, and so overcome some of the barriers that
have slowed or blocked board‐based regulatory reform in the past. These barriers
include high political and administrative costs, intense and passive insider resistance
to change, and lack of planning on how to sustain change into the future. It is
designed to reduce the costs of reform within a political and legislative system that is
already overburdened with difficult reforms;
Create e sustainable process for the future uality control and legal security, mainly by
establishing a quality checklist and review process and creating a comprehensive and
central regulatory registry with positive security;
Create the institutional infrastructure for continuous and effective regulatory reform
implementation, including establishment of mechanisms of interministerial
coordination and cooperation, strengthening the engines of reform, and building
core capacities for regulatory analysis.

A rapidly spreading regulatory reform tool is the Regullatory Guillotine, a reform strategy
used by OECD countries in the 1990s, and extensively refined, and systematized by Jacobs
and Associates to speed up regulatory simplification and highlights the positive sides:
1. Produces rapid results (4‐18 month) in cutting hundreds or thounsand regulations
and reducing regulatory costs on business;
2. Improves management of regulation by producing of comprehensive map that can be
used to create an electronic registry;
3. Increases reform capacities by reducing the politically and administrative costs of
reform and eroding the capacities of insiders to block change;
4. Creates the political economy and organization for continuing “better regulation”
reforms;
5. Stimulates public participation and the support of active private partners for reform
that are useful in sustain momentum for “better regulation” tools such as RIA.
73
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With these results we can say that the guillotine enhances the credibility of the reform
strategy and the potential for further reforms, more aggressive in the future. Guillotine
process has not always a complete success. He has weakness that the government should
decide on its plan to correct in the next stage of reform.
Guillotine review requires about 4‐6 months preparatory and it requires about 10‐12 months
to be completed depends on the number and complexity of the instruments under review.
Guillotine is designed to work quickly and must be completed within 18 months.
So guillotine is only one step in the long process of preparing the administrative
arrangements to use wisely.
C. Process re‐engineering
Process re‐engineering, as its name implies, refers to simplifying an administrative process,
such as applying for a licence, and is principally used in cutting red tape for business.
What has changed in recent years is the increasing use of technology in cutting red tape.
One‐stop shops, whether for filling out a tax form or applying for a business licence, are
increasingly offered online rather than in a physical office, for example. This raises issues of
co‐ordination among ministries and government agencies. E‐government services may be
increasingly linked in future to provide a “whole‐of‐government” access point.
Many of the tools and programmes developed in different countries have focused on
reducing administrative burdens imposed by the central government. But there has also
been an increasing trend towards considering the burdens imposed by lower levels of
government and to adapting and using the simplification tools that have been developed
and tested at the central government level at lower levels as well.
The focus is not entirely on the use of electronic methods of achieving burden reduction,
however. Process re‐engineering, including the simplification of licensing procedures,
continues to play an important role in reducing administrative burdens but more could be
done to reduce burdens imposed by lower levels.

3. Achievements of the national registration centre
NRC is the only institution responsible for business registration in Albania. It serves as one
single window where all processes of business registration are carried out, including the
registration fees for the effect of national and local (municipal) level, social and health
insurance and labor Inspectorate.
Currently, the institution develops its activity in 31 offices across the territory of the Republic
of Albania. NRC operates on the basis of an integrated electronic system that performs data
link between all service windows NRC headquarters in Tirana. It is created in accordance
with standards and best practices for electronic business registration with the support of the
Millennium Challenge Agreement for Albania.75 Today, through the new system of
registration to NRC, the business has possible to register within 24 hours and only via an
75
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application form, which costs only 100 ALL, provided that the law 9723 dated 03.05.2007
"On the National Registration”.
On this basis, starting businesses registered for the period 2008 were registered 17,773
businesses, 2009 were registered 13,240 businesses, and for 9 month period of 2010 were
registered 12,891 start‐up businesses.
This system is able to arrange the data in the correct way and give the opportunity to inform
group of interested in real time regarding the status of their application. Full
computerization of existing data according to court records archives makes it possible:
1. Giving the extracts of data registry on the electronic way.
2. Minimizes time delivery service and the time to review the application of registration
specialist.
3. Enables simplification and standardization of business registration procedures
Also, the NRC has failed to meet the commercial register in electronic form by throwing all
the existing data of the subjects being realized this goal in a short time. Publication and
dissemination of data and supporting documents to enable the protection of third parties, is
one of the main principles of the NRC. This publication has increased transparency and
confidence on the part of the procedures offered by NRC. NRC has created opportunities for
businesses to submit balance sheets in an electronic format which has bilateral impacted
directly and is also in favor of subjects and the work of the NRC. Implementation of
electronic data system is intertwined with the NRC's achievements since its creation has led
to increasing transparency and reducing corruption in the context of Albania's objectives in
this field.
As a result of the implementation of NRC electronic system performs on real‐time all
changes and deregistration that companies make.
Changes and disregistration for the period 2008 till 2010 were: in 2008 were changed 13,763
businesses and 3,597 were disregistrated, in 2009 were changed 15,775 businesses and
5,449 were diregistrated in 2010 were changed 14,040 businesses and 3,056 were
diregistrated.
The Albanian Government immediately after the approval of NRC law proceeded with the
approval of law no. 9880 "On electronic signature "that took place on 25.02.2008 and the
law on Bankruptcy on May 2009, which further facilitated the work of the NRC. Referring
Doing Business Report of World Bank 2011, Albania has improved also 4 other places in the
rankings, which except 5 features (simplification of formalities in recording, recognition and
improvement of procedures on line, removal or reduction of post registration procedures,
establishment or improvement of OSS, as well as removal or reduction of minimum capital
requirement) described in this report, has influenced the improvement of tax payment
system76. In fact the reforms undertaken by Albanian Government to improve the business
climate have affected especially in improving the image of Albania in the eyes of foreign
investors.
76
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3.1. What are the achievements of the NLC today?
National Licensing Center (NLC) ‐ has today, 10 wickets in Tirana and other cities. Based on
law no. 10081 dated 23 February 2009 "On establishment of the National Centre of Licenses
and Permits in the Republic of Albania", opened the way for reforming the licensing system
as discussed in Albania. With the introduction of this law it was reduced the number of
licenses and permits from 200 to 64 categories and sub‐categories only, 46 of which are
issued by the National Licensing Centre.
Even the center, as the NRC has basically one‐stop service shop (with one stop only), which
constitutes one of the essential issues of deregulation system in Albania. NLC offers
shortened procedure, rapid and transparent, reducing the costs associated with the process
of licensing which costs 100 lek for businesses, thereby removing most of the administrative
barriers, reducing the degree of informality and in this way has significantly improved the
business climate in Albania. This was achieved with the operation of the center starting from
June 9, 2009.
According to the aforementioned law licenses, permits and authorizations in Albania are
divided into three main groups. In the first group entered the permits and licenses issued by
the NLC in collaboration with other institutions, in the second group included only given
licenses by the NLC. Licenses/permits of group 1 and 2 are examined and approved by the
NLC. Legal deadlines for their adoption are respectively no longer than 2 and 4 days. The
third group includes licenses/permits that require the approval of other government
institutions. Legal terms for this group rang from 10 and 90 days.
Survey to monitor the performance of the NLC in the period April‐November 2010,
conducted by Partners Albania, Center for Change and Conflict Management, with the
support of "Threshold Programme of the Millennium Challenge Corporation" for Albania II, it
was proven that and an increasing number of businesses are using large counters NLC
regional districts for their licensing needs. While over 95 % of respondents stated that
licensing procedures with a stop are "very clear" or "obvious". (Page 5) 84 % of respondents
stated that the application for a permit / license new is "easy" or "very easy". Approximately
70 % of respondents consider it "very easy" to get a response from NLC staff and that they
were "satisfied" or "very satisfied" when asked about the general experience with the NLC.
34 % of respondents were using the website to NLC to obtain information on licensing. 84 %
of respondents who need a license / permit before the foundation NLC accept that NLC has
significantly reduced the time and effort to get a license / permit in Albania.
The license of the third group remains increasingly difficult due to the complexity it presents.
So by 12 % of respondents have visited NLC three or more times to get a license and a third
group that 6 % of them find it difficult or very difficult" to apply for a license / permit group
third.
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THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE GLOBAL CRISIS OF 2008
ON ROMANIA
Costel‐Ioan CIOBAN,
Gabriela‐Liliana CIOBAN,
Ștefan cel Mare University Suceava, Romania
ABSTRACT
Within the global economy of nowadays, related to some unprecedented interdependencies
between the world countries, between the individuals and organizations, the global crisis launched in
2008 on the American economy (as matter of fact, the moment of launching was the last quarter of
2007), has been extended really fast, even if not of the same intensity, on the entire world. The
hypothesis of launching the crisis, meaning the so‐named “high depression”, towards the end of the
last century, was especially known by governments, central banks or various governmental agencies;
many studies have invoked this hypothesis, even explicitly (Röpke, 1936; Schumpeter, 1939; Mitchell,
1954; Friedman, 1987; Samuelson, 2001 etc.), where the economic cycles were unanimous accepted
as part of the capitalist economies dynamics (Juglar, 1862; Kondratieff, 1925; Kuznets, 1930;
Schumpeter, 1939 etc.). “The only surprise related to the economic crisis of 2008, according to
Stiglitz, was the fact of surprising so many people”; this time, the crisis was launched on the
immovables market in the banking sector, which financed this market, since almost two thirds of the
American economy has started to be addicted to the immovables (the construction of buildings, the
endowments, purchasing and mortgages on consumption etc.).
As regards the analysis of crisis over the European Union member states, and separately over the
main states included within the Euro Region context, “the pattern” of current global crisis
appearance has been significantly different for the countries in the Central and Eastern Europe. For
some countries of this part of Europe (as Poland, Romania, Hungary and Bulgaria etc.), one might
carry out an estimation about the comparative impact induced by the global crisis, and as result,
consequences relatively proximate from one country to another; they adhered lately to European
Union, and are not yet part of the Euro Region. Although, the presumption invoked should be
regarded carefully, since the impact of the global crisis was significantly different to the countries
placed in this region of Europe. These countries have felt and managed in a relatively different way
“the shock” induced by the global crisis, from one case to another. The same effects of the crisis have
been rebounded in a more severely way over another countries, such as Japan or India, and relatively
moderate over some countries, such as China, Russia or South Korea.

Keywords: Global crisis; macroeconomic indicators; unemployment; external trade; public debt;
budgetary deficit.
JEL codes: A1, E3, F5, H6.
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Introduction
As in other countries of the region, Romania has been vulnerable along the economic crisis
that was launched in 2008 in USA. One should mention that the GDP progress expressed in
absolute terms in Romania has indicated an increase as comparing to 1990; during the
interval 1990‐2000, the year rate of the GDP was oscillating, but starting with 2001 and up to
2008, an ascending trend could be seen, as regards the economic growth in Romania (in
2008, when the crisis was in progress of strong appearance, in USA and other occidental
countries, Romania registered almost 8% of the growth rate of GDP). In order to understand
the moment when the global crisis was felt within the Romania’s economy context (as well
as the intensity wherewith this was subsequently behaved), one should take into account
that the government and the banks have encouraged the access to credits and the
purchasing on the immovables market, at least until 2008; the easy access to credits has
encouraged the aggregate consumption, but even the tendency towards the unsafe
speculations, as happened over the wide world. In other words, starting with 1990 and until
2008, the immovables market of Romania has registered a relatively ascending rhythm; in an
absolute similar way with the situation of other countries, the hypothesis of a collapse of
prices within the immovables will not enter in the individuals or organizations calculus at the
moment 2007‐2008.77 Moreover, 2008 signified the elections time for Romania, and the
executive authority preferred (perfectly comparative to the government‐citizens relationship
from the occidental countries at the same moment) to transmit some messages, extremely
optimistic, towards the people, as regards the Romanian economy perspectives. The reality
that followed within the crisis in 2009 and up to present of our country has definitely
contradicted the optimism manifested in 2008 by the government and other institutions; the
economic and social costs of this “discrepancy” occurred in almost one year as regards the
accepting the idea of economic crisis will be able to be evaluated more rigorously by the
historians.

Effects of the economic crisis
The distortion of the economic activity signifies one of the first effects that can be noticed,
effects induced by the economic crisis over the Romanian economy since 2009 (the impact was
tuned by almost one year, in terms of “forcing” the economic growth by the government, which
was visibly not sustainable, as happened in other countries). During 2009‐2011, the year rate of
GDP growth was reduced beneath the level of the general trend, which obviously indicates the
existence of the economic depression. Although there are no tendencies of economic
refreshment, the estimations for the following two years will not suggest the significant
improvement of the Romania’s situation; contrariwise, it is estimated that the growth rate of
GDP, although positive, will continue to be reduced at least until 2015.78 The progress of the
year growth rate of GDP in Romania is emphasized in graphic no.1.
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Graphic no. 1. The progress of the GDP growth rate in Romania, during 2000-2013 (%)

Source: www.tradingeconomics.com

The economic activity distortion was generated by the reduction of industrial manufacturing
and the processing industry. According to the National Bank of Romania estimations, the
notable contribution to such trend was known within the agricultural sector, fact that
illustrates the existence of a strong correlation between the internal economic growth and
the agricultural production in Romania. Regarded from the requirements point of view, the
temporization of economic growth was also intensified by the reduction of investments
requirement and the net exports (as result of reducing the requirements aggregated on the
international market). The demand on consumption goods was situated on an easily
ascending trend, being supported by both the governmental sector and the private sector, as
well; as regards the requirements on the long lasting products, it was limited by the process
of financial disintermediation, as well by the tendency of intensifying the predisposition
towards saving. 79
The trends occurred within the economy of Romania have followed a relatively comparative
trend with those registered by the economy within the Euro Region, as can be seen by the
following graphics (the year rate on GDP growth and the average growth rate of GDP per
capita; the second indicator illustrates a ratio of almost 1:10 between Romania and the
average of the Euro Region).
Graphic no. 2. The progress of the GDP growth rate in Romania comparative to
Euro Region 2000-2013 (%)

Source: www.tradingeconomics.com
79
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Graphic no. 3. The progress of the GDP growth rate per capita in Romania comparative to Euro
Region. 2000-2013 (USD)*

* Note: The values mentioned on the vertical left axis correspond to the GDP per capita in Romania
(between 3000 and 6000 USD); the values in the right side correspond to the Euro Region
(between 30.000 and 33.000 USD).
Source: www.tradingeconomics.com

The indicators invoked in graphics no.2 and no.3 will be taken into account, since they
emphasize by de facto that once becoming member of the European Union (2007), the
Romanian economy has followed closely the trend of the macroeconomic indicators within
the Euro Region, even if Romania hasn’t adopted the Euro currency. A series of questions,
such as “Which are the real perspectives for Romania, in order to manage simultaneously
the economic crisis, wherewith this is confronted, and to manage a potential process of
adhesion to the Euro Region, as well?”; “It is preferably for Romania to postpone the
adhesion to the Euro Region, by taking into account the hypothesis, according to which
Romania can be better protected, if it would not be addicted to BCE?”; “Can Romania stake
on a financial external support, quite significant in order to manage more easily the effects
of the global crisis?”
Any attempt on formulating an answer to so many questions, on the above mentioned type,
should take into account the current realities of the Romanian economy, and that the total
debt of government reported to GDP is still on a low level (In Romania, the percentage is
almost 40% of GDP, as comparing to Italy, Portugal or Greece, countries where the indicator
has exceeded the value of 100%; Annex no.1), as well as the fact according to which the
surpassing of an economic crisis will remain essentially addicted to the government actions
and the behavior of the organizations or individuals from any country that is confronted with
such a disequilibrium).
Finally, in order to describe concisely the current state of the Romanian economy, within the
crisis context, we included in our analysis a radio‐graphing as regards the unemployment, the
external trade, the public debt, the budgetary deficit and the inflation rate.
The unemployment has started to grow simultaneously with the propagation of the crisis
effects; although, the recent progress has confirmed a trend of recovering; but, though the
number of people employed has followed an ascending trend, the modest economic growth
proves to be unable “to absorb” from the labor force excess, already existing at the level of
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Romanian economy (situation emphasized in graphic no.4). According to the estimations of
the World Bank, this ascending trend will be maintained in the following years in Romania as
well, on extremely pride‐less limits.

Graphic no. 4. The progress of unemployment during 2000-2013 (thousands of people)

Source: www.tradingeconomics.com

In contradistinction to other indicators that emphasize the economy’s status, as regards the
unemployment in Romania, this has registered a relatively more favorable trend as
comparing to the Euro Region (almost 7‐8% the year rate, towards 10‐12% in the Euro
Region), fact that can indicate a tendency of economic recovering, more pronounced in
Romania, rather than in countries included within the Euro Region.
Graphic no. 5. Progress of the unemployment rate in Romania as comparing to the Euro Region.
2006-2013 (%)

Source: www.tradingeconomics.com

Notwithstanding, an easy comparative analysis of the yearly growth trend related to the
number of unemployed actually “hides” so many different structural behaviours in Romania
towards the Euro Region, concerning this indicator. During the times of economic crisis, one
of the classes more affected by the unemployment growth are represented by the young
people; the statistic data indicates a very pronounced trend in this direction, at the
Romania’s level, as comparing to Euro Region. More precisely, as mentioned before, for the
most of occidental countries, and for the Euro Region, the unemployment has affected in a
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different way the structure of the working people; the evaluations have shown that “the
most affected” by the crisis were the young people and the emigrants80. For some countries
included within the Euro Region (Spain and Portugal, for instance), the official rate of the
unemployment was about 25%, but this rate was reflected every year in extremely different
ways on social groups; for some periods, one of four young persons was not able to be
employed (as previously mentioned).81 The structural analysis of the unemployment in
Romania emphasizes that such phenomenon had extremely negative results within the
active people structure (even if the unemployment rate in our country has remained under
10% every year); more precisely, the unemployment has affected Romania, and especially
the young people, being on their start on the labour market, fact that brings severe signs on
questioning, related to the future of an entire generation. Graphic no.6 illustrates the
statistical data that support our previous affirmations.
Graphic no. 6. Progress of the unemployment rate over the young people in Romania, as
comparing to the Euro Region. 2000-2013 (%)

Source: www.tradingeconomics.com

The distortion of the external trade in Romania was caused by lowering the easily growing
trend of exports on one hand, as result of reducing the demand on the Romanian products
outlet, and by the imports restraint, on the other hand. The trade balance was maintained in
deficit, but its contribution on the current account deficit was more reduced.82
The deficit of the strengthen general budget of Romania was reduced in the last years, after
reaching a significantly maximum in 2010 (9%), but the value was estimated at 2.9%83 in
2013, fact that would mean that Romania aimed on respecting the nominal convergence
criteria, which established the maximum level of the public debt, for countries that aim to
adopt the Euro currency, as well as on register within the general trend noticed at the Euro
region level.
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Graphic no. 7. Progress of the budgetary deficit in Romania as comparing to the Euro Region.
2000-2013 (% din PIB)

Source: www.tradingeconomics.com

Another criterion established for the evaluation of public finances sustainability, within the
perspective of integrating one country within the Euro Region consists in the weight of the
public debt of GPD, (maximum 60%); this indicator was deteriorated constantly after 2008,
but maintaining on levels lower than other countries included within the Euro Region, as
previously mentioned (Graphic no.8, Annex 1).
Graphic no. 8. Progress of the public debt level in Romania as comparing to the Euro Region.
2000-2013 (% din PIB)

Source: www.tradingeconomics.com

As regards the inflation rate, the situation in Romania followed about a descending trend in
2006, and up to present, with easy year oscillations; one might say that after Romania’s
adhesion to European Union, the inflationist trends in our economy were lower,
approaching by the trend registered at the Euro region level (this happened after starting
with 1992, the Romanian economy has had a strong inflation trend during almost a
decade).84
Finally, related directly to the current realities of the Romanian economy, we will forwards
invoke in a concisely way the problems of emigration, within the context of the capitalist
economies dynamics. There is no unitary point of view as regards this topic, but more often,
the estimations have shown that the countries that accept the emigrants are especially
beneficiating and more advantaged by the global competition, as comparing to the
84
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emigration countries (the issuing countries). This fact took place since the countries that
accept emigrants (for instance, USA or Canada) are usually the beneficiary of a high qualified
year labor force flow and/or aimed towards economic sectors of hard labor (understanding
here that persons that emigrate were trained by the countries that accept emigrants).
Although, if we include in our analysis the two well‐known economies as models of
development within the after‐war period (on one hand USA, which receives yearly almost
400.000 emigrants and Japan, for which the legal migration is almost null, on the other
hand), one can establish that we cannot identify any direct relationship between the
migration phenomenon and the equation of developing a country; and, USA and Japan have
always been competitive within the world economy, being equally affected by the current
global crisis. As regards Romania, the estimations have shown that the phenomenon of
emigration, especially for the young people, has reached a severe level, and the beneficiaries
are represented usually by the countries that accept the labor force from our country (most
often, such labor force was high qualified in the origin country). On the other hand, the
emigrants coming from Romania, similar to the same “specific social group”, were more
affected by the unemployment and by the negative effects of the global crisis in 2008, as the
OECD85 studies reveal. Regarding from the Romanian economy perspective, and analyzing
the involvements associated to the migrations phenomenon, one might notice the positive
effect of the volume of amounts issued by the labour force that left Romania, in order to
work abroad (estimating that a part of these commitments were intended to the productive
consumption, by the nature of some immovable investments, by the financial assets
acquisitions etc.; moreover, these funds have partially supported the year equilibrium of the
external payments balance etc.). Graphic no.9 illustrates the progress of Romanians
relegation abroad, indicator that emphasizes quite well the negative effects of the global
crisis and over this social group (since the number of these relegations was reduced by about
one third after launching the crisis of 2008).

Graphic no.9. Progress of Romanians relegations from abroad (milliards of Euro)
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Source: National Bank of Romania

Taking into account the consequences of the most known economic crisis, one can
appreciate that in Romania as well, the current economic crisis has followed “the general
85

Keeley B, Love P., From Crises to Recovery. The Causes, Course and Consequences of the Great Recession,
OECD Insights, 2010
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pattern”, the trends emphasized within the Romanian economy, by following the tendencies
that marked both the European economy, especially the Euro Region, as well as the world
economy, per assembly.
Conclusion
The problems related to the occurrence, behaviour and mechanisms of managing the
economic crisis has always been a major topic of interest in the entire economic theory,
starting with Adam Smith and up to present, even if initially, the theory took into account
the economic equilibrium and the cyclic movement of the capitalist economies. Among
other conclusions that are imposed, one should also emphasize the idea known in the
economic theory, according to which, the cyclic or sinuous movement over the evolution in
time of the developed economy or in progress of development can be regarded as a natural
movement, no matter the causes or forces that induced it.
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Annex no.1
Governmental total debt of some countries during the following period of timen2008-2011
YEAR
Country

2008

2009

2010

2011

2013
(estimated)

ROMANIA

12,6

13,4

23,6

30,5

37,8

AUSTRALIA

18,3

24,1

29,3

30,6

AUSTRIA

66,2

71,4

74

75

BELGIUM

84,8

89,3

88

91

SWEDEN

42

42,1

38,7

38,3

UKRAINE

13,8

24,9

29,9

27,4

CANADA

44,2

52,6

52,7

52,5

NEW ZEELAND

37

45,9

49,1

63,9

GREAT BRITAIN

57,2

73

86,6

101,2

DENMARK

31,6

40

43,5

50,6

FRANCE

73,3

84,9

89,1

93,7

GERMANY

43,1

47,6

55,6

55,6

GREECE

121,3

136,9

129,2

106,5

157

PORTUGAL

78,9

91,1

94,6

92,5

124

HUNGARY

73,9

82,8

82,7

81,6

SPAIN

34,2

46,7

48,5

55,2

84

ITALY

107,2

119,1

117,7

110,9

127

POLAND

45

47,1

50,9

54,8

55

JAPAN

153,1

166,8

174,8

189,1

USA

55,5

67,7

76,8

81,8

CHINA

19,6

17

17,7

33,5
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THE NATIONAL WELFARE CAPITAL: POST‐CRISIS MODEL OF
SUSTAINABLE INNOVATION AND PROSPERITY‐ORIENTED
INCREMENT CLUSTER POLICY
Elena LAZAREVA,
South Federal University, Russian Federation
ABSTRACT
The theoretical and practical aspects of the national welfare capital increasing cluster policy new model
are considered in the article in the context of contemporary socio‐economic development focus on
innovation. Achieved welfare level and the national economy subjects’ innovation activity level close
linkages on the base of the organizations innovation activity level and Russian Federation quality of life
parameters’ dynamics analysis are shown. The innovation‐reproductive and rent‐generating function of
national welfare is exposed, necessity and real ways of national welfare innovative potential look‐ahead
analytical estimates methodology and tools’ revision in a context of globalization trends are offered,
complex analysis of the results of system parametristic indication of the strategy of national welfare
development in the innovation economic growth interests on the author’s set of instruments ground is
conducted.

Key words: National welfare, innovation as a new form of combining industrial, intellectual and social
resources; innovation rent; cluster policy model; national economy subjects’ innovation activity;
expertly‐analytical set of tools.

Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to base the necessity and to offer the real ways of national
welfare as the integrated innovation‐oriented economic development resource methodology
and set of instruments revision; to expose the economic content as well as conditions,
principles and factors of new national welfare model (which the innovative economic
subjects interests coordinates) forming and its role in innovation economic growth valuing.
The main research peculiarity is the first time complex approach using which multilateral
system national welfare as the integrated innovation‐oriented economic development
resource from socioeconomic dynamics view indication allows.
Author’s approach novelty consists firstly in the theoretical basing of the heuristic necessity of
four‐sector national welfare model as the innovation‐oriented development social‐resource
component into the state innovation economic trends management system integration.
Regularity that the higher national welfare resources into the innovation economic growth
factors conversion level the economic subjects innovative activity level growth promotes is
exposed and empirically verified.
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1. Intermediate results of stages of research
In a context of the modern economic development model the essence of national welfare is
expressed in new aspects – it becomes not only the accumulated re‐iterative reproduction
process result, but also is converted into the integrated innovation‐oriented economic growth
resource‐factor. This conversion is connected with world and national economic systems
movement towards innovative «knowledge economy», competition gravity center transference
to the science, education, innovative activity sphere, non‐material actives role in economic
reproduction process increasing.
The resource‐provided countries have the export‐raw model of economy. Their development
may be characterized in comparison with other countries by the rough, spasmodic rate, mainly
caused by considerable raw materials prices and economic instability. Such development is
inevitably accompanied by the problems which brake economic modernization and its social and
innovative orientation. On the contrary, the development of the countries which realize the
policy of human capital quality, national well‐being, high technologies increment provides
advantages in world socioeconomic evolution, raises competitiveness of national «intellectual»
economy.
The obvious cyclic nonlinearity of the national economies innovative‐focused development
dynamic trends which is originally indicated by the national welfare accumulation – consumption
relation is opened: accumulated national welfare becomes depleted during the period of
stagnation, low rates of economic dynamics (as the result of its part mobilization for economic
growth objectives), and, on the contrary, collects and creates the integrated basis of a long‐term
economy rising trend at the cost of the increasing add‐on national income during the lifting
period of high growth rates. It is substantiated that sizeable accumulated national welfare rate in
highly developed countries creates the definite innovation‐oriented economic growth «stability
stock», which decreases the depth of the depression in crisis [1, p. 145‐150].
The national welfare innovative potential look‐ahead analytical estimates modelling tools have
to be based, due to the aforementioned facts, upon evolutional‐cyclical, informational‐
innovative paradigm of the economic development theory and upon resource analysis, in
accordance with which national welfare in the post industrial society plays the role of an
integrated resource for the innovative economic trends. One witnesses not only a different
nature of the input of national welfare into the reproduction process, but its various
composition, i.e. apart from traditional material elements, which have cost measurement
(revenue level, volume and structure of the personal consumption fund etc.), greater
importance is attributed to its social elements – level and quality of education of the population,
level of its health, housing conditions, degree of security within the society, quality of the social‐
ecologic habitat, social capital, social‐economic mentality, condition of general and spiritual
culture in the society, set of the symbolic benefits etc., which do not have market cost and,
often, which have the nature of social benefits, i.e. they create general social conditions for
fulfilment of a person, for creative freedom (fig. 1).
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Figure 1 – The structure and the functional properties of the national welfare

The national economy subjects’ innovation activity and the quality of life characteristics
dynamics analysis revealed a strong correlation between them (table 1), what was the
rationale for the quality of life management four‐sector model development. The set of
instruments integrates the analytical procedures of the quality of life innovative potential
complex estimation in the space of the quality of population, material standards of living, the
quality of the social and ecological spheres global coordinates as well as the innovative
strategies of economic policy forming on the basis of the innovative effect evaluation. The
distinguished four national welfare components just define the basic vectors of its
accumulation at an initial reproduction stage. They form the potential of innovative
economic dynamics rates increasing on the basis of national welfare resources converting
into innovative economic growth factors.
The elaborated set of implements allows to analyze efficiency of the existing national welfare
resource structure, to expose its limiting components and to form on this basis a strategy for a
long‐term economic policy, aimed at development of institutions, which increase national welfare
resources competitiveness and the level of their conversion into productive sources of innovative
economic growth.
A distinctive feature and advantage of the elaborated model set of implements is the possibility
to use it in order to accumulate analytical information regarding the results and parameters of
economic, social, ecologic strategies related to accumulation and increment of the national
welfare resources with the view of achieving a higher national economic dynamics and to thus
provide (as opposed to the traditional implements) a more adequate evaluation of the
mechanisms used in the state economic policies related to support of the innovation‐oriented
economic development trends (fig. 2) [2, P. 98].
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Table 1 – The pair correlation matrix of achieved national welfare level indicators and the level
of economic units’ innovative activity
Plant
Ecological
facilities’ GDP per
Average life
Gini
PPP
sustainability
Indicators
innovative
expectancy
coefficient
capita
index
activity
level
Plant
facilities’
1
0,442
0,393
‐0,671
0,324
innovative
activity level
GDPPPP per
0,442
1
0,585
‐0,466
0,249
capita
Average life
0,393
0,585
1
‐0,346
0,241
expectancy
Gini
‐0,671
‐0,466
‐0,346
1
‐0,227
coefficient
Ecological
sustainability
0,324
0,249
0,241
‐0,227
1
index

The first module implementation results which were revealed by the linear multiple regression
model constructing showed that taking into account the Gini Index (monetary income
differentiation indicator) and the Environmental Performance Index Human Development Index
(GDI) changes the countries’ quality of life estimates (fig. 3).
Diagnostics effected on the basis of the set of implements with regard to the national
welfare as an integrated resource of innovation‐oriented economic development of Russia
state‐of‐the‐art within the global coordinates framework (fig. 4) and integral innovative
effect of its increment showed that due to realized innovative welfare management
strategies (including strategies of a higher level/quality of education and lower sickness rate
of the population, higher buying power of its monetary income per person and lower level of
poverty, development of the social infrastructure, higher social‐territorial mobility and
level/conditions of employment of the population, development of smaller business and
greater freedom of entrepreneurs, creation of a dynamic information infrastructure and
better access to technologies and science etc.), the indicators of the Russian economy
subjects may be increased approximately by 1.5 times mostly by means of better social
sphere quality [3, p. 34].
The innovative effect due to national welfare increment and its transformation into innovative
economy resources indicators: level of economic subjects’ innovative activities, level of conversion
of national welfare into innovative growth competitive factors, innovative rent capitalization level
are the key parameters which characterize the proportions between accumulation and
consumption of the national welfare resources state policy.
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Figure 2 – Model set of implements for national welfare’ innovative potential increment state
strategy analytical evaluation

The quotients, calculated (with regard to Russia) with the view of proposed structural model
empiric verification and reflecting the dependence between the dynamics of the innovative
activity of the economic subjects parameters and the parameters of the national welfare
resources (average expected lifetime, GDPPPP per person, Gini index and ecologic stability
index) showed that, within the integrated effect indicator among the four basic components
of national welfare, greater importance is held by the social sphere resources which reflects
the priority of social, socially‐advantageous benefits – social capital accumulation sources
reproduction.
These sources are characterized by such important properties from the point of view of the
innovative growth as: positive network effects and their higher marginal utility in the course
of their use; therefore, the level of the national welfare resources into factor sources of
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innovative growth conversion greatly depends upon the state of the social sphere – the
elasticity quotient was 1.724 and the correlation quotient was 0.671, then, following the
order of lower dependence one has the ecologic habitat quality – accordingly 0.463 and
0.324, quality of the population – 0.137 and 0.393 and the material life standards – 0.057
and 0.442.

Figure 3 – Adjusted and traditional national welfare indicators in some countries

In the course of interregional comparison of the conditions and existing limits for realizing the
policy of state national welfare resources reproductive proportions between accumulation and
consumption optimization, one detected a domineering correlation between the economic
subjects innovative activity indicator and indicators of the achieved level of conversion. The
calculations effected by the author according to special methods showed, in particular, the
following typology of dependence of the features of the economic subjects innovative activity
on the parameters of domineering kinds of national welfare resources (social sphere
resources) into innovative growth factors conversion which determine the priorities of the
long‐term state economic policy: for an economy, which is characterized by a low, medium,
high fully realized dependence of the features of the economic subjects innovative activity
upon the parameters of the social sphere resources conversion, priority belongs, therefore, to
the strategy of developing social infrastructure and higher level/quality of employment of the
population, strategies of developing smaller business and greater freedom of entrepreneurs,
strategies of easier access to scientific achievements and to new technologies, information
infrastructure development (figure 5).
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Figure 4 – National Welfare as the Russian Economic Development Integrated Resource Stateof-the-art Estimation86

The detected innovative effects indicate the priorities of the social‐economic policy, in which
the main role belongs to investments into the innovative national welfare resources: housing
conditions, social and information infrastructure, science, education, healthcare, culture etc.

Figure 5 – Spatial strategic «developmental crystal» of Russian national welfare in the
innovative growth interests

86

Composed according to the author’s set of instruments approbation results.
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2. Conclusions
The obtained results show that due to social conditions, factors and motives of behavior more
important role, social capital resources greater importance, it is necessary to elaborate a
harmonized systematic program of innovation‐oriented long‐term economic policy
modernization and to create a favourable social‐economic climate in the country on the basis
of the existing national welfare.
In the present situation efficient mechanisms of balanced innovation‐oriented economic
development may be formed only on the basis of the state, civil society and business
integrated efforts in order to achieve consistent expansion and rectification of opportunities
for the representatives of different social, professional and territorial population groups via
reproduction of the national welfare resources as a social benefit. This has to be reflected in
the system of innovation‐oriented long‐term social economic development strategic
management.
The national welfare resources will be realized in an efficient way within the framework of an
innovative economy, only if there is a stable need for them from the reproductive process. The
strategic task is to bring about long‐term correlation of the national welfare resources demand
and supply in the innovative development of the economy. The developed theoretical analytical
tool allows to evaluate not only efficiency of accumulation and usage of the national welfare
resources, moreover, it makes possible to determine the innovative effect due to a higher level
of their conversion into the sources of innovative growth.
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NATIONAL INNOVATION SYSTEMS AND ECONOMIC CATCH UP:
LESSONS FROM RECENT EXPERIENCES
Xavier GALIEGUE,
University of Orléans, France
ABSTRACT
The last twenty years showed dramatic change in the working of Innovation systems of low and
middle‐income countries. In Europe newcomers has known an impressive catch up process, which
leads to a convergence process inside the EU, with important differences in the National Innovations
systems. Eastern Asian countries, mainly Korea and Taiwan, experienced an even more impressive
catch up process, which allows them to reach the group of High‐income countries. On the contrary,
other middle‐income countries remains blocked in a “middle‐income trap”. The success of the
strategy of the former countries lies in their ability to develop short cycle technologies, which enable
them to create and localize their own knowledge base. Another way to improve the efficiency of the
Innovation Systems of emerging countries is to promote user innovation, which will bend technology
to the satisfaction of their needs. That requires the development of technological and social
capabilities that will allow these countries to upgrade their innovation performance.

Keywords: Economics of innovation, Economics of knowledge, Technological Diffusion, Convergence
and catch‐up process.
JEL Code: O140 O47

1. Introduction
Eastern and Southern Europe Emerging Economies, including Turkey and Maghreb countries,
have experienced recently a catch up process towards more advanced economies, mainly
grounded on the adoption and adaptation of prevailing techniques used in these economies.
From this point of view the European Union experience, with its progressive enlargement to
Southern, then Central and Eastern gives an insightful experience field. The technological
catch up process that occurs during last 20 years has been widely documented in the
different European Innovation Surveys (CIS1 to 4) and in the European Innovation
Scoreboard (Innometrics, 2011). They showed how the latecomers in the European Union
increased they Innovation Performance with low investment in R&D and more generally in
Knowledge industries. Now other countries outside the Europeans Union are following the
same way.
During the same period, emerging Asians countries knows a parallel impressive catch
process, especially South Korea (Lee, 2013), in developing their manufacturing capacities.
More precisely, these countries succeeded by implementing industrial policies that allows
them to upgrade their competitivity from low to middle, then upper middle and even high
income countries in a relatively short period. On the contrary, other developing countries,
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after beginning their catch up process in joining the group of the middle income countries
group, failed to continue this process and know a stagnation of their GDP growth, falling
down into the « middle income trap » (Lee, 2013). This trap lies in their specialization in low
technological level industries, and in their inability to upgrade their specialization in more
advanced technologies.
The aim of this paper is to address this issue from the point of view of Eastern and Southern
Europe emerging economies. These economies are at a crossroad, with new opportunities
coming from the proximity of the most advanced European countries, but also with the risk
of falling down in the “Middle‐Income Trap”. From a general standpoint they should develop
and promote their own National Innovation Systems, as they already did it. But as this paper
will try to prove, they should take account of two specific points that will interfere with their
policy design.
First, lessons have to be taken from the experience of the former catch up countries, in
designing their industrial policy (Lee, 2013). This industrial policy has promoted short cycle
technologies that allow them to improve dramatically their international specialization in a
short time. The adoption of these technologies is crucially linked to the accessibility of these
countries to a foreign knowledge base, and of their ability to appropriate it.
A second important point is linked to the development of User Innovation, or Innovation by
users (Gault and Von Hippel, 2009) that is a major source of Innovation Product and
Process. As the process of technological diffusion is becoming more complex, it concerns not
only its producers, but also its users (Von Hippel, 2005). That means innovation process
needs to promote innovation users, who have the ability to modify an existing product or
process, or to create a new use for it. This kind of innovation has been encouraged by the
development of the Information and communication technologies, the most prominent
example of this development being the experience of Free Open Source Software (FOSS), in
advanced like in developing countries. While this kind of innovation appeared for a first time
in the more advanced countries, it is a challenge that the middle‐income countries will have
to cope with. It is an important way to appropriate new technologies that these countries
should promote, in order to adapt technologies. Promoting them is an important stake, as
they will help to promote adapted technologies and leapfrogging innovation strategy.
The paper will in a first step present the European Experience in the field of Innovation, and detail
the catch‐up process that has been experienced over the last Twenty years, and the different
factors that influenced it. In a second point, a comparison will be made with the experience of
other catch‐up process, more precisely of other middle‐income countries, from South America and
East Asia. The question of the “Middle‐income trap” and of the way to escape it will be discussed.
Lastly the issue of the development of Innovation users will be addressed.

2. The dynamics of Innovation and Technological catch up: some recent results
Countries from Eastern and Southern Europe has recently known a catch up process, that let
them become upper middle‐ and for some high‐income countries, but with different
performances of their national Innovation systems.
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2.1 The European Experience: a fast convergence process, with large disparities in
Innovation performance
Over the past thirty years the European Union experienced an exceptional historical
convergence process which concerned at first the Southern European countries, and after
the Central and Oriental European countries. From this point of view the Lisboa Strategy
aiming a ratio of 3% of the GDP devoted to R&D by 2010 was doomed to fail since the first
millennium decade saw the integration of low RD level countries, lower than 0,5% of their
GDP, which exert a negative effect on the aggregated data.
Comparing Europe to more homogeneous countries like Japan or USA is, from this point of
view, nonsensical. The alleged R&D gap is decreasing when the European States
performance in this field is detailed. It has been done by Van Pottelsberghe, who compared
the R&D performance between the European and the American Federal states: if some “high
tech” American federal states obtained far better result than the European ones, the ranking
between the two geographical areas is quite mixed, for example the Scandinavian countries
appear in the top group of this ranking. (Van Pottelsberghe, 2008). On the contrary,
latecomers in the European Union, which shows very low level of R&D spending, are close in
this field to some rural
The large disparities between European countries innovation performance are confirmed by
the four CIS studies over the last ten years, and the European Innovation Scoreboard, now
Innovation Union Scoreboard (IUS, Innometrics, 2011, see box 1). This Scoreboard ranks the
European countries according to an index of Innovation Performance, build up from 29
indicators, in four main categories: innovation enablers, firm activities and innovation
output, lead to a clustering in four groups, namely the innovation leaders, (dark green), the
innovation followers (light green), the moderate innovators (yellow) and the modest
innovators (previously catch up countries, orange). As it could be guess, this ranking is close,
but not similar to that of R&D intensity. For example, Germany, with a R&D intensity close to
that of France, belongs to the group of Innovation leaders, while France appears in a lower
position in the innovation follower group. On the bottom of the innovation performance
index it can be seen that some newcomers in the Europe Union are ranked in a better
position that their R&D intensity let guess.
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Figure 1 R&D intensity of US Federal States (2004) and EU Members States (2006)

Source: Van Pottelberghe, 2008
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Figure 2 EU Member States Innovation PeSourrformance

As one can check on the following figure, which plots the growth rate and level of each country
innovation performance, a convergence process is in progress: level and growth rate are inversely
related, with important divergences between countries in each group. For each category we can
find countries with slow, moderate or fast growth. It is worthwhile to note that the largest
disparities appear on the modest (round, orange) and moderate innovator (diamond shaped, light
yellow) countries, which means that the performances of each national innovation systems are
quite different. For example Hungary and Romania, which have close innovation performance
level, show an important gap in their growth, in favour of the latter.
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Figure 3 Convergence in Innovation performance
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Table 1 Innovation growth leaders
Group

Growth
Growth leaders
rate

Moderate growers

Innovation
leaders

1.6%

Finland (FI), Germany (DE)

Innovation
followers

2.6%

Estonia (EE), Slovenia (SI)

Austria (AT), Belgium (BE),
France (FR), Ireland (IE),
Luxembourg (LU),
Netherlands (NL)

Moderate
innovators

3.5%

Malta (MT), Portugal (PT)

Czech Republic (CZ),
Greece (GR), Hungary (HU),
Italy (IT), Poland (PL),
Slovakia (SK), Spain (ES)

Modest
innovators

3.3%

Bulgaria (BG), Romania
(RO)

Latvia (LV)

Slow growers
Denmark (DK), Sweden
(SE)
Cyprus (CY), United
Kingdom (UK)

Lithuania (LT)

Average annual growth rates as calculated over a five-year period.

Source: Innovation Union Scoreboard 2010, Innometrics, 2011

2.2 Innovation performance and catch up process
As we have seen, evaluating the performance of national innovation systems is not an easy
thing to do. Some studies tried to evaluate the performance of the national innovation
systems using CIS surveys, and their results converge with the Innovation Union Scoreboard.
Edqvist and Zabala found that catch up countries perform better in process innovation
rather than product innovation, and in services activities. (Edquist et Zabala (2009). Another
study on the South, Central and Eastern Europe proves that the investment in the
knowledge industries is weaker than in Western Europe, even when the sectoral structure of
these countries is taken into account. (J. Meriküll, R. Eamets, U. Varblane, (2009).
In the field of Innovation, the situation is comparable to that of macroeconomic convergence
models: the relative performance of catch up countries is higher than that of more
advanced countries (Edqvist et Hommen (2008). With a low investment in knowledge
activities, it is not surprising that they got a higher return than countries with higher input
level in knowledge. A recent study on the efficiency of R&D spending carried out on
European data confirms this point (Harfi et Mathieu (2009). The authors rank the countries
according to an efficiency index calculated according to a technical efficiency model that
links the RD input to their innovation capacity. This capacity is measured by their ability to
create new products for the market (product innovation), or for the enterprise (imitation):
we can check that the performance ranking of countries doesn’t fit their level of R&D
investment. For example, Romania which invests less than 0,5% of its GDP in R&D is 5th in
Innovation and 7th in imitation (on 17 countries) in technical efficiency term, as Poland and
Estonia whose results are far better than their R&D investment let us guess.
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Table 2 Source: Harfi et Mathieu (2009)

Another recent research confirms these results, since in a rather more pessimistic manner
(Veugelers, 2010). Using a large panel data over 24 countries from Central and Eastern
Europe, the Caucasus and Central Asia (CEECCA) countries, it tries to test their ability to
develop a knowledge based growth path or to have the potential to develop in the near
future. All these CEECCA Countries can be clustered according to their ability to “buy”, or to
“make” new technologies: it can be checked that some of modest innovators belongs rather
to the first rather to the second category, while most of the newcomers in The European
Union belongs to the category of Innovation active countries.
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Table 3 Ranking of the CEECCA Countries by Innovation Activities
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Studies carried out by Kuen Lee (Lee , 2013) leads to a more pessimistic conclusion: it shows
that Middle income countries generally present low ratios of R&D, and that the relationship
with the GDP per head is flat over a long variation range, as shown in the following figure. It
means that the R&D Productivity know large disparities between countries, and moreover
that these countries haven’t any ability to rise these spending. Lee sees in this fact a main
characteristics of the Middle Income Trap, which will be studied later.
Figure 4 R&D Expenditures Ratios by Country Income Group
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2.3 Some Lessons from the emerging countries experience
Studies of the developing national innovation systems are still at an early stage, mainly
because of the lack of data, except the case of the industrialization of East Asia, which has
been widely documented, especially in the Korean case (Kim, (1980) (1997) Shin (1996).
Nevertheless, recent studies have been realized, using innovation surveys with the CIS
methodology.
A first comprehensive survey have been made by Bogliacino and others (Bogliacino et alii,
2010), which covers Latin America, Eastern Asia, Central and Oriental Europe, Russia, and
Africa. Despite some comparability and measurement problems, some main features
appear. When compared with European Union firms, which are used as benchmark,
developing innovating firms have a slightly lower innovation capacity, as measured by the
part of turnover in new products. Even when these countries results are close to the
European ones (like Eastern Asia), most of these innovations concern new products to the
firms. When considering the means devoted to innovation the gap within the European
Union is deepening, this gap being mainly measured by the share of R&D spending in GDP.
We find the same characteristics observed within the European Union: disparities are more
important in means than in results of the innovation. Indeed, these disparities are
diminishing sharply on recent years: countries like China, Brazil or Turkey having figures that
will allow them to belong to the group of moderate innovators in the EIS terms. More
detailed results have been obtained by recent studies on the mediterranean countries
(Marocco, Tunisia) (Rigas et Hatem, 2008, Ayadi., Rahmouni, Yildizoglu,2009), using
innovation survey data. They prove that the main sources of innovation are external to the
firms and to the countries themselves, and that the most innovative firms are working on
both the domestic and foreign market, on the contrary of “purely” exporting or domestic
firms which perform poorly in this field. Another recurring problem concerns the working of
the national innovation systems, still in an infant stage: most of the firms don’t know the
existence of national innovation support schemes, and links between the universities and
enterprises are still weak.

3. Some open questions: What kind of Industrial Specialization?
At first studied in a macroeconomic framework, the analysis of economic convergence and
catch up had experienced recent advances, from a theoretical and an empirical point of
view. It followed the tradition of historical works initiated by Gerschenkron (1962) and
Abramovitz (1986), from the study of the XIXth century European experience to the
contemporary experience of Asian emerging countries (Shin (1996), Chang (2002)). While
convergence can be defined according to Fagerberg and Godinho (2005) as a trend toward a
reduction in differences in productivity and income in the world, catch up is linked to the
process by which a late‐developing country narrows its gap income (“economic catch up”)
and technological capability (“technological catch up”) vis‐à‐vis a leading country (Odragi
and al (2010)).
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3.1 Industrial Specialization and the “Middle‐Income Trap”
Most industrialization policies has followed the same process: using their comparative
advantages, developing countries begin to set up basic industries, using low skilled labor,
and after try to upgrade this specialization once they got this comparative advantage in
international Trade. This process allowed these countries to leave the categories of low
income countries to the middle income group.
Studies made on the Asian experience, lead by Lee (2013) question this linear process, from
two points of view.
The first is that last experience from the Asian countries proved that alongside the
traditional “path following catch up process”, some countries has proved their ability to skip
one or more steps of this process, in a “leapfrogging” strategy, or better in experiencing new
stages in this process.
The second is that the linear process doesn’t drive a country following it to its last stage.
Some countries could be blocked in a “middle income trap”: while they proved their ability
to leave the lower income category to the middle income category, they could be unable to
upgrade their performance and reach the highest category. Lee (2014, ibid) gives the
example of Argentina and Brazil, on one side, and Korea and Taiwan, on the other side: after
following the same growth path during in the 70’s and early 80’s, their GDP by head
trajectories diverges dramatically during the 80 and 90’s.
Figure 5 GDP per capita, 1960-2005.

According to Lee, this divergence is due to at first to a change in the industrialization
strategy. He creates a typology in 3 categories, “Path Following” (A), “Path Skipping”(B) and
“Path Creating” (C) catch up strategy (Table below).
The first strategy A, “Path Following”, seems the most natural to follow:, it supposes that the
country will progressively upgrade its capabilities, but it needs a long time to succeed. As it
doesn’t require a high level of R&D activities, it is mainly dependant on simple technologies.
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So its success is largely dependant to the ability to increase this R&D expenditures and
capabilities, even if they are not strictly necessary on a short term horizon.
Table 3 The three Patterns of technological Catch-up

Source: K. Lee (2013)

The second and third Strategies have been followed by South Korea and Taiwan. The key of
success of these strategies lies in the ability of these countries to develop “short cycle
technologies”, mainly used in ICT technologies. On the contrary the middle income trap can
be explained by the fact that middle income countries are generally failing in trying to
develop “long cycle technologies” in the main industrial sectors. On the contrary, as short
cycle technologies are changing permanently, they allow latecomers to enter more easily in
these sector and to obtain competitive advantages.
The question that has to be address is linked to the capabilities these strategies require.
Such capabilities need at first for the country to have an access to a large knowledge base.
Park and Lee (2006) defined the accessibility to this base by measuring the share of the
citations by non‐G7 country (typically, a middle‐income country) held patents to G7‐held
patents out of the total citation in a class. This variable of accessibility is positively related to
the speed of catch‐up, measured by the patent growth rate, and to the level of technological
capability (latecomer’ shares in each class of technology).
But access to a knowledge base is a necessary, not sufficient condition to a leapfrogging
strategy. It needs also a localization and a concentration of knowledge creation in the
country, as they are measured by the Jaffe et al (1993) patent index. In this field the Korea
and Taiwan performance is impressive, while on the contrary Brazil and Argentina exhibit a
sharp decrease in this index. This divergent evolution is due to the fact that specialization of
the latter in long cycle technologies made them increasingly dependant from foreign
technologies – mainly, technologies coming from High‐income countries.
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Figure 6: Localization of Knowledge creation and diffusion.

Source: Lee, (2013, p.74)

As we already said, the success of this strategy is highly depending on the choice of the
industrial sectors to be promoted. Moving investment and industrial development to short
cycle technologies is a crucial point. As rapid renewal of theses technologies allows middle
income countries to create their own knowledge base, and to localize knowledge creation
on their terriotory. As the following figure shows, China should follow the same way, if it
wants not to fall into the Middle Income trap.

Figure 8 Cycle Time of Technologies in US Patents by China, and Korea/ Taiwan

Source: K. Lee (2014), Possibility of a middle-income trap in China, Frontiers of Economics in China,
forthcoming
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3.2 New channels for new national innovation systems ?
Another issue is linked to the channel by which Innovation is created. Catch‐up strategy
depends on the ability of countries to adopt new technologies, to adapt them to their needs,
and to promote their own national innovation system. So the working of national innovation
systems depend crucially on the way they promote Innovation Users.

National Innovation systems needs to promote Innovation Users..
According to the pioneering approach of E. Von Hippel (2005), innovation process concerns,
not only its producers, but more and more its users, who are a major source of innovation
product and process (Von Hippel, 1998). The development of these innovations has been
boosted by the Information and Communication techniques, but it raises one question.
According to Von Hippel, (Von Hippel, 2005) it will help to democratize innovation, but it is a
controversial point. In fact this new innovation pattern first appeared in the more advanced
countries, with an important population of high skilled “lead users”, fond of new
technologies and able to master and transform them. Most of the recent works on
Innovation users have been done in these countries, mainly in Canada (Gault et Von Hippel,
(2009)), Nederland (de Jong and Von Hippel (2008), de Jong and Von Hippel (2009)) and in
Europe (Flowers, Sinozic, Patel, (2009). This last study, using the 2009 European Innovation
Scoreboard is the most extensive ever. It draws a distinction between three kinds of
Innovation users, named “User process Innovation”, “Innovation Product Innovation”, and
“Involver Innovation”. While the first two cover the well‐known categories of innovation, the
third appears when a firm decides to associate its product users to the evolution of their
product. According to this study, User innovation is more developed in large firms (more
than 250 and 500 employees) than in small and medium sized firms, with a slightly
prevalence in middle and high technology industries. All industries are evenly concerned by
this kind of Innovation. When the comparison is done between countries, User innovation is
more widespread in the innovation leaders, even if the observed disparities between
countries categories are rather small. On the average, in the European Union, 30,3% of firms
are User process innovators, 27% innovation product innovators, and 53,1% involver
innovators, a higher proportion than observed on former studies, where it reach the average
of 20% of the Innovative firms.
So the main results obtained in this field prove that the firms and countries that have the
highest capability to produce innovation are the most able to use it. It shouldn’t be
surprising: it means that innovation production and use are more complementary than
substitute. Flowers go so far as calling the innovation users as “super innovators”, which
have to be promoted by innovation policies 87(Flowers and alii, op. cit., 2009).

87

Let’s point out that the first Free Open Source Software (FOSS) appeared in the community of computer
“geeks” coming from University or computing company of the more advanced countries. Even the Ubuntu
software, although born in Africa (South Africa), owes his success to its adoption in advanced countries.
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How to improve the”Below the radar Innovation” (Kaplinsky et alii, 2010) ?
For the middle‐income countries, promoting innovation users is a key challenge. It is
important to point out that if this issue has not been well studied in these countries, it does
not mean it doesn’t appear. In fact, the development of ITC in the traditional sectors like
agriculture and fishing (Galiègue, 2009, Jensen, 2008) can be considered as an innovation
User strategy, as in a broader sense most of the strategy of technological
adoption/adaptation. Others facts and arguments can be used to support this idea. As
Kaplinski and alii argue, innovation should be bend to meet the needs of developing and
emerging countries, and become, according to their term, “ below the radar” (Kaplinski and
alii, 2010). Firstly it is important to point out that the R&D expenditures of developing
countries have reached significant levels: from 2% in 1990, they reached more than 20% in
2000 of the total world spending, if we count all the spending outside the Triad (Japan, USA,
and Europe). So developing countries have already the technology capabilities and
innovation capacity to change its pattern. A second important point is related to the change
of localization of production: most of the world industrial production is now realized in
developing countries, and their demand for adapted products and technology is rising. As
the innovation capacity of developing countries has been created in major exporters of
manufactured goods (China) or services (India), they need to follow the demand of the most
growing demand potential, which is in other developing countries. As Kaplinski and others
claim that developing countries should accompany and accelerate this evolution, by
promoting their own innovation systems. In another words, it is necessary to promote the
production and use of innovation in these countries, in making their producers and
consumers new lead users.

4. Conclusion
In this survey we state that, if a catch up process is well under way for the Eastern and
Southern Europe Countries, it is basically because these countries have been able to develop
their own technological and social capabilities, which allow them to adopt external
technology at a low cost. But if these countries want to go further in the process of
technological appropriation, they need to build up their own innovation system. These
innovation systems should follow the way of countries that develop short cycle technologies,
an easy way to create and localize their own knowledge base. Moreover, they should also
promote innovation users, who will have the ability to find use of products adapted to the
needs of their enterprises and population. It is one vital condition to upgrade their
innovation performance, and help them to avoid to fall down into the “middle‐income trap”.
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CUSTOMER SATISFACTION MEASUREMENT PRACTICES IN
HOTELS: SOME EVIDENCE FROM ALBANIA
Majlinda GODOLJA,
Alma SPAHO,
University of Tirana, Albania
ABSTRACT
Services sector continues to be the big contributor in GDP of Albania, with about 60% in 2011, where
trade, hotels and restorants constitute the main part of this sector. Number of hotels is increaded
during the last years. In 1995, the number of hotels was 62 with 2,016 beds places, whereas in 2012
the number of hotels was 248 with 18,905 beds places (INSTAT). To be successful in the market it is
not sufficient to attract new customers, hotel managers must concentrate on retaining existing
guests implementing effective policies of customer satisfaction.
The monitoring process of customer satisfaction and service quality play a key role in the success of
hotel business and tourism. If this process is managed and analyzed directly on a scientific basis then
it can constitute a competitive advantage for hoteliers, regardless of business size. The aim of this
study is to analyze the customer satisfaction management scheme in hotels of Albania. For this
purpose, questionnaires are distributed to managers of hotels with 3, 4 and 5 stars in major
destinations of Albania. The data are collected in the period July ‐ August 2013. The objectives of the
research are: to analyze the way that are built, managed and processed hotels guest comment cards
(where is applicable) and to assess hoteliers’ attitude towards customer satisfaction management.
The method used is mainly based in the applied content analysis (Gilbert & Horsnell 1998) which
compares and analyzes outcomes based on best practices criteria.
This study can be of great use to hotel managers in providing a direction on how to conduct and
modify the existing practice of measuring customer satisfaction in hotels. The primary objective of
GCCs is to understand guests' needs, gather their opinions and comments, most importantly, to
assess guests' satisfaction with services provided. Although in 72% of analyzed hotels, GCCs are
recognized as an important tool for measuring guest satisfaction, results indicate that in most hotels
measurement practice should be improved.
Keywords: customer satisfaction, service quality, guest comment card; content analysis, hotels.

1. Introduction
Service quality and customer satisfaction have a significant impact on business development.
Service quality has a direct impact on customer satisfaction, and consequently increases the
profit. These two concepts have been continually in the focus of managers and researchers
of the field. One of the most important challenges for the managers of the hotels is the
evaluation and monitoring of customer satisfaction.
For measuring customer satsfaction exist some ways, however, in accommodation services
one of the most widespread ways is the guest comment cards (GCC). The GCCs are
commonly used in most hotels to measure customer satisfaction. The purpose of this study
is the examination of (GCCs) in hotels and evaluation of management schemes in customer
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satisfaction of Albania hotels. In this study was used method of the applied content analysis
according to Gilbert and Hornell (1998). The results of this study provide the hotel
management staff, an evaluation of the current methods for measuring and managing
customer satisfaction in hotels of Albania.
2. Literature Review
2.1. Service quality and customer satisfaction
The primary function of the hotel units is to offer quality service to its customers. Service
quality is defined as how well customer’s needs are met, and how well the service delivered
meets the customer’s expectations (Lewis and Booms, 1983). Gronoos (1984) has shown
that the perceived quality of service is a function of the comparison of expected service with
perceived service, in other words is the result of a comparative evaluation process.
Parasuraman et al. (1985) has defined "quality of service" as the degree and direction of
discrepancy between perceptions and expectations of their customers, where ‘‘perceived
service quality’’ is the gap between customer’s expectations and perceptions as a
measurement of service quality. Smaller the gap, the better is the quality of service and
greater customer satisfaction is.

2.2. Measuring customer satisfaction
The main reason for measuring customer satisfaction is to collect information from one side
to see what customers require to be done differently and in turn to assess how client needs
are met. However the reasons for measuring customer satisfaction differ from one hotel to
another. Some of the hotels fail to properly pursue programs dedicated customers not only
because they have not defined program to get feedback from customers, but because they
lack a complete database which not only monitors sales but it is also a source of innovation.
According to literature customer satisfaction measurement is done in different ways, for
example one of the ways is to include a single question in customer satisfaction questionnaire:
"In general, how satisfied are you with...?" where responses of the questionnaire questions
are made according to a system with 7 degrees from " very satisfied" (coded 1) to "very
satisfied " (coded 7), known as Likert scale. Problems associated to the answer of one single
question in this case, are mitigated by the simplicity of the question. (Heskett et al., 1994;
Schneider and Bowen, 1995) have developed a theory for the measurement of customer
satisfaction based on key elements of satisfaction in service and price, but their valuation is
done independently through the "index service" and "price index".
In this study are discussed practices that hotels in Albania use to design questionnaires,
including the purpose, clarity, measurement scaling and validity assessment, and
methodological problems of the time, size and order of questions in the questionnaire.
According to Gilbert & Horsnell (1998), Su (2004), GCCs are commonly used in hotels to
assess customer satisfaction. GCCs usually are distributed in hotel rooms, in reception or
other visible places in the hotel. However, some studies suggest that a number of of hotels
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chains use assessment methods for customer satisfaction based on improper practices to
take important managerial decisions (Barsky, 1992; Barsky and Huxley, 1992; Gilbert &
Horsnell, 1998; Su, 2004). Therefore is required to apply a more scientific method to use the
GCCs in order to make fair and appropriate managerial decisions (Deveau et al., 1996, Jones
and Sasser, 1995; Jones and Ioannou, 1993). Despite the different types of customer
satisfaction systems, they generally have some common mistakes (Gilbert & Horsnell, 1998).
Common mistakes are divided into three groups: the quality of the model, the design of the
GCC as well as collection and data analysis (Gilbert & Horsnell, 1998). Gilbert & Horsnell
(1998) have developed a "checklist GCCs criterion" to estimate practices for measuring and
managing customer satisfaction in the hotel.

2.3. Content analysis
Content analysis is a research and survey method that is used to systematically evaluate the
symbolic content of all forms of recorded communications (Kolbe and Burnett, 1991). It can
be exercised virtually in every media containing verbal and/or visual, printed materials, radio
and television programs, recorded meetings, movies, songs, etc. Content analysis is widely
used in marketing and consumer behavior research (Kassarjian, 1977; Sayre, 1992; Guthrie &
Abeysekera, 2006).
The basic technique of content analysis involves counting the times the predefined
categories appear in a given context. An effective content analysis must meet certain
conditions (Kassarjian, 1977; Guthrie and Abeysekera, 2006). Initially, is randomly selected a
representative sample. Second, units of measurement, such as analysis criteria, should be
clearly defined. These units can be a word, phrase, theme, paragraph, symbols, pictures, or
simple table existence or not of certain events or statements. Third, categorisation of he
data must be systematic. It should be clear that an object belongs or not to a particular
category. We can finally perform the statistical analysis and interpretation of the data.
Krippendorff (1980) has identified three types of reliability for content analysis, which are:
stability, reproducibility and accuracy.
To achieve reliability is need that the same content to processed by using several types of
judgment. Smaller the discrepancies are, higher the degree of reliability is. Another element
to be considered is the reliability of the judgment instrument itself, which would bring the
reduction of the number of judgment instruments. On the other hand, validity is defined as
the degree to which an instrument measures what it aims to measure.

3. Research Metodology
The target population of the study consists of 3, 4 and 5 stars hotels in Albania. During the
period July ‐ August 2013, a questionnaire was distributed to 64 hotel managers, in order to
determine how they distributed their GCCs (in those hotels where used) and how they
processed the information gathered from them. The questionnaire is distributed by e‐mail
and direct interviews with hotel managers are made when it was possible. The response rate
is 28%.
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Content analysis applied by Gilbert & Horsnell (1998 ) is used to assess GCCs of 18 hotels
with 3 , 4 and 5 stars (with 15‐80 rooms) , distributed mainly in Tirana, capital of Albania and
other destinations in Albania: Durres, Berat, Vlore and Sarande .
Based on previous studies is created a checklist with 32 points, which can be grouped
into five general areas: 1) the focus and value of the management of GCCs attributes, 2)
measurement techniques of GCCs attributes, 3) measures of GCCs to the overall satisfaction
and guests loyalty, 4) marketing measures to GCCs for identifying key market segments, 5)
effective desing and presentation of questions.

4. Results and Discussion
Frequency of information collection: All 18 hotels analyzed, regularly receive guests feedback
and suggestions about hotel stay.
The methods of information collection: Around 72 % of the hotels in the sample use GCCs in
their hotel rooms for gathering information. About 84 % of hotel managers confirm that they
receive evaluations directly from contacts with guests during their stay at the hotel and all
hotels endeavor to encourage guests to give their impressions of their stay at the hotel.
Around 89% of hotels report that a member of the staff is charged to monitor the
evaluations of their guests in the media and social networks and about 78% of hotels have a
staff member to respond in a professional manner the estimates of the guests in the media
and social networks.
The rate of response: The number of completed GCCs is low. In about 45 % of hotels that use
GCCs, the response rate (number of completed GCCs) is 7‐12%, while in 33% of them the
response rate is about 40% and in 22% the response level is above 60%.
Method of sampling: In all hotels, GCCs is distributed to all their guests.
GCCs distribution process: About 66% of hotels distribute their GCCs through staff cleaning
rooms and in 78% of hotels the data analysis is conducted from the manager/board of
directors. In 22% of hotels, the GCCs are distributed in the hotel reception.
Staff: All hotel sstaff is well‐trained for the process of measuring customer satisfaction, but
only in 45% of hotels the staff is rewarded for good work and only 22% of hotels rewards is
made according to a predetermined scheme.
Analysis of results: In 72% of the hotels, the analysis of the assessments tests is made
periodically (once a month) and the rest evaluations is done continuously.
Handling Complaints: In the case of any complaint is done by a client, the hotel manager
immediately fix the problem and asks forgiveness to the client.
The design method of GCCs: In all hotels of the sample, GCCs are designed according to
personal opinion of manager relying on other hotels practices and his experience.
Surveying time (receiving customer evaluations): In all hotels, GCCs are distributed during the
stay of the guests in the hotel, and only in 4 hotels of the sample the evaluations are taken in
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check‐out, differently from the big travel agencies as Booking.com and Expedia & Hotels.com
when evaluations of guests are taken via email after leaving the hotel, not the hotel itself
practice this manner. However, this is a manner that remains to be evaluated and adapted
with facilities that are offering new online booking systems and PMSs (Property
Management Systems).
Accessing GCCs: About 78% of hotels place the GCCs in the desk of the hotel room and 22%
in the hotel reception.
Foreign Languages: In all hotels, the GCCs are in English language, even though a number of
clients come from neighboring countries such as Italy, Kosovo, Greece, etc.
A letter with a special request: Previous studies recommend writing a special letter to the
guests. However this study shows that managers do not use this particular technique to
motivate guests but on the other hand all hotels report that encourage guests to give their
impressions directly and even write their online reviewes.
Return completed GCCs: the completed GCCs can be delivered in reception or left to the
hotel room. About 77% of hotels declare that GCCs are collected in the hotel reception.
Reasons why GCCs are not used: About 34% of analyzed hotels, do not use GCCs to measure
customer satisfaction. The managers of these hotels identify several reasons among which
we can mention: GCCs are not filled by the guests, the hotels do not want to disturb guests
with GCCs, and hotels do not consider GCCs a valid practice.
The results of applying the content analysis according to the best practices criteria for GCCs
are presented below.
Number of questions: Models of GCCs that are considered have a number of questions
ranging from 10 to 30 questions. Around 66% of hotels apply up to 20 questions. (Gilbert &
Horsnell, 1998) have recommended that GCCs must contain 40 to 60 questions in order to
obtain information necessary for decision making. So it can be stated that the considered
models of GCCs do not contain enough questions to provide relevant information to
managers and board of directors of the hotel.
Number of offered intangible and tangible attributes: The analyzed GCCs indicate that most
of the questions are oriented toward the intangible services performance offered at the
hotel. This conclusion goes well with the results of a study of Su (2004) and Gilbert &
Horsnell (1998).
Establishment of independent indicators together in one attribute: The design of composite
questions seeking information about the problems at the same time may cause uncertainty
in question and the wrong interpretation of the response. In three of the GCCs two
questions resulting composite, which are primarily used to assess intangible services such as
friendship and staff efficiency, quality and diversity of food, etc.
The scale of attributes measurement: Best Practices recommend that the effective rate for
measuring customer satisfaction is the degree of achievement of expectations. However,
almost half (48%) of analyzed GCCs use the scale YES / NO, while in all GCCs to estimate
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customer satisfaction and service quality the used scale is the Likert scale from 1 ‐ " very
satisfied " to 7 ‐ " very unsatisfied ".
A space for comments: All GCCs have space for specific comments of the guests. About 89%
of GCCs have space for comments at the end of questionnare; only one GCC is built with a
space at the end of each question, while another one has a whole page for comments. Space
for the comments improves the information quality of GCCs.
A direct or indirect measure for overall satisfaction and a measure of customer loyalty: About
44% of GCCs contain a direct or indirect question about overall satisfaction of customers and
around 66% of GCCs contain a question about loyalty. Gilbert and Horsnell (1998) and Su
(2004) have determined that the GCCs assessment of loyalty is more common than the
assessment of overall satisfaction. Such a conclusion goes well with our analysis, but
although other studies show that guest satisfaction does not bring necessarily retaining
guest and vice versa customers loyalty comes not necessarily from their overall satisfaction
with hotel services.
Marketing measures: GCCs are a good opportunity to get information for clients and for
marketing purposes. About 83 % of GCCs containing questions about the purpose of visit,
room number and date of stay, but none of GCCs does not contain demographic questions
such as gender, income, education, and other experiences in the same area, etc.
Testing of the effectiveness of marketing channels: Around 72% of the GCCs include
questions in order to assess the effectiveness of marketing channels. Such questions
generally have the following form: "How did you find out about our hotel?"
Questions about the competition: None of GCCs includes questions about competitors and
the same conclusion is obtained also by Gilbert and Horsnell (1998) and Su (2004).
Introduction sentences: Introduction sentences are used to thank the guests for choosing the
hotel and to show the importance of guests impressions in improving the quality of hotel
services. All the analyzed hotels contained introduction sentences.
Instructions showing where to put the completed GCCs: All hotels in the sample contain
instructions for guests where they can leave the completed cards.
Indicate the name of the member of the hotel staff: Around 89% of GCCs require information
about the name of the employee who has left a special impression to guests, and only 11%
of GCCs ask for the name of the employee who does not leave a good impression.
Assessment of the value of service: About 66% of GCCs require an assessment about the
offered price to service quality ratio.
Customer expectations: Around 44% of GCCs contain questions about customer
expectations, but none of GCCs assess customer satisfaction and quality of service compared
with expectations.
Assessment of some key attributes of hotel services: All analyzed GCCs require evaluation for
hotel rooms, cleanliness, comfort and facility. About 73% contain questions about the
restaurant, the quality and diversity of food, while 89 % of GCCs contain questions for the
staff, how friendly and helpful they are; and 78 % contain questions to assess the reception.
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5. Conclusion
In this study has been made an attempt to analyze customer satisfaction evaluation in
Albania hotels. Results of the study show that all analyzed hotels evaluate customer
satisfaction as a key factor for success and sustainable development of their business, in 72%
of the hotels are analyzed the GCCs used for this purpose. Through GCCs information is
collected to understand guest needs, opinions and comments about the hotel stay
experience and perception of quality of service provided.
About 84% of hotel managers take impressions from direct contacts with guests which can
be explained by the fact that in the current development conditions of the hotel business in
Albania dominate small hotels to level 3 and 4 stars with the average number of 20 rooms,
but this does not justify the failure to exclude other means such as GCCs.
According to study results, in most hotels, GCCs are placed in hotel rooms and in several
hotels GCCs are also placed in the hotel reception, but is noticed that the rate of response
(fill in GCCs) is low. Consequently should reconsider the way of distribution GCCs by sending
email to guests after they have checked out the hotel, as well as making efforts to offer ways
encouraging guests to complete the GCCs.
GCCs design method is mainly based on personal experience of managers and consequently
there are different types of GCCs but none of them is consistent with the best practices
suggested by previous studies in this direction. Explored models of GCCs do not contain
sufficient number of questions to provide relevant information to managers and board of
directors of the hotel. None of GCCs contain any questions to test the relative effectiveness
of marketing channels.
Besides measuring customer satisfaction, other studies in the future may focus on
identifying crucial performance indicators of employees. Withan understanding of which
employee groups’ performances are necessary to a positive guest assessment hotel
managers will develop and implement strategies to provide an overall best evaluation of the
quality of service.
It is recommended that the hotel business in Albania to review the evaluation methods of
customer satisfaction and service quality in order to be in compliance with all the best
practices identified so far. It is clear that new forms must be found to motivate more
customers and GCCs must be designed in order to fit with models that suggest scientific
studies and best practices. Valid information and reliable data will enable hotel managers to
make appropriate decisions about the quality of services that hotels offer.
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REGIONAL PERSPECTIVES Session
SEE COUNTRIES TRADE SPECIALIZATION AND POST‐CRISIS
RECOVERY – EMPIRICAL EVIDENCES
Galina Boyanova ZAHARIEVA,
D. A. Tsenov Academy of Economics, Bulgaria
ABSTRACT
Foreign trade is one of the sectors of the economy, which is dependent both on changes in market
conditions, and on national policies. It can be studied both in terms of the potential for economic growth
and as an expression of economic competitiveness. The purpose of this paper is to examine the changes
in foreign trade and specialization of the South Eastern Europe (SEE) countries for the period 2008 –
2012/2013. Parallel to this, we need to account for the challenges of the global economic crisis and the
consequences thereof that national economies have been facing. In our analysis we will use indicators
such as the value of exports and imports, net trade, geographic concentration (Herfindal Index ),the main
export group and the Lafay index of international specialization.

The economic and financial crisis of 2008 put to the test all economies and encouraged governments
to seek solutions that combine the complexity of international economic relations on the one hand
and employ various demand for sources of growth on the other. This naturally drew the attention of
policymakers and researchers back to international trade as an important factor for economic
recovery and development. Considering the political processes on a global and Pan‐European scale
we may claim that the foreign trade of any country is indicative of both its competitiveness and its
ability to take advantage of the global economy. The purpose of this paper is to examine the changes
in foreign trade and specialization of the SEE countries for the period 2008‐2012.

Theoretical background
According to an opinion of the European Commission, trade intensification is one of the few
ways to stimulate the economic growth and create new jobs without resorting to the
extremely scarce public finance. However, the question whether a more intensive
international trade will have a positive effect for the opening of a country's economy
remains debatable. There are many opinions regarding the relationship between
international trade and economic development.
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The first proponents of the idea that trade has a positive effect for the national economies and
that a country's specialization in the production and marketing of products for which it has certain
advantages were Adam Smith and David Ricardo. These ideas were subsequently developed and
approbated by other researchers, who came up with rather controversial conclusions.
In 1950 Raul Prebish and Hans Singer found that specialization in primary industries reduces
the benefits of international trade and the growth rate of the economy88. Their conclusion
was later confirmed by other researchers, among whom Bencindoun, Gaulier and Ünal‐
Kesenci89, who concluded that the nature of specialization affects growth. The analysis of the
specialization profiles of 53 countries for the period 1967‐1997 shows that the GDP per
capita of some less‐developed economies that shifted from production of consumer goods
to more complex (dynamic) products has increased significantly. However, their conclusion
that a country's openness does not always guarantee high economic growth was later
confirmed by Amable.90 Since the openness of an economy facilitates the allocation of its
resources (technologies, labour, etc.) worldwide, if its international specialization does not
promote its technology‐intensive industries, its GDP may grow at a much lower rates than
that of a closed economy. The empirical results of his study largely confirm the results of
Bencindoun, Gaulier and Ünal‐Kesenci. Their main conclusion is that countries with a higher
degree of specialization and a comparative advantage in the production of electronic
products benefit more from their increased productivity compared to countries that do not
have a comparative advantage in these industries. A key factor in this regard is the theory of
the "learning by doing".91The main assumption of this theory is that international trade is
the main factor that makes the less‐developed countries initially change their product
specialization and subsequently their trade specialization as well as they import high‐tech
products and thus acquire these new technologies and become producers and exporters of
such products themselves. For example, such an effect is observed in China.92
However, when specialization is too narrow it is considered a potential risk to economic
growth because it results in dependence on specific products or countries.93

88

See also: Zaharieva, G., Iliev, Dr., Sarkisyan, K., Stefanov, G. Foreign trade specialization and economic growth
of the EU Member States. Tsenov Academy Publishing House, Almanah scientific research. Volume 17, 2012,
pp. 305‐332.
89
Bencindoun,I., G.Gaulier and D. Ünal‐Kesenci. The nature of specialization matters for growth:An empirical
investigation. CEPII, Document de travail 2001. Op. cit.;see also: B. Amable. International Specialization and
Growth.
90
Amable, Br. International Specialization and Growth, 2000, Op. cit. p.2.
91
For more details see: Yih‐Chyi Chuang.Learning by doing, the Technology Gap, and Growth. International
Economic Review, Vol. 39, No.3., 1998, pp.697‐721; Weinhold, D. and J. Rauch. Openness, Specialization, and
Productivity Growth in Less developed Countries. The Canadian Journal of Economics, Vol. 32, No. 4, 1999, pp.
1009‐1027.
92
Peng Sun, Almas Heshmaty. International Trade and its Effects on Economic Growht in China. DPS, August
2010.( http://ftp.iza.org/dp5151.pdf, 1.02.2014).
93
Kellman, M., Shachmurove. Adam Smith Meets an Index of Specialization in International Trade”. PIER
Working Paper 10‐029 http://economics.sas.upenn. edu/pier, 1.02.2014).
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Research methodology
International trade research literature94 provides a wide range of tools for analyzing the
foreign trade performance and the specialization of each country95. In our analysis we will
use indicators such as the value of exports and imports, net trade, geographic and product
concentration96, the main export group and the Lafay index of international trade
specialization97.
These indices were calculated using the statistical database of UN Comtrade (Standard
International Trade Classification, Rev.3) and for some of the indices we used data from a
second level of disaggregation.

Results
Although many aspects of the SEE economies are similar, some of them are quite different.
After the initial decrease, in 2010 the international trade began to recover gradually but
each of the SEE countries recovered at a different rate (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). Overall,
however, all countries reported significant deficits in their net trade in goods (see Fig. 4).
The lowest degree of deviation from the average GDP in the period (2008‐2012) was
reported for Albania (4.02%), Bosnia and Herzegovina (4.28%) and Montenegro (4.37%)98
while the highest degrees of deviation was reported for Serbia (10.85%), Greece (11.74%)
and Moldova (12.41%).

94

See: Adamov, V. and Zahariev. A. International Finance. Svishtov, 2014; Damyanov, At. and others.
International Economy. V. Tarnovo, Faber, 2011.
95
Legend of SEE Countries: Albania (AL), Bosnia and Herzegovina (BA), Bulgaria (BG); Croatia (HR); Greece (GR);
TFYR of Macedonia (MK), Moldova (MD), (Montenegro (ME), Romania (RO), Serbia (RS), Turkey (TR).
96
The Hirshman Index and the Herfindahl Index are widely used for this purpose. The Hirschman index is a
measure of product concentration of exports. It shows the degree to which a country’s export consists of
different products. High concentration levels are interpreted as high dependence from the trade with specific
products. The values of HI fluctuate between 0 and 1. Values close to 1 indicate a high level of
concentration.The geographical concentration is measured by the Herfindahl Index.
97
Note. The Lafay index value may be below ‐1 as well as above +1. Positive values of the Lafay index indicate
the existence of comparative advantages in a given item; the larger the value the higher the degree of
specialisation. On the contrary, negative values points to de‐specialisation.
98
Note. These results show the coefficient of variation of each country's GDP from its average for the period.
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Figure 1. GDP of SEE Countries99

The ratio of the range of GDP levels towards the lowest (crisis) annual GDP of each of the 11
SEE countries varies from 9.36% to 37.13% as follows: Albania (9.36%); Montenegro (9.84%);
Bosnia and Herzegovina (10.54%); TFYR of Macedonia (12.08%); Bulgaria (12.19%); Croatia
(18.21%); Romania (24.33%); Turkey (28.43%); Serbia (29.12%); Moldova (33.34%); Greece
(37.13%).
The lowest deviation from the average level of export of goods in the period (2008‐2012)
was reported for Croatia (11.29%), Serbia (13.29%) and Bosnia and Herzegovina (13.80%).
The highest deviation was reported for TFYR of Macedonia (23.34%), Albania (24.07%) and
Greece (24.07%).

99

http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD.
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Figure 2. Export of goods of SEE Countries

The ratio of range of the levels of export of goods towards the lowest (crisis) annual level of
each of the 11 SEE countries varies from 34.6% to 80.9% as follws: Croatia (34.6%); Serbia
(41.2%); Bosnia and Herzegovina (48.0%); Turkey (49.3%); Romania (54.3%); Montenegro
(61.9%); TFYR of Macedonia (65.5%); Bulgaria (70.7%); Moldova (72.8%); Greece (75.4%);
Albania (80.9%).
The lowest deviations of the level of import of goods in the period 2008 – 2012 were
reported for Albania (7.68%), Macedonia (14.10%) and Serbia (14,38%) while the highest
deviations were reported for Moldova (19.47%), Turkey (20.36%) and Montenegro (24.18%).
The ratio of range of the levels of import of goods towards the lowest (crisis) annual level of
each of the eleven SEE countries varies from 18.63% to 71.00% as follwos: Albania (18.63%);
TFYR of Macedonia (38.95%); Serbia (42.55%); Bosnia and Herzegovina (45.73%); Greece
(46.80%); Romania (52.91%); Croatia (53.12%); Bulgaria (58.59%); Moldova (59.01%); Turkey
(70.97%); Montenegro (71.00%).
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Figure 3. Import of goods of SEE Countries

The comparison of the ration of the annual export/import range (2008 – 2012) and the lowest
level of foreign trade operations has shown that export is much more sensitive to the impact of
the crisis (an index value of 34.6% for the country with the best level of export (Croatia) vs. an
index value of 18.63% for the country with the best level of import (Albania)).

In % /GDP

Regarding their net trade in goods all countries reported huge deficits (from 9.19% до
48.58% of GDP) of their balance of payments in the period. The reported average annual
deficits (as a percentage of GDP) of foreign trade in goods for the period were as follows:
Romania (9.19%); Turkey (10.00%); Greece (13.75%); Bulgaria (14.40%); Croatia (16.90%);
Serbia (20.38%); Albania (26.79%); Bosnia and Herzegovina (29.42%); TFYR of Macedonia
(33.64%); Moldova (43.12%); Montenegro (48.58%).
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Figure 4.Net trade in goods (in %/GDP) of SEE Countries
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The world trade ranks (see Table 1) of the SEE countries were as follows:





between 32 and 168 in the export of goods;
between 28 and 126 in the export of services;
between 21 and 152 in the import of goods; and
between 40 and 159 in the import of services.

The best world positions of the SEE countries of the four indices were reported for Turkey,
followed by:





Romania, Greece and Bulgaria in the export of goods;
Greece, Croatia and Romania in the export of services;
Romania, Greece and Bulgaria in the import of goods; and
Greece, Romania and Bulgaria in the import of services.

Most of the SEE countries have a balanced structure of exports and imports. The data show
that none of the commodity groups is main group, i.e. has a share higher than 50%. Note that
a group that invariably accounts for a relatively high share of the import (as well as the export
of some countries) is group 33 (Petroleum, petroleum products and related materials), which
is understandable considering the availability of oil fields. The share of this group was
particularly high in both the import and the export of Greece in 2012 (see Table 2).

Table 1. Rank in world trade of SEE countries

SEE Countries
AL
BA
BG
HR
GR
MK
MD
ME
RO
RS
TR

Rank in world trade, 2012
Export
Import
Merchan‐dise Com. Services Merchan‐dise Com. Services
135
101
130
111
110
117
98
158
67
61
63
75
84
49
75
83
62
32
47
48
118
118
117
133
134
126
127
137
168
114
152
159
56
53
43
61
86
80
78
82
32
28
21
40

Other groups with large shares of the foreign of trade of the SEE countries are: 77 (Electrical
machinery, apparatus and appliances, n.e.s., and electrical parts thereof (including non‐
electrical counterparts, n.e.s., of electrical household‐type equipment)), 78 (Road vehicles
(including air‐cushion vehicles)), 67 (Iron and steel); group 68 (Non‐ferrous metals), 84
(Articles of apparel and clothing accessories) and 28 (Metalliferous ores and metal scrap.)
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Overall, the relative shares of all commodity groups in the international trade of the SEE
countries did not change significantly during the period 2008‐2012.
The Lafay Index shows that during the period the SEE countries specialized in different
commodity groups. Bosnia and Herzegovina, Turkey, Moldova, Serbia and Romania retained
and even diversified their specialization, while the international trade positions of other
countries such as Bulgaria, Croatia and Greece remained unchanged.
Table 2. Share of commodity groups in the total foreign trade of SEE countries (2008; 2012)100
SEE
Countries
AL
BA
BG
HR
GR
MK
MD
ME
RO
RS
TR

2008
Share
in export
5‐10 %
>10 %
33;67
28;84*;85
24;28;35;67;
68;69;82
67;77;84
33;68
33;77
79
05;54;66;67;84 33
101
05;67
84*
05;77
11;84
11
67*;68*
33;67;78;84
77
68;84
67
33;65;77
67;78;84

2012
Share
in import
5‐10%
>10%
33;69;78
33

5‐10 %
28;67
28;67;68;69; 82;85

>10 %
84;85;33*

67;78
79
54;78
65;67;78
34;77;78
33;66;78
33;67;77
34;78
67;78;93

77;84
77;79
05;68
28;33
11;77
28;11
74;84
04;68;77;78
65;67;77;78;84;97

33;68
33
33*
59;67*84
05;84
35;68*
77;78

33
33
33
33
78
33
33

Share
in export

Share
in import
5‐10 %
>10%
35;78
33
33;78
28;77
54
65;67;68
65;77;93
35;78
33;74;77;78
33;34;78;93
33;78

33
33
33*
33
33
33

93

Table 3. Lafay Index of SEE countries (2008;2012)
SEE
countries
AL
BA
BG
HR
GR
MK
MD
ME
RO
RS
TR

From 1 to 5
28;67

2008
>5
From ‐1 to ‐5
84;
85

From 1 to 5

2012
>5

04;35;74;77;78

28;67;84;85

33

33;78

24;25;52;67;68;
69;82;85;93
04;22;84
24;28;77;79
05;33;68
05;12;74

04;35;54;65;
77;78
33;78

68

28;33;34;78
33;35;67;78
34;54;79
33;35;65;68;78

24;28;35;67;
68;71; 82;85
04;35;84
24;77;79
05;68
05;11;85;93102

84

33;34;72;78
33;67;78
33;78
65;74;78

05;11;22;27;42

84

33;34;35;78

67
77;79;82;84
04;05;67;68;84

68

33;35;66;78
35;54;65;78
33;34;72;74;78

05;65;66;67;69;
78;84

68

< ‐5

05;11;22;42;77;
82;84
24;28;35
62;77;78;82;84
04;05;28;62;68;
77;84
05;65;67;69;77;
78;84;97

28;33;57;93

59;67;
84

From ‐1 to ‐5

< ‐5

33;78;93
68

33;78
33;54;65
33;34;57;93
28;33;57

93

On the other hand the advantages of Macedonia and Montenegro in the trade in goods
changed significantly (see Table 3).

100

Note. * indicates a value greater than 20 %. The table shows only the groups with a relative share of at least 5%.
Calculations for TFYR of Macedonia are for the year 2009 because of lack of information for the year 2008.
102
Calculations for TFYR of Macedonia are for the year 2009 because of lack of information for the year 2008.
101
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None of the SEE countries reported a significant geographical concentration in terms of both
its exports and imports. The highest values of the Herfindahl index were reported for the
export of Albania, followed by Montenegro and Moldova because they traded with fewer
countries, especially in 2008 (see Table 4). Although the SEE countries trade with partners
from all over the world, the EU remains the main trade partner most countries in this region
(except for Greece, Moldova, Turkey and Montenegro in terms of export, and for Bulgaria
and Bosnia and Herzegovina in terms of import) with a relative share of both their export
and import exceeding 50%. Other important partners for many of the SEE countries were
Turkey and Russia.
Table 4
SEE
Countries

Geographical concentration
2008
export

2012
import

export

import

Albania
Bosnia and
Herzegovina

0.401

0.112

0.287

0.129

0.103

0.078

0.088

0.073

Bulgaria
Croatia
Greece
TFYR of Macedonia
Moldova
Montenegro
Romania
Serbia
Turkey

0.050
0.088
0.049
‐
0.113
0.203
0.072
0.066
0.035

0.067
0.074
0.051
0.056
0.083
0.092
0.067
0.063
0.055

0.049
0.069
0.041
0.134
0.139
0.128
0.069
0.061
0.035

0.073
0.069
0.050
0.060
0.078
0.119
0.069
0.053
0.048

The values of the Hirschman index (which measures product concentration of exports) are quite
similar. The top ranking countries according to this index are again Montenegro and Albania. In
2008 the groups 67 (Iron and steel) and 68 (Non‐ferrous metals) accounted for about 66% of the
total export of Montenegro compared to 40% in 2012. The greatest share of Albania's export
have groups 84 (Articles of apparel and clothing accessories) and 85 (Footwear.)
Table 5
SEE
Countries

Product concentration
2008
export

2012
import

export

import

Albania

0.128

0.035

0.130

0.040

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

0.047

0.036

0.044

0.042

Bulgaria

0.058

0.053

0.056

0.062

Croatia

0.048

0.045

0.040

0.045

Greece

0.043

0.055

0.155

0.128

TFYR of Macedonia

‐

0.052

0.096

0.048

Moldova

0.070

0.042

0.063

0.044

Montenegro

0.245

0.041

0.155

0.038

Romania

0.050

0.044

0.052

0.040

Serbia

0.041

0.043

0.035

0.037

Turkey

0.065

0.049

0.053

0.055
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In 2012 the trade concentration of Greece increased due to the large volumes of trade in
group 33 (Petroleum, petroleum products and related materials) (see Table 5).
*

*

*

We may conclude that the economic crisis of 2008 has had a tangible effect on the foreign
trade of the See countries. After the record low levels of their GDP as well as import and
export of goods in 2009, the countries entered a period of gradual recovery and growth
(2010‐2012). According to the Lafay Index, the most important factor for the post‐crisis
recovery of the SEE economies was the increase of the volume of their foreign trade with
their main trade partners in goods related to their trade specialization.

Appendix
0 ‐ Food and live animals; 00 ‐ Live animals other than animals of division 03; 01 ‐ Meat and meat
preparations; 02 ‐ Dairy products and birds' eggs; 03 ‐ Fish (not marine mammals), crustaceans,
molluscs and aquatic invertebrates, and preparations thereof; 04 ‐ Cereals and cereal preparations;
05 ‐ Vegetables and fruit; 06 ‐ Sugars, sugar preparations and honey; 07 ‐ Coffee, tea, cocoa, spices,
and manufactures thereof; 08 ‐ Feeding stuff for animals (not including unmilled cereals); 09 ‐
Miscellaneous edible products and preparations
1 ‐ Beverages and tobacco; 11– Beverages; 12 ‐ Tobacco and tobacco manufactures
2 ‐ Crude materials, inedible, except fuels; 21 ‐ Hides, skins and furskins, raw; 22 ‐ Oil‐seeds and
oleaginous fruits; 23 ‐ Crude rubber (including synthetic and reclaimed); 24 ‐ Cork and wood; 25 ‐
Pulp and waste paper; 26 ‐ Textile fibres (other than wool tops and other combed wool) and their
wastes (not manufactured into yarn or fabric); 27 ‐ Crude fertilizers, other than those of division 56,
and crude minerals (excluding coal, petroleum and precious stones); 28 ‐ Metalliferous ores and
metal scrap; 29 ‐ Crude animal and vegetable materials, n.e.s.
3 ‐ Mineral fuels, lubricants and related materials; 32 ‐ Coal, coke and briquettes; 33 ‐ Petroleum,
petroleum products and related materials; 34 ‐ Gas, natural and manufactured; 35 ‐ Electric current
4 ‐ Animal and vegetable oils, fats and waxes; 41 ‐ Animal oils and fats; 42 ‐ Fixed vegetable fats and
oils, crude, refined or fractionated; 43 ‐ Animal or vegetable fats and oils, processed; waxes of animal
or vegetable origin; inedible mixtures or preparations of animal or vegetable fats or oils, n.e.s.
5 ‐ Chemicals and related products, n.e.s.; 51 ‐ Organic chemicals; 52 ‐ Inorganic chemicals; 53 ‐
Dyeing, tanning and colouring materials; 54 ‐ Medicinal and pharmaceutical products; 55 ‐ Essential
oils and resinoids and perfume materials; toilet, polishing and cleansing preparations; 56 ‐ Fertilizers
(other than those of group 272); 57 ‐ Plastics in primary forms; 58 ‐ Plastics in non‐primary forms; 59
‐ Chemical materials and products, n.e.s.
6 ‐ Manufactured goods classified chiefly by material; 61 ‐ Leather, leather manufactures, n.e.s., and
dressed furskins; 62 ‐ Rubber manufactures, n.e.s.; 63 ‐ Cork and wood manufactures (excluding
furniture); 64 ‐ Paper, paperboard and articles of paper pulp, of paper or of paperboard; 65 ‐ Textile
yarn, fabrics, made‐up articles, n.e.s., and related products; 66 ‐ Non‐metallic mineral manufactures,
n.e.s.; 67 ‐ Iron and steel; 68 ‐ Non‐ferrous metals; 69 ‐ Manufactures of metals, n.e.s.
7 ‐ Machinery and transport equipment; 71 ‐ Power‐generating machinery and equipment; 72 ‐
Machinery specialized for particular industries; 73 ‐ Metalworking machinery; 74 ‐ General industrial
machinery and equipment, n.e.s., and machine parts, n.e.s.; 75 ‐ Office machines and automatic
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data‐processing machines; 76 ‐ Telecommunications and sound‐recording and reproducing apparatus
and equipment; 77 ‐ Electrical machinery, apparatus and appliances, n.e.s., and electrical parts
thereof (including non‐electrical counterparts, n.e.s., of electrical household‐type equipment); 78 ‐
Road vehicles (including air‐cushion vehicles); 79 ‐ Other transport equipment
8 ‐ Miscellaneous manufactured articles; 81 ‐ Prefabricated buildings; sanitary, plumbing, heating and
lighting fixtures and fittings, n.e.s.; 82 ‐ Furniture, and parts thereof; bedding, mattresses, mattress
supports, cushions and similar stuffed furnishings; 83 ‐ Travel goods, handbags and similar
containers; 84 ‐ Articles of apparel and clothing accessories; 85– Footwear; 87 ‐ Professional,
scientific and controlling instruments and apparatus, n.e.s.; 88 ‐ Photographic apparatus, equipment
and supplies and optical goods, n.e.s.; watches and clocks; 89 ‐ Miscellaneous manufactured articles,
n.e.s.
9 ‐ Commodities and transactions not classified elsewhere in the SITC; 91 ‐ Postal packages not
classified according to kind; 93 ‐ Special transactions and commodities not classified according to
kind; 96 ‐ Coin (other than gold coin), not being legal tender; 97 ‐ Gold, non‐monetary (excluding gold
ores and concentrates)
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LONGLIVE THE DIFFERENCE: RESTRUCTURING AND
PRIVATIZATION IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE
Dumitru Dan POPESCU,
Costin CIORA,
Academy of Economic Studies of Bucharest, Romania
ABSTRACT
The Central and Eastern European Countries, including Romania, have faced similar challenges in the
process of restructuring and privatization.
Thus, the last two decades have been marked by a difficult transition from a centrally planned
economy to a free market model, and experienced very different phases of development .
Most CEEC’s economies have registered, in the early years of the first decade, suboptimal economic
performances characterized by severe declines in the GDP, huge losses of the SOE and substantial
inter‐enterprise arrears. The core objective for all CEEC was to restore efficient employment of
industrial assets; both capital and labor, solving the debt overhang of enterprises and the portfolio
quality problem in banks.
The privatization process was started in most of the countries in the same period, but there is a clear
evidence that privatization was achieved more rapidly in some countries due to influx of significant
foreign investment. As countries used mass privatization programs, the actual change to ownership
restructuring was made directly through privatization or IPOs. This shift to a new paradigm,
underpinns the second wave of restructuring that can be noticed in the case of Romania and other
countries in Central and Eastern Europe.
Given the circumstances, in a first phase the dominant place among the economic policies used was
to encourage restructuring of SOE and its ultimate phase: the privatization, both aiming at speeding
up the transition to a mature market economy. At this stage time was of the essence and it was
imperative that immediate steps are to be taken to prevent further deterioration of SOE’s operations
and to preserve value that can ultimately be privatized. Most analysts criticized the reforms made in
some of CEEC’s economies based on “pre‐ privatization restructuring”, ignoring the need and
vocation of SOE’s restructuring process that paved the way of further successful large‐scale
privatizations.
The large‐scale privatization has emphasized a serie of challenges, that states the purpose of this
article which is to create the framework for analysing restructuring and privatization as methods of
high‐impact on macroeconomic indicators.
Our study aims at analyzing the differences between these two processes within the territory of CEEC
over the last two decades (1992‐2013) in terms of: goals, patterns, institutions, methods used,
outcomes etc. Results of these processes have been analyzed in correlation with the evolution of
CEEC’s macro‐indicators (FDI, GDP, Inflation Ratio, Exports) or micro ones (Stock Exchange). Our
findings underlie the necessity of further research in the field of restructuring and privatization and
the necessity of assessing the important effects on post‐crisis macroeconomic indicators.
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Keywords: restructuring of SOE, privatization, liquidation, corporate governance, privatization,
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper was two‐fold:
•

to improve the analysis of the differences between these two processes
(privatization and restructuring) within the territory of CEEC over the last two
decades (1992‐2013) in terms of: goals, patterns, institutions, methods used,
outcomes etc;

•

to underpin the correlation between the restructuring results, followed by
privatization and the impact on macroeconomic figures (FDI, GDP, Inflation Ratio,
Exports) or micro ones (Stock Exchange)

Literature Review
Over the past fifteen years there has been a vast literature on FDI in Eastern Europe. This is
not surprising, since foreign capital has played an important role in most countries during
the twenty‐year transition to market economy. A number of studies have looked into the
key features of FDI in Eastern Europe – its volume, forms, origins, destination by economic
activity, and case studies (see, for example, Lankes and Venables, 1996; Meyer, 1998; Estrin,
Richet and Brada, 2000; Bartlett, 2008; Kolotai, 2010; Hunya, 2011,2012), as well as the
determinants of FDI based on econometric research (for example, Bevan and Estrin, 2004;
Bevan, Estrin and Meyer, 2002; Janicki and Wunnava, 2004; Dikova and van Witteloostuijn,
2007).
Romania ‐ had a tenfold increase in its inward FDI stock between 2000 and 2010 ‐ from US$
7 billion in 2000 to US$ 70 billion in 2010. The theory of the multinational enterprise (MNE)
suggests that firms engage in outward FDI when they have some resources that they can
transfer and exploit, known in the literature varyingly as firm specific advantages (FSAs)
(Rugman, 1982) or ownership (O) advantages (Dunning, 1993). Only certain types of firms
and products are suitable for exploiting these advantages through internalization (I), namely
creating subsidiaries for research, production and distribution in other countries, rather than
by exporting or the use of licenses and long term contracts. Finally, the choice of location (L)
is driven by firms finding the optimal place where to combine their FSAs with locational
advantages to both exploit and explore their FSAs. This framework is known as the OLI
paradigm (Dunning, 1993, Dunning & Lundan, 2009). It argues that firms expand
internationally where they can redeploy their internationally‐transferable proprietary
resources and capabilities to both exploit and explore their resource base. The combination
of the FSAs of the firm with the specific conditions found in potential host locations is
essential. In other words, different types of firms are attracted to different locational
advantages. The study of locational determinants of FDI represents a long‐established
literature that originated with Mundell’s (1957) factor endowment theorem(see Brainard,
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1997). The predominant empirical approach to the study of FDI flows is based on gravity
models borrowed from international trade research, which posit that the main drivers of
trade or foreign investment flows are a)the size of the host economy, b) the size of the
source economy, and c) the distance between the two economies (Bloningen, 2005, Carr et
al., 2001). While these variables have persistently shown to be an important – if not the
most important – determinants of the attraction of FDI (Chakrabarti, 2001, Anderson and
van Wincoop, 2003), recent literature has considerably broadened the notion of locational
advantages to encompass the attractiveness of a potential host economy as both a site for
production and as a market. Contemporary literature therefore additionally considers:
1. the costs of production, especially unit labour costs (or wage differentials) and locally
available intermediate goods (Bevan and Estrin, 2004);
2. specifically for investment in the primary sector, the presence of natural resources
(Hejazi & Pauli, 2003);
3. the institutional framework facilitating or inhibiting the operations of foreign investors,
either in an aggregate form, by focusing on specific aspects such as corruption (Habib and
Zurawicki, 2002), or by analyzing multiple aspects simultaneously (Bevan et al., 2004,
Globerman and Shapiro, 2003, Grosse and Trevino, 2005);
4. membership of international trade and economic associations; for example Bevan and
Estrin (2004) studying transition economies explored the effects of announcements of
likely European Union (EU) membership.
One can also come to a similar estimating framework by considering the four classic
motivations for FDI (Dunning, 1993); these are market seeking;efficiency seeking; resource
seeking; and asset seeking. Market seeking FDI is driven by size and growth of the host
economy market; for example the large inflows of FDI to China in recent years have often
been argued to be explained in terms of firms seeking new or quickly growing markets for
their products. Market seeking investments probably also played an important role in the
investment into the transition economies, especially in the early years (Lankes and Venables,
1996; Estrin et al., 2004).
For most transition economies, the process of privatization has formed a distinct motivation
for FDI. Western multinationals are attracted to enter reforming economies during
privatization programmes by making acquisitions because prices are relatively low and
because of highly favorable tax policies or even subsidies associated with the privatization.
Throughout the transition region, foreign capital has been an important supplement to
domestic savings, and thus has greatly contributed to financial accumulation during the past
twenty years. In the transition region the ratio of FDI to gross fixed capital formation has
tended to be higher than the world average and has increased over time (Kalotay, 2010)
Recent data suggest that FDI has contributed quite substantially to gross fixed capital
formation in all the CEEC countries from 2003 onwards (Uvalic and Estrin 2013). The stock of
inward FDI as a percentage of GDP is considered an indicator of foreign capital penetration
in an economy (UNCTAD World Investment Report‐26 july 2011)
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FDI contribution to structural changes
FDI has played an important role in enterprise restructuring in the whole transition region
during privatizations, in this way greatly strengthening the private sector and contributing to
structural changes. Industrial restructuring usually tended to accelerate when privatization
involving FDI was implemented, frequently creating a dichotomy between the modern,
foreign owned enterprises and the traditional industries. The dominant view has been that
FDI has had positive spill‐over effects for the whole economy, though there have also been
findings that run counter to such optimistic conclusions (see, for example, Mencinger, 2003).

Restructuring and Privatization
Frydman, Rapaczynski et all (1993) – discussed about legal and ownership structure,
institutions for state regulation, overview of privatization process and the initial
transformation of enterprises. Some authors refer to transition economies in the early
stages of transformation as a “weakly structured market economy” (Dobrescu 1996) or a
“previously centrally planned economy” ( Calvo and Fenkel 1991). Grosfeld and Senik (1996)
They were thinking that the change of ownership was a necessary and a sufficient condition
of capitalism. The literature on financial repression and financial reform provides a thorough
macroeconomic link between the development of financial markets and economic growth
(Fry 1982, 1993, 1995, Roubini and Sala‐i‐Martin 1992, Rayon 1994, Chang 1994). The need
for a closer analysis of the microeconomic roots of financial repression, however, is a new
approach in the studies of financial markets in developing and transition economies (Amrit‐
Poser 1996, Popa 1998). Nicolescu et all (1996) – developed the” efficiency‐based”
restructuring concept and Crum and Goldberg (1998) – analyzed restructuring as a complex
set of decisive measures in order to increase competitiveness.
The inter‐enterprise arrears, as well as the bank, tax and wage arrears phenomena provide a
good example of a microeconomic problem in the financial markets of Romania . The
accumulation of inter‐enterprise arrears can also cause inflation. Monetary control can be
defeated by firms that circumvent a tight credit market by creating their own liquidity
through trade credits (e.g. Daianu,1994) .Credit and liquidity constraints affect
indiscriminately viable and non‐viable businesses, or, even worse, create adverse selection
effects – artificially sustaining large loss‐makers and preventing new private firms from
developing profitable investment projects (see Berglöf and Roland 1997 and 1998). As
shown in Croitoru and Schaffer (2000) for the case of tax arrears, an increasing real gross
arrears aggregate would be a sign that more and more firms are running into arrears. In
Romania’s case, the commitment of the government to economic reforms by liquidating
inefficient firms Stiglitz (1994, p. 238) would have extended mainly to state‐run utility
companies because they were the biggest actors in accumulating enterprise arrears
(Santarossa, 2001; OECD, 2002).
Bowman and Singh (1999) classified restructuring activities into three categories namely
portfolio restructuring, financial restructuring and organizational restructuring. Kornai (2000)
considers that the pre‐privatization restructuring serves as a useful screening device in order
to interest private investors, who buy the firms.
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Debande and Friebel (2004) advocates for the firmly reestablishing of the State control of
SOE cause it avoids that (unproductive) managers abuse and divert capital or funds which
are for restructuring.Djankov (1998) – selected a sample of Romanian companies from the
period 1992‐1996. He concludes that isolating programs have delayed restructuring
imposing budget constraints on loss‐making enterprises.on the other hand Djankov (1999) –
studies the relation between ownership structure and enterprise performance in newly
independent states: Georgia, Kazakstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Moldova and Russia. He concluded
that non‐linear analysis showed some significant relation between different types of
ownership and enterprise restructuring. Fidrmucova (2000) made an analysis on channels of
restructuring on a panel of Czech companies and found that investment is not a significant
determinant of enterprise performance. Koh, Dai & Chang (2010) – examined the impact of
lifecycles on restructuring strategies. Distress firm’s access to different types of restructuring
strategies is limited by the lifecycle stage they are in. Frydman, Hessel & Rapaczynski (2001)
– followed the entrepreneurship and restructuring of enterprises in Central Europe (Czech
Republic, Hungary and Poland) and explained the market impact of ownership on firm
performance.Sterman (2002) analyzed restructuring as diverse activities such as divestiture
of under‐performing business, spin‐offs, acquisitions, stock repurchases and debt swaps.
Gibbs P.A. (2007) considers that restructuring means changes in the operational structure,
investment structure, financing structure and governance structure of a company.

SEQUENCING RESTRUCTURING, PRIVATIZATION AND FDI IN CEE
The Central and Eastern European Countries, including Romania, have faced similar
challenges in the process of restructuring and privatization. Thus, the last two decades have
been marked by a difficult transition from a centrally planned economy to a free market
model, and experienced very different phases of development. The Central and Eastern
European Countries had a common general aim in the early 1990s: a transition to a more
effective economic system, based on principles of market economy, enabling a growth of
living standards.
The reforms of the early 1990s focused on stabilization, liberalization and the privatization
of existing firms (SOE).Some countries, such as Poland and Slovenia, registered significant
entrepreneurial activity, but showed that entrepreneurship levels were in fact lower in the
transition economies as a group than in the other developed and developing economies.
Most CEEC’s economies have registered, in the early years of the first decade, suboptimal
economic performances characterized by severe declines in the GDP, huge losses of the SOE
and substantial inter‐enterprise arrears. The core objective for all CEEC was to restore
efficient employment of industrial assets; both capital and labor, solving the debt overhang
of enterprises and the portfolio quality problem in banks. The privatization process was
started in most of the countries in the same period, but there is a clear evidence that
privatization was achieved more rapidly in some countries due to influx of significant foreign
investment. As countries used mass privatization programs, the actual change to ownership
restructuring was made directly through privatization or IPOs. This shift to a new paradigm,
underpinns the second wave of restructuring that can be noticed in the case of Romania and
other countries in Central and Eastern Europe.
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Given the circumstances, in a first phase the dominant place among the economic policies
used was to encourage restructuring of SOE and its ultimate phase: the privatization, both
aiming at speeding up the transition to a mature market economy. At this stage time was of
the essence and it was imperative that immediate steps are to be taken to prevent further
deterioration of SOE’s operations and to preserve value that can ultimately be privatized.
Most of analysts criticized the reforms made in some of CEEC’s economies based on “pre‐
privatization restructuring”, ignoring the need and vocation of SOE’s restructuring process
that paved the way of further successful large‐scale privatizations.
During the transformation crisis (1990–1994/1995), CEE countries experienced a major
economic recession.
Instead of the almost continuous, even if at times very modest, improvement of average
income per capita that many EU countries have experienced, these countries had to deal
with a huge decline in personal income, made even worse by a total collapse of their social
institutions. The situation in the CEE countries was in many cases much worse than that of
the leading Western economies in the 1930s as the table below shows:
Table 1 The Transition Recession
Countries
Bulgaria
Croatia
Czech Republic
Estonia
Hungary
Latvia
Lithuania
Poland
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
CIS

Consecutive years of
output decline
4
4
3
5
4
6
5
2
3
4
3
6.5

Cumulative output
decline (percent)
16
36
12
35
15
51
44
6
21
23
14
50.5

Output decline during the Great Depression 1930‐34
France
3
Germany
3
United Kingdom
2
United States
4

11
16
6
27

Real GDP 2000
(1990 = 100)
81
87
99
85
109
61
67
112
144
82
105
62.7

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Source: World Bank 2002: Transition, The First Ten Years.

Subsequently, however, they followed a robust growth path (1995–2007), and were among
the most dynamically developing regions of the world. From the mid 1990s to the onset of
the global financial crisis in 2008, the economies of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE)
established a record of growth and economic progress that few regions have matched.
Emerging from decades of socialism, the nations that we consider—Bulgaria, Croatia, the
Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, and Slovenia—became standout
performers in the global economy. They unleashed the inherent strengths of their
economies by privatizing state‐owned industries and implementing labor reforms.
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The FDI inflow in the CEE economies has been a vital factor in the first stage of the
privatization process during the transition period and has started to be seen as a crucial
source of capital and potential catalyst for the economic and social transformation . The
volume of FDI inflows has grown rapidly, as the Governments of the CEE countries have been
officially encouraging FDI and developing a formal FDI promotion programs providing
substantial incentives for the foreign companies. FDI helped drive productivity
improvements and rising per capita GDP. Foreign direct investment has increased in the past
twenty years to become the most common type of capital flow during transition period in
the CEE. The most important economic reason for attracting FDI at the beginning of the
transformation process was to facilitate the privatization and restructuring of the central
planning economies The economic miracle of the 2000s was ended by the current global
crisis in 2008.
But, time for change has come and the pre‐crisis growth model, which was built largely on
booming credit growth and huge inflows of cheap capital from abroad, stopped to be the
basis for future growth, and foreign investment is likely to stay well below levels seen in
2005‐08, at least for the foreseeable future.

Enterprise restructuring is the process through which an enterprise adjusts its behavior to
changes in its circumstances arising from actions of rivals, changes in market conditions,
technological changes, institutional reforms or economic policies. These changes provide the
enterprises with an opportunity to change their operations in order to expand their market
share (often at the expense of their rivals). Enterprises which do not react to changes in their
circumstances will ultimately suffer the consequence and may be driven out of the market.
However, the competitiveness of nations and industries rests on the back of their
enterprises ‐ whose ability to compete in turn depends on their behavior. From here it
follows that enterprise restructuring holds the key to competitiveness of enterprises,
industries and national economies. Enterprise restructuring is part of the wider concept of
economic restructuring which also includes changes in the relative size of different sectors of
the national economy, development of new forms of inter‐enterprise networks and changes
in the structure of production at the level of industry . Restructuring measures are often
necessary to enable the privatization of an SOE. Where the purpose is to make anl enterprise
at least potentially viable as a going concern once it is privatized, restructuring measures will
focus mainly on the management and finances of the SOE. If the SOE is governed by public
law, it will probably have to be converted into a company established under private law. In
other cases, more radical action may be deemed preferable, including breaking up the SOE
or liquidating it completely. Decisions on prior restructuring are often complex and difficult.
Those in charge should be committed to the privatization process and have broad powers to
take the measures that may be needed. Such responsibility could be vested with the
supervising ministry, the privatization agency, the management of the enterprise itself, or a
special entity set up for the purpose, such as the public enterprises restructuring agency. In
transition countries and other countries that need to radically restructure their parastatal
sectors, a separate body is often designated to manage the public enterprises during the
preprivatization period ;Albania, Romania, and Slovenia have set up separate SOE
management and restructuring agencies. Though they avoid the problem of overburdening a
single agency with too many responsibilities and often conflicting goals, parallel agencies
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may increase the likelihood of battles over power and influence with the privatization
agency, as illustrated by the pre‐1995 situation in Hungary .
In many respects, the East German experience has important implications for the
restructuring process in other post‐socialist countries; in particular, the countries
approaching EU‐membership (Poland, the Czech and Slovak Republics, Hungary, Romania,
Bulgaria, Slovenia, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia). Basically, two patterns can be identified so far:
1) the "classical" approach with a central agency, controlling privatization, formally, but
lacking control over its large number of enterprises;
2) the mass‐privatization approach of diversifying and diluting ownership and control,
favoring informal holding companies and insider control.
The privatization process was started in most of the countries in the same period, but there
is a clear evidence that privatization was achieved more rapidly in some countries due to
influx of significant foreign investment. As countries used mass privatization programs, the
actual change to ownership restructuring was made directly through privatization or IPOs.
Most of the Central and Eastern European countries were members of the Warsaw Pact and
almost all took part in the COMECON, implying that the Central and Eastern European
countries not only had domestically planned economies but also took part in economic
planning at a regional level. With the exogenous shock of the Soviet collapse, the Central and
Eastern European countries had the opportunity to fundamentally restructure their
economic and political institution.
Some Central and Eastern European countries chose shock therapy to privatize, others
succeeded in implementing more gradual reforms.

Privatization methods in CEE
Different privatization methods have created different profitable investment opportunities
for the penetration of foreign firms. Studies present various major types of privatization
methods like:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

employee ownership programmes and management buy‐outs (insiders privatisation);
voucher (mass) privatization;
sales to local and foreign strategic investors;
privatization initial public offerings (PIPOs);
restitution (return of assets to either the original owners or their heirs). Mass or
voucher privatization. Eligible citizens can use vouchers that are distributed free or at
nominal cost to bid for stakes in SOEs or other assets. This method has been used
only in the transition economies of CEE. Problems: establishment of irresponsible
quasishareholders and transfer of state assets to few political “cronies” without
entrepreneurial and managerial skills, lack of finance resources.

Privatization through sale of state property. Government trades its ownership claim for an
explicit cash payment through direct sales (or asset sales) of state‐owned enterprises (or
some parts thereof) to an individual, an existing corporation, or a group of investors. .
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Privatization initial public offerings (PIPOs). Some or a government’s entire stake in an SOE is
sold to investors through a public share offering. PIPOs are structured to raise money and to
respond to some of the political factors mentioned earlier.
Privatization through restitution. This method is appropriate when land or other easily
identifiable property that was expropriated in years past can be returned to either the
original owners or to their heirs. The major difficulty with this method is that the records
needed to prove ownership are often inadequate or conflicting.
Table 2 Privatization Methods by Country
Country
Bulgaria
Croatia
Czech
Estonia
Hungary
Latvia
Lithuania
Poland
Romania
Slovak
Slovenia

Classification
privatization
Full
Mixed
Mass
Full
Full
Full
Mass
Full
Mixed
Full
Mixed

of

Year
of
privatization
1993
1992
1992
1993
1990
1992
1991
1990
1992
1995
1998

Primary
method
Direct sales
MEBO
Vouchers
Direct sales
Direct sales
Direct sales
Vouchers
Direct sales
MEBO
Direct sales
MEBO

Secondary
method
Vouchers
Vouchers
Direct sales
Vouchers
MEBO
Vouchers
Direct sales
MEBO
Direct sales
Vouchers
Vouchers

Note: Year of privatization was established based on EBRD information on Primary Method
of privatization and its privatization chronicle. Date of privatization is consistent with
primary method of privatization.
Sale of government or SOE assets, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(EBRD) provides a complex tool to measure the privatization by weighing seven key
variables: 1) privatization revenues (cumulative, in percent of GDP); 2) private sector share in
GDP (in percent); 3) private sector share in employment (in percent); 4) budgetary subsidies
and current transfers (in percent of GDP); 5) the share of industry in total employment (in
percent);6) the change in labour productivity in industry (in percent); and 7) investment/GDP
(in percent). The data cover two privatization indicators: privatization of small‐scale
industries (EBRD‐Small) and privatization of large‐scale industries (EBRD‐Large). Most
privatization techniques have been borrowed from private commercial practices, where
mergers and acquisitions are common Other methods, however, are specific to SOE
privatization and may have to be included in the privatization law if the government intends
to use them. Privatization by free distribution of shares to the population, or by issuance of
privatization vouchers or coupons, are perfect examples.
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THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PRIVATIZATION, RESTRUCTURING AND FDI:
THE ROMANIAN CASE
We will focus on the Romanian case of sequencing of restructuring and privatization
processes. Romania started in 1993 the Restructuring Process that dominated the
transformation of Romanian economy in the last twenty years. This process can be
structured in two waves with two stages each as follows:
The FIRST WAVE (FW) started in 1993 known as the “Large‐scale corporate and financial
restructuring process” and consisted in two stages:
•

•

a first stage of two exercises: a pilot program of 30 companies followed by a more
systematic exercise that included in excess of 400 companies and regies autonomes
focused on a “top‐down” model of restructuring that was finalized with notable
results 1993‐1995;
second stage (for accurate quantification of restructuring results purposes) known as
“LARGE‐SCALE PRIVATIZATION”(OWNERSHIP RESTRUCTURING” 1996‐2000;

The SECOND WAVE (SW) started in 2001 and consisted in two stages as well:
•

•

first stage 2001‐2009 dedicated exclusively to the ownership restructuring
(privatization) of SME’s and few large‐sized companies through direct sale and
initiated sale throuh IPO on the Bucharest Stock Exchange;
second stage 2010‐2013 that included three main categories: SOE for Stock
Exchange
listing
(Nuclearelectrica,
Romgaz,
Transelectrica,
Fondul
Proprietatea,Transgaz etc., SOE for privatization and Special cases
(Hidroelectrica,Oltchim,CFR Marfa etc)

Naturally, starting even with the second stage of the FW and in both stages of SW the
restructuring process was based on a new paradigm, that ignored the involvement of the
state institutions in the micromanagement of the process and focused on a unique element
of a standard restructuring = the ownership restructuring.

THE IMPACT OF RESTRUCTURING,PRIVATIZATION AND FDI ON MACRO AND MICRO
AGGREGATES:
We focused in this paper ,too, on the Romanian case of sequencing of restructuring and
privatization processes in relationship with FDI. Romania started in 1993 the Restructuring
Process that dominated the transformation of Romanian economy in the last twenty years.
This segregation in waves and stages on the one hand and of the results of restructuring( in
immediate ‐short‐term and long‐term as result of the finalization of the restructuring
process through ownership restructuring in the second stage of the FW, on the other hand
gives us the possibility to better quantify the effects of the restructuring process in Romania.
A key result is that the effects of restructuring in both waves are positive, which provides
evidence in support of the structure‐conduct‐performance hypothesis, while at the same
time some relevance of the efficient‐structure hypothesis cannot be rejected.
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Based on the segregation that we stated, we computed correlations with: Real GDP, FDI and
exports, BET index and EBRD: large scale privatization index, small scale privatization index,
government and enterprise restructuring index.

Fig. 1 Evolution of GDP during the waves of restructuring and privatization

Fig.2 Evolution of BET index, exports and FDI during the restructuring and privatization
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Fig. 3 EBRD indexes during the two waves

CONCLUSIONS
Our study analyzed the differences between these two processes within the territory of
CEEC over the last two decades (1992‐2013) in terms of: goals, patterns, institutions,
methods used, outcomes etc. Results of these processes have been analyzed in correlation
with the evolution of CEEC’s macro‐indicators (FDI, GDP, Inflation Ratio, Exports) or micro
ones (Stock Exchange)
The large‐scale privatization has emphasized a serie of challenges, that states the purpose of
this paper which is to create the framework for analysing restructuring and privatization as
methods of high‐impact on macroeconomic indicators.
For most transition economies, the process of privatization has formed a distinct motivation
for FDI. Western multinationals are attracted to enter reforming economies during
privatization programmes by making acquisitions because prices are relatively low and
because of highly favorable tax policies or even subsidies associated with the privatization.
FDI has played an important role in enterprise restructuring in the whole transition region
during privatizations, in this way greatly strengthening the private sector and contributing to
structural changes..
We focused in this paper ,too, on the Romanian case of sequencing of restructuring and
privatization processes in relationship with FDI. Romania started in 1993 the Restructuring
Process that dominated the transformation of Romanian economy in the last twenty years.
A change of restructuring paradigm: switching from “pre‐privatization restructuring” to
“ownership restructuring” starting with the second stage of FW.
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This segregation in waves and stages on the one hand and of the results of restructuring( in
immediate ‐short‐term and long‐term as result of the finalization of the restructuring
process through ownership restructuring in the second stage of the FW, on the other hand
gives us the possibility to better quantify the effects of the restructuring process in Romania.
A key result is that the effects of restructuring in both waves are positive, which provides
evidence in support of the structure‐conduct‐performance hypothesis, while at the same
time some relevance of the efficient‐structure hypothesis cannot be rejected.
Delayed results of privatization that crystallized by the end of first wave did not deny the
principles that governed the first wave of restructuring process;
Significant improvement of macroeconomic results (GDP, FDI and exports) and stock
exchange (BET index) in the second wave of restructuring.
The restructuring process must be seen on long term basis, as its effects are correlated with
the macroeconomic results.
We analyzed also,the correlation between the restructuring results, followed by privatization
and the impact on macroeconomic figures (FDI, GDP, Inflation Ratio, Exports) or micro ones
(Stock Exchange)
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Table 3 – Growth in real GDP

Source: Transition report 2007 – European Bank for Reconstruction and Development

Tabel 4– Foreign Direct Investments

Source: Transition report 2007 – European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
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Tabel 5 – Inflation

Source: Transition report 2007 – European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
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ASSESSMENT OF INSTITUTIONAL PERFORMANCE OF
RESTRUCTIRING AND PRIVATIZATION PROCESSES
Dumitru Dan POPESCU,
Costin CIORA,
Academy of Economic Studies of Bucharest, Romania
ABSTRACT
Experience of Romanian “pre‐privatization” restructuring and large‐scale privatization showed some
major elements that underlined new paradigms. Initial conditions, modes of restructuring and
privatization, institutional environments, and particularly the capacity of governments to regulate
determine efficiency outcomes. These important processes have created functional relationships
between institutions, correlated with the government strategy and specific legislation. New
specialized institutions have been set up (State Ownership Fund ‐SOF,Agency of Restructuring and
later the Office of State Participations and Privatization in Industry‐OPSPI)
A comprehensive strategy and methodology for restructuring, encompassing both the corporate and
financial sectors, was put in place once the economic crisis in Romania is judged to be systemic in
scope. The extent of the restructuring, the required resources and timing became the critical issues.
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) had governance and enterprise
restructuring as basic indicator of economic transition and defines it as effective corporate
governance and corporate control exercised through domestic financial institutions and markets,
fostering market‐driven restructuring.

The shift in the role of Romanian government from a “top‐down approach” for general restructuring
to “top‐down” only for ownership restructuring was possible only after the critical mass of
companies has been privatized through the SOF (later transformed in the Authority for Privatization
and Management of the State Ownership‐APAPS) and OPSPI . Thus, the residual number of
companies, were privatized or listed at the stock exchange during the second wave of restructuring,
started in 2001 and continued during the financial crisis. We noticed new instruments, specific to
privatization, that were used in the last five years: spin‐offs, mergers and listing of minor packages of
stocks from SOEs. Series of performance‐based indicators of the restructuring and privatization
institutions have been calculated .

Keywords: restructuring of SOE, privatization, liquidation, corporate governance, privatization,
economic crisis
JEL codes: D21, D23,D24, G28, G32,G34, L33, O16.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper was three‐fold:
•
•
•
•

to do the assessment of the Restructuring and Privatization Processes in Romania
and the role of the institutions involved from 1992 to 2013 ;
the analysis of the institutional performance of restructuring and privatization
processes;
to underpin the correlation between the restructuring results, followed by
privatization and the impact on macroeconomic figures;
to study the effects of restructuring and privatization on a representative number of
companies

LITERATURE REVIEW
The key for the success of the transition process in Eastern Europe is gradualism argues
Cohen (1993). He claims that a rapid transition will fail and the outcome will be massive
unemployment, bankruptcies, and social distress, ultimately requiring the intervention of
the state. In this view, the development of proper institutional structures, such as tax laws,
financial intermediaries, and capital markets, must precede the formation of property rights.
Economists who favor rapid transition are concerned with many of the same problems, but
claim the key is macroeconomic stability. Macroeconomic stability for them consists of low
inflation, economic growth, low unemployment, and stable fiscal and monetary policy. Sachs
(1997) argues that monetary growth, due to budget deficits, additional government
spending, and credit expansion, is the main cause of inflation. Bruno (1994) on the other
hand, argues that the monetary overhang and price liberalization that resulted in unstable
prices throughout Eastern Europe could have been less severe. According to Sachs (1992),
privatization of enterprises is important for a successful transition .Thus, he claims that
commercialization should be the first step toward privatization. Commercialization converts
the enterprise into a treasury owned joint‐stock company. While Lipton and Sachs (1990)
favor a rapid approach they doubt that it will produce immediate increases in productivity or
managerial efficiency.
After commercialization, the next step requires the restructuring of the enterprises.
Although a logical course of action, this policy prevents the rapid implementation of reforms
within individual enterprises. Boycko and Shleifer (1993) argue that the prerequisite for this
step is the depoliticization of firms. In contrast, Blanchard et al. (1994) question whether
traditional Western stabilization methods can be effective in an economy where state
ownership prevails. In the neoclassical paradigm, the establishment of private property
involves three major steps in the following order: commercialization, restructuring, and
privatization. The main difference between the gradual and rapid approach in the
neoclassical transition process is not the agenda of issues, but the pace at which this process
is implemented. Examining Romania’s transition process reveals that the new government
has followed the neoclassical paradigm. It is also clear that after a decade of reform
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Romania’s attempt at a big bang approach has, as predicted, evolved into gradualism. In a
description of the legislation and government intervention that has occurred Daianu (2001),
Stan (1995), Earle and Sapatoru (1993), and Demekas and Kahn (1991) all claim that the
Romanian economy, under the rule of Ceausescu,was the most Stalinist regime in Eastern
Europe.
Frydman, Rapaczynski et all (1993) – discussed about legal and ownership structure,
institutions for state regulation, overview of privatization process and the initial
transformation of enterprises. Some authors refer to transition economies in the early
stages of transformation as a “weakly structured market economy” (Dobrescu 1996) or a
“previously centrally planned economy” ( Calvo and Fenkel 1991). Grosfeld and Senik (1996)
They were thinking that the change of ownership was a necessary and a sufficient condition
of capitalism. The literature on financial repression and financial reform provides a thorough
macroeconomic link between the development of financial markets and economic growth
(Fry 1982, 1993, 1995, Roubini and Sala‐i‐Martin 1992, Rayon 1994, Chang 1994). The need
for a closer analysis of the microeconomic roots of financial repression, however, is a new
approach in the studies of financial markets in developing and transition economies (Amrit‐
Poser 1996, Popa 1998). Nicolescu et all (1996) – developed the” efficiency‐based”
restructuring concept and Crum and Goldberg (1998) – analyzed restructuring as a complex
set of decisive measures in order to increase competitiveness.
The inter‐enterprise arrears, as well as the bank, tax and wage arrears phenomena provide a
good example of a microeconomic problem in the financial markets of Romania . The
accumulation of inter‐enterprise arrears can also cause inflation. Monetary control can be
defeated by firms that circumvent a tight credit market by creating their own liquidity
through trade credits (e.g. Daianu,1994) .Credit and liquidity constraints affect
indiscriminately viable and non‐viable businesses, or, even worse, create adverse selection
effects – artificially sustaining large loss‐makers and preventing new private firms from
developing profitable investment projects (see Berglöf and Roland 1997 and 1998).
As shown in Croitoru and Schaffer (2000) for the case of tax arrears, an increasing real gross
arrears aggregate would be a sign that more and more firms are running into arrears. In
Romania’s case, the commitment of the government to economic reforms by liquidating
inefficient firms Stiglitz (1994, p. 238) would have extended mainly to state‐run utility
companies because they were the biggest actors in accumulating enterprise arrears
(Santarossa, 2001; OECD, 2002).
Bowman and Singh (1999) classified restructuring activities into three categories namely
portfolio restructuring, financial restructuring and organizational restructuring. Kornai (2000)
considers that the pre‐privatization restructuring serves as a useful screening device in order
to interest private investors, who buy the firms.
Debande and Friebel (2004) advocates for the firmly reestablishing of the State control of
SOE cause it avoids that (unproductive) managers abuse and divert capital or funds which
are for restructuring.Djankov (1998) – selected a sample of Romanian companies from the
period 1992‐1996. He concludes that isolating programs have delayed restructuring
imposing budget constraints on loss‐making enterprises.on the other hand Djankov (1999) –
studies the relation between ownership structure and enterprise performance in newly
independent states: Georgia, Kazakstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Moldova and Russia. He concluded
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that non‐linear analysis showed some significant relation between different types of
ownership and enterprise restructuring. Fidrmucova (2000) made an analysis on channels of
restructuring on a panel of Czech companies and found that investment is not a significant
determinant of enterprise performance. Koh, Dai & Chang (2010) – examined the impact of
lifecycles on restructuring strategies. Distress firm’s access to different types of restructuring
strategies is limited by the lifecycle stage they are in. Frydman, Hessel & Rapaczynski (2001)
– followed the entrepreneurship and restructuring of enterprises in Central Europe (Czech
Republic, Hungary and Poland) and explained the market impact of ownership on firm
performance.Sterman (2002) analyzed restructuring as diverse activities such as divestiture
of under‐performing business, spin‐offs, acquisitions, stock repurchases and debt swaps.
Gibbs P.A. (2007) considers that restructuring means changes in the operational structure,
investment structure, financing structure and governance structure of a company.

THE ASSESSMENT OF INSTITUTIONAL PERFORMANCE OF RESTRUCTURING AND
PRIVATIZATION IN ROMANIA
The last decade of the past century was dominated by paradigmatic controversy on the
sequences of restructuring and privatization processes. The economy was registering
suboptimal economic performances characterized by severe declines in the GDP; huge losses
of the state‐owned companies, and huge inter‐enterprise arrears that accounted for over
35% of Romania’s GDP.
There were two main perspectives on how the transition process and privatization should
occur: (1) a gradual process or (2) a “big‐bang” or “shock‐therapy “approach to the
establishment of property rights.
Moving from a command economy to a free‐market one is a complex process involving the
establishment and evolution of institutional arrangements that support a private property
rights system.
The solutions designed and managed by the macro decision‐makers of the time (starting
with 1993) focused on a “top‐down” model of restructuring , which precedes the
privatization process and were institutionalized and included in commun governmental and
international financial institutions programs (such as “stand –by” loans concluded with IMF,
IBRD, and EBRD, etc).
The "Pre‐Privatization" process was designed to define the strengths and weaknesses of the
enterprise, put in place a program to enhance the strengths and minimize the weaknesses –
simply, the process identifies the risks and clarifies to some extent the value and with this a
"price" can be developed for negotiation with potential investors. Not knowing the value
and risk associated with an enterprise are the single biggest obstacles to privatization.
Experience of Romanian “pre‐privatization” restructuring and large‐scale privatization
showed some major elements that underlined new paradigms. Initial conditions, modes of
restructuring and privatization, institutional environments, and particularly the capacity of
governments to regulate determine efficiency outcomes. These important processes have
created functional relationships between institutions, correlated with the government
strategy and specific legislation. New specialized institutions have been set up (State
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Ownership Fund ‐SOF,Agency of Restructuring and later the Office of State Participations
and Privatization in Industry‐OPSPI)
A comprehensive strategy and methodology for restructuring, encompassing both the
corporate and financial sectors, was put in place once the economic crisis in Romania is
judged to be systemic in scope. The extent of the restructuring, the required resources and
timing became the critical issues. The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(EBRD) had governance and enterprise restructuring as basic indicator of economic
transition and defines it as effective corporate governance and corporate control exercised
through domestic financial institutions and markets, fostering market‐driven restructuring.

Fig.1 The waves of restructuring in Romania

This first wave has been followed by a second wave starting from 2001 that included a
limited number of companies but of higher value and impact on the economy (biggest banks,
big industrial and energy companies, former regies autonomes etc. )
The second wave of restructuring meant a change of paradigm for companies in need of
restructuring, developed in two important stages, when SOE were listed at the stock
exchange, privatized or placed in a „stand‐by” process in order to be restructured. Thus, the
methodology of restructuring in the second wave has been retooled and correlated with the
evolution of the macroeconomic conditions and agreements with IFI's. The EBRD index of
privatization show a direct relation between the two waves, as Romania received a higher
value for this index as it moved to next level of restructuring and privatization.
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THE ASSESSMENT OF INSTITUTIONAL PERFORMANCE OF RESTRUCTURING PROCESS
The restructuring process of the state‐owned companies in Romania started by the
Government Decision no. 301/06.29.1993 with an special surveillance program for some
companies selected on the basis of their critical financial status with a negative impact on
the Romanian economy, as a result of the accumulated outstanding debts to the suppliers,
banks and state budget. The first exercise included 30 state‐owned companies from various
sectors :chemical, petrochemical, machine building, metallurgy, construction materials and
textile industries. The coordination of the overall process was in charge of a Restructuring
board made up of representatives of the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Industries, the
State Ownership Fund and the National Bank of Romania. The setting up of the Selective
Restructuring Division within the SOF led to the termination of the initial Restructuring
Comitee.
In order to increase the coherence and unity in the mobilization of the mechanisms,
operations and human resources required for the materialization of the restructuring
process – generator of the implementation of macroeconomic reforms and adjustment
options expressed by the Government, the Agency for Restructuring was set up by
Government Decision no. 780/1993.

Fig. 3 AR’s relations with other entities involved in restructuring

Fig.4 Synthetic efforts in 1995 for the commercial companies in the AR’s portfolio
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The analysis undertaken by the Agency for Restructuring highlighted that the main causes of
the critical financial situation of the SOE under special surveillance were mainly related to:













the loss of traditional markets, especially of the former CMEA ones;
overcapacity;
overstaffing;
insufficient financial resources for carrying a normal activity;
the severe need to modernize the operating capacities in order to:
o cut the specific material and energy costs with positive effects on cost
reduction;
o improve the quality of products with positive effects on the competition level;
o resolve the serious environment protection problems;
the lack of well defined strategies and actual business plans;
obsolete technologies;
low value added by product;
ineffective and unskilled management facing new market conditions;
inefficient in‐house control systems;
high pressure of the unions and low labor discipline.

With a view to resolving the problems arising, all the FRP’s included:





actual measurable steps to reduce costs and improve collections;
credible projections to demonstrate how a positive cash‐flow can be generated;
reducing dependence on the governmental financial support as subsidies and
guarantees for new credits;
the approval of equipment replacement and modernization costs in order to
increase incomes and decrease expenses without leading to capacity expansion or
new costly investments.

The FRP’s, as Figure 3 shows, provided for 1995 measures oriented mainly to:




closing of capacities representing the equivalent of a production worth 735,861
million lei;
sales of assets worth 30,025 million lei;
staff reduction of approximately 27,172 persons of which 21,094 with severance
payments totaling 6 salaries.

Additional measures were provided for which financing shall be supported by the SOF, the
Ministry of Finance and the banks as follows:




funds worth 415,295 million lei from SOF for modernization and technology
upgrading;
bank credits worth 661,000 million lei;
state budget allocation worth 186,839 million lei from the financial recovery fund
destined both to energy and gas payments and to severance payments totaling 6
salaries to the staff downsized per the FRP’s.

The work‐out process was carried out by direct negotiation depending on the debtors’
payment capability and the creditors’ financial power.
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Of the total number of 120 commercial companies under special surveillance, in the
portfolio of the Agency for Restructuring, between August 25, 1995 – September 26, 1995 a
number of 115 commercial companies were conciliated (39 from industry and 76 from
agriculture); conciliation agreements were signed with the main suppliers and the financing
banks (BCR, BRD, BANCOREX, EXIMBANK) and also the Ministry of Finance signed
agreements for tax facilities.
Synthetically, the results of the conciliation process at the 115 commercial companies that
signed the conciliation agreement are as follows:



of the total debts of 1,918,947 million lei on September 29, 1995, 1,343,664
million lei (71%) were conciliated;
of the total conciliated debts of 1,343,664 million lei, 964,070 million lei represent
rescheduled debts to the suppliers, banks and the state budget (71.8%), 6,856
million lei represent reduced payment of the debts to the suppliers, banks and the
state budget (0.5%) and 372,738 million lei represent cancellation of penalties
granted by the suppliers, banks and the state budget (27.7%).

THE ASSESSMENT OF INSTITUTIONAL PERFORMANCE OF PRIVATIZATION PROCESS
The legal framework set up for the privatization included the following:
‐Law 58/1991 regarding the privatization of commercial companies;
‐Law 77/1994 regarding the associations of the employees and management of the
companies under privatization;
‐Law 55/1995 for acceleration of privatization process amended by the Law 129/1995;
‐Emergency Ordinance of the Government 15/1997 regarding the modification of the
Law 58/1991;
‐Emergency Ordinance of the Government 88/December 1997 regarding the
privatization of SOE ,approved through Law 44/1998 and Government Decision
55/1998 regarding the approval of the methodological norms concerning the
privatization of the SOE and assets sale, as well as the Organizing and proper
functioning Regulation of the State Ownership Fund.
The privatization process in Romania has been quite heterogeneous, involving all the major
methods employed in transition economies: employee buyouts, mass privatization, and sales
to outside investors. The privatization process in Romania has been quite heterogeneous,
involving all the major methods employed in transition economies: employee buyouts, mass
privatization, and sales to outside investors.

The Management‐Employee Buyout (MEBO) Method
Transfer of shares to employees, through giveaways or sales at low prices, has been a
common privatization method in transition economies due to the relative ease of
administrative and political implementation. The method is controversial, however, and
frequently alleged to be ill‐suited to the restructuring demands of the transition. On the one
hand, insider privatization may improve work incentives, company loyalty, and support for
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restructuring. If ownership is widely dispersed among employees, it may also facilitate
takeovers by outsiders. On the other hand, employees may lack the necessary skills, capital,
access to markets, and technologies necessary to turn their firms around. Corporate
governance by employees may function particularly poorly when the firm requires difficult
restructuring choices that have disparate distributional impacts within the firm. MEBOs were
most common in the years 1994 and 1995, although employees continued to buy out their
companies through 1998.

The Mass Privatization Program (MPP)
The second major method used in Romania was mass (or “voucher”) privatization. As
elsewhere in Eastern Europe, the rationale for this method was that the speed of
privatization could be increased by overcoming the problems of insufficient demand due to
low domestic savings and reluctance of foreign investors (Earle, Frydman, and Rapaczynski,
1993; Boycko, Shleifer, and Vishny, 1994). These programs were intended to jump‐start
domestic equity markets with a rapid release of shares, but with the risk of highly dispersed
ownership. The Romanian mass privatization program (MPP), carried out in 1995‐96, had as
main features: in most companies included in the program, only 60 percent of the shares
were offered. In those deemed strategic, which tended to be relatively large firms, the figure
was only 49 percent. Even these percentages were reached in very few companies, due to
the peculiar asymmetry in the treatment of excess demand and excess supply in the
allocation procedure. The consequence of the MPP was inevitably an ownership structure
heavily dominated by the state, which usually retained a majority stake, with a highly
dispersed group of private owners. Shares allocated in the MPP were taken from the
portfolios of both the SOF and the five POFs, but the POFs could regain some shares if
citizen‐participants in the MPP exercised their option to place their vouchers with them.
Privatization through Sales to Outsiders
The third major privatization method employed in Romania involved case‐by‐case sales of
large blocks of shares to outside investors. The most important methods were sealed‐bid
tenders and auctions, in which not only the price offer but also the business plan,
investment and employment promises, and other considerations were taken into account by
the SOF in pre‐selecting the buyer.
Privatization through Stock exchange
This type was used through :Romanian Stock Exchange,OTC(RASDAQ) and I nternational
Stock Exchanges
As an example,in the following table is represented the number of companies that have
been privatized and the methods of privatization used by SOF between 1992‐2006:
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Table 1 Number of companies privatized in Romania through different methods

Year
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
TOTAL

MEBO
1
253
543
465
456
296
202
259
50
4
9
2

2540

Tenders
0
8
22
170
602
527
209
185
64
31
48
33
12
6
2
1919

Auctions
0
9
55
71
454
537
702
880
740
29
104
45
14
8
6
3654

Stock Exchange
0
0
1
9
66
42
64
94
26
2
1
7
6
4
4
326

TOTAL
1
270
621
715
1578
1402
1177
1418
880
66
162
87
32
18
14
8441

Fig.5 Number of companies privatized in Romania through different methods

After 1999 this process overlapped with preparations for accession to the European Union
(2000‐2007) which, in addition to the effort involved in transposing the acquis
communautaire, required transformation and adaptation of administrative capacity in favor
of the anticipation and management functions, with consequences for the effective
functionality of the labor market as well.
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In the second decade (after 2000) when the economy started growing – sometimes
spectacularly ‐ Romanian society began gradually to rid itself of a mode of thinking and acting
geared primarily to times of crisis, under the impact of a flow of announcements from private
companies and the public sector relating to opening of new units and new job creation.

Fig.6 The first stage of restructuring

Fig.7 The second stage of restructuring

Following the severe downturn during the 2008–09 crisis, Romania has made significant
progress in restoring macroeconomic stability.Large external and fiscal imbalances have
been reduced to more sustainable levels under two consecutive IMF Stand‐By
Arrangements, supported by the European Union and the World Bank. Since 2010, Romania
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has maintained continued market access and has begun to rebuild fiscal, capital, and reserve
buffers even as it has started to make large repayments to the Fund.
Romania successfully completed in June 2013 a 27‐month Stand‐By Arrangement
(SBA),including a three‐month extension, equivalent to SDR 3,090.6 million (€3.4 billion,300
percent of quota). The authorities have requested a successor 24‐month SBA with proposed
access of SDR 1,751.34 million (about €2 billion, 170 percent of quota). The first tranche of
SDR 194.7 million would be made available upon program approval. The authorities intend
to treat the SBA as precautionary and have also requested support from the European Union
(€2 billion), while €1 billion remains available under a World Bank policy loan.
The key objectives of a new program are to provide a buffer against possible external shocks,
while assisting Romania in preserving the hard‐won macroeconomic stability and catalyzing
difficult structural reforms that were initiated under the previous program. In particular, the
program seeks to:
(i) safeguard sound public finances underpinned by a stronger institutional fiscal
framework;
(ii) continue monetary and financial sector policies that restore buffers shielding the
economy against external shocks; and
(iii) reduce bottlenecks to the country’s growth potential and competitiveness
through structural reforms. The program aims to preserve investor confidence by
ensuring policy discipline and stability.
SELECTED COMPANIES’ PERFORMANCES

Fig.8 Net revenues of selected group of companies from 2010-2012
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Fig.9 The post-restructuring gross profit margin of selected companies from 2010-2012

CONCLUSIONS
A change of restructuring paradigm: switching from “pre‐privatization restructuring” to
“ownership restructuring” starting with the second stage of FW
This segregation in waves and stages on the one hand and of the results of restructuring( in
immediate ‐short‐term and long‐term as result of the finalization of the restructuring
process through ownership restructuring in the second stage of the FW, on the other hand
gives us the possibility to better quantify the effects of the restructuring process in Romania.
A key result is that the effects of restructuring in both waves are positive, which provides
evidence in support of the structure‐conduct‐performance hypothesis, while at the same
time some relevance of the efficient‐structure hypothesis cannot be rejected.
Large‐scale restructuring was a process both useful and efficient.
Djankov conclusion (that the large scale restructuring process had no results) was made on a
methodological error, because the first FRP were set up in 1995‐1996, and the results of the
implementation of an FRP is measurable and relevant on a short –term basis (30‐90 days)
cumulated with medium and long term (2‐5 years) that escaped from his calculation (his
data base was consisting in 1992‐1996 period, and cumulated effects were not yet visible);
Delayed results of privatization that crystallized by the end of first wave did not deny the
principles that governed the first wave of restructuring process;
Residual stock of mid and big companies that entered the restructuring process in the first
wave where privatized in the second wave (first stage). Significant improvement of
macroeconomic results (GDP, FDI and exports) and stock exchange (BET index) in the second
wave of restructuring.
The correlations showed us high correlation in terms of impact of government and
enterprise restructuring on privatization and also moderate correlation in terms of effects.
The restructuring process must be seen on long term basis, as its effects are correlated with
the macroeconomic results.
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ABSTRACT
Contemporary systemic, global crisis enhances the risks of internal and transnational aberrations.
Precisely for that reason, the need for an inter‐regional, cross‐national cooperation emerges even
more emphatically. South and Eastern Europe provides an area where enhanced intercultural,
business and socioeconomic interrelations generate a fertile environment for collaboration. The
region, consisted of a broad mixture of national and cultural identities, rather presents great
diversity, heterogeneity and complexity in transnational cooperation. Since the emergence of new
countries, and consequently the establishment of new frontiers, the region has been experiencing
fundamental changes in economic, political, social and cultural patterns.
The present paper starts from the characteristics of the wider region that came out of a historical
analysis, in the frame of a broader research project. We proceed with a SWOT analysis of the
prospects for an inter‐regional, cross‐national cooperation. Based on this analysis as well as on a
comprehensive literature review of relevant theoretical contributions, we provide a specific proposal
for the structural reorganization of the existing institutions for transnational collaboration in the
area, co‐integrated in a mutual context of democratically legitimized, socially and environmentally
balanced cooperation, taking into consideration local and ethnic specificity.

Key words: Regional development, Cross‐regional socioeconomic co‐operation

1. Introduction
Throughout the years, the Eastern and Southeastern European countries are affected by a
number of economic integration and transition forces shaping at the same time the
economic landscape in Europe. The Balkan and the Black Sea identity is dominated by its
geographical location. Throughout history, the area constituted a net of crossroads of
ethnicities and cultures (Greek, Latin, Slav, Islamic, Jewish), while it incorporated very poor
areas as well (Kondonassis et al. 2008: 1). The great number of population, poverty and the
long standing ethnic diversities led to conflicts and instable political and economic
environment. The weak background of the region encouraged the penetration of the Great
powers in the region in collaboration with local reactionary forces. As they were competing
in promoting their products in new open markets, as well as in controlling important
channels, global rulers recognized significant economic benefits in supporting, sometimes
even fomenting ethno‐political conflicts and separatist processes.
Nowadays, almost 100 years after the Balkan Wars, a significant part of the region remains
fragile to a greater or lesser extent. The states in Southeastern Europe are not able (or
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unwilling) to control their territories, insure a safe environment for their citizens, provide
them with essential public goods (health care and education) and proper structure for
economic growth, while there are no effective institutions for guaranteeing law enforcement
and ensuring participation in the political environment (Kempe/Klotzle 2006: 6). The old
structures of internal organization and external economic relations have collapsed; the
establishment of new economic, political and institutional structures is rather painful.
According to Petrakos & Totev (2000), the Southeastern region is dominated by “unfavorable
structural adjustments” and this may lead to further divergence from the more advanced
countries of Europe.
Overall, contemporary systemic, global crisis enhances the risks of internal and transnational
aberrations. Eastern European regions experience also a dangerous exacerbation of
transnational, intercommunal clashes, which are being undermined by the deterioration of
the systemic distortions globally and by the intensified antagonism for controlling the lacking
energy and material resources. Precisely for that reason, the need for an inter‐regional,
cross‐national cooperation emerges even more emphatically. South and Eastern Europe
provides an area where enhanced intercultural, business and socioeconomic interrelations
generate a fertile environment for collaboration.
Feraios is probably the pioneering European thinker who expressed the perspective of
socioeconomic and ultimately of political integration in this region, already in the second
half of the 18th century. The modern conditions in the region, as part of the process of
globalization and the European integration in particular, call into the technical, social and
global political conditions for the reintroduction of this perspective. Nevertheless, it is
precisely the neo‐liberal internationalization that contributes to, or even seeks for, the
reversal of corporatism into a scraping of rivalry and conflicts. We may have to admit that
the membership in the European Union (EU) perspective facilitated the Southeastern states
to overcome their dilemmas related to their fundamental and simultaneous transformation
of their economic, political and national order (Heidenreich, 2003). Yet, despite the external
assistance that was provided to the region by inter‐regional, cross‐border cooperation
projects (CBC projects), it should be strongly considered the fact that various sociopolitical
distortions of the EU along with local economic deficiencies in the region make the reforms’
implementation rather difficult.
In the following, we proceed with a SWOT analysis of the prospects for an inter‐regional,
cross‐national cooperation in the area. In the third section we provide a specific proposal for
the structural reorganization of the existing institutions for transnational collaboration, co‐
integrated in a mutual context of democratically legitimized, socially and environmentally
balanced cooperation, taking into consideration local and ethnic specificity.
2. A SWOT Analysis of the prospects of inter‐regional cross‐national cooperation in South
and Eastern Europe
2.1 Definition and establishment
Since 1990s there is a significant increase in the number of cross‐border relations all over
Europe, although some of these initiatives date back to 1950s. Today, all local and regional
authorities located in border areas participate, in one way or another, in cross‐border co‐
operation (CBC) initiatives. Those initiatives are supported by the European Commission
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annually by approximately €700 million and by European nation states by a similar amount
(Perkmann 2003).
Perkmann (2003: 156) defines cross‐border cooperation “as a more or less insitutionalised
collaboration between contiguous subnational authorities across national borders”, while
Gabbe, Martinos et. al (1999: 1) as “neighbourly co‐operation in all areas of life between
regional and local authorities along the border and involving all actors”, solving problems of
everyday administrative life and stabilizing contacts across border region. Cross‐border
cooperation has been mainly motivated by the aim to unify communities in border region by
removing physical barriers, restrictions and other factors separating them.103 People living in
those communities characterize them as a mean “to alleviate the negative effects of border
and to improve their daily lives” (eg. business, work leisure, housing, planning social facilities
etc) (Brinkhoff & Martinos, 1997).
Gabbe, Martinos et. al (1999: 5) observe the factors that accelerated the cross‐border
cooperation processes since the late 1980s:
- internal changes in the European Union (enlargement, the completion of the Single
Market, the Economic and Monetary union);
- political changes in Central and Eastern Europe;
- the EU initiative and funding programmes supporting cross‐border cooperation
(Interreg).
Through the years, CBC developed over various institutionalized forms. The continuous
enlargement of the European Union contributed to the emergence of initiatives aiming to
enhance people to people contacts and to eliminate the barriers to trade, especially at the
external borders. Therefore, the relations between cross‐border regions, which according to
the Council of Europe’s definition are “characterized by homogenous features and functional
interdependencies because otherwise there is no need for cross‐border cooperation” (Boman
& Berg, 2007: 156), increased significantly due to mainly two factors: first, the non‐state
specific variables that affect the emergence and shape of CBC initiatives; second, the impact
EU policies have on CBC (Boman & Berg, 2007).104
Nevertheless, CBC programs and policies are by far not the main focus of our claim; it
constitutes only a sub‐category of inter‐regional cooperation and it provides a good example
for arguing that the current global trends, especially the process of European integration,
makes our appeal even more realistic und up to date.105 Beyond any cross‐border coupling,
103

Regarding the EU policies impact on CBC initiatives, the researchers are divided. According to Anderson &
Bort (1997), given the diminishing importance of the borders and the increase of the regional representation at
the supranational level, European Union could be considered a significant factor “behind the emergence and
proliferation of CBC across Europe”. On the other hand, Anderson observes that the impact of EU is often
overestimated and that a great number of CBC initiatives come up as “a response to growing cross‐border
functional interdependencies”.
104
Regarding the first factor, Osthol (1996) infers that the number of the CBC initiatives that affect specific
countries depends on “federal constitution”, meaning the extent to which each country is a unitary or a federal
state, “centrality” i.e. whether a country’s economy is central or peripheral, “EU‐membership”. From the
regression analysis that Osthol run, could be concluded that centrality and EU‐membership constitute
determining factors, while federal constitution is not that significant.
105
Cross‐border cooperation is referred to cases of contiguous cooperation, while inter‐regional
cooperation refers to cases of non‐contiguous, long‐distance interaction Perkmann (2003).
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we focus on the possibility of transnational cooperation of communities that not only belong
to a wider geographic area, but, aside to their long‐lasting and deep differences, they share
common ideological, historical and socio‐cultural bonds.
Inter‐regional, transnational cooperation is defined “as subject oriented cooperation across
national borders between regional and local authorities and other organizations which can
be located anywhere within a state’s territory”. Inter‐regional cooperation has been
developed during the last decades and it has been mainly encouraged by the need for
experience transfer and know‐how exchange among various regions within Europe
(Brinkhoff & Martinos, 1997: 2). The form an inter‐regional and trans‐national cooperation
could take depends on two dimensions: first “the geographical scope of the cooperation
initiative”; second “the condition of contiguity”, meaning the extent of the geographical
contiguity of the co‐operating partners’ territories.

2.2. SWOT analysis
Inter‐regional, transnational cooperation has an important role to play within the European
Union, but even more specifically within South and Eastern Europe. CBC may support
sustainable development along the Union, alleviate differences in living standards and deal
with the challenges and opportunities arose from the European Union enlargement
European Neighborhood & Partnership Instrument (2007‐2013). On the other hand,
transnational cooperation in the South and Eastern Europe can be the answer to the local
disparities, while it is a strategy that steps upon current opportunities and builds up a
historical perspective, opening new ways of socio‐economic evolution, in this region and for
the world.
The above mentioned objectives of an inter‐regional cooperation in general actually
constitute its strengths:
-

promotes regional socio‐economic development;
deals with common challenges (environment, public health, organized crime);
ensures efficient and secure borders;
encourages “people‐to‐people” local cross‐border actions European Neighborhood
& Partnership Instrument (2007‐2013).

The development of this type of transnational interconnections is a rather effective process,
though it is proceeding slowly, mainly hindered by parameters such as:
- the various administrative systems implemented in the cooperating regions,
meaning differences in the jurisdiction, competencies, resources and decision
making policies of the local and regional government authorities;
- the fact that legal personality can derive only from one body of the law;
- the fact that national authorities apply constraints to local or regional authorities, as
for example to the right to transfer competencies or liabilities to cross‐border bodies
Gabbe, Martinos et. al (1999: 3).
Despite the obstacles and the differences among Eastern and Southern European border
regions, transnational, interregional cooperation has to deal with a number of challenges:
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- the different rates of economic development, the high disparities in incomes and the
various demographic dynamics demand an integrated and harmonious regional
development across the EU border. To that direction could drive joint development
strategies;
- the treatment of environmental issues, such us water pollution, marine pollution,
water‐shortage, the sustainable management of fisheries' resources;
- the treatment of public health issues, related to the communicable diseases,
possible epidemic or pandemic diseases, consumer protection, food safety and
quality assurance and surveillance systems;
- the fight against organized crime, corruption and terrorism, illicit trafficking of
human beings, smuggling of firearms and stolen vehicles;
- effective border management. For the cross‐border cooperation to deal with this
challenge, efficiency and security and close cooperation among the EU’s external
borders should be promoted;
- promotion of people‐to‐people cooperation. The Eastern European borders are
characterized by traditional economic, social and cultural links, while cooperation in
terms of education, society and culture could break down all barriers and encourage
democratic reforms;
In order to complete the SWOT analysis of the prospects for a strengthened interalliance and
cooperation in South and Eastern Europe, there remains only for the threats to be referred
to. Similar to the arguments mentioned in the Neighbourhood & Partnership Instrument
(2007‐2013), there are four main risks for the cross‐border cooperation in general:
- the willingness and capacity of the partners to enter into a program partnership;
- the willingness and capacity of the partners to manage the program and establish a
joint management responsibility program;
- the knowledge and capacity of the partners to develop and implement project
proposals;
- the support in national level of the establishment and management of the program
by local partners.
3. Institutional restructuring towards a transnational cooperation in the area
There are various levels of governance and to each one of them there exist many
institutional, cross‐border, even transnational initiatives. The local public authorities for
example contribute to inter‐regional and inter‐municipal networks and initiatives (think of
the Euroregions, or inter‐municipal agreements); on the other hand, the central authorities
provide the domestic legal framework, as well as the framework of various interstate
agreements, both being quite significant for the form and the intensity of cross‐border and
transnational cooperation; last but not least, the supranational level of institutional and / or
legal formations, being either of global (UN, World Bank, WTO, etc.) or regional scale (EU,
Black Sea Trade and Development Bank, Organization of the Black Sea Economic
Cooperation, etc.), providing financing alternatives, frameworks for collaboration and
interstate consultation (Boman & Berg, 2007).
The establishment of the appropriate institutions should follow some general principles and
share some common characteristics in order for their role to be efficient. Gabbe, Malchus &
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Martinos (1999) observe that the international institutions should promote the expansion
and deepening of cooperation activities and not be regarded as the “preliminary step”
towards cross border cooperation. In cases of diversity in structures and jurisdictions, the
most practical solution for each situation should be found.
Furthermore, the interregional, international institutions should improve the local/regional
authorities’ effectiveness and not create new administrative structures. Although they are
different in terms of organizational structure or their legal form, they should be
characterized by permanence, a separate identity from their members, their own resources
of administration, technical and financial support, and their own decision‐making structures.
In relation to the stage of cooperation, the familiarization between the two (and more)
partners and the creation of the appropriate networks, forums, contact mechanisms and
mechanisms for information exchange constitutes an essential step. The formation of the
transnational concepts and strategies necessitates the establishment of mechanisms for
joint working (commissions, councils, working groups, secretariats), while the establishment
of informal structures is required for the development and management of the transnational
projects.
Nevertheless, beside the organizational, institutional remarks, the present paper wants to
contribute first to the (re‐) generation of a principal discussion, dealing with the necessity to
work on the strengthening of regional economic cooperation and sociopolitical integrations,
before going into wider amalgamation, like the EU, where the basic specifications required
are lacking or missing. Often, one step back can be really progressive, as it facilitates the
further development towards multicultural, transnational cooperation and progress. Second,
we wish to open the dialogue for a deepening integration of socio‐economic and political
space in southern, eastern European and Black Sea area. It is necessary to evolve the
historical binders of this region in a modern context ideological, cultural, social and
economic identity. The above quotation of arguments and ideas speaks both, for the
feasibility, but also for the necessity of such an aim.

4. Conclusions
The Eastern and Southeastern European countries are affected by a number of economic
integration and transition forces shaping at the same time the economic landscape in the
European Union and the continent as a whole.
The Union consists a multilevel system were social conflicts dominate among territorial
categories. The increasing territorial inequalities in the enlarged Europe will possible
enhance the creation of barriers in closer cooperation. In the context of increasing
Europeanization and internationalization, cross‐border and especially regional, trans‐
national cooperation among neighboring local and regional authorities constitutes one
special case of initiatives promoting co‐ordination and cooperation.
The Southeastern an Eastern European region provides a fertile environment for
collaboration generated by intercultural, business and socio‐economic interrelations of
longer lasting, historical sense. The transnational cooperation in the area is rather complex,
due to the heterogeneity and diversity of the states. The region has been experiencing
fundamental changes in terms of economic, social and cultural life, since the emergence of
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new countries led to the restate of the frontiers. Some of the Southeastern countries are
adapting themselves rather well to the changes, while others try to re‐orient themselves.
To that direction important role play the inter‐regional cross‐border cooperation initiatives
within the European Union and more specifically within South and Eastern Europe. Yet, more
important is to open the dialogue for a deepening integration of socio‐economic and
political space in southern, eastern European and Black Sea area (as well as in other regional
sub‐divisions, European or not). It is necessary to evolve the historical binders of this region
in a modern context ideological, cultural, social and economic identity. Considering the local
and ethnic specificity, there is a need for the structural reorganization of the existing
institutions for transnational collaboration in the area, co‐integrated in a mutual context of
democratically legitimized, socially and environmentally balanced cooperation.
Above all, there is a need for a vision, a new “Charta”. We wish to think of the present paper
as a justified contribution for the structural reorganization of the existing institutions (local,
national or cross‐national) in the area, co‐integrated in a mutual context of democratically
legitimized, socially and environmentally balanced cooperation, taking into consideration
local and ethnic specificity. A noble cause that will encourage the revolutionary potentials of
our time, regionally or even globally. Today, in the time where the “suspended step” of a
monetary unification in the European Union and the asymmetrical financial integration
worldwide generate severe imbalances, there is a cry for democratization and socio‐political
integration too. Even if that means that we have to revert to regional socioeconomic and
political associations, on the basis of the existing cultural, economic and historical bonds, like
those of the South and Eastern Europe.
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IS MIDDLE‐INCOME TRAP IN POLAND INEVITABLE?
Zbigniew STANCZYK,
Grażyna ŚMIGIELSKA,
Cracow University of Economics, Poland
ABSTRACT
According to Felipe, Abdon, Kumar (2012) Poland is the country which was lower income before 1950
and in 2000 was graduated to upper‐middle income. It was the only EU country with no fall of GDP
during the last global financial crisis but the rates of growth have been very low after the crisis which
may indicate that Poland is approaching a middle‐income trap. In the following paper, firstly the
concepts of the middle‐income traps are analyzed. Secondly, a brief characteristic of Poland as a
typical middle‐income country is presented (the GDP level, the structure of output, trade and FDI,
the role of technological imitations and innovations, and so on). Then it is argued that there are some
risks that the slow‐down of the Polish economy can become permanent.
The slow‐down of the Polish economy can occur because there are some inherent barriers to growth.
The paper identifies the barriers: inefficient justice system, complicated tax code, red tape (especially
in the case of construction permits), not very high quality of tertiary education, low innovativeness
and adverse demographic trends are among the most important ones.
Finally the authors of the paper argue that the situation is not inevitable. There has been substantial
improvement in transport infrastructure (which was an Achilles heel of the Polish economy for many
years). And some improvement in the business environment, in quality of education and the growing
– it is a pity not very fast – number of innovations give still some hopes that Poland will be able to
catch‐up with advanced economies and become a country which economy is based on knowledge.
The EU transfers and the EU integration can help in achieving higher rates of growth but the most
important are institutional reforms. The crucial areas of these reforms are indicated in the paper.
Keywords: middle‐income trap, Polish economy, emerging economies

1. Introduction
Poland with total income of $489,795 (in 2012 year) is the 24th largest economy in the world
and 6th largest economy on the EU (World Bank, 2014)106. and is one of the major economies
in the UE. The transition recession – which occurred after the collapse of communism in
Poland in 1990 and 1991 – affected a large part of the Polish society the recession was not as
big and not as long as in many other transition economies. The recession was a result of a
change of the economic system and of a series of tough policy measures taken by the
government. Price controls were lifted, public sector employees wages were capped, trade
was liberalized, and the Polish currency, the złoty, was made convertible. The policies left
millions out of work but freed Poland to begin to recover from decades of mismanagement.

106

The population of Poland is about 38.2 million.
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In spite of some internal and external problems the Polish economy has been constantly
growing since 1992. One can distinguish three periods of quite periods of growth or
economic booms (Nazarczuk, Marks‐Bielska, 2009):
o in 1994‐1998 – the result of reforms,
o in 2004–2008 – the result of the unification with the UE,
o in 2010‐2011 – the result of responsible macroeconomic policies (and also
some luck) which caused that the economy resisted the global financial
turmoil.
First boom was due to the reform stimulating supply and the end o the crisis characteristic
to the transition period. The enterprises started to adjust to the conditions of the new
economy, investment and business environment was good, and there was also favourable
world economic climate. This positive trend (with the rates above 5%) ended in 1998 as a
result of the financial crisis in Russia. After 1998 the economy was still growing but the rates
of growth ere much lower. The next stage of fast growing GDP started in 2004. It was the
result of the fact that Poland becomes a member of the UE. The EU funds and trade fostered
the economic growth, and decreased unemployment rates. From 1989 to 2007 its economy
grew by 177 percent, outpacing its Central and Eastern European neighbours as it nearly
tripled in size. The last was boom was relatively weak and the question may be raised
whether the eakness should be attributed to the nature of the recent business cycle or it
should be attributed to the changes in the potential GDP.

2. Middle‐income trap hypothesis
The middle‐income trap occurs when after some years of relatively high rates of growth a
poor country's growth rates become low and eventually the country stagnates after reaching
middle income levels. Probably the tirst time the term was used by Gill and Kharas (2007) to
describe the apparent growth slowdowns in many former East Asian miracle economies.
Then, after the global financial crisis, the term was made popular by Eichengreen, Park and
Shin (2012) and Eichengreen, Park and Shin (2013). According to Eichengreen, Park and Shin
(2012) a country is in a middle‐income trap when it satisfies three conditions: GDP per capita
is more than $ 10 000 US PPP, it had a growth rate of 3.5 for seven or more years, and the
fall of the GDP growth rate has gone down by at least 2 percentage points for at least a few
years. Eichengreen, Park and Shin (2012) argued that the trap may occur at about $15,000‐
16,000 level of GDP per capita (PPP, 2005 prices), in the paper from 2013 they argue there is
a possibility of another trap, at $10,000‐11,000 level. They also added that the trap does
need to mean a complete leveling‐off of the rates of growth but it can also mean a rapid
deceleration of the growth rates.
The middle‐income trap refers to a country that has realized rapid growth to become a
middle‐income country but is unable to grow further: it has already used the advantage of
cheap labour and other cheap resources (and the easiness of absorption of simple
technologies) but the ages has already started to go up, and it is unable to offer better
quality and more technology advanced products. The slow‐down of the economies (in the
absence of technological progress) has been predicted by many standard growth models but
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it was rather said that it could happen in richer countries. The concept of the middle‐income
trap suggests that the slow‐down can happen at much earlier stage of development. The
traps may be overcome after some time but it indicates that the development (or catching‐
up) may be quite bumpy and not smooth.
Felipe, Abdon and Kumar (2012) took a sample of 124 countries for which they have
consistent data for 1950‐2010. They divided the countries into four categories: low‐income
(40 countries), lower middle–income (38 countries), upper‐middle income (14) and high‐
income countries (32). They have found 35 out of 52 middle income countries today to be in
the middle‐income trap, 30 countries in the lower‐ middle‐income trap and 5 countries in
the upper‐middle income. “The trapped countries” are in Latin America (13), the Middle East
and North Africa (11), but also in Asia (3) and in Europe (2). The research shows that there is
a real threat of the economic stagnation, but that there are also success stories of
development.

3. Polish economy during and aftermath of the global financial crisis
In 2009, Poland was the only EU country to avoid a recession. A few factors played an
important role: a floating exchange rate regime (Polish currency depreciated in the
beginning of 2009), good supervision of the banking sector and quite low – in comparison to
otjer countries – mortgage loans to GDP ratio, relatively sound monetary and fiscal policy
responses (with some loosening the fiscal policy during the global crisis), and transfers from
the EU. Following strong economic growth of more than 4 percent in 2011, GDP growth
slowed to 1.9% in 2012 and further decelerated in early 2013, as renewed fiscal turmoil in
the Euro zone weakened business' and consumers' confidence. This in turn caused some
stagnation on demand side of the economy, and the investment spending started even to
fall (see table 1).
Table 1 The main indicators of the Polish economy before and after the global financial crisis

Unit
GDP per capita
Real GDP growth
Gross fixed capital
formation
Government deficit
General
government debt
Current account
balance of
payments
Inflation rate
Unemployment rate
Long‐term
unemployment:

USD current
PPPs
Annual
growth %

2005
13 78
6
3.6

2006
15 057
6.2
14.9

% of GDP

6.5

% of GDP

‐4.1
54.1

‐3.6
54.2

‐2.4

‐3.8

% of GDP
% of GDP
Annual
growth %

2.2

1.3

%
%

17.9
52.2

14.0
50.4

2007

2008

2009

2010

16 750

18 025

18 796

19 862

6.8

5.1

1.6

3.9

17.6

9.6

‐1.2

‐0.4

‐1.9

‐3.7

‐7.5

‐7.9

50.4

55.5

57.6

61.4

‐6.2

‐6.5

‐4.0

‐5.1

2.4

4.2

3.8

2.6

9.6

7.0

8.1

9.7

45.9

29.0

25.2

25.5

Source: OECD Country Profile: Poland (2014)
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As a result of the resistance of the Polish economy to the global financial crisis, the
differences in the level of economic development had been gradually diminished; GDP per
capita increased from 51.8% of the UE average in 2005 to 56,3% in 2008 and 65, 1% in 2011.
During the whole period of the global crisis Polish economy performed much better than the
OECD countries, including other former communist (or emerging European) economies (see
Figure 1). However, as it is shown by Figure 1, the Polish GDP growth curve has become
flatter for the last three years.
Figure 1 Real GDP growth in Poland and in some other countries in Central Europe.

Source: OECD Economic Survey: Poland (2014)

Unfortunately, since 2011 the overall global economic and political climate has started to
influence Polish economy the negative way. Following the strong economic growth of more
that 4 percent in 2011, GDP growth slowed to below 2% in 2012 and further decelerated in
early 2013. In 2012 global economy started to rebound. It raises the question if Poland will
kept with this trend or there is a risk that Poland will fall into a middle‐income trap.
Table 2 Real GDP indices (100 – quarter in the previous year)

1st q.
2010
2011
2012
2013

2nd q.

3rd q.

4th q.

102,7

103,7

104,2

104,7

104,5

104,3

104,4

104,9

103,5

102,4

101,3

100,7

100,5

100,8

101,9

102,7

Source: GUS (2014)

The forecasts for the next three years are a little more optimistic. The central bank of Poland
predicts that the GDP growth rate will achieve 3.5‐3.6% (see Figure 3). This can be seen as a
very good result if you compare it to the situation of, for example, Greece but it is not
enough if Poland wants to catch‐up with the richest European countries in 20‐30 years.
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Figure 2 GDP growth rates forecasts

Source: Inflation Report (2014)

4. Obstacles to growth of the Polish economy and the chances to overcome them
Eichengreen, Park and Shin (2013, p. 1) argue that “slowdowns are less likely in countries
where the population has a relatively high level of secondary and tertiary education and
where high‐technology products account for a relatively large share of exports, consistent
with our earlier emphasis of the importance of moving up the technology ladder in order to
avoid the middle‐income trap.”107 Poland has got one of the highest rate of young people
attending universities in the world, but quality of the Polish higher education needs a lot of
improvement108.
Polish spending on research and development is very low – it is still below 1% of GDP109. The
number of patents is low, and Poland is not known because of new innovative products.
Poland is not at the bottom of the technological production ladder but very seldom does it
export high‐tech products. It is the biggest producer of household appliances in Europe, it
sells parts for German car industry, and it also a very important producer of furniture.
Table 4 Research & development spending and the number of researchers in Poland

Gross
domestic
expenditure
on R&D
Researchers:
full‐time
equivalent

Unit

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

20101

Mln USD

2 982

3 107

3 384

3 790

4 301

4 870

5 294

4.1

4.1

3.9

3.9

4.1

4.0

Per '000
4.4
employed

Source: OECD Country Profile: Poland (2014)
107

The lack of space does not allow to add comments on the newest literature on the middle‐income trap, and the
proposed ways to avoid or escape it. Aiyar, Duval, Puy, Wu and Zhang, (2013) provide a good survey about it.
108
According to PISA 2012 Results (2013) there has been observed a substantial progress in primary and
secondary education,
109
At least three big international companie spend more on R&D than the whole Poland.
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“The supply of human capital and innovations” are one side of the coin. The other side of the
coin is the situation of firms. There are still too many obstacles to start a business, and too
many obstacles for firms to develop and absorb new technologies. The Doing Business
reports show that in spite of some progress a lot of reforms must be introduced (see Table
3)110. Getting credit is the only aspect of the business environment that does not cause a lot
of hardship for owners and managers of firms111. There has been a lot of progress in
improvement of resolving insolvency for the last year, but there is still a lot of room for
reforms.
Table 3 Poland in Doing Business Ranking 2014 (the ranking for 189 countries)

Starting a business
Dealing with construction permits
Getting electricity
Registering property
Getting credit
Protecting investors
Trading across borders
Enforcing contracts
Resolving insolvency
Paying taxes
Overall

116
88
137
54
3
52
49
55
37
113
45

Source: Doing Business Ranking 2014 (2013)

The EU transfers and the EU integration can help in achieving higher rates of growth in
Poland but the most important are institutional reforms both of business environment and
of higher education and research institutions.
There is one more important argument for being aware of the possibility of the middle
income trap. The reforms which should aim at the improvement of productivity (Poland is
becoming less and less competitive as far as the wages are concerned) should be launched
as fast as it is possible because Polish population is ageing. Poland has already got a high
public debt112, and if the economy slows down the share of government transfers to
households will go up, and Poland may face a fiscal crisis.

5. Conclusions
Poland was the only EU country with no fall of GDP during the last global financial crisis but
the rates of growth have been very low after the crisis which may indicate that there is a
danger that Poland is approaching a middle‐income trap. The slow‐down of the Polish
110

Similar conclusions can be drawn from The Global Competitiveness Report (2013). OECD Economic Survey:
Poland (2014) stresses the need to boost employment, strengthen product market competition, and
consolidate macroeconomic policies. It seems that it focuses more or medium‐term, and not long‐term
problems of the Polish economy.
111
However, it should be added that the interest rates are higher in Poland than in many other countries.
112
See Table 1. Thanks to a different methodology of calculation, the official Polish government estimation of
the public debt are lower.
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economy can occur because there are some inherent barriers to growth: inefficient justice
system, complicated tax code, red tape (especially in the case of construction permits), not
very high quality of tertiary education, low innovativeness and adverse demographic trends
are among the most important ones. However, the falling into the trap is not inevitable.
There has been substantial improvement in transport infrastructure (which was an Achilles
heel of the Polish economy for many years) and also some improvement in the business
environment. The innovativeness of the Polish economy is low but there are still some hopes
that Poland will be able to catch‐up with advanced economies and become a real
knowledge‐based economy.
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MANAGEMENT Session
THE PROCESS OF FINANCIAL RESTRUCTURING
IN TIMES OF CRISIS IN ENTERPRISES
Fehmi Karasioğlu,
Atila Karahan,
Selçuk Üniversity, Turkey
ABSTRACT
A clear, systematic approach to restructuring is indispensable for successful combat over a crisis in a
company. Identification of reasons for a crisis, whether and how, it can be remediated.
In recent years, changes in technological conditions, improvements in communication and
information technology, trade and financial liberalization have affected the operation condition of
business grave competition has started between companies and countries. With increased financial
and trade deregulation, markets have been more risky and seen an extent of the convergence among
companies and countries. With the contagion effect, shocks and crises has spread from one country
to another. As a result of them, companies have been faced with crises. Whatever the causes of
crises, either external (macro economic or came from another country/another region) or internal
conditions (firm specific level such as weakness of management or the deterioration of the financial
structure of companies) they have negatively affected companies. Management, reputation, market
share, sales or profitability. For these companies, crises management has been urgent and life‐giving
requirements.
To recover from the business distress and crisis, companies experience restructing of their activities.
The companies also need restructuring when a division of company performs low than target or this
division is not fit the future plans of company. Corporate restructuring en compasses a wide range of
actions, such as the transformation of the firms. Organization of asset structure and of business
portfolio. The restructuring activities also include operational and financial restructuring. Financial
restructuring can take different forms such as expansion strategies, downsizing (exiting) strategies
and strategies that can change in ownership structure by using dept.
In this study, we can use the financial restructuring of enterprises in crisis conditions the crisis exit
strategies will be examine

Key words: financial liberalization, business, deregulation, companies, Crisis management,
Improvements

1. THE CONCEPT OF CRISES IN BUSINESS ENTERPRISES
Due to the fact that the concept of crisis is distinctly defined by the different disciplines, it is
difficult to make an integrated definition about crisis. According to Shrivastava, crises are
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triggered by a set of elements such as the human, organizational, and technical failures that
are in mutual interaction (Shrivasta et al, 1998, p. 297). Laurence Barton defines the crisis as
the important and unexpected events, the potential of which is high to produce the negative
outcomes, (Guth, 1995, p.125). When crisis is defined in general meaning, it is a
phenomenon that will lead an individual or a group to face a negative case, if any attempt is
not made to correct it (Dutton, 1986, p.502, Mutlu and büyükbalcı, 2009, p, 118).
While crisis is defined, two keywords taking place in line spaces are of course “unexpected”
and “urgent” (Taylor, 2001, p. 47).
Crisis can be defined as a case threatening the integrity, competitive power, and life of
business enterprises and the major reasons pushing the business enterprises to crisis
are (Akgüç, 1998, p. 947 ):










That sales volume is insufficient;
That the expenditures are high;
The receivables cannot be collected in time;
That inventory turnover is slow;
That unutilized production capacity forms by over investing on real assets.
Over debts;
That the possibility of competition is weak;
Liquidity insufficiency;
External stocks;

In crisis management, it is necessary to get to bottom of the problem forming crisis.
However, whatever its cause is, in the conditions of crisis, business enterprises face a
liquidity insufficiency and in this condition, cash becomes a resource rare and
unpredictable (Brigham and Ehrhardt, 2005, p.816 )Hence, whatever the cause is, the first
application that is necessary to be done for overcoming the crisis is to settle the
deficiency of cash and to get bottom of the problem. Therefore, the effective cash
management plays an important role in being eluded of crises (Aba‐bulgu and Islam, 2007, p.
925).

2‐ MANAGEMENT OF THE CRISIS CONDITIONS AT THE LEVELOF COMPANY
2.1. FINANCIAL PLANNING
Planning is to determine the targets and aims toward the future and to decide the ways
to be followed for reaching these targets (Ülgen and Mirze, 2004, p. 23, Köse and
Solakoğlu, 2009, p. 239 ). With moving from this definition, the financial planning process is
as follows:





analysis of the possibilities of financing investment
prediction of the future results of the decisions to be made,
deciding about which alternatives will be applied,
measuring performance in the direction of the identified aims.
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In the periods of crisis, conducting the financial plans extremely matters. The critical
elements of the plan should include (Köse and Solakoğlu, 2009, p. 238):








pro forma cash flow, income table, and balance projections,
the main assumptions of financial plans,
the programs associated with managing the existent assets and liabilities,
project plans for critical assumptions,
organizational change,
critical risks and plans for managing the risks,
reporting mechanism for the existing communication.

3‐ FINANCIAL RESTRUCTURING IN THE PERIODS OF CRISIS
In business enterprises, in the periods of crisis, the financial restructuring expresses a
process, more than one, leading to the changes in the assets, financial structure, and
property relations of the business enterprises (Pomerleono and Shaw, 2005, p.12, Yılgör,
2009, p. 328 ) The reflection of crises at macro level on business enterprises are also the
cases jeopardizing the future of business enterprises in the troubles and crises at the
level of business enterprise. In these conditions business enterprises, in order to be
able to achieve to more manageable structure, use the strategies of financial
restructuring as an instrument of getting out of crisis and mostly appeal to the sale of
assets (Cao and otr, 2008, p. 69 ).
In business enterprises, in general, the processes of financial restructuring can
generalized as determined below (Gaugen, 1999, p. 405).
-

-

-

be

with conducting the necessary financial analyses and evaluating the
alternatives, making decision about the financial restructuring, and
identifying which strategy is convenient;
forming the restructuring plan, and with the department or participation of
the business enterprise that is subject of restructuring, making the
necessary interviews;
approving of the restructuring plan by the shareholders;
making the necessary legal notations and registrations;
completing of the procedure.

4‐IN THE PERIODS OF CRISIS, DOWNSIZING STRATEGIES IN RESTRUCTURING
In the financial restructuring of business enterprises, in the scope of downsizing strategy,
the partial asset sale, distribution of assets of business enterprises or a unit of business
enterprise to the existing shareholders, and the procedures of public offering of a certain
part of department of the business enterprise will be considered (Yılgör, 2009, p. 328 ).
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4.1. PARTIAL ASSET SALE
Partial asset sale is the sale of some assets, a participation, a department, or production
line of the business enterprise to a purchaser outside. For the business enterprise or
department of the business enterprise that is sold, a payment is made in cash or in the form
of readily cashable securities, or a combination of both of them. Just as the cash obtained
as a consequence of sale can be used in financing the new assets, they can also be used
for the share payments to be made to the shareholders or repurchasing the stocks
(Yılgör, 2009, p. 330 ).

4.2. DISTRIBUTING THE SHARES OF THE ASSETS OR A UNIT OF THE BUSINESS ENTERPRISE
TO THE EXISTING SHAREHOLDERS
The procedure of distributing the shares of the assets or a unit of the business enterprise
to the existing shareholders, putting the irrelevant departments withthe main activities
out of operation, depending on the causes such as enabling the managers to focus on
the main branch of activity; and eliminating the need for transferring resources to the
departments and participations, especially in the large enterprises, makes an effect
increasing the productivity, effectiveness, and the firm value in the business enterprises
in the crisis conditions (Pin, 2006, p.978).

5. ARRANGEMENTS CHANGING THE STRUCTURE OF PROPERTY WITH THE RESOURCES
BASED ON BORROWING
5.1. BUYING BY BORROWING
Buying by borrowing is to buy all of stocks or assets by financing them with the
resources obtained via borrowing. Those acquiring a business enterprise or a unit of
business enterprise by using loan target an increase on the performance, activity areas,
and cash flow of business enterprise (Yılgör, 2009, p. 330),

5.2. PLAN OF MAKING THE EMPLOYEES PARTNER
The plan of making the employees partner aims to enable the employers to form an
instrument for their employees for them to be able to invest on the stocks; to provide
liquidity for the shareholders of non‐public enterprises; to form a partial market for the
stocks of company; and to provide the employers with the tax advantages (Rezaee,2001,
p. 284 )

5.3. REPURCHASİNG THE STOCKS
Repurchasing the stocks is being bought of the stocks that are treated in the market by
the business enterprise in exchange of cash. Repurchasing the stocks and premium
payments are of the methods a business enterprise will refer to for it to be able to make a
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payment to its shareholders. While the premium is accepted as a continuous cash flow
to be made to the shareholders, repurchasing the stocks is considered a temporal cash
flow (Yılgör, 2009, s, 330 ).

6.CONCLUSION
Crisis is a case threatening the integrity, competitive power, and life of business enterprises.
Crises can be resulted from the reasons such as managerial vulnerability, planning faults etc.
However, whatever its reason is, business enterprises, in turn, face a cash deficiency
and in this period, cash becomes a resource rare and unpredictable.
In the periods or crisis, for meeting the cash the business enterprise needs, the actions
creating cash are taken. Shortening the maturity of receivables, the potential to create cash
can increase. For shortening the maturity of receivables, besides the policies of applying
discount for the early payments, eliminating the customers experiencing problem in
paying for their debts, it should be concentrated on the customers regularly performing
their payments. Shortening the durations of stock holding and supply, cash need of
business enterprises can be reduced. For this purpose, supplies can be made in small
amounts and in shorter times. Also determining the stocks whose turnover rate are low,
the share of these should be decreased.
In order to persuade the investors having a potential both to understand the causes
and size of crisis and to determine cash need; and both to balance cash flow and to
provide extra resource to the firm to that the firm is worth to be invested on, the
financial plans in detail should be made. For this purpose, financial plans forming the
necessary roadmap for the business enterprise to achieve its previous financial health
are developed.
Plans and budgets are the works carried out to shape the future, beginning from today.
The future is a completely unclear environment; especially in the period of crises, this
uncertainty leaves its place to chaos. Therefore, in order to get out from chaos in the
conditions under consideration, the success chance of solutions that will be produced
according to an only possible case is weak.
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ACCRUALS ANOMALY: A SURVEY OF THE METHODS
USED TO MEASURE ACCRUALS
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Babeş Bolyai University, Romania
ABSTRACT
Through this paper I intend to bring to forefront a reexamination of the main methods and models
used to determine accruals, in the accruals anomaly literature. The literature on accruals anomaly
(Sloan, 1996) tests the theory that investors fixate on earnings in the process of establishing stock
prices, failing to perceive the different persistence of accrual and cash flow components of earnings.
Thus, accrual component of earnings is less persistent than cash flow component of earnings and
higher accruals lead to abnormal low stock returns and vice versa. As this relation may indicate an
improper use of accruals in forecasting future earnings, is imposed the understanding of the
significance of the accruals. The interest in accruals arouse from the attempt of explaining earnings
quality by using a broader definition of accruals. An important stream of research in this literature is
the use of a proper measure of accruals. The central point of this research is based incisively on the
Sloan (1996) definition. This assumes that accruals are changes in the current net operating assets.
Further, other methods developed involve: aggregate change in current and non‐current net
operating assets (Richardson, et al. 2005), cumulative accruals measure (Hirshleifer, et al. 2004) and
change in net operating assets (Richardson et al. 2006a). The literature models these accruals in
order to determine abnormal or discretionary accruals. Abnormal accruals are most often used in
literature as a proxy for earnings management. Models used to estimate normal and abnormal levels
of accruals start with Jones (1991) model and continue with modified Jones model, performance
matched procedure (Kothari et al. 2005), Dechow and Dichev (2002) approach and discretionary
estimation errors of Francis et al. (2005). The main purpose of this survey is to discuss the variations
and the consequences of these methods and models in the literature of accruals anomaly. The
proper understanding of accruals anomaly, considered by LaFond (2005) a general phenomenon,
could improve investors` forecasting and lead to an increase in economic growth and development of
capital markets.

Key words: accruals, accruals anomaly, working capital, capital market, financial information,
investors

JEL codes: M21, M41

1. Introduction
In this paper I review the literature on accruals anomaly. Although, there are several papers
which have already reviewed this topic, the purpose of this survey is to complement them.
Accruals anomaly, originated with Sloan (1996) study, is defined as the relation between
accruals and stock returns. The approach I adopt for this review involves a survey on the
literature with focus on the main methods and models used to compute or model accruals.
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The literature on accruals anomaly (Sloan, 1996) tests the theory that investors fixate on
earnings in the process of establishing stock prices, failing to perceive the different
persistence of accrual and cash flow components of earnings. Accrual component of
earnings is less persistent than cash flow component of earnings and higher accruals lead to
abnormal low stock returns and vice versa. As this relation may indicate an improper use of
accruals in forecasting future earnings, is imposed the understanding of the significance of
the accruals. The interest in accruals arouse from an attempt to explain earnings quality by
using a broader definition of accruals.
The use of a broader definition for accruals represents an extension of Sloan (1996) study in
the accruals anomaly literature. The central point of this research is based incisively on Sloan
(1996) definition. This assumes that accruals are changes in current net operating assets.
During the time, accruals definition had a continuing evolution. Either considered a
component of earnings, either a determinant of earnings persistence, the evolution and the
significance of this concept is incontestable. Starting with Sloan (1996), Healy (1985) and
Jones (1991) it was defined as non‐cash working capital and depreciation. But, since, the
revolutionary appearance of the cash flow statement and the controverted study of Hribar and
Collins (2002) which claim that the balance sheet method may diminish the results, a new era
of the accruals definition started. Hence, accruals are computed as difference between
earnings and cash flow. Further, based on the assumption that all balance sheet accounts are
products of the accrual accounting system, Richardson et al. (2005) introduce a more complex
measure of accruals based on the change in net operating assets other than cash.
Accruals determined through these methods are used then in abnormal accruals models.
Models used to estimate normal and abnormal levels of accruals start with Jones (1991)
model and continue with modified Jones model, performance matched procedure (Kothari
et al. 2005), Dechow and Dichev (2002) approach and discretionary estimation errors of
Francis et al. (2005).
The main purpose of this survey is to establish the role of accruals on the capital market and
the possible effects caused by an improper understanding of the accruals information.
Understanding the informational content of accruals involves knowledge about accruals
methods and their modeling to generate abnormal accruals. This means choosing the proper
measure and the best model to determine accruals. The second purpose of our survey is to
make an analytical comparison between these measures and models to facilitate decision
making.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines accruals, Section 3 provides an overview
of the broader measures of accruals, Section 4 review the principal abnormal accruals
models and Section 5 concludes.

2. What are accruals?
Sloan (1996) makes an interesting affirmation by arguing that when earnings are composed
predominantly by accruals, some of the anticipated earnings may not be accomplished. I
consider that this is the point that wakes up the interest of many users. Accruals can
influence the quality of earnings (Sloan, 1996). When accrual component of earnings is
higher than cash flow component of earnings, there is an overvaluation of earnings. Also,
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earnings quality may be compromised. Hence, the information that investors perceive may
be of lower quality (Hung, 2001).
Accruals are considered to be “the substance of accounting valuation” and the power that
transforms accounting system in a source of information (Christensen and Demski, 2008).
Searching for the proper definition for accrual, I found either to simply either to complicate
definitions so, I formulate my own definition, more exhaustive and comprehensible.
Accruals are the product of an accrual accounting system, representing anticipated future
benefits for investors and managers, recorded as net operating assets. Accruals as a
component of earnings are less persistent that cash flow component of earnings, generating
abnormal stock returns.
Accruals definition can also be visualized in a graphical form in Fig. 1. Here is presented in
detail the process of generation of accruals. It can be observed that accruals are produced in
an accrual accounting system. For its determination are used elements from the balance
sheet. Other methods involve information from the income statement and the statement of
cash flow. Accruals have two main components, a component related to assets and other
related to liabilities. Therefore, accruals represent anticipated future benefits recorded as
change in net operating assets. Also, accruals play a significant role in the generation of
abnormal accruals (Xu and Lacina, 2009) and also allow for earnings management (Leippold
and Lohre, 2010).
Fig.1 The process of accruals determination

Source: projected by author
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Even if both accruals and cash flows are components of earnings, Christensen and Demski
(2008) make a significant distinction between them. Thus, while cash flow is the one
considered a source of information, accruals are the one which carry the information over
and above what cash flow has conveyed.

3. The broader definition of accruals
There are several methods used in the literature to measure accruals. These are divided
about the source of information in balance sheet methods and cash flow methods. The most
famous is Sloan (1996) balance sheet method defined as change in current net assets. The
other methods are considered as extensions of this model. These are: change in current net
assets (Sloan, 1996), aggregate change in current and non‐current net operating assets
(Richardson et al. 2005), cumulative accruals measure (Hirshleifer et al. 2004) and change in
net operating assets (Richardson et al. 2006a). The cash flow method assumes computing
accruals as the difference between earnings and cash flow. Table 1 provides a brief
summarize of these methods. Further is provided a full description of these models and a
comparative analysis between them.
Table 1. The broader definition of accruals
Author/Model
Sloan (1996)
Richardson et al. (2005)

Method
Change in current net operating
assets
Aggregate change in current and
non‐current net operating assets

Hirshleifer et al. (2004)

Cumulative accruals measure – net
operating asset level (NOA)

Richardson et al. (2006a)

Change in net operating assets

Hribar and Collins (2002)

Cash flow method – Traditional
method

Observations
Non‐cash working capital
minus depreciation
Consists from 3 parts: current
net operating assets, non‐
current net operating assets
and net financial assets
Net operating accruals are
defined as the sum between
cumulative
operating
accruals and cumulative
investments
Include current and non‐
current accruals but eliminate
financing accruals
Difference between earnings
and cash flow

Source: adapted by author

3.1. Sloan (1996) method – Current net operating assets
Accruals are defined by Sloan (1996) as anticipated future benefits recorded as an increase
in non‐cash assets in a period. The model proposed by Sloan (1996) to determine accruals
involve the balance sheet method and is based on changes in current assets and current
liabilities. Thus, accruals represent the change in current net operating assets. In other
words, accruals are changes in non‐cash working capital minus depreciation.

Where:
= change in current assets
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Dep

= change in cash/cash equivalents
= change in current liabilities
= change in debt included in current liabilities or short‐term debt
= change in income taxes payable
= depreciation and amortization expense

In table 2 are synthetized the steps that should be followed in order to determine accruals.
The first steps include the computation of current assets and current liabilities. From these
components are excluded cash, short‐term debt and taxes payable. Cash is eliminated as
accruals measure anticipated future benefits and cash represent real benefits. Debt included
in current liabilities is excluded because is related to financial transactions and not to
operating transactions. Taxes payable are excluded due to consistency with the definition of
earnings.
Table 2. Phases in accruals computation (Sloan, 1996)

Phases
1. Current operating
assets
2. Current operating
liabilities
3. Current net
operating assets
4. Accruals

Formula
Cash & Short‐term investment + Accounts receivable +
Inventories +Other current assets
ST debt + Accounts payable + Taxes payable + Other current
liabilities
Current operating assets – Current operating liabilities
(∆Current assets – ∆Cash & Short‐term investment) –
(∆Current liabilities – ∆Short‐term debt – ∆Taxes payable) –
Depreciation
= ∆Non‐cash current asset ‐ (∆Current liabilities – ∆Short‐term
debt – ∆Taxes payable) – Depreciation
Source: adapted by author from Sloan (1996)

All variables are scaled by total assets as a measure of firm size, to make easier the
comparisons between the magnitude of earnings performance and relative magnitude of
accrual and cash flow component of earnings. Total assets are an appropriate book measure
of the investment base used to generate earnings and measured as the average of the
beginning and end of year book value of total assets.

3.2. Richardson, Sloan, Soliman and Tuna (2005) method – aggregate change in current
and non‐current net operating assets
Richardson, Sloan, Soliman and Tuna (2005) develop the definition of accruals by adding to
the change in current net operating assets (used by Sloan, 1996), the changes in non‐current
net operating assets and the changes in net financial assets. They consider that this formula
is a more comprehensive measure of accruals. The efficiency of this model seems to be
confirmed by the empirical results, providing stronger results than the Sloan model. This
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may happen because the model contains estimates of long‐term future benefits. The
authors also consider that ignoring non‐current accruals may determine noisy measures of
accruals and cash flows.
This model consists from 3 parts: current net operating assets, non‐current net operating
assets and net financial assets. Zach (2006) defines these three elements as: working capital
accruals, investing accruals and financing accruals. The model proposed by author to
compute accruals is:
Accruals =

on‐cash working capital + Non‐current net operating assets+ Net financial assets

In table 3 are presented in detail the steps needed to follow in order to compute accruals.
Table 3. Phases in accruals computation (Richardson et al. 2005)

Phases
1.Non‐cash working
capital (WC)

Formula
Current operating assets (COA)–Current operating
liabilities(COL)

a. Current operating assets Current assets (CA) – Cash & Short‐term investment
b. Current liabilities
2.Non‐current net
operating assets (NCO)

Current liabilities (CL) – Debt in current liabilities (DCL)
Non‐current operating assets ‐ Non‐current operating
liabilities
(NCOA)
(NCOL)

a. Non‐current operating
assets

Total assets – Current assets – Investment and Advances

b. Non‐current operating
liabilities

Total liabilities – Current liabilities (CL) – Long‐term debt

3.Net financial assets (Fin)

Financial assets (short and long term investment)(FinA) –
Financial assets (FinL)

a. Financial assets
b. Financial assets

Short‐term investment + Long‐term investment
Long‐term debt + Debt in current liabilities + Preferred
stock

4. Net operating assets

Non‐cash working capital (WC) + Non‐current net operating
assets (NCO)

5. Accruals
Source: adapted by author from Richardson et al. (2005)

This measure is different by Sloan (1996) measure by incorporating non‐current operating
and financial assets and liabilities. Also, Sloan (1996) excludes taxes payable and treats
depreciation expense as a current accrual.
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3.3. Hirshleifer, Hou, Teoh and Zhang (2004) method – Cumulative accruals measure
Hirshleifer et al. (2004) consider net operating assets as a better predictor for future returns
and a better proxy for investors` misperceptions. Net operating accruals (NOA) are defined
as the sum between cumulative operating accruals and cumulative investment.

The method proposed by the authors involves the use of aggregate accruals as a stimulant
for earnings quality. Although, Sloan (1996) results` support just the use of previous year,
the lower persistence of accruals appears to largely manifest over the next 1 to 3 years.
Hirshleifer et al. (2004) try to demonstrate that the level of net operating assets scaled by
previous year`s total assets is also in a negative relation with future returns. The level
variable is considered by authors as superior to the change variable because it captures
cumulative past changes not just the most recent annual changes. All regressions use the
level of net operating assets (NOA) deflated by lagged total assets (Total assetst‐1), as the
measure of the level of NOA. Also, firms are ranked in portfolios after the NOA level.
Authors use the accruals measure of Sloan (1996) only to compute cash flow. NOA measure
is:

Table 4. Phases in NOA computation (Hirshleifer et al. 2004)

Phases

Formula

1. Operating
assets

Total assets – Cash & Short‐ term investment

2. Operating
liabilities

Total liabilities – Short term debt – Long term debt
– Minority interest – Preferred stock – Common
equity

3. Net operating
assets

Operating assets – Operating liabilities

Source: adapted by author from Hirshleifer et al. (2004)

Nevertheless, Richardson et al. (2006b) remark that Hirshleifer et al. (2004) actually divide
aggregate accruals in the current year by aggregate accruals in the previous year which is the
same with the measure of accruals for one year. Thus, when “a level is deflated by a lagged
level is equivalent with a change”. Richardson et al. (2006b) consider that Hirshleifer et al.
(2004) measure doesn`t capture the cumulative past difference between earnings and cash
flow because it eliminates past changes in assets components of NOA. Also, the focus on
NOA may indicate a focus on earnings and ignore accruals and cash flow. Richardson et al.
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(2010) state that this measure is an algebraic transformation of
measure from
Richardson et al. (2005) combined with operating liability and financial assets.

3.4. Richardson, Sloan, Soliman and Tuna (2006a) – net operating assets
Richardson et al. (2006a) follow a model where accruals are measured as change in net
operating assets deflated by net operating assets from the previous year. Net operating
assets are the difference between operating assets and operating liabilities. Total operating
accruals are the sum of the working capital and non‐current operating accruals. Fairfield et
al. (2003) consider non‐current operating accruals as a form of growth and only working
capital are considered accruals. Richardson et al. (2006a) definition follows Richardson et al.
(2005) by incorporating non‐current operating accruals but exclude financing accruals. Sloan
(1996) doesn`t include non‐current operating assets and liabilities in his definition. Similar
with Richardson et al. (2005) are not eliminated taxes payable and depreciation from the net
current assets measure. This method of accruals should provide an increase in earnings
quality.
Net operating assets = (∆Current Assets ‐ ∆Cash & Short‐term investments + ∆Non‐current
operating assets) – (∆Total liabilities ‐ ∆Debt in current liabilities – ∆Long‐term debt)
The formula used for accruals become:

Table 5. Phases in NOA computation – (Richardson et al. 2006a)

Phases

Formula

1.Operating assets

Current operating assets + Non‐current operating assets

a.Current operating
assets

Current assets (CA)‐ Cash & Short‐term investments

b. Non‐current
operating assets

Total assets – Current assets (CA)– Investment and advances

2.Operating liabilities

Current operating liabilities + Non‐current liabilities

a.Current operating
liabilities (COL)

Current liabilities ‐ Debt in current liabilities

b.Non‐current liabilities
(NCOL)

Total liabilities – Current liabilities – Long‐term debt

3. Net operating assets

Operating assets ‐ Operating liabilities

Source: adapted by author from Richardson et al. (2006a)
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3.5. Cash flow statement method
A very common accruals measure in the literature is based on the cash flow statement. The
cash flow method has gained more interest since the controversial work of Hribar and Collins
(2002). They demonstrate that the balance sheet method may affect earnings
managements` tests by causing misperceptions. Cash flow method is more often used in the
literature (Leippold and Lohre, 2010) as a sensitivity test for the balance sheet method.
Kothari et al. (2006) use both cash flow and balance sheet methods in order to account for
measurement errors. However, results are similar. Hafzalla (2010) supports that cash flow
method “excludes the effect of acquisitions and foreign currency translation adjustments”.
Hribar and Collins (2002) propose two alternative methods to the balance sheet method.
The first, also called the traditional method, is determined as the difference between
earnings and cash flow from operations scaled by total assets.
Accruals = Earnings – Cash flow
Earnings represent net income before extraordinary items and operating cash flow is cash
from operating activities. All variables are deflated by total assets (average total assets,
lagged total assets, beginning total assets). This method is used by Kraft et al. (2006),
Hafzalla (2010), Collins and Hribar (2000), Xie (2001) and Pincus et al. (2007).
The second method proposed by Hribar and Collins (2002) include changes in non‐cash
working capital account plus depreciation. This method is more comparable with the balance
sheet method.

These elements are taken from the cash flow statement and “are not affected by non‐
operating changes in these accounts” (Hribar and Collins, 2002).

3.6. Comparative analysis between the accruals methods
After the detailed presentation of accruals methods I consider necessary a comparative
analysis between these models (table 6). I analyze the methods based on the balance sheet
data as they are more comparable and the differences and similitudes are highlighted easier.
The analysis is structured firstly after the measures applied and the components included.
Next, are presented some advantages and disadvantages for these methods.
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All the accruals methods are based on a difference between assets and liabilities. While
Sloan (1996) considers accruals as current net operating assets, Richardson et al. (2005)
include in their model non‐current net operating assets and financial net assets. Richardson
et al. (2006a) use only current and non‐current net operating assets, eliminating financing
elements. And, Hirshleifer et al. (2004) consider a cumulative measure for accruals as net
operating assets. Nevertheless, Hirshleifer et al. (2004) model is just a transformation of
Richardson et al. (2005) model with elements of operating liability and financing assets. Also,
this is the only model that uses the level of the variables and not the change of the variables
as others do. However, Richarson et al. (2006b) demonstrate that, a level variable deflated
by a lagged variable is a change variable. Sloan (1996) and Richardson et al. (2005) deflate
accruals by average total assets while, Hirshleifer et al. (2004) use lagged total assets and
Richardson et al. (2006a) use lagged operatings assets (table 6).
Sloan (1995) model estimates short‐term benefits due to the nature of net current assets. All
other models estimate long‐term benefits because are included non‐current net assets. This
aspect of short and long term estimation is intriguing because current assets tend to reverse
quickly while non‐current assets will reverse in a longer period. According to investors`
expectations, some of them may be interested in anticipated benefits that will reverse
quickly and not in anticipated benefits that will take longer to reverse and may depreciate in
this time. Thus, one model for determining accruals may not be so conclusive for some
investors that it can be for others. This depends also on the type of investors and on what
period they want to invest.
Although Sloan (1996) is the most used model, it is also very controverted because it doesn`t
include non‐current assets. Richardson et al. (2005) model cast doubt from my point of view
because it includes financing elements and these are not proper anticipations of future
benefits. Also, Hirshleifer et al. (2004) model seems to be a wrong decision as it includes the
level variables and according to Richardson et al. (2006b) the focus on NOA may indicate a
focus on earnings and ignore accruals and cash flows. Finally, Richardson et al. (2006a)
model captures both current and non‐current net operating assets, deflated by lagged
operating assets. This model is appropriate for long‐term investors while Sloan (1996) model
is proper for short‐term investors.
Balance sheet methods for computing accruals are the most common in the literature. The
use of the cash flow method has become more popular since the work of Hribar and Collins
(2002). They provide evidence that the balance sheet method can affect earnings
management tests. This method is most frequently used as a sensitivity test or when are not
enough data to compute accruals. Sensitivity tests are robust regarding both the balance
sheet method and the cash flow method.
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Table 6. Comparative analysis between the balance sheet methods
Model
Measure

Sloan (1996)
Current net
operating assets

Differences

Doesn`t include
non‐current
operating assess
Exclude taxes
payable
Treats
depreciation as
current assets.

Variable use Change
Deflation
Average total
assets
Estimation of Short term
future
benefits
benefits
Reversals
Quickly
Issues
Could be a noisy
measure of
accruals and cash
flow

Richardson et al. (2005)
Current and non‐current net
operating assets (include
financing elements)
Include current net operating
assets, non‐current net
operating assets and net
financial assets.
Assets and liabilities are
classified as operating and
financing.

Change
Average total assets

Hirshleifer et al. (2004)
Net operating assets
(operating assets – operating
liabilities)
Is a transformation of
Richardson et al. (2005)
measure with elements of
operating liability and
financing assets.
Include both current and non‐
current accruals.
Net operating assets include
current and non‐current
operating assets, either are
not computed separated.
Level
Lagged total assets

Richardson et al. (2006a)
Current and non‐current
net operating assets

Change
Lagged operating assets

Long term benefits

Long term benefits

Long term benefits

Longer
Include financing elements

Longer
A level deflated by a lagged
variable is change. Focus just
on NOA, ignore accruals and
cash flow

Longer
Deflated by lagged
operating assets

The sum of working
capital and non‐current
operating assets.
Doesn`t include financing
accruals.
Follows Richardson et al.
(2005).

Source: projected by author

4. Abnormal accruals models
The purpose of accruals models is to capture a positive correlation between the measures of
abnormal accruals and accruals level. This is equivalent with extreme accruals having
extreme abnormal accruals (Dechow et al. 2010).
The accruals models are based on the assumption that abnormal accruals will reduce the
benefits of decisions (Dechow et al. 2010). These models generate normal and abnormal
accruals. Abnormal accruals, also named discretionary accruals are detected from the modeling
of normal accruals. Normal or nondiscretionary accruals are connected with the fundamental
performance of firms and represent the expected accruals, given firms` operations and
conditions. When normal accruals are modeled correctly then, abnormal accruals will represent
distortions of lower quality (Dechow et al. 2010). Results from the previous studies (Chan et al.
2006; Xie, 2001) confirm that nondiscretionary accruals don`t predict future returns and that
discretionary accruals contribute to the predictability of returns.
If abnormal accruals have a lower coefficient, this suggests that abnormal accruals are less
relevant than other components of earnings but are not insignificant in the process of
forecasting future earnings (Dechow et al. 2010). Dechow et al. (1995) make some useful
observations related to the specification and the power of the abnormal accruals models.
Thus, they remark that all the models generate: well‐specified test statistics if are applied to
random samples and tests of low power for earnings management. Also, all models are
misspecified if are tested to samples with extreme financial performance.
Abnormal accruals models can be estimated either at firm specific (time‐series) regressions
or industry (cross‐sectional) regressions. The firm level estimation imposes sample
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survivorship biases while the industry classification may produce larger residuals (Dechow et
al. 2010) and has less restrictive data requirements (Cheng et al. 2012).
These models usually mitigate errors of Type I and Type II. Type I errors is classification of
accruals as abnormal when they are a representation of fundamental performance. Type II
errors is classification of accruals as normal when they are abnormal.
There are some authors (Dechow et al. 2010) that cast doubts regarding the significance of
abnormal accruals: whether they are a reflection of distortions or they are a wrong
specification of accruals models. Meanwhile, others (Dechow et al. 2012) question the
integrity of the accruals models. There are some opinions (Young, 1999; Meuwissen et al.
2007) that consider that accruals models can have misspecification problems, especially in
an international context or that have a low predictive accuracy (Meuwissen et al. 2007).
However, Dechow et al. (2012) note that certain concerns regarding the impossibility of
these models to capture nondiscretionary accruals, has led to supplementation with
performance‐matching procedures.
In previous studies, discretionary accruals are used as a proxy for opportunistic earnings
managements. If exists earnings management, discretionary accruals should contribute to
accruals effect more than nondiscretionary accruals (Chan et al. 2004). The best model to
separate accruals components and detect earnings management is the one that can identify
stronger discretionary accruals and weaker nondiscretionary accruals effects than other
models, according to Chan et al. (2004).
The most important abnormal accruals models are summarized in table 7.
Table 7. Summary of abnormal accruals models
Accrual model
Jones (1991) model

Modified Jones model (Dechow et
al.,1995)
Performance‐matched
(Kothari et al., 2005)

model

Dechow and
approach

(2002)

Dichev

Discretionary estimation errors
(Francis et al., 2005)

Theory
Accruals are a function of revenue
growth and depreciation is a function
of PPE. All variables are scaled by total
assets
Adjusts Jones model to exclude
growth in credit sales in years
identified as manipulation years
Matches firm‐year observation with
another from the same industry and
year with the closest ROA.
Discretionary accruals are from the
Jones model (or Modified Jones
model)
Accruals are modeled as a function of
past, present, and future cash flows
given their purpose to alter the timing
of cash flow recognition in earnings
Decomposes the standard deviation
of the residual from the accruals
model into an innate component that
reflects the firm’s operating
environment and a discretionary
component that reflects managerial
choice

Source: Dechow et al. (2010)
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Notes
Correlation or error with firm performance
2
can bias tests. R is around 12%. Residual is
correlated with accruals, earnings and cash
flow
Provides some improvement in power in
certain settings (when revenue is
manipulated)
Can reduce power of test. Apply only when
performance is an issue

or absolute proxies for accrual
quality as an unsigned measure of extent of
accrual ‘‘errors.’’ Focuses on short‐term
accruals does not address errors in long‐
term accruals
Innate estimation errors are the predicted
regression
component from
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4.1. Jones (1991) model
Jones (1991) model represents a function of change in sales and the level of gross property,
plant and equipment (hereafter PPE). The change in sales is a control for the firm growth as
working capital is related to sales. And PPE control for depreciation expenses contained in
accruals (Chan et al. 2004). All variables are deflated by lagged total assets.
It estimates both normal and abnormal accruals. Normal accruals are the predicted values
and abnormal accruals are the residuals. This is equivalent with normal accruals representing
expected accruals given firm`s growth and abnormal accruals representing unexpected
accruals (Chan et al. 2004).

Acc ‐ accruals
‐ change in sales revenue
PPE ‐ gross property, plant and equipment
‐ estimates of the model coefficients in year t
Jones model provides evidence about the correlations of accruals with sales and PPE.
However, these correlations have a low explanatory power. They are able to explain just
10% from accruals variation. The explanation for the low explanatory power may rely in the
excessive discretion of managers over the accrual process (Dechow et al. 2010).
Nevertheless, this model presents some higher positively correlations of residuals and total
accruals. Also, residuals are positively correlated with earnings performance and negatively
correlated with cash flow performance (Dechow et al. 1995). According to Dechow et al.
(2010) this may be a sign of a high Type I error rate. Further, Dechow et al. (2011) highlight
the possibility of Type II errors when residuals are used as a proxy for the lower quality of
accruals regarding earnings management. They support that discretionary accruals are less
powerful than total accruals in detecting earnings management in SEC enforcement
releases. In addition, Xie (2001) documents that residuals have lower predictive ability for
one year‐ahead earnings than nondiscretionary accruals.
The abnormal accruals from this model are often used as a proxy for managerial discretion.
But, Healy (1996) and Bernard and Skinner (1996) consider that these abnormal accruals also
capture unusual nondiscretionary accruals and unintentional misstatements.
Even if is the most popular abnormal accrual model, the literature rises some concerns
regarding its accuracy. For example, Dechow et al. (1995) and Guay et al. (1996) consider
that discretionary accruals are imprecise as estimated coefficients have a large variation.
Nevertheless, Jones model displays the higher explanatory power related to other models
used in detecting earnings management (Chan et al. 2004). Moreover, Healy (1996) and
Bernard and Skinner (1996) highlight that discretionary and nondiscretionary accruals are
not proper separated due to the omitted variable problem.
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4.2. Dechow et al. (1995) ‐ Modified Jones Model
The modified Jones model is proposed by Dechow et al. (1995). This model attempts to
reduce Type II error of the original model by adjusting for growth in credit sales. The purpose
of this model is to increase the power of the test even it can be met Type I errors (Dechow et
al. 2010). The model assumes that changes in credit sales are related to earnings
management. The modified Jones model has greater power than the Jones model in
detecting earnings management according to Dechow et al. (1995).

Acc – total accruals
– change in sales revenue
‐ change in accounts receivables
PPE ‐ gross value of property, plant and equipment
Kraft et al. (2006) consider that this test can be considered as a special case of Sloan (1996)
earnings` fixation explanation where investors are not aware of the nature of discretionary
accruals. Xie (2001) tests if Sloan mispricing is attributable to abnormal or normal accruals.
Results confirm that investors misprice discretionary accruals and this may cause abnormal
returns in year t+1. Abnormal accruals are the residuals from the models and normal
accruals are the difference between total and abnormal accruals. Modified Jones model has
been also exposed to few changes by several researchers.

4.3. Dechow and Dichev (2002)
This model implies an estimation of past, current and future cash flow, as additional relevant
variables in explaining nondiscretionary accruals. This is argued by the relation between
accruals and cash flow. “Accruals anticipate future cash flow and reverse when accruals are
received or paid” (Dechow et al. 2010). This model use only short‐term working capital
accruals. Nevertheless the power of this test is higher than of the modified Jones model.
The standard deviation of the residuals is used as proxy for earnings quality in Dechow et al.
(2010). According to Dechow et al. (2010) the power of the test will reduce, because this
model is unsigned “when the researcher predicts accounting distortions in a particular
direction”. All variables are scaled by average total assets. Dechow and Dichev (2002) is
based on the residuals from the industry‐level regressions (Dechow et al. 2011).

WC ‐ non‐cash working capital
CFO‐ operating cash flow
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4.4. Kothari et al. (2005) – Performance‐matched procedure
Kothari et al. (2005) propose a new model called “performance‐matched procedure” where
subtract discretionary accruals estimates from the Jones model by using control firms
matched by industry and ROA. This model is an attempt to mitigate the doubts between
performance and the residuals from the previous models (Dechow et al. (2010).

Kothari et al. (2005) model supposes the identification of a firm from the same industry with
the closest level of ROA with the sample firm (Dechow et al. 2010). There are two ways to
control for performance. First, is the introduction of ROA variables as an additional
independent variable. Second, is the matching of the firm‐year observation of the treatment
firm with the observation of the control firm from the same industry with the closest ROA
(Jones et al. 2008). Then it deducts residual from those of the sample to generate
“performance‐matched” residuals (Dechow et al. 2010). The model uses discretionary
accruals from the Jones and modified Jones modes. Then, apply a test statistic that is
determined as “the equal‐weighted sample mean discretionary accrual divided by an
estimate of its standard error” The test statistic is:

DA ‐ discretionary accrual
‐ mean of discretionary accrual
s(DA) – estimated standard deviation of
N‐ sample size
Dechow et al. (2012) observe two limitations for this method. These are: the
misspecification is mitigated only if the researcher matches on the relevant correlated
omitted variable and the test power is reduced if standard error of the test statistic is
increased.

4.5. Discretionary estimation errors ‐ Francis et al. (FLOS) (2005)– an extension of Dechow
and Dichev model.
Francis et al. (2005) model is an extension of Dechow and Dichev (2002) by adding growth in
revenue and gross property, plant and equipment. This model is a function of firm
characteristics identified in Dechow and Dichev (2002). Residual`s standard deviation is
decomposed in innate estimation errors and discretionary estimation errors. If standard
deviation is higher, then accruals quality is lower and vice versa. Estimation of the model is
accomplished at industry‐year.
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4.6. Comparative analyses between abnormal accruals models
The analysis of abnormal accruals models is presented in table 8. This analysis highlights the
strengths and the limits, the determinants used, the measures for abnormal accruals and the
deflation variable.
The most common and used models for abnormal accruals are Jones (1991) and modified
Jones models. These models are modeling accruals to determine abnormal accruals. Dechow
and Dichev (2002) and Francis et al. (2005) models are functions of past, present and future
cash flow. And Kothari et al. (2005) is a performance matched procedure based on the
residuals from the Jones (1991) and modified Jones models. As these models are
predisposed of Type I error and Type II error, the modifications applied have the purpose to
mitigate these errors. Every model desires to eliminate the doubts related to its accuracy.
The current evidence suggests that Jones model has the higher explanatory power, although
this power is actually lower. In general, abnormal accruals are represented by the residuals
from these models. Variables are deflated by lagged total assets (Jones and modified Jones
models) or average total assets (Dechow and Dichev, 2002 and Francis et al. 2005). The most
used determinants for non‐discretionary accruals are change in sales and gross property,
plant and equipment.
Many papers (Guay et al. 1995; Cheng and Thomas, 2006; Beneish and Nichols, 2006) use
multiple abnormal accruals models to check which of them have the greater explanatory
power. Guay et al. (1995) use five discretionary models to test the relation between earnings
components. Results confirm the capacity of the discretionary accruals model to “isolate
discretionary accruals”. Hence, Jones and modified Jones models generate discretionary
accruals consistent with performance and opportunistic smoothing of earnings. The main
conclusion that can be dropt is that Jones and modified Jones models have the ability to
identify discretionary accruals. Cheng and Thomas (2006) test whether accruals anomaly is a
part of the overall value‐glamour anomaly, using the modified Jones model and rank models.
Overall, these studies support that the best model is Jones model. But, Dechow et al. (2011)
make a contrary observation that the modified Jones model and the performance‐matched
Jones model are not as strong as the Dechow and Dichev model.
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Table 8. Comparative analyses between abnormal accruals models
Model

Jones (1991)

Modified Jones
(Dechow et al. 1995)

Dechow and
Dichev (2002)

Performance‐
matched
procedure
(Kothari et al.
2005)

Discretionary
estimation errors
(Francis et al. 2005)

Function

Change in sales
and gross
property, plant
and equipment

Adjust for growth in
credit sales

Past, current and
future cash flows

Subtracts
discretionary
accruals from
Jones model,
using control
firms
matched by
industry and
ROA

Is an extension of
DD, adding growth in
revenue and gross
property, plant and
equipment

Limits

Low explanatory
power Possible
Type I and II
error

Still can be met Type I
error

Reduced power
because the model
is unsigned.

The test
power is
reduced if
standard
error of the
test statistic
is increased.

Doesn`t investigate if
these adjustments
eliminate Type I
error and Type II
error

Doesn`t address
errors in long term
accruals
Strengths

Explanatory
power is higher
than other
models

Reduce Type II error

Higher power than
Jones model

Mitigate the
doubts
between the
performance
and residuals

Control variables
should increase the
power of the test

Abnormal
accruals

Residuals

Residuals

Residuals reflect
accruals not related
to cash flow

Residuals
from the
Jones and
modified
Jones model

Residuals are
decomposed in
innate estimation
error and
discretionary
estimation error

Determinants
of non‐
discretionary
accruals

Change in
revenue

Change revenue‐
Change in account
receivables

Past, present and
future cash flows

‐

Past, present and
future cash flows

(CFi,t‐1; CFi,t ; CFi,t+1)
Gross property,
plant and
equipment

(CFi,t‐1; CFi,t ; CFi,t+1)
Change in revenue

Gross property, plant
and equipment

Gross property, plant
and equipment

Deflation

Lagged total
assets

Lagged total assets

Average total
assets

Source: projected by author
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5. Conclusions
In this survey I highlight the main advances in accruals anomaly. A key point is that the
proper understanding of the accruals persistence could enhance earnings quality. Higher
accruals could be a sign of alarm that earnings could be overestimated. This means that
accruals may not reverse and is less probable that it would be converted into cash.
Considered by LaFond (2005) a general phenomenon, the proper understanding of accruals
anomaly, could improve investors forecasting and lead to an increase in economic growth
and development of capital markets. As a policy implication I recommend taking into
account accruals persistence, as this impacts significantly earnings quality. This also involves
attention to accounting methods used to record current net assets. The proper measure for
accruals depends on the strategies assumed. The most used is Sloan (1996) method although
it only anticipates short term benefits. For a measure that anticipates long term benefits the
p roper would be Richardson et al. (2006a). Regarding abnormal accruals models, these are
very converted as neither one offers in reality a high explanatory power, although Jones
model records the robust results.
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STRATEGIES FOR CRISIS MANAGEMENT OF ENTERPRISES
AND AFTER CRISIS MANAGEMENT RESTRUCTURING
Atila KARAHAN,
Fehmi KARASIOĞLU,
Selçuk Üniversity, Turkey
ABSTRACT
Crisis endangers the realization of organization’s top level objectives, financial resources, while
damaging relationships with social stakeholders, and requires a planned effort to fix all these
relations.
Experiencing serious problems of economic resources is limited, and share in today's world, is a very
low tolerance for wasting and losses in business culture and understanding emerged. In these
circumstances the use of the new era of economic players must have superior capabilities and
resource planning. No, don't be an economic actor, impressing, using bad sources and available
resources and values, have the luxury of not losing due to errors. With this regard is of great
importance to maintain and sustain .In this context, the likelihood of anticipating and managing
assets that lost increased crisis periods, it is the nature of a matter management.
Business enterprises have a very important place in the society. They use a wide variety of resources,
create wealth and hold an important amount of power in their hands .Business enterprises
Are closely related not only to economics, but also to development of societies, socio cultural
changes and technological advances.
If the necessary precautions are not taken and the companies do not act fast enough, unexpectedly
emerging crises may severally affect the companies and the societies and all the related systems they
live in both physically and psychologically. To be prepared for the upcoming crisis and to be able to
act fast enough will only be possible through maintaining a powerful organizational integrity.
The purpose of this study, crisis management strategies, and after the crisis is to provide information
on issues of reconstruction.
Crisis management strategies are developed and implemented to make sure that the business
enterprise survives the process of crisis. The enterprise may need a thorough rehabilitation after
recovery from a crisis. For this reason, the final part of the study explains the restructuring process
after recovery. This section provides information on how the business enterprise, after locating its
losses in connection with the crisis, should manage the post crisis restructuring process and what
strategies it should employ to deal with problem. The study will finally provide an evaluation and
conclusion.
Key Word: Crisis management, business management, restructuring, crisis process, crisis
management strategies, enterprise.
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1. THE CONCEPTOF CRISIS IN BUSINESS ENTERPRISES
Economical and sector crisis have many negative effects on small enterprises. From the
aspect of small enterprises, one of the most effective ways of dealing with the crisis is to be
able to plan strategically and to analyze the events strategically. Because of the structure of
small enterprises; the Owners or the managers of small enterprises, who have to take up the
responsibility of making decisions through crisis, should have strategically planning
perspective and they should be able to analyze the environment to close with the minimum
loss.Crisis is the time of danger, but at the same time, they can be used asopportunities.
Organizations are able to benefit from crises if they are ready for it and when they apply
their strategies as fast as possible. As a result, crisis can be defined as a period through
which the organizations and administrations are tested (Patan,2009, p, 8).
Problems and changes in the organization and sudden changes around the organization
affects crisis significantly. Events inside the organization and environmental factors affect
each other. Crisis in the organization causes other sudden crisis step by step through
problems such as ineffectiveness of the management, low‐motivation and staff problems
(Patan,2009, p, 8). Strategic management of an organization is about managing the
organization entirely. Crisis is the developments that affect all organization. For that reason
crisis management should be integrated with the strategic management. Developments,
which came out before, during and after the crisis must be solved by strategic solutions
Due to the fact that the concept of crisis is distinctly defined by the different disciplines, it is
difficult to make an integrated definition about crisis. According to Shrivastava, crises are
triggered by a set of elements such as the human, organizational, and technical failures that
are in mutual interaction (Shrivasta et al, 1998, p. 297). Laurence Barton defines the crisis as
the important and unexpected events, the potential of which is high to produce the negative
outcomes, (Guth, 1995, p.125). When crisis is defined in general meaning, it is a
phenomenon that will lead an individual or a group to face a negative case, if any attempt is
not made to correct it (Dutton, 1986, p.502, Mutlu and büyükbalcı, 2009, p,118).
While crisis is defined, two keywords taking place in line spaces are of course “unexpected”
and “urgent” (Taylor, 2001, p. 47).

2. SCOPE OF CRISIS AND ITS RESOURCES
Crisis can appear as a result of many factors. The events resulting in crisis can be collected in
the seven groups (Pollard and Hotho, 2006, p.723, Asunakutlu and Dirlik, 2009, p. 37).
1. Economic: working problems, falls in stock markets, economic collapse, changes in
trade policies, rapid falls in profitability.
2. Informational: data loss, data destruction, loss of records etc.
3. Physical: loss of important factories and plants, losses, and long termed collapse,
product failures, factory accidents, long termed quality problems.
4. Human resources: death of an important personnel, vandalism in business
enterprise, corruption, resignations.
5. Reputation: negative rumors, reputation loss, firm logo and forgery associated with
website etc.
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6. Psychopathic Actions: product forgery, terrorism, criminal events, kidnapping, etc.
7. Natural disasters: fire, flood, sever storm, earthquakes.
The sources of crisis in the business enterprises are examined under two headings as in –
business (internal) factors and out‐ business (external) factors. In this context, the internal
factors can be put in order as follows (Bozgeyik, 2004,p.60, Özalp, 2004,p.245).
-

Not recognizing, following himself/herself, his/her competitor, product, and sector
Not paying attention the technology, trends, customer demands, suggestions, and
complaints,
Not allocating any resource (based on both material capital and intellectual capital)
or unnecessary wastage
Not being able to comprehend the distinction of the local, regional, and global
competition from each other, not performing the necessary changes
Staying out of the change, development, and innovations; considering that
everything stayed as in the past
Updating the previous methods of making business, and making it compatible with
the eyes.

On the other hand, the external factors can be expressed as follows (Can, 2005, p, 389,
Özalp, 2004, 2004, p,243).
-

Economic structure and general economic uncertainties,
Technological developments,
Social and cultural factors,
Legal and political arrangements,
International environment and foreign relationships,
Natural disasters,
The factors associated with the market and competitive conditions,
The factors associated with the financial agencies,
The factors associated with syndicate institutes,
The factors associated with the sellers and environment of supply.

3. THE STATE OF BUSINESS ENTERPRISES IN THE PERIOD OF CRISIS
The crises in business enterprises can be evaluated as extraordinary cases arising from the
organizational structure, economy, or technology and doing harm the human life, natural
and social life. Crises are the chaotic and complex cases that will be faced in the life of
organizations and societies and cause the functional impairments in the managerial
processes and largely shake of the organizational order. There is no method to completely
prevent the possibility of crisis. When a natural disaster is under consideration, to predict it
and to be able to predict its results are impossible at least today. Justus crisis can be
resolved in a short time, depending on their effects and dimensions, their being resolved
maybe long termed (www.maximumbilgi.com, 2008).
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4. CRISIS MANAGEMENT
Crisis management, by determining the warning systems for preventing a possible crisis, can
be expressed as a process including the activities to identify and implement the necessary
precautions for establishing the mechanisms to protect and prevent that serve to eliminate
an existing crisis or reduce its effects to minimum (Ataman, 2001, p, 255)
-

Crisis management is a complex process consisting of phases more than one.
Crisis management enables the organization to be ready for crisis.
The principles of crisis management are similar to those of strategic management.
Crisis management is a specific sort of management
Crisis management enables the crisis to be eluded with the minimum loss and
damage

5. MANAGERIALSTRATEGIES IN CRISIS MANAGEMENT
The methods applied by the business enterprises in the process of crisis will be described as
follows.

5.1. STRATEGIES TOWARD THE MATERIAL RESOURCES IN THE PROCESS OF CRISIS
The material resources (building, machinery, equipment, tools, raw material etc.) the
business enterprise has should be managed much more carefully in the period of crisis in
terms of sustainability, compared to the normal times. For this purpose, the business
enterprise should use the resources of interest economically so that it can mitigate the press
created by crisis. For preventing the loss of material resources, serious precautions of
savings should be taken; however, depending on the conditions, turning some part of the
available dispensable elements into cash should be provided. The components of material
resource of the business enterprise take place among the critical factors of achievement. If
the main ability providing the competitive understanding of business enterprise is any of the
material resources, in case of crisis, these material resources should not be ever made the
issue of saving and for not being damaged of the business enterprise, the necessary actions
should be taken (Dirlik, 2009, p.37).

5.2. IN THE PROCESS OF CRISIS, STRATEGIES TOWARD THE FINANCIAL RESOURCES
In the times of crisis, the prior strategy from financial point of view is to have the resources
that will provide the sustainability in a stable way and to strengthen the potential of creating
cash in a short time. Maintaining the cash position and providing the liquidity balance from
strategic point of view should be determined as a main preference. Another strategy that the
business enterprise should follow from financial point of view is to maintain the balance of
short term –long term and to go toward the way of switching the short termed financial
liabilities to the long termed ones (Asunakutlu and Dirlik, 2009, p. 37).
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5.3. IN THE PROCESS OF CRISIS, THE STRATEGIES TOWARD THE RESOURCES OF CUSTOMER
In a particular industrial branch or in a market, the behaviors of buyer and seller determine
the achievement of business enterprise. These behaviors depend on the structure of market.
The structure of market is also naturally affected from the main conditions of supply and
demand. These mutual interactions require reevaluating the relationships of business
enterprise, market, and customer in the periods of crisis. The correctly defined market
conditions, the expectation of customer in the period of crisis, and the conditions the
business enterprise is in will be the main determinative of customer strategy to be preferred
(Brauchlin and Wehrli, 1994, p. 59).

5.4. THE STRATEGIES TOWARD THE HUMAN RESOURCES IN THE PROCESS OF CRISIS
In the process of crisis, the business enterprises go toward labor force they view as the
highest cost item for saving. Layoff of worker appears as a result of this tendency.
Application of layoff causes a great loss of motivation and morale; however, the periods of
crisis are periods, when the most solidarity and cooperation are needed. In response to the
saving that are desired to be obtained via lay off, when the possible losses are considered,
the option of layoff of personnel is a method that is necessary not to be appealed, if not
most obligatory (Asunakutlu and Dirlik, 2009,p.50).

5.5. IN THE PROCESS OF CRISIS, STRATEGIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE ORGANIZATIONAL
STRUCTURE
In the period of crisis of business enterprises, the most significant decision to be able to be
made and be important is to realize a large scaled structuring. In addition to these, in order
to be able to prevent the negative influences of the cases of crises, they should feature to
forming an organizational structure that is flexible and learns (Asunakutlu and Dirlik, 2009,
p.52).

6. POST‐CRISIS RESTRUCTURING
6.1. POST‐CRISIS PHASE AND ORGANIZATIONAL LOSSES
In the process of overcoming the crisis, the main target of strategic actions is to ensure the
achievement potential of business enterprise. In this scope, there is a need for optimizing
the portfolio of product ‐ market, aligning the organizational structure, establishing the
support system, and the capacity of staff. Overcoming the crisis can be possible with the
correctly selection and application of crisis strategy, After overcoming the crisis, a new
period will begin for the business enterprise. In the post‐crisis phase, the business
enterprises differed lees or more, but absolutely in a certain measure, than pre‐crisis period.
Crisis is a costly but teaching experience for employees and managers (Sumer and
Perrnsteiner, 2009, p.53).
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6.2. STRATEGIES OF POST CRISIS ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURING
The first thing to be done after crisis is to hold a meeting toward the analysis of case. In the
agenda of this meeting, determining the post‐ crisis activity scale and aim of business
enterprise generally takes place. For determining the post‐crisis activity scale, first of all, the
case the business enterprise is in should be analyzed. After determining the activity scale, in
the direction of scale, the aim of business enterprise should be identified. While turning to
the pre‐crisis managerial structure, particularly, the people that took place in the phase of
crisis should be thanked for; if there are some faulty points, the individual criticism should be
made. On the other hand, changing the central structuring in the period of crisis,
decentralization should be passed and participation in the decisions should be provided (Tüz,
2004, 122).

6.3. POST‐CRISIS CHANGE STRATEGIES
When the specific conditions of the post‐crisis period are considered, the need of change of
the business enterprise is unavoidable. Evaluation of the post‐crisis organizational
psychology should be the starting point of organizational change process. Then, that the new
organizational structure is more flexible, and its being able to adapt the organizational
changes in the shorter time takes place among the post‐crisis changes. Another issue
requiring the post‐crisis change is the managerial approach. The periods of crisis are the
periods requiring to inherently make rapidly decision (Tüz, 2004, p.122).

7. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The global competitive environment is full of the factors that will enable the crises and every
kind of change to be able to trigger the crises to emerge. This case will gain a great
importance for the business enterprise after crisis. In the world of today, that the fast
communication, rapidly forming markets, and short timed job designs are valid; and the fast
transformation experienced in the markets lead to business enterprises to enter an intensive
competitive environment and to face the crisis.
In the process of crisis, customers, for business enterprises, are evaluated as much more
important than usual. Customers’ giving up consuming in the periods of crisis or their
delaying their consumptions direct the business enterprises to take specifications.
In the period of crisis, business enterprises experiences losses, depending on the condition
of crisis. These losses can occur in the organizational level, in the position of market, and at
the level of customers. The aim of business management, eliminating the losses of interest,
is to take actions; to arrange the organizational structure to help the losses recover; and to
realize the management of change.
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INTANGIBLE CAPITAL Session

IMPROVING COMPETITIVENESS OF SERBIAN FIRMS:
THE ROLE OF INTANGIBLE CAPITAL
Bozidar CEROVIC,
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Aleksandra NOJKOVIC,
University of Belgrade, Serbia
ABSTRACT
The paper presents some initial analyses after a survey conducted in a set of Serbian firms. Although
initial, the results show some interesting tendencies within the Serbian firms and represent a broad
picture on understanding the importance of intangibles in improving firms’ competitiveness. The
three aspects of intangible capital are analysed: internal relationships and human capital, external
relations and marketing and finally, innovation and R&D including the developments in IT sector. It
appears that internal relations are relatively underdeveloped jeopardising an efficient fulfilment of
the firms’ objectives. Thus, decision making processes in many cases are not properly designed and
leave an excessive role to the owner as an exclusive decision maker. Also, the position of workers is
poor particularly regarding their rights to be informed, make proposals or participate in decision
making and even some traditional workers rights are frequently neglected (unions, collective
bargaining etc.). On the other hand the higher level of workers satisfaction and loyalty to the firm
emerge under better internal relations. Regarding external relationships and marketing practices the
results show that this element of intangibles is steadily improving but still is at a lower level then
necessary. An essential progress has been remarked within the exporting firms and/or other firms
that develop international businesses. We understand this fact as a consequence of a special form of
spillovers of international business practices. Regarding innovations many firms claim innovative
practices but still at a rudimentary level. Better practices are found among the firms that are
exporters and those in manufacturing industries and yet among the foreign firms. However, foreign
firms in some cases neglect R&D if they act as a part of larger international companies. This finding
points at a lower technological level of production that has been established in the country by means
of FDI while major R&D activities are organised in home countries of foreign investors. The finding is
in accordance with other research results that found a lower level of spillover effects of FDI in
transition economies than it was expected at the beginning of transition process. In concluding
remarks we propose some policy measures that could incite local firms’ investments in intangible
capital.

JEL Clasification: O32, O34, M21
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1. Introduction
It is well known that Serbia is a transition laggard. Since October 2000 when important
political changes took place in the country, some speeding up of the reforms was expected.
Indeed, the country was directed towards relatively fast institutional adjustments during the
2001 and 2002 in the field of market liberalisation and privatisation. However, apart from
slowing down the reforming processes during the subsequent years, Serbian economy
suffered also from some well identified deficiency of transition projects like sluggish
enterprise restructuring, poor competition policies and above all lack of proper industrial
policies and corresponding definition of growth models in use (see in detail Cerovic et al.
2012). This has resulted in a slower recovery from the devastating legacy of the 1990s, fast
decrease in manufacturing output share in GDP and long lasting decline of the employment
rate, which altogether was followed by a remarkable public discontent. Moreover, in the
year 2012 Serbia has deteriorated its anyway low competitiveness and has become the least
competitive country among the countries emerged from former Yugoslavia (World Economic
Forum, 2013).
Under these circumstances we found challenging to analyse what was the prevailing attitude
of those firms that have been established in that period and/or have managed to survive and
do businesses until and during the period of global crisis (since 2008). Our basic position was
that firms’ restructuring should be a major change after market oriented reforms and
privatisation. Also, we expected that these changes should lead to more efficient and more
productive performance of the firms in question and their more sound business policies
and/or strategies particularly in developing their competitive abilities. In a country that was
for years practically cut off the major flows in investments, technology progress and business
appearance in the world markets and was additionally lacking capital endowments it could
be reasonable to make an effort in developing more available resources such as social
capital, internal relations, knowledge, management and marketing skills as well as some
other fields that were usually seen as intangible capital of a firm. However, it is also well
known that such a kind of competitive capabilities of a firm can be lost unless properly
understood among corporate governance actors and firms’ management as an internal and
accessible source of higher efficiency and competitiveness.
Although the resulting competitiveness in development of social, informational and
relationship capital and in information technology, innovation, research, marketing activities
and branding, proper organisation and human resource management is undoubtedly
confirmed at both macro and micro level,113 we found challenging to analyse the matter in a
country like Serbia that is coming out from a tremendous decline in economic results
(although never particularly advanced) and yet is burdened by various kind of pressures to
accomplish transition reforms with no specific features that could ease the entire process.
Namely, our aim is to analyse in what way the development of intangible assets was
recognised within the firms and – according to the results obtained – to suggest some policy
measures the government should adopt in foster development of this component of
competitive capabilities.
The paper is a part of a joint project taken by the Faculties of Economics in Ljubljana and in
Belgrade and represents the first findings obtained after a survey conducted in a sample of
113

For broader literature survey see section 2.
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Serbian firms. We shall concentrate on several important features that can give a
preliminary picture of how and to what extent the importance of intangible capital has been
recognised in Serbian enterprises. We shall particularly discuss the issues connected with
internal relation within the firms and upgrading human capital – both seen as a part of social
capital accumulation, further on we shall examine the external relations of the firms with
other economic agents they are linked with and finally shall make some observations
regarding innovation processes.
The paper is organised in seven sections. After the introduction (section 1), in section 2 we
present a brief literature survey aimed to point out the most important findings regarding
the impact of intangible capital on competitiveness while section 3 informs on basics of
methodology used in the project. Section 4 presents some major findings regarding internal
relations and human capital accumulation and section 5 is devoted to analysing brand capital
and external relations of the firms. In section 6 some data on innovation practices will be
analysed and in the last section (7) we shall make basic conclusions and give some
recommendations regarding policy measures.

2. Literature review
Terms like knowledge, networks, innovation, brand, reputation, intellectual and social
capital are the key words of modern business. They describe various forms of corporate
intangible assets that are becoming the major drivers of competitive advantage and growth.
Developments of communication technology, business networks and alliances, continuous
innovations, as well as rapid internationalisation bring on important changes in global
businesses. Organisations are aware that technology‐based competitive advantage is just
temporary whereas sustainable competitive advantage is being determined by intangible
resources they possess (Johanson et al, 2001). Instead of conventional factors like land,
labour and capital the main sources of contemporary competitive advantage are knowledge,
innovations, brands, reputation, customer loyalty, high‐quality production processes,
business networks. We are witnesses of a new phase in economic development,
characterised by soft, intangible, non‐financial factors Lev and Zambon, 2003).
Intangible assets can be defined as identifiable non‐monetary assets without physical
substance that is, as a non financial asset that is source of future economic benefit, without
physical embodiment (Lev, 2001, p. 5). Numerous different terms are used as synonyms for
this kind of intangibles such as capabilities, strategic assets, organisational competences,
basic competences, knowledge asset, intellectual capital, social capital. Regardless of the
used term, all intangibles have some similar characteristics:
- they lack physical existence, although some intangibles can be stored on CD
(software) or in some legal documents (intellectual property rights),
- all intangible objects are renewable after they have been used,
- while being used they have an ability to increase in quantity and especially in quality.
Lev (2005) emphasises an additional characteristic of intangibles: they are non‐tradable
resources, since there are no organised and/or transparent markets for trading these assets.
In comparison with tangible assets, like financial or physical resources, intangibles are less
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flexible, hard to accumulate and not easily transferred, so they are barely imitable by
competitors (Perrini and Vurro, 2010). Due to mentioned characteristics and based on
resource based view it is evident that intangibles have a potential to provide long‐term
differentiation and to become an important source of sustained competitive advantage of
firms and their superior performance.
The literature provides different methods of classifying intangible assets. The most
commonly accepted categories of intangibles seem to be: (a) human capital, (b)
organisational capital and (c) relational capital. Human capital includes skills, talent,
experience and knowledge of employees, their creativity, leadership skills and other
competencies. Organisational capital refers to all organisational capabilities needed to meet
market requirements. It includes brands, intellectual property, organisation strategy,
culture, processes, structure, reputation and image of a firm. It can be defined as the
institutionalised knowledge and codified experience stored in databases, hardware and
software, culture, routines, patents, brands, intellectual property rights, and structures.
Relational capital mainly covers relationships of an enterprise with its external and internal
stakeholders, such as buyers, consumers, investors, suppliers, government institutions,
research and education institutions, marketing agencies, business partners, media,
managers and employees. In this paper we shall endeavour to follow this taxonomy of
intangibles in analysing practices of Serbian enterprises in regard to intangible capital and
shall make just minor variations according to the data and phenomena we were able to
observe.
In academic literature, since 1990s one can recognise a remarkable interest in intangibles.
One of the main problems in understanding and assessing the importance of intangibles
appears to be lack of financial information and empirical data, due to difficulties in
measurement of intangible assets, as well as absence of generally accepted theoretical
framework. Intangible asset literature is predominantly conceptual, aiming at establishing
adequate theoretical background. Empirical studies are rare, with great differences in
methodology and even in definitions of intangible assets. On the other hand, some of the
available analyses study intangible capital at the micro (firm) level and some at the macro
(national) level.
Regarding those studies that analyse firm level, one can divide them in two main groups: (i)
studies that address value of firms’ intangibles together with the accounting practices and
methodologies of intangible assets measurement and reporting; (ii) studies that emphasise
the relationship between intangible assets and firms’ performance.
In most of studies from the second group one can find strong empirical evidence in regard to
positive impact of intangibles on competitive advantage and company’s performance, in
both – developed and emerging countries. Thus, for example, empirical evidence in
emerging countries can be tracked through cases of Indonesia (Hidayati et al.,2012)., Taiwan
(Tseng and Goo 2005), Albania (Prasnikar, et al. 2012), Slovenia (Prašnikar, ed., 2010), and
Brazil (Dutz, 2012). Using Tobin’s q as a measure for intangible assets, authors of the study
on Indonesia, found that intangibles had a significant impact on firm’s competitive
advantage and market value that was more intensive in manufacturing than in non‐
manufacturing companies (Hidayati et al., 2012).
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In the study of Taiwan enterprises, Tseng and Goo (2005) used also Tobin’s q, and Value
Added Intellectual Coefficient, as a measure for intangibles, and found a positive relationship
between intellectual capital component and corporate value. Taiwan is an important
example representing an emerging knowledge economy: a favourable international
competitive position of Taiwan’s firms is based on R&D, technology and human resources,
while Taiwan’s economy is characterised by a high share of companies in technology
intensive sectors.
The main conclusions of the study on Albania that was conducted in 2011 and focused on six
specific aspects of intangible capital (Prasnikar, et al. 2012) could be summarised as follows:
(a) relational, informational and information technology capital of Albanian firms affects
productivity; (b) innovation and R&D are not the key success factors for Albanian firms, due
to a very low level of innovation expenditure (0,2% of GDP); (c) organisational flexibility has
no relationship with productivity, while average productive companies have more loyal
employees and they invest more in systematic knowledge transfer.
As to the developed countries the most of firm level studies have been performed in the
USA. The main findings are that intangible resources are drivers of value creation, especially
in an R&D organisation (Pike et al. 2005). Also, a positive relationship between investments
in intangible capital and marker value of firms was found (Brynjolfsson et al., 2002). Some
analyses address specific types of intangible resources, providing firm empirical support to
hypotheses that human, social and organisational capital, as components of intellectual
capital, are related to organisational performance and play a significant role in determining
firm performance (Youndt and Snell, 2004).
According to Global Intangible Tracker around 65% of firms’ value in the world refers to
intangible assets, with great differences among different industries (Global Intangible
Tracker 2007). The highest share of intangibles is found in advertising, internet and software
sectors, biotechnology, cosmetics and health services.
Macro level studies analysing intangible capital are mainly focused on investments in
intangibles and their impact on economic growth and/or productivity. Estimations of World
Bank show that 78% of world wealth is due to intangible capital, 59% in developing and 80%
in OECD countries (Roth and Thum, 2010). According to some analyses investments in
intangibles, as a percentage of GDP, are at the highest level in the USA and Canada, reaching
around 12%, while in Europe the largest investments are in the UK, 11% of GDP (Roth and
Thum, 2010 and Kuznar, 2012). In EU countries evidence show that investments in
intangibles are not so high as in USA, while the lowest rate is in Mediterranean countries
(Kuznar, 2012). According to the OECD data, total intangible investments (as a percentage of
the GDP) range between 6% and 11%: Austria, Japan and Italy score lower rates, while the
Scandinavian countries, France and the US score high ones (Croes, 2000). Regarding East and
Southeast Europe estimations for Czech Republic (6.45%) and Slovakia (4,53%) are
considerably lower than for Germany and France, but higher than for Italy and Spain; Greece
is a big outlier, with the lowest level of intangible investments, 1.6% of GDP only.
Overall, capital investments in intangible assets grow faster in comparison with investments
in tangible ones. All OECD countries show a higher growth rate of intangible compared with
tangible investments, especially the Scandinavian countries (Croes, 2000). Two countries,
the USA and the UK, show a higher ratio of intangible investment as percentage of GDP
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relative to tangible capital, while in Czech Republic, Spain, Italy, Slovakia and Greece
intangible investments are still relatively low (Van Ark, et al. 2009).
In literature one can find a variety of data regarding intangible investments, due to different
methodologies used and various indicators for intangible assets. Although some
international standardisation of indicators seems necessary for comparative analysis, there
is a lack of general consensus on what should be counted as to be an intellectual asset.
Empirical studies of intangibles for a long time have been oriented to R&D and intellectual
property and later on other intangibles have been introduced, such as brands and
reputation, information technology and human capital. The OECD study analyses data on
five aspects of intangibles: R&D and innovation, payments for foreign technology, software,
education and marketing (Croes, 2000). Corrado et al. (2009) established a methodology
that is widely adopted in newer economic analyses. Intangible assets have been classified
under three broad categories: (i) computerised information, (ii) innovative property and (iii)
economic competencies. Though a series of economic or business models have been
constructed that include different sorts of intangibles, some quandaries still remain about
which items should be included in analyses of intangibles, and how to measure them, either
on macro or micro level.
In macro level studies exploring links between intangibles and economic growth and/or
productivity we may highlight several important contributions. Positive relationship between
intangible capital investments and labour productivity growth is confirmed in a variety of
countries (the EU 15 countries, Roth and Thorm, 2010, in eleven developed countries, Van
Ark, et al. 2009, Corrado et al. 2013, Corrado et al. 2012). The contribution of intangibles to
labour productivity growth ranges from about 10 to 40 percent (Van Ark, et al. 2009).
Most of authors highlighted the importance of incorporating intangible capital into national
accounting framework so that a real assessment on investments in tangible and intangible
assets could be obtained. It is widely recognised that the national accounts framework based
on investments in physical assets only, gives a partial insight into growth, investment and
productivity, while if intangible investments are considered, they are often focused
exclusively on scientific R&D, that accounts for less than 10 per cent of all intangible
investments by businesses (Roth and Thorm, 2010). The strongest argument for national
accounting framework adjustment came from developed countries, like UK and USA. These
countries currently have more intangible than tangible investments, while other EU
countries are following those practices (Corrado et al, 2013). There are other approaches to
the issue such as in an interesting contribution (Nelson, 2006) that shows how intangible
investments from the past can explain some anomalies in a conventional financial model
regarding returns in certain industry groups and index returns in stock exchange.
Macro level studies can be summarised by a general conclusion that intangible capital, as a
driver of national productivity and economic growth became a major challenge for national
governments to develop proper policies that will foster investments in intangibles and in
doing so to ease the allocation of resources to their most productive use. Also they should
develop and adopt new national accounting systems based on the recognition of the role of
intangibles that would provide quality information and so enhance investments
effectiveness.
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3. Research methodology
The survey was conducted within a sample of 41 Serbian firms in 2013. The paper draws on a
methodology advanced by Prašnikar et al. (2012) that was applied to similar analysis on
Albanian firms as well as firms in Slovenia and partially in Bosnia and Herzegovina (more
precisely in the Republic of Srpska).
Due to limited resources, the sample was chosen using the snowball method so as to
represent the most typical structure of Serbian firms by industry (but non‐randomly chosen).
Some structural elements of the sample are presented in the table below.
Table 3.1 Sample structure:

Total
Manufacturing (and similar)
Services
Foreign owned
Domestic owned
Small (< 50 employees)
Medium (50<employees<200)
Large (>200 employees)
Exporters (at least 5% of production)
Non‐exporters

Number of firms
41
26 (63%)
15 (37%)
10 (24%)
31 (76%)
15 (37%)
15 (37%)
11 (26%)
26 (63%)
15 (37%)

As can be seen from the table the sample consisted of 26 manufacturing firms (63%), while
37% of the sample (15 companies) is from service activities. There are 24% (10 units) of the
sample companies owned by foreign capital, while the major part of the sample (76%) is
represented by domestically owned companies.
The sample also intended to well cover all kinds of firms’ size structure; small (less than 50
employed) and medium (from 50 to 200 employed) companies are 37 percent of the sample
each, while share of large companies is 26 percent of the sample. Indeed, the actual
structure of Serbian economy is different with more smaller and medium firms as well as
with less manufacturing firms. However, our sample was intentionally biased covering higher
percentage of big and/or manufacturing firms since our interests were predominantly
oriented to these types of companies. The similar could be applied to the firms that are
engaged in export and in contrast to those that sell exclusively in domestic market.
In order to become familiar with the questionnaire, a company first received it by mail. The
questionnaire was then answered by a company’s CEO, financial or HR manager. In some
cases, researchers from the Faculty of Economics in Belgrade complemented the received
questionnaires with the data from the Serbian Business Registers Agency. The analysis
conducted relies mostly on descriptive statistics. Whenever possible we have identified
certain statistical correlations and/or at least tested statistical significance of our findings.
Our analysis relies mostly on descriptive statistics, accompanied with correlations and simple
statistical testing, when it is possible.
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4. Internal relations and human capital
The issue of internal relations within a firm particularly those related to labour and the
communication between managers and owners is of a special interest in Serbia. Firstly,
discussing labour relations the issue could be specific having in mind self‐management
legacy. Secondly, both labour and managers‐owners relations could be specific due to the
relatively fast property rights change in a dozen of past years. The answer to these
quandaries might shed some light on what are institutional changes that really have
happened during Serbian privatisation process and what kind of internal relations has been
build over the period.

4.1. Wages and employment
In discussing these matters we shall start from some purely economic data concerning
wages. Within this group of questions we have remarked that a big majority of firms did not
know to properly answer whether the wages are above the level indicated by collective
contracts. This is due to the fact that they actually do not follow guidelines from these
contracts, which is also connected with the later responses on trade unions that exist only in
few firms (we shall comeback to this problem below). However, this information is to explain
why in the table 4.1 concerning wages we disregard this question.
In analysing workers pay we grouped the firms according to several criteria and in particular:
whether a firm is in manufacturing or in services, whether the firms are foreign or domestic
owned (FOF‐s and DOF‐s respectively), whether they belong to a group that earn higher (21
firms) or lower (20) profit per worker, whether they are exporters (ExF who earn from
exports at least 5% of their revenues) or not (NExF) and finally, according their size in regard
to a number of employees. The main results are presented in the Table 4.1 below
Table 4.1 Wages, year 2012
Firms
Full sample
Manufacturing (and similar)
Services
Foreign owned (FOF)
Domestic owned (DOF)
Profit per worker – high
Profit per worker – low
Exporters (ExF)
Non‐exporters (NExF)
Small ( 50 employees)
Medium (50employees200)
Large (200 employees)

Wages higher than in less
successful firms targeting
the same labour market
23 (56%)
18 (72%)
5 (33%)
7 (70%)
16 (52%)
11 (52%)
11 (58%)*
17 (65%)
6 (40%)
5 (33%)
8 (53%)
10 (91%)

Among better paid in the
entire economy
14 (34%)
11 (44%)
3 (20%)
5 (50%)
9 (29%)
8 (40%)
5 (26%)*
10 (38%)
4 (27%)
4 (27%)
4 (27%)
6 (55%)

* One firm omitted due to bankruptcy (high loss, one employed, formerly large manufacturing firm)
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It is evident from the table that the majority of firms in our sample declare their workers are
better paid in regard to their competitors in the labour market (56%) and yet more than a
third of all firms claim their employees receive higher wages comparing the entire country.
This characteristic of a sample comes from the fact that we deal with active firms that is,
survivors after the crisis and transition and privatisation related events.
Secondly, we may remark that in manufacturing wages seem to be higher than in services
which is a surprise but could be an effect of changing policy orientation that was implicitly
favouring services during first years of transition. The idea of a new growth model could
impact the labour market making the demand for manufacturing workers higher than before
while services are pretty saturated in terms of labour force.
It is also evident that higher percent of FOF pay higher wages than DOF while an important
difference among firms was found in regard to export activities: almost two thirds of ExF
claim their workers are better than in competing firms and almost two fifths (38%) they
receive wages considerably higher than others in the economy whereas only 40% and 27% of
NExF claim similar situation (respectively). Some difference appears when the group of large
firms is compared with smaller ones: a vast majority (91%, small just 33%) of big firms claim
better wages than competitors can pay (statistically significant difference regarding the size
of firms: F = 5.055; p = 0.011) and yet 55% assess their wages to be among the highest in the
economy (though statistically insignificant).
However, from the analytical point of view the most intriguing finding is that higher percent
of low‐profit‐per‐worker firms claim to pay better wages than their ‘less successful’
competitors in the labour market do (58%), when compared with firms with higher profits
(52%). They also relatively frequently (5 of them or 26%) pay workers higher than others in
the economy (two of these firms have even negative profit). Although statistically
insignificant it is still somewhat peculiar since they cannot be taken as the most productive
firms: low profits per worker plus high wages cannot guarantee high value added per
worker. On the other hand 5 of 8 firms with the highest profit per worker declare their
wages are among the highest in the economy, which is expected. However, we cannot find
any significant link between the two sets of data and cannot link wages with some specific
features in terms of any other measure regarding intangible capital within our questionnaire.
We may only conclude that the issue of wage levels is still pretty unclear within the Serbian
economy when compared with firms’ economic performance.114
The second issue regarding some basic economic indicators in this section deals with short
term adjustments in employment. Our hypothesis is that short term adjustments should lead
to definition of a proper core number of employed and yet should demonstrate flexibility in
firm’s organisation that could help in overcoming sudden shocks and/or acquiring sudden
opportunities.
We wanted to particularly analyse what were reactions of the firms observed in turbulent
period 2008‐12. In our sample of 41 firms there are 23 (56%) that declare they had some
short term adjustments in labour force during the period. In that number there were 9 large,
8 medium and 7 small firms in terms of number of employees. Moreover, this difference
114

It is possible that some of the firms do pay their workers higher than expected in order to keep and
stimulate them. However, even this assumption will appear dubious when paired with some other data as we
shall show further on.
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based on the size of firms is statistically significant (F = 2.389; p = 0.10). Among the firms that
do not report short term adjustments dominate (expectedly) small firms (9), followed by
medium ones (6) and surprisingly, two larger firms (both FOF‐s). On the other hand, FOF‐s
appear to be more flexible in general, since 7 of them (70%) affirm short term adjustments
while only 52% DOF‐s report similar alterations. The difference is not statistically significant
but this can be due to a small FOF set).
However, as to the mode of short term adjustments in labour dominate pretty conventional
methods – basically the most used way of change is additional working hours of the existing
employees and/or hiring part time workers. Rarely one can find relationships with
employment agencies, employment of students and similar. In case of economically
undesired events shortened working hours are dominant practices.
The following two questions we have asked the firms deserve more attention as they are
related to deeper insight in planning the real needs of labour and longer term adjustments.
However, the firms’ responses were pretty optimistic. Firstly, in majority cases they claim
that have approached the targeted number of workers (or even have attained it already).
This answer was given by 34 enterprises (83%) but interestingly, even 25 DOF‐s (81%) are
confident they are at or close to targeted number while 7 FOF‐s (70%) are ready to assert
this statement. In our view this higher percent within DOF‐s should be understood as a
higher degree of concern and caution among the FOF‐s as well as an overestimated state of
art among DOF‐s. Such a conclusion is based on a number of other examples where FOF‐s
demonstrate usually better results in governance and management.
Secondly, the firms were asked to answer whether they do recognise a core group of
employees that makes a nucleus of the firm and makes a firm’s comparative advantage. The
answers were again optimistic though with somewhat changed distribution of answers. In
total 31 firms confirmed the statement (76%) but FOF‐s appeared to be more familiar with
the issue giving affirmative answer in 9 (90%) cases compared with DOF‐s presenting 22
(71%) positive responses. Looking from the standpoint of economic results affirmative
answer was given by 17 firms (81%) from the group with higher profit per worker and by 14
(70%) from the lower group.
Finally, when we tried to face the three answers on employment adjustment with those for
wages calculating a compound factor for the former (0‐3) and related it with the answers
that claim considerably higher pay for labour than in the country we found an interesting
result. In the group of firms with the value of the compound factor 0‐1 (7 firms) there were
no firms that claim wages that high. In the following and the biggest group with factor 2 (23
firms) there were 8 (32%) with exceeding wages reported. Finally, in the group with factor
value 3 (11 firms) six of them (55%) have claimed top wages. One may conclude that firms
with healthier planning and better strategies in their employment policies can afford better
wages for their employees.

4.2 Decision making: owners, managers and workers
The most challenging part in the analysis – regarding internal relations – discusses the issue
of decision making. The issue can be analysed in several perspectives such as: to what extent
strategic decisions and management are recognised and separated in regard to operative
decisions, what level of cohesion in decision making has been achieved in terms of
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harmonious work between owners and managers and in particular with workers and other
employees, what kind of loyalty exhibit workers towards their firms and are they ready to
undertake some risks that a firm could meet etc. Finally, we shall try to find out how all
these elements do affect satisfaction of employees and/or how much can add to rising of
firms’ social capital as factors of improving business performances.
The firms were firstly asked whether they systematically separate strategic from current
operative decisions at various levels of decision making with an idea to investigate do they
recognise specific features of strategic choices. In total, 24 firms (58.5%) confirmed such
practices. However, it should be remarked that the majority of negative answers come form
smaller firms (13 below 50 and 3 below 100 employees) which could be understandable to a
certain extent. It should be noted that different responses to this question in regard to the
firm’s size is highly significant (F = 18.496; p = 0.000). There is a slightly higher percentage of
firms that earn higher profit per worker and confirm separation between the two sorts of
decisions (13 or 62%) when compared with the firms from the lower profit group (11 or
55%). A non‐negligible difference appeared between FOF (8 or 80%) and DOF (16 or 52%)
that indicates better management practices in foreign companies (though statistically
insignificant probably again because of too small number of foreign firms in the sample).
Basically the similar results have been obtained within the set of firms’ responses regarding
harmony and coordination between owners and managers in strategic decision making over
the past five years. In total, 25 firms (61%) declare that their managers and owners act
harmoniously among which, somewhat surprisingly, 14 (70%) are in the lower while 11
(52%) in the higher group according to profit to employment ratio. Again it should be
remarked that among the latter group there are 10 smaller companies and again we
encounter a significant difference in managerial practices in regard to the size of the firms
observed (F = 8.445; p = 0.007). Also, there was a difference when harmonious relations
were reported by FOF‐s 8 (80%) and by DOF‐s with only 17 (55%) examples of the kind.
Finally, when asked whether strategic decisions are coordinated between owners, managers
and workers there were 20 units confirming such a state but again with a sharp distinction
between FOF and DOF. In FOF 8 firms (80%) positively responded to the question while in
DOF only 12 (39%) did so, which despite the imbalance in size of the two sets appeared to be
significant (t = 2.147; p = 0.044). Some difference in responses (though insignificant) was
found between manufacturing (46%) and service firms (53%) and between exporters (46%)
and non exporters (53%).
In general, we may conclude that foreign firms have established a better system of strategic
decision making with fewer possibilities to turn into any kind of conflict among the key
groups of agents and/or internal stakeholders.
As stated at the beginning the relations between managers and workers and general
position as well as attitude of workers in a new surrounding of private firms was of specific
interest. In essence we investigated three groups of questions: is there any form of workers’
participation in decision making, are there trade unions units in firms and are workers ready
and devoted to participate in risk bearing within their firms.
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Table 4.2. Workers, participation and risk aversion, 2012 (number of firms, percentage)
All firms
(total: 41)

FOF
(10)

DOF
(31)

High P/L
(21)

Low
P/L (20)

ExF (26)

NExF (15)

26, 63%

9 , 90%

17, 55%

11, 52%

15, 75%

17, 65%

9, 60%

19, 46%

6 , 60%

13, 42%

8, 38%

11, 55%

16, 62%

3, 20%

7, 17%

2, 20%

5, 16%

2, 10%

5, 25%

3, 12%

4, 27%

10, 24%

4, 40%

6, 19%

4, 19%

6, 30%

7, 27%

3, 20%

29, 71%

8, 80%

21, 68%

16, 76%

13, 65%

18, 69%

11, 73%

Stay with the firm if
offered better job

14, 34%

6, 60%

8, 26%

8, 38%

6, 30%

7, 27%

7, 47%

Willing to invest in the
firm (financially)

7, 17%

4, 40%

3, 10%

4, 19%

3, 15%

3, 12%

4, 27%

Participation in decision
making
Right to be informed
Possibility
proposals

to

make

Members of the board
Trade unions (TU)
There are TU units
Risk participation
Readiness
to
something more’

‘do

As can be realised from the table presented 26 firms confirm they do inform workers
properly. If we omit one firm under bankruptcy, it should be remarked that among the 14
firms which do not inform workers 13 are small and/or medium companies (1). On the other
hand this should indicate that in all other firms whether small or big – workers are well
informed. However, in explaining what means and kind of information are present we
encounter very different answers, from ‘publicly presented decisions’ (with no previous
consultations with workers) to regular meetings and discussions with them (4 examples)
regarding new products, offered projects etc. as an usual way of workers’ involvement in
decision making. In contrast, an equal number of respondents (4) insist on pointlessness of
these forms of information convincingly underlying that owners are the only ones in charge
(not even managers).
As to some more developed practices that involve workers in decision making it is noticeable
that less than a half of the firms in the sample (19) develop opportunities for their
employees to give suggestions and/or make proposals. Also one may see that these
practices are more developed among the firms from the lower profit per worker group.
Actually, this could be explained by the fact that in the lower profit per worker group
dominate larger firms, already recognised as more friendly with workers participation. It is
interesting that both practices – better information and better opportunities to propose –
are more developed in foreign firms than in domestically owned ones. FOFs appear only to
be more reserved when workers membership in boards is considered though this is anyway
just a sporadic practice.
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The data on trade unions (TU) give a very specific picture. As in the case of collective
bargaining and agreements it seems that existence of trade unions in Serbian firms appears
more incidentally than regularly. There are 10 firms only with TU units while in just 3 of them
act more than one TU organisation. Also, only four firms report that TU is concerned with
the firms’ economic success and performance.
Analysing what sort of firms report TU existence, at a first glance it seems that joint stock
companies (5 that is, 100%) usually favour existence of trade unions while only 5 limited
companies (5/36=14%) claim trade union presence. Seemingly, this can also be linked with
the size of the firms since all of them are larger companies. However, when analysed more
carefully one may remark that the difference observed has not much to do with legal status
of the firms in question or their size. In fact, there is a more remarkable common feature
within the companies with TU activities: they are all either ‘old’ companies that were in
operation already in the former Yugoslavia or they were acquired by the firms with similar
history and legacy. Thus, we may remark that 100% of these ‘old’ companies and/or their
employees stick to some, say, traditional values inherited from the former institutional
arrangement (whatever was the real role and position of the ‘socialist’ trade unions under
communist led self‐management system).
When asked to assess whether their workers are ready to participate in risks their firms
could meet or whether they are risk aversive 29 firms (71%) claim their workers are ready to
do something ‘more’ for the firm. Among them 8 are the firms with TU‐s (out of 10 with TU‐
s); 14 are those that report good workers’ informing practices; 14 are those with open
dialogues with workers, while 5 have workers in boards (of 7 having that arrangement). On
the other hand, 10 are the firms stating that their workers are among the best paid in Serbia,
while 18 are those that claim their workers are better paid than their competitors from the
same industry.
However, coming to the explanations – what does that ‘more’ means it comes out that 10
firms point at additional working hours labourers are ready to work and 2 at their readiness
to accept postponed wages or even their diminishing. Such answers, in the contest of
unemployment could rather describe workers fears that might be laid off than their loyalty
to the firm (we may quote another interesting answer – workers are ready to do everything
they are ordered since they know that are well paid). Only two firms point at some more
sophisticated practices stating that workers are interested in additional training and/or
interested in new technology and processes or propose new products etc., while two more
firms quote some other relevant examples. Additionally, it is interesting that in a control
question on the same issue within another context, 3 positive answers changed into three
negative but two negative were substituted for two positive keeping approximately similar
percentages of positive answers in total.
One should also remark a systematically higher percentage of workers’ readiness to
participate in firm’s risks among FOF in all categories when compared with DOF and in
particular when their readiness to financially invest in the firm (statistically significant: t =
1.770; p = 0.086). This could be an indication of a higher level of labourers’ trust in firm’s
success within FOF or at least in managerial abilities of their managers. It is also interesting
that risk aversion among employees appear to be more evident in manufacturing companies
than in services: summing up all three categories of possible risks the average value for
manufacturing is 1 (out of 3) while in services it reaches 1.7 which represents a statistically
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significant difference (t = 2.00; p = 0.057). Some difference is also evident in comparisons of
ExF and NExF: the above table shows that employees in exporting firms are less loyal or
more risk aversive.
To conclude with we have tried to find out what firms claim their employees are more
satisfied and loyal. Summing up positive answers for three questions – whether workers are
ready to ‘do something more’, whether they will stay with firm if offered a better job
somewhere else and do they are at least as satisfied as workers of other similar firms – we
tried to establish a measure for employees satisfaction and loyalty. We obtained the
following results. In the firms that do not experience workers participation in decision
making and have no TU and accordingly, TU has no concern on firms’ performance (14 firms;
positive answers 0 of 5) average values for satisfaction/loyalty is 1.5 (max = 3). In the firms
where positive answers for participation and TU count 1 or 2 (14 firms) the
satisfaction/loyalty measure reaches 1.9 while in the firms with participation/TU factor from
3 to 5 (12 firms) the average value for satisfaction/loyalty was 2.2.
A similar result was obtained in comparing managerial practices regarding coordination
between managers and owners. If sum of three decision making indicators is 0 the
satisfaction/loyalty measure is on average 1.6 (14 firms), but if the decision making
indicators reach maximum value 3 (18 firms) the average satisfaction/loyalty reaches 2.1.
Thus, we may conclude that an important factor of workers satisfaction and loyalty are
sound owner‐management‐workers relations. In other words, open and trustful relations
between owners, managers and workers and an active position of workers regarding their
rights and participation appear to be a guarantee for employees’ loyalty and even for risk
taking with obvious positive effects on upgrading social capital of a firm.
Finally, it is important to note that the level of employees’ satisfaction/loyalty is higher
within foreign firms reaching 2.4 points when compared with domestic firms (1.6).
Surprisingly in the context of inherited habits, the level of participation and TU activity is also
higher within FOF where corresponding indicator is 2.1 while it is 1.5 among DOF which is in
line with other results that connect this kind of relations with workers’ satisfaction/loyalty.
Last but not least satisfaction/loyalty appears to be bigger in larger firms: it is at the level of
1.5 in small firms, 1.9 in the medium ones and 2.1 in larger companies (when readiness to
financially invest was added to the sum for satisfaction/loyalty the same difference remain
but is even greater 1.8; 1.9; 2.4, respectively).

4.3 Human capital
It was mentioned in the previous section that regarding some answers obtained from the
survey workers do sometimes (and on their own) organise certain courses (predominantly in
languages but also those for upgrading skills that are necessary in their work). In this section
we shall consider how much do firms invest in human capital by organising various training
practices. Basically, we shall explore what kind of training do firms organise, what is their
scope and how the effects are measured and transferred. In table 4.3 some basic results are
presented.
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Table 4.3. Investments in human capital accumulation, 2012 (number of firms)

Are there organised trainings
Involve more than 50% of workers
Measuring effects
On job training organised
Transfer of knowledge
Successors prepared

All firms
(41)
33
18
16
30
33
28

FOFs (10)

DOFs (31)

10
6
4
8
8
7

23
12
12
22
26
21

High P/L
(21)
16
6
5
17
11
11

Low P/L
(20)
17
12
11
16
7
5

From the table presented one may conclude that the majority of firms from the sample
(81%; while FOF even 100%) recognise the importance of investments in raising of human
capital. Although some responses may be taken cautiously since seem to be too optimistic it
is remarkable that 44% of firms have involved more than 50% of their employees in training
activities while 39% claim to seriously measure effects attained. In regard to the latter issue
the firms were asked whether they measure effects in some other way apart from surveys
and they have reported various practices – mainly testing (5 firms), internal control of work
and results (3), ISO procedures (1), quality control of products (1), though some firms did not
precise what measurement they apply. It is also evident that firms with lower profits per
worker are keen to more invest in training activities which could be assessed as a positive
move in their efforts to increase profits.
Also, various forms of on job training are relatively widespread (73%; FOF 80%) and in
particular internal transfer of knowledge between employees seem to be a familiar practice
within the firms observed (81%). Around 68% of firms report proper preparations of workers
who should succeed their colleagues when necessary. Although some self over‐estimation is
possible this could be taken as a positive sign of introducing new practices in human
resource management. Moreover, in this field there are no substantial differences between
domestic and foreign firms.
Comparing the satisfaction/loyalty factor (as explained above) with the scope of training
practices it appears that fewer training forms has been applied in the firms with less
satisfied/loyal employees (1‐3 out of 6 training activities observed in the firms with an
average satisfaction/loyalty factor 1.5) while more trainings have been found in firms with
higher satisfaction (3‐6 training forms with an average satisfaction factor 2). In order to
finally conclude whether satisfaction and loyalty are induced by better training possibilities
or other way round, we have compared participation and TU activities already seen as a
factor that positively affects satisfaction and loyalty among workers. Expectedly, it appeared
that in the firms with low score for participation and TU activity (0‐1) 3.4 organised training
forms have been conducted on average while in more participative firms (score 2‐5) the
number of training forms is one point higher (4.4). Hence, we conclude that more trustful
relations with workers could ease training practices and raise their motivation for upgrading
their skills.
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5. Brand capital and external relationships
In this section we shall analyse preliminary results on brand capital and external
relationships as parts of intangible capital in the companies from the sample. Relational
capital includes firm’s relations with its stakeholders, consumers, buyers, competitors,
suppliers, government institutions, employees, etc. As we have already analysed internal
relationships, in this part we will address relationships with external stakeholders.

5.1. Elements of brand capital
In current competitive environment, branding is recognised as one of the most important
drivers of added value and an important issue for all stakeholders of a company. Branding
has become a top management priority when it was recognised that brands are one of the
most valuable intangible assets that firms could have (Keller and Lehmann, 2006). Brands are
frequently are seen as vital elements of intangible assets of all companies, regardless of
industry, size, business strategy, country of origin. For companies brands represent means of
legally protected unique features of a company, means of endowing products with unique
associations, signal of quality level to customers, as well as source of competitive advantage
and financial returns (Keller, 2003, p. 9).
Brand capital will be examined by analysing brand‐related marketing activities, in four
sections: (a) brand development activities, (b) brand value, (c) marketing innovations, (d)
brand prospects.
In order to understand brand development, we tracked several aspects of brand
management activities in our questionnaire:
-

whether company develops its own brands of products/services,
development of corporate brand,
development of brand architecture.

Brand value section explains how companies build brand value, and it contains three
questions:
-

whether companies have legally protected their brands,
how much they invest in brand development activities (investment as a share of
sales), aiming to increase brand value,
whether companies measure brand value.

The third section of brand capital analysis is dedicated to marketing innovation. In the
questionnaire we include four variables for marketing innovation:
-

the introduction of new media and/or techniques for promotion,
important changes in design and/or packaging of products/services,
new methods of product placement or marketing channels and
new forms of pricing.
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In the last section we consider the firm activities regarding future development of brands,
based on three questions:
-

strategy for future development of company brands,
possibilities for future development of brands in new markets,
possibilities for future leading market positions for company brands.

5.2. Brand capital: results
Our hypothesis is that there is correlation between brand development and brand value
activities, as well as between brand development/brand value and marketing innovations.
Also, we suppose that companies that report more developed brand activities and more
brand value activities are better prepared for future marketing.
Results in section of brand development activities are shown in table 5.1.. In total sample,
71% of enterprises (29 firms) have their own brands of products/services, while 66% of
companies developed corporate brand in addition to the separate brands of
products/services. On the other hand, only 32% of companies have developed brand
architecture (the way in which the brands within a company’s portfolio are related to, and).
The architecture should define how the company’s brands are inter‐related, support each
other and how they are differentiated from one another. Low percentages in this section
underline the great ignorance of brand development activities, as a way of market
differentiation and of achieving competitive advantage.
Table 5.1. Brand development activities
Existence of products
brands
Corporate brand
development
Brand architecture

All firms

DOF

FOF

ExF

NExF

71%

65%

90%

73%

67%

66%

58%

90%

65%

67%

32%

29%

40%

35%

27%

Some differences are evident among various groups of companies. The FOFs claim better
results, in every segment of brand development activities, in comparison with DOFs. In our
sample 90% of FOFs report development of its own products/services brands, as well as
development of corporate brand, and 40% have brand architecture, while 65% of DOFs
report development of its own products/services brands and 58% development corporate
brand while only 29% confirm to have their brand architecture. Interestingly enough, there
are differences among groups of companies that earn higher and lower profit per worker.
Surprisingly, the group of companies with higher profit per worker shows lower results in
terms of development of products/services brands (62% in comparison with 80% of
companies in lower profit per worker group). Inferior results for higher profit per worker
group could be an outcome of a higher share of service companies in this group, especially
those that are distributors for international firms in Serbia. They usually operate behind the
name and brand of the international company they represent and do not even use their
corporate name in communication with market.
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Relatively bad results for the first set of questions are in accordance with the results in the
next set, regarding brand value (see table 5.2). Only 66% of firms report that they have
legally protected company’s brands, 58% of firms state that they have made some
investments in marketing activities to increase brand value in the last five years, and only
17% of firms have applied some methodology of brand value measurement. We can also
track previous indicators of the FOFs and DOFs since in these two groups main differences
remain to be clearly visible. Thus, 90% of FOFs state that they have legally protected their
brands compared with 58% of DOFs and 70% that have made some marketing investments
to increase brand value versus 48% of DOFs. An average investment FOFs have made
amounts at 3.54% of sales revenues while in DOFs it reaches only 2.22%; also 50% of FOFs
report practices of brand value measurement in contrast to 6% of DOFs.
Table 5.2. Brand value activities

Brand protection
Investment in brands
Investment in brands (% of sale, 2011)
Brand value measurement

All firms
66%
54%
2.68
17%

DOF
58%
48%
2.22*
6%

FOF
90%
70%
3.54
50%

ExF
62%
62%
2.91
19%

NExF
73%
40%
2.2
13%

*One company was excluded from the sample due to an unusual data value

In the sample 59% of firms have introduced some innovation in marketing communications,
61% in product design/packaging, 76% in marketing channels, and 83% in new forms of
pricing. An interesting difference appears between manufacturing and service firms, as well
as between firms with domestic and foreign ownership. Manufacturing firms report more
innovation in promotion (statistically significant, t = ‐2.338, p = 0.028) and product design
and packaging (statistically significant, t = ‐1.849, p = 0.077), while service firms innovate
slightly more in pricing (80%:69%) and distribution (80%:73%), which is in accordance with
specific characteristics of these industries. Finally, there is a systematic difference between
exporting and non exporting firms and is always in favour of exporters.
Table 5.3. Marketing innovations
Promotion
Product/services
design
Distribution
Price

All firms
59%

DOF
55%

FOF
70%

Manufacturing
73%

Service
33%

ExF
65%

NExF
47%

61%

55%

80%

73%

40%

69%

47%

76%
83%

71%
77%

90%
60%

73%
69%

80%
80%

85%
77%

60%
67%

In the section concerning the future of brands, 59% of all companies reported that they have
a strategy about the further brand development, 76% of companies see possibilities for
expanding their brands to new markets and even 54% see a possibility for establishing the
leading market position with their brands in future. In this group of questions one can again
identify differences between manufacturing and service firms, FOF‐s and DOF‐s, as well as
between exporters and non exporters: developed brand strategies can be more frequently
found among FOF‐s, manufactures and exporters and these firms are more confident in
opportunities for their advancement in markets (table 5.4). Manufacturing firms see more
possibilities of introducing brands to new markets (statistically significant t = ‐2.355, p =
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0.031), which is an expected result since higher investments usually are necessary if services
appears in new markets.
Table 5.4. Brand development

Existence of brand strategy for further
brand development
Possibility of introducing brands to new
markets
Possibility for establishing brand
leadership

All
firms

DOF

FOF

Manufacturing

Service

ExF

NExF

59%

55%

70%

62%

53%

62%

53%

76%

74%

80%

88%

53%

81%

67%

54%

48%

70%

62%

40%

58%

47%

Lower results of DOFs in marketing and branding in comparison with FOFs can be explained
by a higher share of small and medium companies among DOFs. Due to their size, small and
medium enterprises do not have a potential to attract high qualified specialists and often do
not find it even necessary. In fact, this is a result of high involvement of owners in decisions
making and already mentioned absence of clear line between strategic and operative
decisions at various levels of decision making, which is the main characteristic of small firms
in the sample. On the other hand, FOFs are more attractive as employers for local specialists,
and they bring up marketing practice and processes that they have already established in
their domestic markets, which lead to better results in marketing and branding in Serbian
market as well, especially in the case of firms that came from developed countries. Apart
from this it is reasonable to suppose that the absence of positive marketing practices within
domestic firms can be an outcome of insufficient level of knowledge in the field and
inadequate engagement of educational institutions that should provide better educational
programs for business and marketing.
Statistically significant differences appear between small, medium and large firms in many
segments of brand capital, favouring large firms. They perform better in brand development
activities (existence of products brands, F = 3.821; p = 0.031); corporate brand development,
(F = 8.953; p = 0.010); brand architecture, (F = 8.361; p = 0.010) and brand value activities
(brand protection, F = 4.887; p = 0.013); investment in brands (F = 4.129 p = 0.024); brand
value measurement (F = 23.472 p = 0.000), as well as in all segments of marketing
innovation, except in pricing (with statistically significant differences regarding innovation in
promotion F = 3.312; p = 0.048). Regarding brands prospects, large firms perform better in
all three segments (table 5.4), with statistically significant differences in identified
possibilities for establishing brand leadership (F = 2.849; p = 0.071). This is in accordance to
previous observations regarding small and medium firms and their lagging behind large firms
in marketing knowledge and practices.
Regarding export orientation, it appears that export oriented companies report better
results in all segments of brand capital that we have investigated. It seems that
internationalisation has an important influence on brand capital and marketing innovations.
Doing business in foreign markets, facing international competitors, cooperation with
international buyers and distributors are important factors of international business strategy
and have positive impact on marketing activities and marketing competences of companies.
Internationalisation processes foster learning in organisations, and these effects are the
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most visible in marketing and branding. Exporters innovate more, and more of them have
developed brand strategies in comparison to non exporters. Consequently, they also invest
more in brand development and in marketing activities and report better results regarding
brands prospects. This is quite expected: it is impossible to be competitive in international
markets without developed brand capital and developed marketing competences. On the
other hand, this point at a necessity of continuous improvements of the discussed yet vital
elements of intangible capital in order to increase number of firms that can effectively
export, be competitive in foreign markets and increase the amount of export revenues in the
entire economy. This can be taken also as a policy advice: incentives should be made for
fostering export orientation but should simultaneously be followed by incentives in the field
of quality business education, entrepreneurial training etc.
In order to examine relationships between different elements of brand capital we have
conducted the following correlation analysis (results presented in table 5.5).
Table 5.5. Correlations coefficient table

brand
development
brand value
Spearman's
rho

marketing
innovations
future
marketing

Corr. Coeff.
Sig. (2‐tailed)
N
Corr. Coeff.
Sig. (2‐tailed)
N
Corr. Coeff.
Sig. (2‐tailed)
N
Corr. Coeff.
Sig. (2‐tailed)
N

brand
development
1.000
41
**
.747
.000
41
*
.393
.011
41
**
.630
.000
41

brand
value
**
.747
.000
41
1.000
41
**
.524
.000
41
**
.612
.000
41

marketing
innovations
*
.393
.011
41
**
.524
.000
41
1.000
41
**
.659
.000
41

future
marketing
**
.630
.000
41
**
.612
.000
41
**
.659
.000
41
1.000
41

**. Significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). *. Significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Expectedly, we found positive correlation between brand development and all other
categories of brand strategy (value, marketing innovations and future perspectives). These
results also show that companies ranked higher on branding scale are also eager to
implement more innovation within their marketing mix, while these companies are better
prepared for future marketing activities.

5.3. Relational capital: external relationships
The analysis of relational capital includes three sections: (a) relationships with customers
(buyers and consumers), (b) relationships with competitors, (c) relationships with suppliers.
Firm’s relationships with business buyers and consumer we have analyze separately.
Regarding business buyers, in total, 73% of firms state that employees from different
functional areas meet regularly to exchange views and observations about customers; 81%
of companies claim that they have regular meetings with business customers to determine
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their needs, while 73% of firms state that business customers are engaged in process of
developing new products and services. Service companies report lower involvement of
business customers in development of new products/services (53%), in comparison with
manufacturing firms (81%), but they paid more attention to internal meetings about their
customers (80%) than manufacturing firms (65%). There is statistically significant difference
among exporters and non exporting firms, regarding involvement of business customers in
development of new products/services (t = 2.080, p = 0.044).115 Exporters to a greater extent
involve their buyers in process of development of new products when compared with non
exporting firms. It is known that an important factor of success in international business
represents relationship with distributors, as key international buyers. They can help in
overcoming the physic distance, which is the major barrier of internationalisation of firms
and a key factor that explains variations in expansion patterns and firm performance.
Involvement of buyers in development of new products represents the highest level of
partnership marketing, and is a good indicator of quality of relationship.
Regarding final consumers and marketing competences in segment of business to consumer
marketing we found a dubious gap between claims that companies had a detailed market
analysis of behaviour of theirs consumers (85%), and statements that only 41% of firms had
defined budget for market research. Evidently, this might be only a declarative consumer
orientation without serious commitment to market research, which should be the first step
in development of marketing programmes and sincere relationship building with consumers.
The highest recognised level of commitment in marketing is customer relationship
management – CRM. However, in the sample, only 22% of firms reported implementation of
some elements of CRM (with higher share of service companies, 27% in comparison with
19% of manufacturing firms), primarily due to increase of loyalty programs in retailing
sector. In implementation of CRM there are the great differences between the firms with
domestic and those with foreign ownership, as well as between small, medium and large
firms. FOFs implement CRM to a greater extent (40%) than DOFs do (16%). Large firms in this
segment outperform small and medium firms (F = 4.518; p = 0.018), since 33% of medium
firms implement CRM practice, 36% of large firms and none of small firms. One may remark
that FOFs that FOFs more frequently incorporate marketing principles in their strategy when
compared with DOFs.
We have analyzed companies' relationship with competitors from the perspective of
defensive and/or offensive competitive orientation. More than 50% firms in the sample
report defensive competitive orientation. They rather choose to follow market leaders, than
to take aggressive business action in response to activities of major competitors. Better
results in regard to offensive marketing strategy are reported by FOFs (60%, in comparison
with 45% of DOFs), which can be an outcome of better performance in marketing, in general.
However, the highest difference is found between exporters (62%) and non exporters (27%).
Exporters have more aggressive marketing strategy (statistically significant difference: t =
1.739, p = 0.091)116, endeavouring to establish firm market position in foreign countries. A
major number of exporters are those that have already established a position of leader in

115

Statistically significant differences appear between exporters that earn 20% or more of their revenues in
foreign markets and the group of non exporters and those with foreign sales less than 20% of revenues.
116
Statistically significant differences appear between exporters that earn 20% or more of their revenues in
foreign markets and the group of non exporters and those with foreign sales less than 20% of revenues.
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domestic markets, and thus eager to rely on aggressive competitive positioning on foreign
market.
Final section deals with suppliers, precisely the origin of suppliers. It appears that imported
inputs have positive effects on productivity, since they allow and push firms to adapt to the
advanced technology from abroad and benefit from foreign R&D. This suppliers' effect is
crucially connected with the level of development of a country of their origin. Thus, in the
sample 44% of companies report that more than 50% of suppliers are from foreign markets,
while only 37% of companies state that majority of their suppliers comes from developed
countries (which is substantially less than in Slovenian firms (73%), for example). However,
origin of suppliers for higher profit per employee group is not significantly different from
that of lower profit per worker group of firms. There are statistically significant differences
between exporters and non exporting firms (t = 1.789; p = 0.082), since more than 45% of
exporters have suppliers from developed countries, in comparison with 20% of non
exporting firms.

6. Innovations and R&D
A good part of our survey deals with the issue of innovations, research and development
investments and various sorts of competences in the field since traditionally this is an
important element of firms’ intangible capital. As it will be demonstrated below, despite of
sometimes over‐optimistic answers to the questionnaire we may identify some principal
differences that appear among the set of firms observed and generally assess the state of art
in this sector.

6.1. Innovations
At the beginning, the firms were asked to answer a question regarding their new products
and to assess their quality in comparison with the similar activities in the firms they compete
with. In total, 36 firms (89%) declare they have new products over the last five years and
estimate to be at least as successful as their competitors. All foreign firms confirmed new
products launch and are fully confident regarding their competitiveness. The confidence
regarding competitiveness is confirmed also by all domestic firms that answered the
question.
When asked whether they do assess to be more successful than their competitors, 26 firms
in total (56.1%) confirmed the statement. It is interesting to note that among the firms that
consider them more successful 11 comes from the lower and 12 from the higher profit per
worker group. It is also evident that FOFs appeared to be more confident about their
competitiveness (70%) than DOFs (52%). Moreover, when asked whether they consider
them as leaders within the industry this gap was extremely widened: 7 FOFs (70%) consider
them as leaders compared with only 10 (32%) of DOFs (statistically significant difference: t =
1.539; p = 0.142).117 Among the entire set of 17 firms that claimed their leading position in
117

When asked whether they consider them at least equally successful as competitors we have again a
statistically significant result in favour of FOFs (t = 2.460; p = 0.022).
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the industry they work in, 8 come from the lower and 9 from the higher profit group. It is
particularly remarkable that only 2 firms of 17 are important exporters – one firm exports
two thirds of its production (around 20% to former Yugoslav markets and 37% ti the EU) and
the other one 33% (22% to former YU and 11% to the EU markets). All other firms attributing
themselves a leading position in the industry sell 80‐100% of their production in domestic
market. Finally, the distribution of leaders is almost even between manufacturing and
service firms (42% and 40%, though manufacturing firms report higher activity in innovating
products that is 96% to 73%).
In the Table 6.1 below firms’ assessments are presented on what importance should be
given to various forms of product upgrading and/or to new products.

Table 6.1. Upgrading and new products (38 responses)
Assess the importance of the following forms of
new products in the firm
Repositioning of existing products
Additions to existing products
Upgrading existing product lines
New product lines
New products according to intl. standards

High

Medium

Low

Not in use

10
17
11
14
20

19
15
15
13
6

5
4
7
4
7

4
2
4
7
4

Data show that the majority of firms assess all forms of product improvements as to be high
or medium. It is important to mark that among the firms that highly assess new products
according to international standards (which is a category that was assessed as the most
important one, 53% of firms) there are 15 manufacturing firms (from 26 in the sample;
manufacturing firms systematically attribute higher importance to all forms of products
innovation than firms in services do118). Comparing the data from the table with other
available data we found that 12 firms come from the lower and 8 from the higher profit per
worker group but among these 20 firms there are 9 that have considerably increased their
profit per worker indicator over the period 2010‐12. Though we do not know when their
new products have emerged and have been offered in the markets this still gives an
indication on effects new products could make and how could affect businesses. It is also
interesting that exporting firms better assess the importance of new products in all of their
forms when compared with firms that exclusively sell to domestic buyers: exporters assess
the importance of new products from 1.9 to 2.3 while non‐exporters just from 1.1 to 1.7.
This could be understood as a mirror image of a considerably lower competition that home
market oriented firms are faced with.
We tried to get some information about processing innovations asking firms have they
undertaken in past five years considerable and/or substantial innovation in general and
particularly improvements in production, in logistics, distribution and similar and in
supporting departments like accounting etc. The answers obtained were definitely over‐
118

Assessments in manufacturing range from 1.8 to 2.3 while in services from 1.5 to 1.7. However, it should be
remarked that the difference mentioned could be connected with the fact that manufacturers are often
exporters while services are predominantly oriented to home market with lesser competitive pressures.
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optimistic: all firms reported some considerable general innovations while in other more
specified questions reported improvements in at least 85% of cases up to 93% (with some
difference between manufacturers and service sector regarding production and logistics
improvements in favour of manufacturers).

6.2. Research and development
The structure of the sample analysed suggests that one should expect some variety in results
obtained particularly when organisation of R&D is concerned. For that reason we have firstly
investigated what could be the scale of investments in R&D among the firms observed since
this could give an indication to what extent firms did recognise the importance of such a kind
of spending. In total, 27 firms claim they have invested in 2011 at least 1% of their revenues
in R&D. It is remarkable that manufacturing firms are more devoted to these endowments
(80% of these firms report that scale of investments and only 40% in services) yet this
difference is statistically significant: t = ‐2.668; p = 0.013). Among these firms there are 12
that invested more than 2% of the revenues (10 manufacturers and 2 in services) while 5 of
them report even more than 3% (3 manufacturers and among them 2 big exporters that sell
more than two thirds of their production in foreign markets and 2 in services).
It is important to underline that the firms which export at least 30% or more of their
products abroad invest more in R&D: they invest on average 1.5% of their revenues while all
others just 0.9%. However, we found another important characteristic regarding R&D
investments: a big majority of firms that report some investments claim a change in these
expenditures over a period 2008‐10 but there is only one reporting a growing percentage in
revenues. Implicitly we may conclude that during the crisis investments in R&D have been
diminished.
It is also remarkable that all the manufacturers that report R&D investments come from the
lower profit per workers group while service firms are all in the higher group. This could be
understood as a consequence of the transition growth model that has favoured services
oriented towards domestic markets and imports rather than exports (see: Cerovic and
Nojkovic, 2011, 2011a). Such a position of manufacturing and no proper industrial policy
might explain relatively low level of investments in general including R&D and substantial
deterioration of manufacturing industries over transition.
On the other hand, it should be pointed out that among the firms that did not report any
R&D investments (14) four foreign firms were found and one large domestic firm. All of them
are parts of larger international systems or of a large domestic holding that usually organise
R&D departments in other places. Among the remaining nine firms without investments of
this sort 3 are micro enterprises with less than 5 employed. Also, within the entire group of
14 there are 10 firms that predominantly sell products of renowned producers, sometimes
with minor finalisation. Hence, for all these firms it is not expected to have particular
investments in R&D. However, this may be linked with a specifically poor outcome of the
FDIs in transition since often they do not enhance expected spillovers particularly regarding
knowledge and technology (see for example: Gunter, 2005; Gorodnichenkou et al. 2007).
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As suggested above the nature of our sample could generate some specific differences
among the firms. Thus for example, just 11 firms have special R&D departments. This is
usually connected with the different size of the firms observed (it is not surprising that small
firms have no departments of that kind) and their different positions regarding their
principals (large foreign companies or a domestic holding). Among the 11 firms with R&D
departments there are one with less than 100 employees (food producer), three between
100 and 200 and 7 companies with more than 800 workers; 10 are manufacturers and just
one is in services (retailing). These firms also specify that their R&D departments
systematically act in solving firms’ problems and develop absorbing ability, while 8 of them
see the department as an important agent in changes within the firm that establishes
guidelines for technological development and in 7 cases the department is engaged in
developing industrial design.

6.3. Competences
The firms were asked to assess their competences in technology and marketing in regard to
their competitors but also to assess their complementary or matching competences in
regard to competitors. The results obtained are presented in the tables 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4
below.

Table 6.2 Firm’s technological competences vis-a-vis competitors (number of firms)
Assesments
R&D knowledge highly developed*
We have high technological abilities in the firm or
within strategic partnerships
We correctly predict technological trends**

substantially
lower
lower
4
6

similar

better

10

7

substantially
better
7

1

3

11

11

6

‐

7

9

11

6

Responses: * 34;  32; **33

In assessing their technological competences manufacturing firms appear to be more
confident: they assess these competences to be on average somewhat better than of
competitors with the assessments in range from 3.4 to 3.7. Firms in services are a bit more
reserved particularly regarding their R&D knowledge (average assessment 2.6) but still are
convinced that are better than their competitors in two remaining categories: 3.4 and 3.2.
Foreign owned firms (FOFs) are decisively confident and assess on average to be
substantially better than competitors with the assessments from 4 (predicting trends) to 4.3
(R&D knowledge). DOFs are more careful in assessing their competences ranging them from
2.9 (R&D) to 3. 4 (technological abilities) and 3.5 (predicting trends; this does not seem to be
quite reliable if compared with other responses). One may also notice that exporters assess
their technological abilities noticeably higher than non‐exporters do (3.8: 3.2).
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Table 6.3. Firm’s marketing competences vis-a-vis competitors (39 responses)
Assesments
Acquiring information on consumers
preferences and needs
Acquiring information on competitors
Long‐term relations with buyers
Long‐term relations with suppliers

substantially
lower

lower

similar

better

substantially
better

2

2

19

9

7

1
‐
‐

‐
1
‐

22
12
11

9
13
14

7
13
13

It is remarkable that all the firms observed do highly assess their marketing skills with only
few examples that confess their knowledge and practices are t a lower level in comparison
with their competitors. DOF‐s appear to be particularly self‐confident giving assessments in
range 3.5 to 4.1 and systematically higher than FOF‐s do (from 3.1) except for relations with
buyers where their assessments are equal. It is reasonable to suppose that all firms
overestimate their skills and the domestic ones in particular. However, it is remarkable that
exporters assess their marketing competences particularly high: from 3.6 (information on
consumers’ preferences) to 4.2 (long‐term relations with suppliers) suggesting one more
time that foreign competition press for advancement in business practices.

Table 6.4. Firm’s complementary competences vis-a-vis competitors (39 responses)
Assesments
Clearly defined tasks of units (dpts)
Good transfer of technological and
marketing competencies between units
High level of R&D knowledge transfer with
strategic partners*
Products development is efficient (in terms
of costs)*

substantially
lower
2

lower

similar

better

4

12

13

substantially
better
8

1

3

13

15

7

7

2

11

13

5

1

4

8

15

10

* 38 responses

In identifying complementary competences in regard to the competitors the firms seem to
be somewhat more reserved than in assessing their marketing skills. However, they are
confident that are particularly strong in products development (25 firms or two thirds of
those that responded). FOFs find them particularly competitive in knowledge transfer
(average assessment 3.9) and remarkably more competitive in R&D (3.6) than DOFs (3.1). On
the other hand, in estimating the efficiency of introducing new products domestic firms
seem to be more confident (3.8) than foreign ones (3.6). Exporters assess to have light
advantage against competitors in all the four categories examined (3.3 to 3.9) and in all
categories are in front of non‐exporting firms (3 to 3.4)
Finally, the firms were asked to evaluate the importance of various sources of information
that help them in acquiring knowledge regarding innovations, R&D and other components of
their competitive advantage. The results are reported in table 6.5, below.
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Table 6.5. Sources of information – importance level (40 responses)
Assesments
Internal

Market

Institutional

Other

Within the firm
Equipment suppliers
Other suppliers
Buyers
Competitors or other firms from the
region
Consultants, R&D private firms etc.
Universities, higher education
institutions
Government or public research
institutions*
Conferences, fairs, exhibitions
Journals or commercial publications
Associations, chambers etc.

high
25
13
16
17

medium
12
22
17
15

low
2
2
3
1

Not in use
1
3
3
6

13

16

8

2

5

13

9

13

3

10

12

15

‐

8

13

18

14
7
4

15
16
15

3
5
10

8
12
11

*39 responses

From the table above it is evident that a good number of firms do not use (or use in a very
smll capacity) institutional sources of information (including their own associations and/or
chambers of commerce or similar) and in particular government and/or public institutions.
This is specifically evident when smaller firms are in question. However, this also points at an
insufficient support of the institutions in question in improving business practices. This is an
important finding that urges for more active policy in the field, especially regarding smaller
and medium enterprises. Surprisingly, foreign firms frequently do not use – apart from
public institutions – university sources or even other scientific sources, which could be an
indication of a lower level of technology applied in FDI established/acquired local enterprises
and lower level of investments in R&D within local companies.
On the other hand, it is interesting that all the firms which do not make use of consultants or
other private R&D firms are domestic ones and predominantly small. This could be an
indication of a typical local entrepreneurial habit – owners of smaller firms recognize
predominantly their own ideas and do not feel they could acquire some additional
knowledge from professional consultants and advisers. In contrast to this finding, it is
evident that exporting firms assess these sources of information – including universities and
journals – to be almost twice more important than non‐exporters do (1.4; 1.2; 1.7 against
0.9; 0.6; 0.9).

6.4. IT capital
In this section we shall add a few remarks regarding IT capital that is, the development of IT
sector, investments in the IT and its understanding regarding business efficiency and
competitiveness. We firstly asked firms whether they posses an adopted strategic plan
regarding IT development, is it implemented and does it is updated regularly. Also we
explored what part of the revenues is allotted to the IT investments. The answers are
presented in the table 6.6.
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Table 6.6. Development of IT capital
All
firms
IT strategic plan
Adopted
59%
Implemented
37%
Updated each 2
27%
years (at least)
Investment in IT (2011)
> 1% of revenue
49%
> 2% of revenue
15%
> 3% of revenue

10%

ExF

NExF

DOF

FOF

Service

Manufacturin
g

P/L low

P/L high

54%
31%

67%
47%

48%
32%

90%
50%

53%
33%

62%
38%

65%
40%

52%
33%

27%

27%

23%

40%

20%

31%

20%

33%

62%

27%

55%

30%

33%

58%

40%

12%

15%
12%

13%
7%

15%
3%

0%
30%

13%
13%

15%
8%

25%
5%

1%
3%

As it can be easily seen a good number of firms (59%) claim they have a strategic plan on IT
development. However, only 37% confirm an implementation of the plan while just 27% of
enterprises do update the plan (at least) once in a two year period. As in some previous
examples a remarkably higher percentage of FOF‐s exhibits these activities (90%, 50% and
40% respectively) when compared with DOF‐s (48%, 32%, 23%). Having in mind that among
74% of firms that report investments in IT of at least 1% of the revenues (or more) we find a
higher percentage of DOF‐s this means that many of them have no clear plan regarding an
efficient use of these investments and further development of IT capital (poor
implementation and update of strategic plans). The conclusion is particularly strengthened
when firms respond to the questions aimed at exploration of their understanding of the IT
importance. Although 68% of DOF‐s agree that the role of IT is not just a support for usual
businesses (FOF: 100%) and 61% claim that IT changes the mode of doing business (FOF:
100%), only 45% recognise that could attain certain competitive advantage by means of IT
(FOF: 70%). Basically, these results confirm an already formed picture on understanding and
recognition of intangible capital among domestic firms: very often they have a rudimentary
idea on the importance of certain components of intangibles but are not competent enough
to fully benefit from their use. On the other hand, despite better employment of IT in FOF‐s
the results indicate a similar state as in regard to R&D: there are not always remarkable
investments in IT nor full engagement in the IT capital development, which reduces potential
spillover effects across the local economy.

7. Conclusions
Presented data and the analyses conducted although just preliminary, lead us to a
conclusion that the importance of investments in intangible capital is slowly becoming
recognised in Serbian economy. However, despite some better results in several specific
practices – deeper insight shows that many aspects of intangible capital that could be
invested remain still at a rudimentary level.
This general conclusion to a certain extent may be ameliorated and be more positive in
regard to some specific groups of companies observed. Frequently we found examples of
advanced practices within foreign owned firms and among firms that are present in foreign
markets.
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As to the foreign companies that do business in Serbian market it is evident that they go
further than a typical local firm in intangible capital investing. Nevertheless, in some aspects
of intangible investments, predominantly in R&D, foreign owned firms have not some
particular experience. We conclude that such a situation is caused by a lower level of
technology and perspective progress of these firms when established in Serbian economy. A
negative side of such state of art is that we cannot expect any substantial spillover effects
concerning intangible investments that might influence practices of domestic firms.
In regard to the firms that export their products or at least have some other relationships
with foreign markets we have remarked a deeper involvement concerning intangible
investments. This can particularly be seen when marketing practices are explored. We
conclude that this was influenced by higher degree of competition in foreign markets but
also represents a kind of spontaneous learning and a spillover effect of practices met in
foreign markets. On the other hand, exporters come usually from manufacturing sectors that
are at the lower level of economic results when compared with services. Our hypothesis is
that this predominantly signifies an undesired outcome of a liberal transition project that
neglects any kind of industrial policy in designing development and growth models of
transition countries.
A specific concluding note should be made in regard to internal relations. Firstly, our analysis
has shown that even despite declared separation of strategic and operational decisions in
many companies this distinctiveness is pretty blurred and that decision making process could
be better structured. It seems that internal relations suffer of too literarily understood social
relations change during transition characterised by attributing to owners an excessive role
and power in managing companies.
Secondly, the problem is particularly evident in regard to workers’ position within the firms
observed. Understanding of the importance of workers involvement in various processes –
from good information to their proposals and some decision making – that affect firms’
performance, appears to be pretty rude. Moreover, there is an evident lack of traditional
workers rights regarding trade unions, and collective bargaining that sporadically appear and
predominantly where these activities have been inherited. These problems are especially
tough in smaller firms.
On the other hand, our analyses have shown that the degree of satisfaction and loyalty to
the firm depends on well‐ordered internal relations along the entire agency chain – owners,
managers, workers. Accordingly but surprisingly considering local self‐management legacy,
we found a systematically higher percentage of workers’ readiness to participate in firm’s
risks among FOFs in all categories when compared with DOFs and in particular regarding
their readiness to financially invest in the firm. Basic explanation should be found in an
extremely poor local institutional arrangement of workers’ rights and high unemployment
when domestic firms are in question and in better established practices imported from
home countries within the foreign firms.
Finally, we have found a specific difference in understanding of various forms of intangible
capital within smaller firms that exhibit both ignorance on the matter and an exceeding self‐
confidence with the abilities of their owners. We find this attitude is in consequence of low
level of knowledge, poor institutional (bad regulation) and economic environment (high
unemployment and lack of competitiveness). Together with a very low degree of recognition
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of possible support that could be acquired from public consultants, economic associations
and educational sector among small entrepreneurs force us to conclude that some
important reforms should be done in these institutions.
The basic conclusions listed above bring about some policy advice. We suggest a more active
policies that will support export led growth, enhance manufacturing production and make
the country attractive for higher tech foreign investments. According to our findings the
companies that will emerge and/or develop under such policies will eventually lead to better
understanding and broader undertaking of intangible investments. Also, we suggest more
attention to be paid to general economic education and business in particular including a
deeper study on human resource management, upgrading internal relations and in
marketing strategies, as well as various forms of entrepreneurial training. Finally, we suggest
industry associations, employers associations, chambers of commerce and trade unions to
be better institutionally positioned and designed in a new manner that will corresponding to
the ongoing changes and global economic environment.
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HOW TO PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE HUMAN DEVELOPMENT IN
POST‐SOCIALIST COUNTRIES?
Eszter Siposné Nándori,
University of Miskolc, Hungary
ABSTRACT
Development used to be considered to be equal with economic growth and welfare was equal to
financial well‐being. These approaches have been exploded, and now more and more interpretations
of development and well‐being take into consideration qualitative effects as well. Experts tend to
believe that development means not only economic growth, but it also incorporates social factors.
The paper focuses on the effect of the main socio‐economic indicators on human development. After
describing what human development means and how it can be measured, it examines how monetary
poverty, income inequality, labour market and education level influence human development.
Monetary poverty is measured with poverty headcount index and relative poverty gap and income
inequality is measured with Gini coefficient. As for labour market conditions, regional cohesion and
long‐term unemployment rates are taken into consideration, while the indicator of education is the
rate of early school‐leavers. To measure human development, Human Development Index is used.
The hypothesis states that poverty reduction, the decrease of income inequalities, the decrease of
long‐term unemployment rate and of regional cohesion and the fall in the rate of early school‐leavers
promote human development.
The paper also focuses on the effect of intra‐generational income redistribution on human
development. I hypothesize that there is a significant positive relationship between the rate of social
and welfare expenses and human development. The hypothesis implies that social and welfare
expenses aiming to reduce income inequalities do not moderate human development, but support it.
The area of the research includes the countries classified to the same income category by the World
Bank. Upper‐middle income Eastern European countries consist of eight countries (Croatia, Czech
Republic, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia) that all changed their political and
economic system from planned economy to market economy at around 1990. Thus the analysis
examines the time period since 1990. I use multiple regression and correlation analysis to test the
hypotheses.
The results of the analysis can highlight how human development has been affected by the socio‐
economic changes in the last years. It can reveal how the global economic crisis affected human
development. Moreover, it will be possible to identify the areas where improvement is necessary in
order to ensure sustainable human development.

Key words: post‐socialist countries, human development, unemployment, inequality,
poverty, redistribution
JEL code: O15
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Introduction
Development used to be considered to be equal with economic growth and welfare was
equal to financial well‐being. Lately, however, this approach has been exploded, and now
more and more interpretations of development and well‐being take into consideration
qualitative effects as well. Experts tend to believe that development means not only
economic growth, but it also incorporates social factors.
The paper focuses on the effect of the main socio‐economic indicators on human development.
After describing what human development means and how it can be measured, it examines how
monetary poverty, income inequality, labour market and education level influence human
development. Monetary poverty is measured with poverty headcount index and relative poverty
gap and income inequality is measured with Gini coefficient. As for labour market conditions,
regional cohesion and long‐term unemployment rates are taken into consideration, while the
indicator of education is the rate of early school‐leavers. To measure human development,
Human Development Index is used.
The paper also focuses on the effect of intra‐generational income redistribution on human
development. It examines whether social and welfare expenses aiming to reduce income
inequalities moderate or support human development.

Well‐being and human development
The ultimate goal of human life is well‐being. That is why research works about happiness
has become important in sociology, psychology, and in economics. Research results show
that subjective well‐being, which can express happiness, is not associated with material well‐
being above a certain income level (G. Fekete – Siposné Nándori 2013; Takács 2009). There
are several explanations for this phenomenon, called welfare paradox:
- Problems with leisure time: Regardless of high income level, individuals may not be
able to spend their leisure time in a meaningful way.
- Status competition: In spite of the fact that individuals make efforts to improve their
relative living standard, the improvement of the living standards of each individual is
not possible as the total amount of income is fixed. The struggle for the improvement
of living standard results in a stressful life, which can be harmful for subjective well‐
being.
- Treadmill effect: Far‐reaching changes can modify subjective well‐being only
temporarily. They do not have any effect on it in the long run.
- Choice paradox: The improvement of material well‐being is usually associated with
an increase in the available options, often resulting in the phenomenon of cognitive
dissonance, which can decrease subjective well‐being.
- “Time‐saving” inventions: Inventions designed to help the individuals saving time
(like washing machine, dishwasher or car) do not create more leisure time for their
users. They only reach better results over the same time than earlier solutions
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(trough, washing with hands or coach with horses) (G. Fekete – Siposné Nándori
2013; Takács 2009).
In order to be able to measure well‐being and not only material wealth, different indices
have been elaborated. The Human Development Index (HDI) is the most widely used
measure of them. It makes the comparison of human development in different countries
possible by taking into account other factors in addition to economic growth. The HDI is
made up of three components:
-

average life expectancy as a measure of long and healthy life;
mean years of schooling and expected years of schooling as measures of education
level;
GNI per capita in USD as a measure of living standard (Zambrano 2011).

The values of the three dimensions range from zero to one, so a transformation of the
original values is necessary by taking into account the maximum and minimum values of the
given variable. The HDI is then calculated as the average of the three transformed values.
Before 2010, the HDI used to be calculated as their arithmetic mean, since then, however,
their geometric mean has been used.

HDI  3 I education  I education  I income

(1)

(Fóti 2003, Husz 2001, Husz 2002, Zambrano 2011)

Figure 1: HDI values in the world, 2011
Source: G. Fekete – Siposné Nándori 2013

Nowadays, HDI values are very high in North America, Western and Central Europe, Australia
and South America. In most of the African countries, however, this value is extremely low
(Figure 1). In transitional European countries (Figure 2), HDI has been increased since 2000.
The HDI of the Czech Republic outstands from other countries’ values.
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Figure 2: HDI in transitional countries, 2000-2012

Source: own compilation based on Human Development Report 2013

Methodology
The area of the research includes the countries classified to the same income category by
the World Bank. Upper‐middle income Eastern European countries consist of eight countries
(Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia) that all
changed their political and economic system from planned economy to market economy at
around 1990. The analysis examines the time period since 1990.
The effect of the socio‐economic indicators on human development is examined with
multiple regression and correlation. The following socio‐economic indicators are included in
the analysis as explanatory variables:
 Poverty rate (x1): the ratio of the population living below the poverty line.
 Poverty threshold (x2): the value of the 60% median national equalized income.
 Poverty gap (x3): the average distance of the poor individuals’ income and the
poverty threshold.
 Regional cohesion (x4): the coefficient of variation of the employment rates at
NUTS2 level regions expressing labour market regional disparities. As Latvia,
Lithuania and Estonia are made up of only one NUTS2 region each, regional
cohesion cannot be calculated in this way. In order to include regional cohesion in
Baltic states as well, the study calculates employment rates at the NUTS3 level for
these countries.
 Long term unemployment rate (x5): total long‐term unemployed (unemployed
for at least a year) population expressed as a proportion of the total active
population as an indicator of labour market;
 Rate of early school leavers (x6): as an indicator of knowledge level;
 Gini coefficient (x7): as an indicator of income inequalities
The dependent variable is HDI (signed by Y).
Before examining which socio‐economic indicators have a significant effect on human
development, testing the relationship between the independent variables is necessary. If
these variables are highly correlated, the multiple regression model may not give valid
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results about the predictors because of multicollinearity (I have to be careful of this
problems as some of the explanatory variables refer to similar phenomenon, therefore there
is a change they are highly correlated). In practice, the presence of multicollinearity can be
considered to be dangerous if in the correlation matrix of the independent variables, there
are any values higher (in absolute values) than the coefficient of multiple correlation. In my
case, each value in the correlation matrix is lower than the coefficient of multiple correlation
(0.943) (Table 1).
Multicollinearity, however, can be present in more than two predictors as well. The linear
relation among more than two predictors can be detected with the variance inflation factor
(VIF). A VIF of 5 (or 10) and above indicates a multicollinearity problem (Kutner –
Nachtsheim – Neter 2004). Based on VIF values (refer to Table 2), multicollinearity problem
arises in the case of poverty rate and the Gini coefficient. Therefore further analysis can only
be carried out with the exclusion of these variables.
Table 1 Correlation matrix of the independent variables
x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

x6

x7

x1

1

‐0.447

0.739

‐0.107

0.040

0.279

0.737

x2

‐0.447

1

‐0.573

‐0.002

‐0.359

‐0.392

‐0.520

x3

0.739

‐0.573

1

0.029

0.072

0.128

0.722

x4

‐0.107

‐0.002

0.029

1

0.338

‐0.051

‐0.279

x5

0.040

‐0.359

0.072

0.338

1

‐0.473

‐0.017

x6

0.279

‐0.392

0.128

‐0.051

‐0.473

1

0.329

x7

0.737

‐0.520

0.722

‐0.279

‐0.017

0.329

1

Source: own computation

Table 2 Variance inflation factors of the predictors
2

Predictors

R

VIF

Poverty threshold

0.783

4.61

Relative poverty gap

0.672

3.05

Poverty rate

0.945

18.18

Regional cohesion

0.374

1.60

Rate of early school leavers

0.697

3.30

Long term unemployment rate

0.666

2.99

Gini coefficient

0.948

19.23

Source: own computation
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The hypothesis concerned the effects of socio‐economic indicators states that poverty
reduction, the decrease of income inequalities, the decrease of long‐term unemployment
rate and of regional cohesion and the fall in the rate of early school‐leavers promote human
development.
When the effect of intra‐generational income redistribution on human development is
examined, explanatory variables are selected based on Cashin (1995).
Cashin (1995) states that the production function has the following form for each economic
actor:


 G (t )   T (t ) 
y (t )  A  k (t )  
 

 K (t )   K (t ) 



(1)

where A is the parameter expressing technology, k(t) is the per person private sector capital,
G(t)/K(t) is the ratio of the aggregate public capital stock, T(t)/K(t) is the ratio of aggregate
public transfer payments, α is the output elasticity of the G(t)/K(t) ratio and β is the output
elasticity of the T(t)/K(t) ratio. For the elements of the formula, K(t) = Nk(t) is true, where N
is the total number of the economic actors (Cachin 1995).
The included explanatory variables and economic growth is related in the following way:
GRWKRit = 1ln(IGOVit) + 2ln(SOCSECit) + 3ln(CURREVit) + 4ln(INITi, t‐T) + it

(2)

where GRWKR is the growth rate of per capita GDP, IGOV is the change in the stock of public
capital as a share of GDP (%), SOCSEC is the expenditure of social security and welfare as a
share of GDP (%), CURREV is the rate of current tax revenue as a share of GDP, INIT is the
natural logarithm of the GDP rate of growth, εit = αi + νit (i = 1, …, N signs the countries and t
= 1, …, T stands for years) and βi is the coefficient of regression. Based on the theoretical
model, SOCSEC and IGOV are positively, while CURREV is negatively related to economic
growth, assuming that other variables in the model are constant. Cachin (1995) also includes
EDUC, the gross enrolment of children aged 12 to 17 years at secondary school as the share
of the population of children in the country’s school age group in his analysis.
For my analysis, I use a modified version of Cachin’s (1995) model. Instead of the growth
rate of per capita GDP, I use the growth rate of HDI as dependent variable (signed with Y).
Furthermore, CURREV is excluded from the model when calculating the effect of
redistribution on human development.
I hypothesize that there is a significant positive relationship between the rate of social and
welfare expenses (SOCSEC) and human development (Y). The hypothesis implies that social
and welfare expenses aiming to reduce income inequalities do not moderate human
development, but support it.
Data for the calculations are derived from the public database of Eurostat, World Bank,
International Monetary Fund, from International Financial Statistics and Government
Finance Statistics (published by the International Monetary Fund) and from the Human
Development Reports of the United Nations. In multiple regression analysis, backward
method is used to find the optimal regression. Because of the limited available statistical
data, the analysis to examine the effect of different socio‐economic indicators on human
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development is carried out for the period from 2000 to present. Based on the available data,
the analysis to examine the effect of intra‐generational income redistribution on human
development can be carried out for the period 1994‐2008.

Effect of socio‐economic indicators
Based on the regression analysis, the effect of four predictors is proved to be significant
(Table 3): poverty threshold, relative poverty gap, regional cohesion and rate of early school
leavers.
Table 3 The effect of socio-economic indocators on human development
(t-values are in brackets)
Predictor
Constant
Relative poverty gap
Poverty threshold
Regional cohesion
Long term unemployment rate
Rate of early school leavers
F
F significance
2
R

Step 1
‐0.274
(‐2.270)
0.040
(1.778)
0.069
(2.778)
‐0.032
(‐2.285)
‐0.009
(‐0.957)
‐0.034
(‐2.245)
12.508
0.000
0.839

Step 2
‐0.358
(‐4.270)
0.046
(2.131)
0.087
(5.101)
‐0.031
(‐2.204)
‐
‐0.023
(‐2.333)
15.507
0.000
0.827

Source: own computation

Poverty threshold – which is the 60 percent of the median equalized income in this case – can be
regarded as a measure of economic growth as well, so its strong correlation with human
development is not surprising. A 10 percent increase in the rate of early school leavers decreases
human development by 0.2 percent. This supports the fact that the role of human capital keeps
increasing in development (Besenyei 2007). The growth of regional cohesion decreases
development. Human development is thus affected by monetary poverty (poverty line and
relative poverty gap), knowledge level (measured by the rate of early school leavers) and labour
market processes (regional cohesion) (Siposné Nándori 2011).

Effect of intra‐generation income redistribution
The optimal regression analysis is carried out in two steps: with and without the inclusion of
the EDUC variable. As for the significant independent variables, the two models have the
same results.
The effect of income redistribution is significant in both cases. A 10 percent increase in the
expenditure on social security and welfare as a share of GDP will raise human development
by 0.32 percent (Siposné Nándori 2012).
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Table 4 Growth regressions for upper middle income Eastern Europe, 1990-2007
(t-values are in brackets)
Predictor
Constant
IGOV
INIT
SOCSEC
EDUC

Included predictors
INIT, IGOV, SOCSEC
0.063
(4.025)
‐0.008
(‐1.750)
0.003
(2.524)
0.032
(3.321)
…

INIT, EDUC, IGOV, SOCSEC
0.063
(4.025)
‐0.008
(‐1.750)
0.003
(2.524)
0.032
(3.321)
‐

… The given variable is not included
- The effect of the given variable is not significant on the dependent variable.
Source: own compilation

Conclusion
Human development in post‐socialist countries is significantly affected by many socio‐
economic indicators. Besides monetary poverty, labour market conditions, intra‐
generational income redistribution and average knowledge level of the individuals play an
important role in influencing human development (Figure 3).
In the recent global economic crisis it is crucially important to highlight that redistribution
does not slow down human development. On the contrary, it promotes it. If governments of
these countries try to promote economic growth, which is one of the most important aims in
the recent global crisis, they have to be aware of the fact that redistribution is not against
this aim. In the realization of redistribution, however, it is important to focus on poverty
reduction instead of the decrease of income inequalities – like applying higher tax rates for
higher income levels.
Figure 3: Socio-economic indicators influencing human development

Source: own compilation
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In other words, the aim is to ensure that each member of the society can reach a minimal
living standard and not to reduce the differences between the wealthiest and the poorest
parts of the society. This latter would slow down human development partly directly partly
indirectly through the decrease of income inequalities
In the future, the study can be extended to examine the relationship between poverty and
economic growth at country level to reveal any potential differences among post‐socialist
countries.
“The described work was carried out as part of the TÁMOP‐4.2.1.B‐10/2/KONV‐2010‐0001
project in the framework of the New Hungarian Development Plan. The realization of this
project is supported by the European Union, cofinanced by the European Social Fund.”
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ABSTRACT
For the transition countries of the Western Balkans, in conditions of insufficient domestic savings and
narrowing opportunities for further borrowing from international financial institutions, the need for
dynamic inflow of foreign direct investment becoming one of the key preconditions for their future
economic development. The economic crisis has sharpened the competition in the international
capital market and the situation is that a number of countries are competing in the global market.
Under such conditions, only those countries that have attractive investment policies can pretend to
serious capital inflows of foreign direct investment. Foreign direct investments are very important for
countries of the Western Balkans as they enable rapid development of many fields, especially trade
that brings tangible and intangible resources that also mobilize domestic factors. In this paper, the
authors will attempt to estimate investment policies in the Western Balkans and the effects they
have on their future economic development. It highlights those policies that have the most impact in
attracting foreign investment, as well as the weaknesses of some policies applied by the economy. In
the paper will be used correlation model between foreign direct investment and the measure of
economic growth, using relevant foreign direct investment database. Based on the used research
methodology and analysis of relevant investment policies of the Western Balkan countries, the paper
will show that the Western Balkans countries need to create favorable business environment,
regulate the problems of law enforcement, transparency, corruption and improve infrastructure in
order to more effectively attract foreign direct investment.

Key words: investment policies, Western Balkans, foreign direct investments, economic
development, post‐crisis period.
JEL codes: F02, F20, F43

1. INTRODUCTION
Foreign direct investment (FDI) is recognized as a key modality of economic development of
underdeveloped countries. Positive effects of FDI on export, economic growth and creating
of new jobs, as well as the fact that, besides transfer of capital, these inflows also lead to
transfer of intangible resources, such as technology and know‐how, give FDI advantages over
other sources of growth. This particularly applies to the Western Balkan countries for which,
in the circumstances of economic crisis, opportunities to rely on their own finance sources or
borrowing from international financial institutions are considerably limited.
Situation is similar in other transitional countries. Hence there is a keen competition for
attracting FDI in the global market and legal regulations are quite liberal in all countries
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aspiring to be hosts of FDI inflows. When speaking of legal regulations, labour price,
incentives for attracting FDI and the like, they are becoming more or less the same in most
transitional economies. Therefore, in the future period the vital factors for attracting FDI will
be macroeconomic stability and functioning of the legal system and institutions. Advantages
of transitional countries for attracting FDI in relation to the countries which have already
joined the EU are lower labour costs and government measures for boosting foreign
investment. These measures typically include fiscal incentives, financial subsidies and
building necessary infrastructure.
Whether foreign investors will invest in one country or not, depends on the level of its
macroeconomic and political stability, its institutional development, market orientation and
openness for foreign trade. Therefore, for Western Balkan countries to become an attractive
destination for foreign investment, the preconditions are credible monetary and fiscal
policies, creating favorable business environment with competitive local market and anti‐
monopoly regulations, transparent legal system, implementation of laws, protection of
proprietary rights, reducing corruption, improving infrastructure and continuing efforts
towards the European integrations.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Effects of FDI on gross domestic product (GDP) and imports are frequently analyzed. Much
research has been published on this topic, so Yan (2011) showed on the example of Nepal
that the relationship between FDI and GDP cannot be described as direct linear or log‐linear
relationship, but that analysis of impact must be based on the secondary analyses which
separately cannot produce genuine insight into this relationship. However, the summarized
results can provide appropriate picture of the interdependence of these variables.
Furthermore, in his paper Gligorić (2013) confirmed the high positive correlation between
FDI levels per capita and the levels of foreign trade in CEE countries in the period from 1995
to 2003. In addition, results of the empirical analysis indicate that FDI inflows represent a
possibility for developing countries to improve their exports structure. It is mentioned that
certain CEE countries which were in the first phases of transition led by domestic demand
and were manufacturing clothes and furniture recorded later a notable FDI inflow and the
largest growth in exports of components and parts of higher value added for further
production.
Shawa and Shen (2013) examine the impact of FDI and GDP on the export in Tanzania, in the
period from 1980 to 2012. By applying the classical VAR model, they came to the conclusion
that there is significant causal link between FDI and exports, whereas the causality between
FDI and GDP is not found. This result shows that by attracting FDI it is possible to influence
increase in exports, whereby it is mentioned that Tanzania is a developing country, which
should be taken into consideration when interpreting these results.
Liu, Burridge and Sinclair (2002) examined on the example of China the relations between
FDI, GDP and trade. They used multivariable VECM (vector error correction model) tests of
causality. It proved that there are strong two‐way causal links between FDI, GDP and
exports, whereas the feedback causality from exports was much weaker.
Sandalcilar and Altiner (2012) examine the relationship between FDI and GDP in ECO region
through panel analysis. They applied the unit root, co‐integration and causality tests in case
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of panel analysis and found, as a result, that the effects of FDI inflows on the economic
growth cannot be ignored in the countries which got independence in the 1990s.
Mercan and Yergin (2013) conducted an empirical analysis of the effects of FDI, exports and
economic growth on the example of Turkey in the period from 1991:Q4 to 2013:Q1. Their
research showed that there is a notable positive impact of FDI and exports on GDP, while
only FDI separately influence GDP much less than exports.
In the above examples, it can be seen that the variables were observed separately or within
the panel. However, the results obtained are different. Thus, results of some papers showed
that the variables had considerable effects on each other, whereas the results of some other
researches did not show significant impact. If positive causality between these variables is
established, it means that it is possible to influence the economic growth of a country or a
region by improving investment policies.

3. FDI AS A FACTOR OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN WESTERN BALKAN COUNTRIES
For small, open economies, without adequate sources of domestic savings, the importance
of attracting FDI becomes one of key preconditions for future economic growth. This is
particularly important for transitional countries of the Western Balkans which are aspiring to
become members of the EU. Accession process itself brings additional costs of catching up,
because these countries started the transition process relatively late, facing greater
difficulties than successful transitional economies. Knowledge and technology transfer that
occurs through investment processes is equally important as capital transfer.
Low rate of domestic (private) savings is indicated as a reason for low investment rates in
these countries as they all record high current account deficits. Therefore, their need for
attracting foreign investment is obvious as they have no chance for growth without
investment. Another reason lies in the expectations that investors will increase average
productivity of the economic activity, which will in turn boost new investment opportunities.
Even in the countries which do not have the same levels of current account deficits, those
with higher share of FDI will record higher investment rates.
Based on the conducted research, it can be concluded that there is a strong correlation
between the pace of economic growth and FDI inflows. Mutual interdependence of the pace
of economic growth and FDI inflows is reflected so that direct inflow of capital either
stimulates economic growth and transformation or responds to the opportunities resulting
from the economic growth and progress of transformation. Economic growth can come as a
consequence of foreign investment through additional investment of funds or transfer of
technology, managerial and organizational skills, as well as through better access to export
markets. On the other hand, foreign investors respond positively to the consolidated market
economy regulations and continuation of economic growth.
Effects of FDI can also result in increase in employment and exports. There are several
empirical researches which prove the high positive correlation between the level of FDI per
capita and the level of foreign exchange. In the observed region, as in all other parts
worldwide, FDI inflows and foreign exchange are complementary. Furthermore, numerous
researches show that inflows of foreign investment represent an opportunity for the
developing countries to improve their exports structure.
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The overall effects of FDI on the local economy and its potential for economic growth can
vary, depending on the capability of local companies and economic policy measures of the
FDI recipient country. If foreign investors invest in the markets with technologically and
financially weak local companies and with possibilities for differentiation of products and
achieving effects of the economies of scale, there is a very high likelihood that companies
with foreign capital may create a monopoly. This may lead to creating dual economic
structure where foreign‐owned companies compete with small local firms, which
considerably weakens the resilience of domestic economy to the market cycles and changes
in foreign‐owned companies.
If the country’s economic authorities conduct the competition policy based on liberalization
of external flows, efficient anti‐monopoly legislation and reducing market entry barriers and
if they take a strategic approach towards FDI which implies their sectoral targeting and
limitation of their entry into certain sectors, then it may be expected that presence of
foreign capital in the local market will have positive effects on local firms. Increased
competitiveness of local firms means that technological gap between these companies and
companies with foreign capital is closing, which may lead to reduction in demand for
products of foreign‐owned companies, thus increasing the motivations of these companies
for technology transfer. Transfer of advanced technology offers a possibility for appearance
of technological externalities. (Nedeljković, 2003, page 95).
Many research papers came to conclusion that FDI had a significant contribution to the
economic growth of CEE transitional economies, much greater than in developed and
developing countries. If we take a look at the graph on Figure 1 (right), it can be seen that
much more foreign investment went to transitional countries in comparison to the Western
Balkan countries. It results from certain features of transitional economies which are
primarily manifested in an opportunity for increasing productivity at the beginning of
transition (due to initial inefficiency of usage of resources) and in the fact that this region
had fairly developed human capital, whereas managing the existing physical capital was
initially poor. Through combined action, these two factors allowed foreign investors to
achieve fast growth in productivity by implementing modern management, new production
and new capital (Kovačević, 2004, pages 436‐437). Figure 1 (left) shows how the trend of
foreign investment inflows is decreasing due to the consequences of the global financial
crisis. This is yet evidence that Western Balkan countries must constantly strive to improve
their investment policies, because any external shock may largely disturb the positive trend
of FDI inflow.

Figure 1. FDI inflow in the Western Balkan countries, in the period from 2007 to 2012
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Source. The World Bank database 2013

According to last World Bank data projections (Vincelette, 2014), countries of Western
Balkan have slow road to recovery. For future development these countries need to be
driven by exports, need to have positive near‐term outlook and need to provide
macroeconomic stability and structural reforms. These elements together are key to
sustaining growth of these countries. Recession in Western Balkans finally ended in 2013 on
the back of the Euro Area recovery. Economies have recovered thanks to pick up in external
demand, combined goods exports grew over 16 percent in 2013. Current account balances is
narrowed. Exports strengthened and imports fell, contributing to trade rebalancing. External
debt is remained high. Also, domestic demand was still very weak. Concerning labour
market, outcomes are remained poor. Albeit falling, unemployment is still stubbornly high
especially among vulnerable groups. However, for improvement of productivity and
competitiveness for growth, these countries need to require structural reforms across the
board – improve investment climate and labor market.

4. THE METHODOLOGY DESCRIPTION AND ACHIEVED RESULTS
Subject of the research in this paper is analysis of mutual correlation between FDI, GDP and
exports in Western Balkan countries. The authors included the following six countries into
Western Balkan countries: Serbia, Croatia, Montenegro, Bosnia, Macedonia and Albania. The
observed time frame covers the period from 2002 to 2012. Values of these variables
represent the summed up values for the above‐mentioned countries, on annual level.
Examining the causal links was conducted by means of the basic econometric tools. The
authors used the vector auto regression system (VAR) to explain the dynamic links among
the observed three variables, through the following three steps.
The first step included examining stationarity of the time series. In other words, the authors
checked whether each of the series separately has a unit root. The trend or stationarity
shows that the series, observed in the long term, fluctuates around the line of deterministic
trend or around its mean value, while non‐stationarity means that the series tends to
fluctuate far from the initial value with indefinite variance. Testing of stationarity is
conducted by Dickey‐Fuller test. Adequate null hypothesis claims that the series has a unit
root.
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If the above‐mentioned test shows that series are of the same level of integration, long‐term
relationship of these series is checked. By testing the co‐integration, it is established
whether the linear combination of series with the same integration level is in the long run
stationary. In such case the series are considered to be co‐integrated. For those purposes,
the authors used the Johansen Co‐Integration Test.
As a final test, the authors applied the Granger Causality Test. This test provided information
whether two or more variables mutually affect each other, whereby the test result shows
whether such causality is unilateral or multilateral. When appropriate number of steps is chosen,
the Granger Causality Test gives answer to the question whether by means of the previous
values of one variable is possible to describe the other variable and vice versa or, respectively,
whether the coefficients with previous values of the relevant variable are statistically significant.
Null hypothesis of this test is that there is no Granger causality.
The first graph shows dynamics of movements of the three observed variables: GDP, FDI and
exports for Western Balkan countries.
Graph 1: Dynamics of GDP, FDI and export in the Western Balkan countries, in the period
2002-2012
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A large number of macroeconomic time series have unit root, that is, represent non‐
stationary series. It is for this reason that the authors used as the first test the Unit Root
Test. At the same time, the order of integration of the observed series will be checked,
which will be used later by the authors when checking the co‐integration of the series. The
result obtained through ADF test is given in the Table below.
Table 1. Stationarity (unit root) test (ADF)
t‐statistics
Critical value
1st
2nd
At level
1%
5%
10%
differences
differences
***
*
‐3.601767
GDP
1.891242
‐1.652937
***
**
‐2.847250 ‐1.988198 ‐1.600140
‐3.135757
FDI
‐0.457749 ‐2.522498
***
**
‐3.363157
EX
1.531089 ‐2.502736
* ** ***
Note: , , , denote rejection of unit root at the 10%, 5%, 1% levels of sign. respectively.
Var

Source. The results of author’s research
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Based on the results, the authors were able to conclude that none of the series is stationary
at the level, while at the test significance threshold of 10% all series are stationary on the
first differences. At the significance threshold of 1%, the hypothesis of presence of the unit
root in other differences is rejected. Considering that for other series the hypothesis of unit
root presence in the first differences can be rejected, the authors proceeded with the
Johansen‐Juselius Co‐Integration Test.
Table 2. Johansen co-integration test
Hypothesized
No. of CE(s)

Series: GDP, FDI
Trace
0.05
Eigenvalue
Statistic
Critical Value

Prob.

None
At most 1

0.529183
0.282473

9.767058
2.987508

15.49471
3.841466

0.2991
0.0839

Hypothesized
No. of CE(s)

Eigenvalue

Max‐Eigen
Statistic

0.05
Critical Value

Prob.

None
0.529183
6.779550
14.26460
0.5515
At most 1
0.282473
2.987508
3.841466
0.0839
Note: Trace and Max‐eigenvalue test indicates no cointegration at the 0.05 level
Source. The results of author’s research

The Co‐Integration Test applied to the series of GDP and FDI showed, as a result, that there
is no co‐integration, that is, at the significance threshold of 5% both Trace and Max‐
Eigenvalue statistics reject presence of co‐integration equation. Observing the FDI and EX
series also shows that there is no co‐integration.
Table 3. Johansen co-integration test
Series: FDI, EX
Hypothesized
No. of CE(s)

Eigenvalue

Trace
Statistic

0.05
Critical Value

Prob.

None
At most 1

0.385115
0.028039

4.632836
0.255953

15.49471
3.841466

0.8465
0.6129

Hypothesized
No. of CE(s)

Eigenvalue

Max‐Eigen
Statistic

0.05
Critical Value

Prob.

None
0.385115
4.376883
14.26460
0.8176
At most 1
0.028039
0.255953
3.841466
0.6129
Note: Trace and Max‐eigenvalue test indicates no cointegration at the 0.05 level
Source. The results of author’s research

Table 3 contains results obtained for testing co‐integration of GDP and EX variables. This
case also shows that at the threshold of 5% the hypothesis of non‐existence of the co‐
integration equation in either of the statistics cannot be rejected.
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Table 4. Johansen co-integration test
Series: GDP, EX
Hypothesized
No. of CE(s)

Eigenvalue

Trace
Statistic

0.05
Critical Value

Prob.

None

0.401948

5.831610

15.49471

0.7153

At most 1

0.125304

1.204907

3.841466

0.2723

Hypothesized
No. of CE(s)

Eigenvalue

Max‐Eigen
Statistic

0.05
Critical Value

Prob.

None

0.401948

4.626703

14.26460

0.7880

At most 1

0.125304

1.204907

3.841466

0.2723

Note: Trace and Max‐eigenvalue test indicates no cointegration at the 0.05 level
Source. The results of author’s research

While the co‐integration test shows long‐term equilibrium relationship, the Granger
Causality Test identifies short‐term equilibrium relationship. Considering that by Johansen
Co‐Integration Test the co‐integration series for the analysis of Granger causality was
rejected, the authors also used the unrestricted VAR model. An optimum step defined by the
information criterion is equal to 1. Results of the Granger Causality Test are given in the
Table below. Probability in Table 5 represents probabilities of rejecting the mentioned
hypothesis.
Table 5. Granger causality test
Hypothesis
FDI does not Granger cause GDP
GDP does not Granger cause FDI
FDI does not Granger cause EX
EX does not Granger cause FDI
GDP does not Granger cause EX
EX does not Granger cause GDP

Prob.
0.0255
0.8426
0.1299
0.6776
0.0145
0.0530

Source. The results of author’s research

The Granger Causality Test leads to a conclusion that there is a significant positive impact of
FDI on GDP as well as the impact of GDP on exports. Effects of FDI on GDP prove the
theoretical assumptions, which mean that it is possible through FDI inflow to influence a
GDP growth. The authors have also observed that probability of rejecting the hypothesis that
exports does not affect GDP is equal to 0.0530 (at the significance threshold of 10%), which
proves the strong correlation between exports and GDP and vice versa.

5. INVESTMENT POLICIES OF WESTERN BALKAN COUNTRIES
Taking into consideration the above‐proven positive effects of FDI on economic growth, the
authors find that it is important to identify certain factors which cause that some countries
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are more successful than others in attracting FDI and/or have better investment policies in
comparison to other countries. These factors include the market size, its dynamics, openness
and structure, costs of labour, energy and raw materials, as well as macroeconomic,
institutional and political stability, foreign trade liberalization and membership in trade
organizations, EU integration, subsidies for attracting FDI and quality of infrastructure. This
paper will underline the advantages and disadvantages of the investment policies applied by
the countries of the Western Balkans, as well as any unresolved questions in the investment
environment.
Western Balkan economies largely use the incentives for attracting FDI. For instance, in
Croatia, Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia these incentives are non‐discriminatory and
made publicly available. Furthermore, many economies have signed a large number of
international investment agreements. The main purpose of those agreements is to
strengthen the credibility of these countries and to create a more favorable setting for
attracting investors.
With regard to promotion and investment incentives, all economies have agencies for
promotion of investment with the fixed annual budget and political support. However,
capacities of some of these agencies need to be strengthened. This also means that it is
necessary to establish a mechanism for monitoring and assessment of effectiveness of
investment promotion agencies. The most developed system of the relationship of these
agencies with clients was seen in Macedonia and Serbia.
Despite ongoing efforts to improve investment climate and business environment, Western
Balkan countries still face certain constraints. Thus, for instance, Albania, Croatia,
Montenegro and Serbia do not have the national requirement for board of directors and for
temporary employment of management in foreign companies, while in Bosnia, Croatia,
Macedonia and Montenegro there is concern about complicated administrative procedures
for approval of temporary workers. In Croatia and Montenegro, the procedures for obtaining
work visas and permits can be too long and include the obligation to meet with the relevant
representatives of the authorities.
One of the major problems still faced by foreign companies is solving the question of
ownership over industrial and residential land. There are also certain restrictions concerning
purchase of agricultural land, as well as for purchase of real estate for non‐EU member
states. Ownership over the land is more limited in Albania where non‐residents and non‐
resident legal entities may acquire state‐owned non‐agricultural land, provided, however,
that the value of investment is three times higher than the value of the land. In Bosnia non‐
resident legal entities may not own certain resources, such as natural resources, although
concessions are occasionally granted. In Croatia, foreign investors may not acquire
agricultural and protected areas. In addition, there are rules that prohibit construction and
commercial use in the coastal zone 70m off the coastline. In Macedonia, foreign residents
may not acquire agricultural land although they may conclude long‐term lease agreements
under reciprocity principles and under the condition that the Ministry of Justice, in
cooperation with the Ministry of Agriculture and Ministry of Finance, approves such lease. In
Montenegro, there are also restrictions concerning the ownership acquisition of agricultural
land and bordering zones, as well as forests and cultural heritage. In Serbia non‐resident
legal entities may not purchase agricultural land. Furthermore, there are restrictions for
purchase of real estate, especially for citizens from non‐EU member countries. For example,
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in Croatia, acquisition of real estate by investors coming from non‐EU member countries is
allowed only upon approval of the Ministry of Justice and on the reciprocity basis. In
Macedonia, citizens from the countries which are not EU and OECD members may own
buildings, flats and business premises only upon reciprocity basis, according to the Law on
Property and Other Real Rights.
Another big problem in these countries is registration of land, cadaster and restitution.
Numerous reforms have been implemented in order to simplify the procedure of property
registration. There are still, however, unresolved questions related to property rights in the
region. Ownership over the land remains unclear in many economies. In Albania, ownership
rights often overlap and the process of restitution is hindered due to illegal construction and
corruption. In Macedonia, great efforts have been made to improve the land cadasters, but
there are still inconsistencies.
In addition to the above, concerning the impact of certain factors on investment climate in
Western Balkan countries, foreign investors gave the lowest mark to the mechanism for
handling disputes between investors and state authorities, then information availability and
availability of documentation, technical obstacles and shortcomings, certification,
accreditation and harmonization, administrative hindrances for trade, human capital, access
to financial resources, tax policy, as well as electric power and physical infrastructure.
Although all Western Balkan economies conducted reforms with a view to attract as much
FDI as possible, weaknesses in the general business climate are still hindering investment
flows.

6. CONCLUSION
Western Balkan economies have made considerable progress over the past years in
developing open, transparent and predictable investment policies. Many economies signed a
series of international investment agreements in order to ensure predictability and safety for
investors. All economies have established investment promotion agencies with fixed annual
budget and political support. Foreign investors actively participated in the process of
privatization of companies in these countries; however, due to the onset of the economic
crisis, most of these processes are stagnating or lagging behind. In the past few years,
Western Balkan economies have achieved great progress in capacity building for
implementation of tax policy, regular forecasts of aggregate tax revenues and supervision of
public revenues and expenditures.
Although all Western Balkan economies carried out reforms in order to attract FDI, there are
still weaknesses in the general business climate that are hindering investment flows. The
obstacles for creating the competitive business environment in this region are corruption,
insecurity and unpredictability of the legal and regulatory framework. In addition, a great
problem lies in non‐transparency and absence of necessary employment skills in these
countries. Most companies find that available infrastructure in the region lacks competitive
advantage. Furthermore, in terms of infrastructure quality, there are enormous differences
in doing business in the major cities as compared to smaller towns outside the capitals.
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Only those policies which are sustainable and which have long‐lasting effects on the
economy of a certain country contributed to the growth in FDI, whereas one‐off incentives
increased inflow of foreign investment only in the short run. To conclude, architects of
investment policies in these countries should work on improving infrastructure, legislation,
transparency, reducing bureaucracy and fighting corruption. It has been proved that the
existing inflow of FDI in the observed countries was not sufficient to boost economy, solve
economic problems and increase the living standard. For Western Balkan economies it is
necessary to create more favorable business environment in order to ensure better
positioning of these countries on the map of foreign investors.
By founding investment promotion agencies, all Western Balkan countries have
institutionalized their aspirations towards attracting foreign investment. All the observed
countries, except Croatia, have decided to attract foreign investment through tax incentives.
Various measures and reforms have been undertaken in these economies in order to make
business environment more attractive for foreign investors. The laws governing this area and
intended for facilitating the procedures for investors, as well as protection of their rights
have been adopted. On the other hand, the laws and regulations were not efficiently
implemented. Western Balkan countries are still characterized by weak infrastructure,
inefficient implementation of law, non‐transparency and presence of corruption, which
proved to be a considerable disadvantage of the region in the attempts to attract the limited
investment resources and which will undeniably affect the sustainable economic
development of these countries even after the global economic crisis.
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SME, Quantitative Measurements Session
SOME QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENTS ON THE ROLE OF CREATIVE
INDUSTRIES IN EAST AND SOUTH EASTERN EUROPE‐ THE KEY
TOWARD SUSTAINABLE KNOWLEDGE ECONOMIES
Bui THANH HANG,
Ioan Cuza University, Romania
(Prized student paper of the 3rd ASECU‐Youth International Conference, July 2013, Kotor Montenegro)

ABSTRACT
Nowadays, the roles of creative industries are increasingly important for the knowledge‐based
economy as it produce knowledge, cultural goods with very high export value. Obviously, those
countries in East and South Eastern Europe should explore the potentials of creativity as a new,
major driver of competitiveness in the new economic era. In fact, studies regarding the emerging
creative industries in this region have been developing since the beginning of the 2000s. The result of
the increasing awareness on the importance of the Creative Industries for the development of their
economies has grasped so much attention from policy makers and key players to build a healthy and
substantial Creative Economy. In conclusion, the impact of the creative industries on the base of the
Knowledge Economy is so clear, thus, the quantitative assessment on the role of creative industries is
a key foundation for policy outcome toward the sustainable Knowledge Economy. Therefore, the
research paper aims to use the quantitative method‐ statistics with software SPSS to produce the
essential assessment for the development of Knowledge Economy in East and South Eastern Europe.

Key worlds: creative industries, the substantial Knowledge Economy, Creative Economy, the
quantitative method.

1. Introduction
The role of creativity and of creative people in the knowledge economy is gaining increasing
attention. Moreover, data gathered by various agencies in the countries from East and South
Eastern Europa (EE and SEE) suggests that sectors which produce symbolic and provide
employment to a growing number of people (European Commission, 2009). Most often these
sectors called “creative industries”. My research is based on measuring contribution of creative
industries to capture growing role of creativity in driving economic and social development,
especially, the knowledge economy for the Eastern and South Eastern Europe countries.
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The papers provide “a picture” about what these countries have made in the process of building
the creative industries in 2001‐2011, in addition, quantifiable contribution to the national
economies. This includes how much the creative industries contribute to Gross Domestic Product
(GDP); Productivity and Profitability; value of export by sector creative industries.
According to UNCTAD’s definition, the creative industries:
 are the cycles of creation, production and distribution of goods and services that
use creativity and intellectual capital as primary inputs;
 constitute a set of knowledge‐based activities, focused on but not limited to arts,
potentially generation revenues from trade and intellectual property rights;
 comprise tangible products and intangible intellectual or artistic services with
creative content, economic value and market objectives;
 stand at the crossroads of the artisan, services and industrial sectors and
 constitute a new dynamic sector in world trade.

Fig.1 Classification of creative industries in Eastern and South- Eastern European countries
from UNCTAD definition

Source: UNCTAD

2. Methodology and Data
The paper proposes an approach for the measurement EE and SEE creative potential for
determining its capacity to attract and develop creative human capital. We define
contribution of the creative industries to national countries by indexes: value added to Gross
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Domestic Product; Productivity and Profitability by Creative industries; total export value of
creative goods – added to GDP:
 Value added to Gross Domestic Product (% of GDP) is the net output of creative
industries after adding up all outputs and subtracting intermediated inputs. It is
calculated without making deductions for depreciation of fabricated assets or
depletion and degradation of natural resources.
 Productivity of creative industries is defined by the ratio which between values
added and employment costs. It is considered as an average measure of the
efficiency of production of the creative industries.
 Profitability of creative industries is defined as operating margin, also known as
operation income margin, operating profit margin and return on sales‐ is the ratio
of operating income divided by net sales, in percent. That is the way to look at the
net profits of the business in the creative industries.
As the final steps in the analysis, looking at the relationship between how a country scores
on the ECI and its recent performance or trend. To do so, developing the Euro‐ Creativity
Matrix (apply with software SPSS). The Euro‐Creativity Matrix is essentially a two‐by‐two
chart that compares the ECI score to the Euro‐ Creativity Trend Index. It enables us to
position the EE and SEE nations in European context and also position them in the future.
The classification of the countries analyzed in four different categories: Leaders, which are
countries with developed creative economies and with high growth rates in creative
potential; Up and Coming, which are countries with lower European Creativity Index scores,
but with higher growth rates; Losing ground, which are countries with relatively high
European Creativity Index scores, but cannot sustain the growth of their creative
capabilities; and Laggards, which are countries with low scores for their European Creativity
Index and with low rates of creative growth.
The resulting indexes establish a quantitative base of policy makers in their efforts to prove
the value of the creativity industries in EE and SEE countries.

3. Key event in the evolution of the creative industries in the countries from East and
South Eastern Europe
In most EE and SEE countries, the task of developing creative industries policies has been
assigned to the division of the national administration that is responsible for the protection
and development of culture. The potential discovered and the increasing need to find new
economic alternatives, found fertile ground in their brand new government structures for
whole new policy developments. Obviously, the governments have begun to measure the
size and scope of the creative industries as an important index of economic health. Studies
regarding the emerging creative industries in EE and SEE countries have been developing
since the beginning of the 2001s’.
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Fig. 2- Key event in the evolution of the creative industries in the countries from East and South
Eastern Europe 2001- 2009

Source: based on Peter Sanfey and Simone Zeh (2012),” Making sense of competitiveness indicators
in South-Eastern Europe, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development

Additionally, mapping creative industries documents were developed and have been carried
out in EE and SEE countries, as a result, increasing awareness on the importance of the
creative industries for the development of their economics, has reached policy and key
players; first step in the building of a healthy creative economy. On the other hand, yet in
fact, subsequent to the mapping endeavor have brought no considerable progress, and the
creative industries sector’s position in the national economy is still largely undefined.
Besides, the creative industries concept is very cautiously received in transitional countries.
Moreover, conflation of market and consumer oriented creative industries with traditionally
elitist cultural policy can create a rather conflicting mix. Therefore, it is difficult to generalize
about these states of the creative industries in economies in transition.

From the reasons above, it is necessary to determinate particular indexes with aim to find
and resolve the problem from EE and SEE countries in process of developing the creative
industries.
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4. Contribution of creative industries (CI) to economy of EE and SEE countries
4.1. Value added to national GDP
Tab. 1‐ Value added of creative industries to national GDP in EE and SEE countries, 2003
Value
add to
national
GDP (%)
Bulgaria

1.2

Cyprus

0.8

Czech Republic

2.3

Greece

1.0

Hungary

1.2

Poland

1.2

Romania

1.4

Slovakia

2.0

Slovenia

2.2

Source: Economy of Culture in Europe, prepared by KEA European Affair, Turun Kauppakoreakoulu Turku
School of Economics for the European Commission, Directorate-General Education and Culture, 2006.

In terms of the respective national economies, the value added to their GDP by the creative
industries is highest in Czech Republic, Slovenia, Slovakia in EE and SEE countries which all
above 2.0%. Meanwhile, value added in Cyprus and Greece is lowest which under 1.0%. In
comparison to other industries sectors, the creative industries contribute significantly in
economies, this is particular true for the economy as Czech Republic, Slovenia, Slovakia or
Romania. There are few other sectors which contribute more than 2.0 % to the national
GDP.

4.2. Contribution of creative industries to other industry sectors
The effect of creative industries on other sectors has differences among those countries. In
fact, Greece, CI does not effect on others. However, CI in Czech Republic’s economy, has a
strong influence on Food, beverages and tobacco with the high point – 2.8% and also in
Poland with a highest contribution 4.7 %, besides, in Slovenia, on Chemical, man‐made
fabrics with 3.4%. Therefore, creative industries also have the substantial contribution to
other sectors in economies of EE and SEE countries.
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Tab. 2- Contribution of creative industries to other industry sector
in SEE and EE countries 2003
Food,
beverages&
tobacco

Textiles

Chemicals&
man‐made
fabrics

Rubber

Machinery

&

&

plastic

equipment

Real
estate

Computer

Cultural&
creative
sector

Bulgaria

2.2

2.0

1.1

0.4

1.3

0.4

0.3

1.2

Cyprus

2.7

0.4

0.5

0.3

0.2

0.0

0.6

0.8

Czech Republic

2.8

1.0

1.3

1.5

2.3

1.4

1.2

2.3

Greece

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

Hungary

2.9

0.0

1.9

0.9

1.2

1.8

0.8

1.2

Poland

4.7

0.8

1.4

0.9

1.2

1.3

0.6

1.2

Romania

1.9

2.1

0.8

0.5

1.0

0.5

0.5

1.4

Slovakia

1.5

0.7

0.6

0.9

1.5

0.5

0.6

2.0

Slovenia

2.0

1.3

3.4

1.4

2.2

0.4

0.8

2.2

Source: Economy of Culture in Europe, prepared by KEA European Affair, Turun Kauppakoreakoulu Turku
School of Economics for the European Commission, Directorate-General Education and Culture, 2006.

4.3. Productivity and Profitability
4.3.1 Productivity
Fig.2- Productivity of creative industries in EE and SEE countries, 2003

Source: Economy of Culture in Europe, the European Commission, Directorate-General Education and Culture, 2006.

From the figure above, although the value of creative industries to national GDP in Romania
and Hungary and is low but these countries have high productivity, even Romania has
productivity index‐ 3.06% which is highest in European countries in which include western
countries that have creative industry development. Moreover, others in EE and SEE also
have high productivity index. This demonstrates that EE and SEE, especially, Romania have
potential creative industries. If these countries have the policies in developing creative
industries, definitely, CI will be one of the most important in EE and SEE countries.
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4.3.2. Profitability
Profitability is proportional to Productivity, thus, Romania also have highest operating
margin that is not only in EE and SEE countries but also in European countries. As we can see
that IC brings a high net revenue for business owners in EE and SEE countries.
Fig. 3- Profitability of creative industries in EE and SEE countries, 2003 (%)

Source: Economy of Culture in Europe, the European Commission, Directorate-General Education and Culture, 2006.

4.4. Export of creative industries
In recent years, creative industries have been among the most dynamic sectors in global trading
systems. The average growth rates of creative services are increasing faster than those of other more
conventional services. Obviously, we can see that from figure.4 below, export of creative industries
contribute significant to their GDP, the highest is 1.88% GDP in Czech Republic, Slovenia with 1.33%.

Considering with the period from 2002 to 2011, creative industries is also sensitive to the crisis
period, in which, in those countries , values of creative industries in export dropped down, especially
in lowest point in 2009. However, Montenegro starts measuring value of creative industries in export
with low growth rate. On the other hand, in 2011, showing signs of growing again with the highest
growth rate is 20% in Bosnia, Moldova and Hungary, on the contrast, Greece, Montenegro, Albania,
Armenia continue declining but this is with low rate.
Fig. 4- Contribution export of creative industries to GDP (% of GDP) in EE and SEE countries, 2011.

Source: calculate based on UNCTAD available at:
http://unctadstat.unctad.org/TableViewer/tableView.aspx?ReportId=14773
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Fig. 5- Growth rate of export in EE and SEE countries by creative industries 2002-2011

Source: calculate based on UNCTAD available at:
http://unctadstat.unctad.org/TableViewer/tableView.aspx?ReportId=14773
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5. The countries’ movement in the short‐run trends on the way of building creative
industries
Fig. 6-The Euro- Creativity Matrix- database on 2006

Source: calculate based on “Creativity and Prosperity: The Global Creativity Index”

In the next years, EE and SEE’s position are:
 Leaders are Hungary. Their competitive position overall is as good, are proving
successful and are likely continue to do well.
 Up and Comers‐ most EE and SEE countries in this case‐ have lower ECI scores but
relatively high rates of creative growth. Their position is improving.
 Poland is in Laggards, have low ECI and low rates of creative growth. Poland will find
it hard to compete in the European context and also global context. It means that the nation
appear to be in a difficult position.
Most nations from Western Europe are in Losing Ground‐ they have relatively high ECI
scores but are falling to sustain growth in their creative capabilities. They are falling behind
in competitive terms.
EE and SEE have a huge potential in the future in process of developing the creative
industries based on advantage competiveness with countries in Western Europe.
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6. Conclusion
By promoting creative industries as major development in the region, the countries in EE and
SEE have value significant of CI in economies. Especially, Romania have a potential
development of CI meanwhile. Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovenia, Slovakia have high value
of CI in all indexes considered. If these countries have the right policies in developing
creative industries, definitely, CI will be one of the most important in EE and SEE countries.
From analyzing indexes, CI have their origins in individual creativity, skills and talent and
which have potential for wealth and job creation through the generation and exploitation of
intellectual property. In addition, to realize this latent advantage that stems for their
underlying attitudes and values, these nation will have to liberalize their policies to increase
value of export in this sector. More than that, it is important to note that these countries are
just beginning to develop the most rudimentary strategies to actually attract and retain
talent, bolster their underlying creative capabilities and develop their people climates. Much
more research is needed on the nature, extent and efficacy of these emerging efforts.
Therefore, there is no doubt that at the EU level, creative industries will drive EE and SEE
nations on an accelerated growth map.
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OUTSOURCING OF ACCOUNTING SERVICES AS A MECHANISM TO
ENCOURAGE THE DEVELOPMENT OF SMALL AND MEDIUM‐SIZED
ENTERPRISES IN THE MODERN ECONOMY
Katarzyna ŚWIETLA,
Cracow University of Economics, Poland
ABSTRACT
The aim of the study is to identify the role of accounting outsourcing as a mechanism for supporting
the activities of small and medium‐sized enterprises (as exemplified by the Polish customer, market
and the attempts of its deregulation), which gives access to expertise without having to hire full‐time
accountants. Thus, even small entities can use complex solutions, so far available only for the richest
entities with complex accounting departments and – through the acquisition of services provided by
the market – to build their competitive position.
The increasing importance of services in the world economy is an economic regularity, a requirement
of civilization growth in the contemporary world, particularly important in the still developing
countries of Southern and Eastern Europe. Therefore, it must be emphasized that the growing role of
services in national economies results directly from the development of these economies.
The present rapid transformation of the services sector results from the so‐called servicizing. It has a
significant impact on the growth modern services in the economy, and is the effect of the
international exchange – a response to the potential of external demand. It also allows the mitigation
of the recent economic crisis. Usually taking the form of outsourcing, this – although known for
decades – has recently become the dominant trend in the new methods of doing business.
The essential feature of outsourcing is the ability to commission specific tasks or functions to
independent, specialist companies on a permanent basis. This allows operators to change and add
flexibility to its own organizational structure and aims at achieving designated economic effects in
the core area of business. A popular direction of using services is outsourcing accounting services.
Along with its increased accessibility (via modern data transmission systems) and popularity (wide
literature on the topic), accounting outsourcing has become the modus operandi deployed by
operators regardless of their size and profile. Entrusting accounting services to providers not only
increases the speed and correctness of decisions, but also affects the efficiency of a company’s own
resources. With this approach, the best results are achieved using the expertise of many
professionals in many fields of accounting who know the specific issues in detail.
The recent experience of the economy shows that the wrong implementation of the principles and
rules of accounting and only seemingly reliable information derived from it have led to the collapse
of many entities, causing the global financial crisis. This roused the need to re‐verify solutions to
avoid similar threats in the future. In the light of recent events, ex post financial statements and
forecasting of future activities is becoming increasingly complex and generates the need of wider
description and analysis. Only properly qualified experts can achieve this. However, due to the fact
that services provided by professionals are very expensive, particularly small and medium businesses
rarely can afford to employ them full time and are thus making decisions based on the purchase of
appropriate services.
Keywords: accounting, outsourcing, services, financial reporting,
JEL Classification – M
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Introduction
With the advent of the twenty‐first century, a generally growing trend of the increasing
interdependence of national economies has been noted. It results from the increasing
international trade, and at the same time – the growing financial flows. This phenomenon is
a derivative of globalization of the world economy within, which the concepts of
liberalization, integration and interdependence119 are emphasized in particular, as they have
a significant impact on the transnational labor market, the products and services, as well as
the transnational financial market. They are promoted by the open access to knowledge and
cutting‐edge technologies for all market participants. Simultaneously, expectations regarding
ways to describe economic reality are becoming more demanding, which is reflected in the
financial statements presented by business entities, prepared based on rules of accounting.
For the reliability of information coming from the market, the correct quantification of the
manifestations of economic life is of undoubted importance. With accounting, it has been
possible to quantify the transition from in the number and rank to value.120 Quantification
leads to an effective management of carefully calculated assets 121 and their representation
in reliable reports. Thus, it is expected from accounting to present the actual image of
business entities. It should be noted, however, that it is not the rules of accounting
themselves, but the people with relevant knowledge, competence and ethics that are
essential to ensure proper achievement of accounting tasks.
The aim of the study is to identify the role of outsourcing accounting services as a
mechanism for supporting the activities of enterprises, which gives access to specialist
knowledge and experience offered by service providers without having to hire full‐time
accountants.

1. Outsourcing in the contemporary economy
The effect of direction adopted by the economy is the constantly increasing share of the
services sector in the income of individual countries. As noted by D. Minoli, the result of the
commodification of transactions are the parameters related to the frequency of their making
and the specificity of assets used.122 It is widely claimed that the use of services provided by
specialized entities can not only significantly reduce costs for businesses and help them

119

G. Kołodko, Wędrujący świat, Prószyński i Sk‐a, Warszawa 2008, p. 98.
B. Micherda, M. Szulc, Współczesne uwarunkowania kwantyfikacji w rachunkowości, “Zeszyty Naukowe
PTE”, No. 12, Krakow 2012, p. 253 – 254.
121
T.A. Lee, Financial Reporting & Corporate Governance, John Wiley& Sons, Inc., England 2006, p. 60.
122
D. Minoli, Analyzing Outsourcing. Reengineering Information and Communication Systems, McGraw‐ Hill,
New York 2003, p. 28 – 29.
120
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focus on their core activities, but also to raise quality.123 This also affects changes in the
structure of employment, production and consumption.
The development of the services sector is an important indicator for measuring the
manifestations of globalization and it frequently is the essence of competitive advantage.
This is especially important in the wake of the constant – as indicated – increase in
employment in this sector. It should also be emphasized that the roles both of Poland and
Romania in the international arena in the business services industry have continued to grow,
as individual cities are becoming the world leaders.
Therefore, it follows that today’s rapid transformations of the services sector are the result
of the so‐called servicizing. It has a significant impact on the growth of the role of new
services in the economy, which is a derivative of their international exchange arising as a
response to the potential of external demand. It is also the result of the ICT revolution which
enables the transport of services abroad and subjecting them to international trade,
affecting the development of the sector124 by increasing the capacity of commercial
services.125 It also allows for the mitigation of the recent economic crisis.
Provision of services is the most common form of the so‐called outsourcing, which –
although known for decades – has recently become the dominant trend in doing business.
According to the definition adopted by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
outsourcing is a regulated firm’s use of a third party (either an affiliated entity within the
same group or an external entity) to perform activities on a continuing basis.126 Outsourcing
is, therefore, a tool that serves the use of foreign specialized resources offered by
outsourcing partners for the implementation of offshored tasks and objectives of the
company. Thus, the use of the idea of core competencies affects the entity’s own strengths,
while the less implemented functions are outsourced to outside entities specializing in their
areas.127
The demand reported by market participants has affected the rise of several models of
outsourcing, which enables entities to either fully or selectively outsource their functions.
Among the basic forms of outsourcing, the following should be mentioned:

123

K. Świetla, “Usługi rachunkowo‐ księgowe w świetle obowiązujących regulacji oraz oczekiwań ich odbiorców”
[in:] Stabilność System finansowego warunkiem rozwoju gospodarczego, Vol. II, S. Owsiak, Ed. Bielsko – Biała
2012, p. 194‐205.
124
A. Szymaniak, K. Pniewski, Globalizacja usług. Outsourcing, offshoring i shared services center, Wydawnictwa
Akademickie i Profesjonalne, Warszawa 2008, p. 7.
125
A. Masłowski, Nowe formy usług opartych na wiedzy, Handel Wewnętrzny 2005, p. 19.
126
Outsourcing In Financial Services, The Joint Forum, Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, Bank For
International Settlements, February 2005, p. 4.
127
J. B. Quinn, Strategic Outsourcing: Leveraging Knowledge Capabilities, “Sloan Management Review” 1999, p.
12.
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Table 1. Chosen types of outsourcing
Form
Participation
benefits

Rules of operation
in founding an entity – a supplier creates a joint venture together with
the customer or expands an existing entity in order to provide
services,
Co‐sourcing
a strict form of cooperation between the customer and the
contractor, consisting in the fact that outsourcing activities are
performed by the customer’s employees under the direction of the
contractor,
Netsourcing
concerns the exercise of internet services – as part of the service,
an entity uses a different entity’s server and uses applications
contained therein,
Inter‐sourcing
associated with the establishment, by several customers, of a new
entity whose main task is to collect information and data using
specialized knowledge,
Insourcing
improvement of a specific activity of an entity, by creating a
specialized business unit and the provision of services to its own
subsidiaries and other companies,
Outsourcing functions transfering a selected cell in an entity’s own demand chain to
another entity, usually regarding simple ancillary services (e.g.
cleaning, snow removal).
Source: K. Świetla, K. Derylak, Outsourcing usług księgowych we współczesnej gospodarce na przykładzie Polski, in print.

An essential feature of outsourcing is the ability to commission specific tasks or functions on
a permanent basis to independent, specialist companies. The increasing versatility of logistic
units and the use of the latest technologies are a key premise of the development of the
services market.128 This allows business entities who use it to change and improve the
flexibility of their own organizational structures and aims at achieving a designated
economic effect in the core area of the business.
With the dissemination of modern technology, relocation of services and data transmission
is moved mainly in three ways: to national, unrelated entities providing specialized services
that support mostly the small and medium‐sized businesses; to subsidiaries created for this
particular purpose, located abroad; and to unrelated foreign entities.129 Such activities
encourage new forms of cooperation, chiefly characterized by:



quickly and frequently concluded strategic alliances and associations, independent of
national borders and the range of markets or sectors of the economy, forming
networks,
networks consisting of increasingly smaller entities focusing basic skills conducive to
gaining a competitive advantage under certain circumstances (the organization arises
as a result of the externalization of processes that can be performed better and
cheaper by an external entity).130
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P. A. Trunick, Outsourcing: “A Single Source for Many Talents”, Transportation & Distribution, July 2005, p. 20.
McIvor R., Global Services Outsourcing, Cambridge, UK 2010, p. 149.
130
W. M. Grudzewski, I. Hejduk, “Kierunki rozwoju zarządzania a globalizacja”, Ekonomika i Organizacja
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2. Outsourcing in the economies of Romania and Poland
The growth of the importance of services in the world economy is an economic regularity
and a condition for the progress of civilization in the modern world, particularly important in
the still developing countries of Southern and Eastern Europe.
Nowadays, Central, Eastern and South Europe is well‐established as a world‐class destination
for Shared Services Centers and Business Process Offshoring investment. With Poland as the
strongest location in the region, other countries such as Romania, Czech Republic and the
Baltics are important investment destinations. These countries have become important
locations for business services on a global scale in recent years. Today, there are
approximately 1,000 service centers with foreign capital in the region, especially from the
countries in Western Europe and the USA. A positive evaluation of the market promotes the
growth of employment in this sector, which is estimated at about 300,000. These estimates,
however, are quickly becoming outdated, because, due to the relatively low cost of creating
jobs in the industry, employment continues to grow.
It should be emphasized that in the context of business process outsourcing, the knowledge
and skills of, among others, Polish specialists are becoming more widely used.131 Although
globally Poland is not yet able to match up to the global giants such as India and China,
which have far greater labor markets, it has a large economic potential132 which, according
to statistical data analysis133 allows one to assign the dominant role in Central and Eastern
Europe to Poland, as well as prognose an optimistic outlook for the future. Particular
importance is placed on Krakow, listed at number 10 among locations from around the
world in the Tholons report,134 with Warsaw on the 36th position.
The situation is similar in Romania, where the business services sector currently employs ca.
30,000, placing this country on the 4th position in the region of Central and Eastern Europe in
terms of employment.135 Romania is also seen as one of the most attractive emerging
investment markets in Europe (Bucharest plays an especially important role, being
recognized as the 44th location in the aforementioned Tholons list). Also, the International
Monetary Fund forecasts indicate the high expectations to the country's GDP growth in the
coming years. In particular, the excellent prospects of Romania in the field of development
in the already indicated area of business services are stressed.136 It should also be noted that
business service investors see Romania, just like Bulgaria, as slightly cheaper than Poland.
The more expensive countries include the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary.
131
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Because, over time, the competence and experience of service providers increase, this has
led the present Polish services sector to move towards more and more advanced projects
based on knowledge and innovation. At the same time, the global investment market of the
services sector in Romania is starting to play a complementary role for Poland,
complementing the Polish offer. It should also be stressed that Romania, which joined the
world competition later than Poland, is following the Polish experience and is currently at
the stage where companies in Poland were about 3 years ago. However, the question of
overcoming this distance is within a horizon shorter than the specified time, as the activities
carried out in this respect by the Romanian providers are very effective, especially in the
field of accounting. This is because, according to T.R. Weinrich, C.G. Avery and H.R.
Anderson, accounting is global (universal system), international (methodology and
standards) and is used in the context of corporate practices which are active in at least two
countries137 though the author believes that GDP is also not irrelevant, as are flows of
services within one country. This approach allows for the separation of the operator and the
activities from the location of its accounting processes.
At the same time, as is clear from the experience of the economy in recent years, poor
implementation of the rules of accounting, and only seemingly reliable information derived
from it, have led to the collapse of many entities – both large as their smaller cooperators
(the domino effect) – causing the global financial crisis. This resulted in the need to re‐verify
solutions to avoid similar threats in the future.
In the light of recent events, both ex post financial statements and the forecasting of future
activities are becoming more and more complex and generating the need of their wider
recognition and analysis. Only properly qualified experts can stand up to such tasks.
However, due to the fact that services provided by professionals are very expensive,
businesses – particularly small and medium ones – most often cannot afford to employ them
on‐time and thus decide to purchase appropriate services.

3. Outsourcing accounting for small and medium‐sized enterprises
Knowledge and experience of outsourcers have a direct bearing on the functioning of
economic entities. The use of outsourcing by large companies and the accessibility of the
Internet, the increasingly lower costs and greater safety are contributing to the ability to
access external services for smaller traders. They follow the example of large companies
and, despite the narrower scale of their operations; they successfully implement the already
proven solutions.
It is being widely recognized that, especially in the field of accounting services, they are
purchased not only by large corporations but have also become available to small and
medium‐sized entities. Their goal is the same as in the case of large corporations – namely,
the reproduction of capital. As K. Fabiańska K. and J. Rokita declare, the market economy
connects the proper functioning of the organization to the necessity of its development138

137
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that is promoted by the concept of divestment.139 At the same time, even small entities can
use complex solutions so far only available to the richest organizations with complex
accounting departments, and build their competitive positions through the purchase of
services provided by the market.
Due to the constant evolution of solutions to reflect the economic situation of the
phenomena occurring, outsourcing has become a popular direction of using accounting
services. In principle, it aims to improve the implementation of a delegated process, allowing
for savings by reducing the employment while increasing the quality of the accounting
processes for their greater efficiency.140 It also allows the management to focus on the core
business and reduce operational risks arising from managing a separate process.141
With the increased accessibility (use of modern data transmission systems) and the
popularization of outsourcing (numerous publications approximating the issue), accounting
outsourcing has become the modus operandi deployed by market operators regardless of
their size and business profile. Factors determining the decision to outsource accounting
functions include the size and complexity of transactions (including the complexity of the
circulation of documents), along with the range of the financial reporting prepared and
presented.
This is important especially in the case of complicated functions that may occur in the
accounting of a particular company, its structure, scope of the circulation of documents,
disclosure requirements, etc. The proper implementation of the organization’s plans in this
area may take place increasingly often, through the use of knowledge and competence of
senior professionals, who could not be hired full‐time due to the high cost142 and the need
for modern equipment and software. As a result, a purchase of professional services
improves the quality of information derived from accounting.143 It can be said that
outsourcing is being treated as a strategic objective of the organization.144
To summarize, the outsourcing of accounting favors:




refining the procedures for the circulation of documents,
implementation of financial and accounting records, facilitating the speed of data
processing,
cost savings (e.g. reduction in employment staff, need to purchase expensive
hardware and software),
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redesigning accounting processes – in order to improve them,
streamlining the process of registration and circulation of accounting documents,
increasing the quality of information obtained from the system.

Thus, entrusting accounting service to providers will not only affect the speed and accuracy
of decisions, but also save resources. This is because ensuring the desired quality and
credibility of information from accounting requires from professionals involved in it to
improve their competences and increase the level of professionalism, and therefore remain
in continuous training, which is time consuming and expensive. At the same time, it is worth
noting that the best results are achieved by entities that use the knowledge of many
specialists (tax advisors, financial analysts, credit counselors, etc.) in the fields of accounting,
who are familiar with the most specific details.
The basis of properly implemented outsourcing is determining the objectives of cooperation
by all concerned parties, as these will be the springboard to expected benefits.145 The key
decision to acquire the relevant services is to analyze whether:146

‐ the sum of the changes in reveue in “i” areas of the enterprise as a result of
outsourcing.
‐ the sum of the changes in costs in “i” areas of the enterprise as a result of
outsourcing.
If the value is greater than 0, the decision to separate a specific area of operations
(accounting service process) should prove to be beneficial for the entity. A slightly broader
approach is proposed by R.L. Click and T.N. Duening, who present a three‐criterion matrix
developed for the purpose of making decisions concerning separating a process or a part
thereof. The solution is adopted based on the identification of costs and the achievable
performance with the determination of critical points.147 Identification of the area to be
separated within a specific part of the matrix provides the answer to the relevance of the
decision.
In addition to the obvious advantages and opportunities offered by outsourcing to small and
medium‐sized entities there are also some concerns regarding outsourcing function.
Reduction of risk in the implementation and execution of contracts is possible if both parties
show due diligence, knowledge and expertise in this field. At the same time, it should be
clearly emphasized that, contrary to the fears expressed by skeptics, outsourcing does not
mean the loss of control over the process outsourced to contractors; because most of them
provide the customers an opportunity of continuous surveillance of the tasks entrusted to
them, or closely cooperates with them in this field. Thanks to this, quality is maintained and
even improved, mostly in comparison with the situation in which the accounting service
would be implemented within their structures.
145
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This also applies to the rules of confidentiality that are the basis of trust and proper
cooperation between the parties.An obstacle to the use of outsourcing may be not so much
the fear of disclosure of business secrets. Entities providing accounting services are required
to maintain strict confidentiality and diligently keep their customers’ data confidential.
Otherwise, they would lose their current and potential customers, and thus risk bankruptcy.
Therefore, it can be said that through the spread of outsourcing, both the providers and
recipients benefits, and the result is growth for the economy of the country (or countries)
where they operate.

Conclusion
The above considerations raise the conclusion that the increasing role of services in national
economies is partly a direct result of the development of these economies and – at the same
time – education, experience and competence of specialists.
Satisfaction from activity is a derivative of financial results obtained, expected by the owners
(management) as well as investors. Due to their increasing demands regadring the quality of
financial reporting, it is increasingly becoming a necessity to support the core business with
accounting services because of the complex solutions that require specialized knowledge,
practice, and ethical behavior.
Directive 2013/34/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 on the
annual financial statements, consolidated financial statements and related reports of certain
types of undertakings, amending Directive 2006/43/EC of the European Parliament and of
the Council and repealing Council Directives 78/660/EEC and 83/349/EEC148 intended to
simplify the requirements regarding reporting and at the same time lower the costs of
accounting, should facilitate the accounting activity of small and mid‐sized entities. This does
not mean, however, that small and medium‐sized entities shall forgo the services provided
by specialists. However, there is a potential chance that the cost of the purchased services
will be slightly lower and the money saved will be invested in the core business and the
development of these services.

148
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SMES AND INNOVATION: LESSON FROM COOPERATIVE
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SMES AND LARGE FIRMS IN IRELAND
AND ASIA – JAPAN AND OTHER ASIAN COUNTRIES
Tomoko OIKAWA,
University of Limerick, Republic of Ireland
ABSTRACT
The paper discusses: (1) there exist a variety of SMEs in terms of nature, (2) SMEs are classified
depending on activity in relation to innovation, (3) kanagata making enterprise in Japan is taken as an
example of relationships with large enterprise, in comparison with tool‐making enterprises in Ireland,
in terms of cooperation and innovation, (4) the communitiy based performance of SMEs is shown in
Japan, Thailand, and Indonesia in terms of solidarity, cooperation, and innovation. It would be
claimed that innovation in SMEs could be distinctive from the case of large enterprises and it is basic
for SMEs to cooperate each other to be innovative.
The paper argues: (1) there is a difference between Ireland and Asian countries in terms of
cooperation among SMEs; the case studies show there exist few cooperations between SMEs or with
principle firms in Ireland, (2) community‐based innovative activity is picking up in the case of Japan
and, apart from scale and scope, Thailand and Indonesia have witnessed the rise of community‐
based economic performance with innovation.While the nature of innovation between Japan and
other South Asian countries is distinctive in terms of a variety of degree, and SMEs is overwhelmingly
micro‐sized in Thiland and Indonesia, it may be considered that there is a common feature in these
countries. (3) It could be that their cultural core values are essentially community derived, but they
are also the out come of a bottoms‐up approach to community actualities to the top‐down state
policy, which is based on the recognition of community power. This can be observed in Japan,
Thailand and Indonesia.
The paper claims the importance of cooperation for innovation both internally and externally.
Cooperative activities are based on the cultural values of social structure, which can be observed in
Japan as keiretsu relationships, ‘community culture (Watthanatham chumchon )’ in Thailand, and
‘mutual spontaneous assistance (Gotong royong)’ in Indonesia. However, the case studies of Irish
toolmaking industry have possibly shown that principles such as keiretsu values can be learnt , even
if partly so.

Key words: SMEs, innovation, cooperative relationships, Ireland, Japan and other Asian countries
JEL codes: Economic sociology

Either in Ireland or in Japan, more than 99 per cent are SMEs out of a total number of enterprises.
Other Asian countries, this situation does not change. Thailand, Vietnam, and Indonesia are
overwhelmingly micro enterprises in number. SMEs are fundamental for both national and local
economy in terms of job creation and local prosperity. SMEs need to be innovative for survival,
development and prosperity. This is especially true and urgent in the case of Japan. Many SMEs are
struggling and fighting to survive two major hardships, one is the hollowing out of their clients – large
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companies, and the other consumers’ declining demand for domestic products because of much
cheaper other Asian countries’ imported products. Against such a trend, Japanese SMEs are
challenging to divert it by innovation. Other Asian countries, Vietnam, Thailand and Indonesia, are at
the different phase from Japan in terms of innovative performance. Recent studies (Mizuno, 1996;
Sakata, 2012) show that rural industries in these countries are independent and showing the
gathering of momentum. The paper will take a brief view of these rural industries about their
innovative activities.
Innovation of SMEs is distinctive from large firms and depending on the country. This paper discusses:
(1) there exists a variety of SMEs in nature, (2) SMEs are classified depending on activity in relation to
innovation, (3) kanagata making (toolmaking) enterprises in Japan is taken as an example of
relationships with large enterprise, in comparison with toolmaking enterprise in Ireland, in terms of
cooperation and innovation, (4) the community‐based performance of SMEs is shown in Japan,
Thailand and Indonesia in terms of solidarity, cooperation and innovation. The paper argues: (1) there
is a difference between Ireland and Asian countries in terms of cooperation among SMEs; the case
studies show there exists few cooperation between SMEs or with principle firms in Ireland, (2)
community‐based innovative activity is picking up in the case of Japan and, apart from scale and
scope, Thailand and Indonesia have witnessed the rise of community‐based economic performance
with innovation. While the nature of innovation between Japan and other these Asian countries is
distinctive in terms of technological and organisational degree, and SMEs in these other Asian
countries are overwhelmingly micro‐sized, it may be observed that there is common feature in these
countries, that the cultural core values as the principles of social structure are the base of innovative
performance, and they are the source of the top‐down state policy, which is based on the bottoms‐up
approach of community actualities and on the recognition of community power. This is observed in
Japan, Thailand and Indonesia. The paper claims the importance of cooperation for innovation both
internally and externally. They are observed as keiretsu relationships in Japan, ‘community culture
(Watthanatham chumchon) in Thailand, and ‘mutual spontaneous assistance (Gotong royong)’ in
Indonesia. While the case studies of Irish toolmaking industry show a gap between Ireland and Asian
countries in terms of cooperative performance, they have possibly shown that principles such as
keiretsu values can be learnt, even if partly so.
The paper begins with literature review on innovation, which is followed by SMEs classification in
relation to innovation. Then the actuality of SMEs in Japan is discussed. Third, it is argued that
keiretsu relationships, networking and cooperation are the basis for SMEs’ innovative activities, and
the core values, trust and dependence, as the principles of social structure underlie all these
relationships. Fourth, Irish toolmaking industry is explored in terms of innovative activities and
cooperation contrast with its Japanese counterpart. Fifth, SMEs in Vietnam, Thailand and Indonesia

are briefly viewed from the aspect of innovation and cooperation.

1. Literature review
Whitley (2000, 1991) argues that the characteristics of SMEs are different and thus their
innovation strategies as well among countries or regions in different environments. He
argues above all the importance of institutional settings, which affect business systems and
vary depending on the region or country. The concept of innovation has been defined in
different ways. Schumpeter (1934 (2008)) states that innovation is not just technology
development but the social process of destruction of gewohnten bahnen (beaten tracks). He
defines innovation as the setting up of a new production function, which covers the case of a
new commodity as well as those of a new form of organisation or merger, or the opening up
of new markets (1939). He created the entrepreneur as purely economic existence and
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carrier of innovation. The entrepreneur appears in the period of economic stagnation and
carries out ‘creative destruction’ for breakthrough to dynamic economy with his followers.
Schumpeter (1939) locates the entrepreneur as mediator between economic and social
process. This entrepreneur is abstract persona conditioned by history and institutions, not as
primary factor of change but as carrier of changing mechanism. This theory looks at ‘creative
destruction’ or ‘innovation’ and ‘innovator’ from the viewpoint of historical scale and scope
(Ohno, 1970). In the White Paper on Small and Medium Enterprises in Japan (Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry; Japan Small Business Research Institute), innovation is
understood as product and process innovation in narrow meanings, i.e. remarkable
improvement or small inventions in process or product which lead the enterprise to new
market and increased profit. A lot of SMEs are doing low risk but continuous innovation.
Importantly, such a small scale innovation is continuously carried out by SMEs in Japan.
Among them an enterprise with 10 employees has the 420 years’ history (Suzuki, 2012).
Schumpeter (1939) distinguishes innovation from invention, which produces of itself … no
economically relevant effect at all. In recent Japan, it is observed (Shibayama, 2011) that
particular phenomenon of fresh relationships between enterprises or personnel has been
shaped up in local industry. This phenomenon shows the birth of free and autonomous
entrepreneurs in local Japan and it also shows new trend of innovation which is trying to add
goods new meanings and values, i.e. innovation (Shibayama, 2011). Shibayama (2011) sees
such a phenomenon as preliminary to the main historical event of ‘creative destruction’,
involving cultural and sociological change. On the other hand, empirical studies (Suzuki,
2011, 2012) point out that innovation of SMEs in old industrial district in Tokyo is affected by
the district’s particular industrial atmosphere. These SMEs have evolved creative SMEs,
diverted innovation product and developed into two types of SMEs manufacturers, ‘problem
solution product’ and ‘highly sensitive and functional product’. Marshall (1919, 1920) stated
that social trust is important for institutional settings to work smoothly to maintain the
‘industrial atmosphere’ in ‘industrial district’.
Otherwise it should be noted that many SMEs are struggling to survive two major hardships,
one is the hollowing out of their clients – large companies and the other consumers’
declining demand for domestic products because of much cheaper other Asian countries’
imported products. Against such a trend, Japanese SMEs are challenging to divert it by
innovation (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry; Japan Small Business Research
Institute). Networking among them is one major way toward this direction. It is assumed that
fruitful networking requires trust at the base. Marshall (1919, 1920) remarks that social trust
is important for institutional settings to work smoothly to maintain the ‘industrial
atmosphere’ in ‘industrial district (Marshall)’.
There is simply two ways of interpreting innovation as seen. One represented by
Schumpeter sees 'innovation' from a historical point of view involving cultural and
sociological change. Shibayama (2011) argues that new trend of networking among SMEs in
local industry is a forerunner of historical new phase of 'creative destruction' in Japan.
However, while highlighting such new trend of networking, he may neglect keiretsu
relationships as traditional network which accounts for around 50 per cent on average of
suppliers and is evolving (White Paper on Small and Medium Enterprises in Japan). Other
view focuses on innovation as continuous and daily work's extension from the viewpoint of
SMEs' actualities (White Paper on Small and Medium Enterprises in Japan; Suzuki, 2012).
This paper will take a view that, while a bird's eye view, highlighting a new trend of
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networking as could‐be preliminary to dynamic economy, it is important to locate the
innovation phenomenon in terms of economic history and sociology, this paper will look into
the actualities of innovative activities in relation to networking and argue the central
importance of core cultural values in social structure for innovation in Ireland and Asian
countries.

2. Various SMEs
There are various aspects about how SMEs are related with innovation strategies, as follows.
• SMEs’ early network establishment of relationships enhance innovation capacity
(Jørgensen and Ulhøi, 2010). • There is positive relationship between organizational size and
innovation, particularly in manufacturing and profit making organizations (Damanpour,
1992). • SMEs are similar to large firms concerning to the way that innovation strategy and
formal structure are the key drivers of their performance, but do not utilize innovation
culture in a strategic and structured manner (Terziovski, 2010).
Jørgensen and Ulhøi (2010) argue this aspect with regard to young SMEs, which focus on
innovation, to develop and foster network relationships early on in their evolutionary life
cycle in order to support learning, knowledge sharing and innovation. Damanpour (1992)
demonstrated the distinguishable influence of organisaional types on the size‐innovation
relationship and concluded that the large firms are more innovative than SMEs in the
manufacturing sector. Terziovski (2010), likewise, argued manufacturing SMEs are likely to
improve their performance as they increasingly mirror large manufacturing firms with
respect to strategy and formal structure. Further he concluded that SMEs do not appear to
use innovation culture in a strategic and structural manner.

3. SMEs in Japan
• Variety of SMEs
The paper examines three types of SMEs in terms of organizational structure and capabilities
in Japan. The paper used White Paper on Small and Medium Enterprises in Japan (Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry) as the basic materials. SMEs in Japan are the pivot of
supporting manufacturing industry. This is the case, particularly in the machinery
manufacturing industry. In comparison with Large Enterprises (LEs), they are different in
many ways. They account for 99.7 per cent of all firms and about 70 per cent of all
employees (2011 White Paper on Small and Medium Enterprises in Japan). In manufacturing
industry, they account for about 50 per cent of added value. Not only in their size but also
SMEs are different from Large Enterprises (LEs) in their approach to innovation. SMEs are
further divided depending on whether they are suppliers or independent enterprises.
• Three salient features in the innovation by SMEs
According to the White Paper (2009 White Paper on Small and Medium Enterprises in
Japan), there are three salient features in the innovation by SMEs reflecting the compact
size: 1. Managing Director (MD) himself/herself tackles innovation, taking a leadership from
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planning measures to contriving ideas or originality in the working place. 2. Outside of
continuous R & D activities, there is a great role of creativity and ideas which flashed in the
working place and/or in daily life, and which turned into innovative products and improving
production processes. 3. SMEs are instrumental for innovation in niche markets. In addition,
flexibility and quickness in decision‐making by MD may be taken into consideration as
advantage for innovation. Generally speaking they are not willing to take risks
• Three categories of SMEs
In fact, SMEs in Japan may be divided into three categories: suppliers, independent
enterprises or entrepreuner, and ‘between’ (White Paper on Small and Medium Enterprises
in Japan). With regard to ‘between’ they are or were suppliers and trying to be successful at
independent entrepreneur by innovation. Their approach to innovation is different
depending on their nature.
Suppliers are officially, over 60 per cent, in the keiretsu relationships149 in every
manufacturing sector: 100 per cent in electronic parts, devices and electronic circuits, 75 per
cent in transport machinery and equipment, 72.2 per cent in general machinery (2010 White
Paper on Small and Medium Enterprises in Japan). Under subcontracting conditions, they
take orders from their clients and fulfill requirement for products and/or processings. SMEs
in the keiretsu relationship share the plans and prospects of their principal firms (60 per
cent), and their MDs involve in mutual exchange with their counterparts of LEs (54 per cent).
Basically, because of such relationship, they do not have to do marketing activities. They do
concentrate on and develop technical know‐how and skills for the required products and/or
processings. These expertise are fundamental. While the rate of R & D activities among
these SMEs was basically low compared with independent entrepreneur, SMEs in the
manufacturing sector are confronted with increased competition from cheaper
manufactured products from such countries as China and India, and are consequently
struggling to develop competitive products, process improvement and services through
innovation. SMEs have a high rate of activities aiming to innovate through non‐continuous
research and development or methods other than research and development (2009 White
Paper on Small and Medium Enterprise in +Japan).
In large scale enterprises with more than 250 employees, more than 80 per cent of them are
tackling innovation through continuous R & D on the one hand, and in small‐scale
enterprises with 10 to 49 employees, a half of them through continuous R & D and the rest
of them through non‐continuous or no R & D, on the other.
Independent or entrepreneur SMEs are instrumental in innovation in the niche market, not
through R & D activities but ideas or creativity which flashed in daily life. Suppliers, who are
trying to be independent, need to be innovative in products and/or process. As suppliers
they have fundamental technical know‐how and expertise. They exploit their expertise to
develop new products and/or process innovation (numerous examples are shown in the
White Paper on Small and Medium Enterprises every year). These phenomena are
interesting. They display the essential importance of fundamental technology and skills.
149

Keiretsu is the vertical relationship system between suppliers and users and lasts for generations since the
1950s. The relationships are based on the principles of social structure – trust and dependence – in Japan
(Oikawa, 2011).
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More precisely, they show tremendous potential of such assets for innovation of new
products. Figure 1 shows one example.
Fig. 1 Approach to effective technological development:
An approach based on a root technology
Medical equipment

Electronic parts

Artificial lawn

Flooring

Vinyl leather cloth

Letterpress technology
Source: Minato (1982: 10)

4. Networking
As a general trend, the keiretsu relationships are expanding by networking. This is
recognised as ‘meshing’ for survival and development (Japan Small Business Research
Institute, 2006).
It is noted that 57.1 per cent of small and medium‐sized enterprises are still under the
traditional keiretsu relationships, i.e, they belong exclusively to their long‐term customers.
This pattern is increasing (Japan Small Business Research Institute, 2006). Otherwise they
exchange information, ideas or knowledge with other enterprises by joining the local
industrial association (56.4 per cent) or a kind of heterogenious business exchange
association and studying circles (64.1 per cent). More positively, they pay a visit to other
companies on a daily basis and get merits such as, that they are able to judge precisely their
customer’s level of technology or skills (73.0 per cent), or that it is straightforward for them
to modify or to propose technical matters with their customers (65.1 per cent) (2010 White
Paper on Small and Medium Enterprises in Japan).
• Kanagata (die and mould) makers and users relationship are an exemplar In fact this
relationship has contributed a great deal to product and process innovation. The
relationships are characterised as follows:
(1). The die and mould blueprints and processing data containing the know‐how of the
manufacture should be considered intellectual property. But it is presumed that there has
been no consideration in terms of intellectual property and also that no contract existed
between suppliers and customers.
(2) The above relationship has been institutionalised as a social norm.
(3) Kanagata industry is characterised by its highly specialised and subdivided structure of
subcontracting system based on cooperative values
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Kanagata makers are systematically organised based on the social structure of highly
developed division of labour (Taguchi, 2001).
Kanagata makers consist of three layers, the major, the backbone and the small which
correspond to different equipment, tehcnology, and market. The market for each layer
parallels the social structure of the mass‐produced machinery industry as shown in fig. 2.

Fig. 2 The layered market structure of users and kanagata makers in the case of stumping dies
supply for car manufacturing.

A car maker

Major die maker

Primary parts
maker

Backbone maker

Small maker

Small maker

Tiny maker

Tertiary maker

The white arrow shows the major transactions, which are not fixed and the thin black arrow
transactions take place. Source: Taguchi (2001: 57)
Based on such highly specific skills and technological expertise, they could attain innovation
or improvement using imagination and/or inference (Asai, 1996; Koike, 1999).
5. Principles of the keiretsu relationships
Granovetter (1992, 1994, 2005) argues the importance to recognise how economic action is
constrained and shaped by the structures of social relations in which all real economic actors
are embedded. Granovetter (1994) also suggested the existence of the principles in the
cooperative relations and indicated that these principles are identifiable by such factors as
region, political party, ethnicity, kinship or religion. In the case of keiretsu it is identified that
they may be ‘trust and dependence’150. These principles are the foundation of the keiretsu
relationships and have a basic effect on maintaining cooperative relationships for innovative
performance, by sharing skills or tools or exchanging information about new technology or
niche market.

150 This is based on my article (2011)‘Economic organization and Social solidarity: Keiretsuas a
Local/Global Concept’ in Firm‐Level Internationalization, Regionalism and Globalization, Elaine
Hutson, Rudolf Sinkovics and Jenny Berrill (Eds.).
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6.‐SMEs in Ireland – Toolmaking industry
The Irish economy is particularly characterised by the overwhelming presence of foreign
multinational companies. While they have positive effects for both the high‐and low‐tech
sectors (e.g. Görg and Strobl, 2002), for instance, they have shown volatility in terms of
presence continuity in Ireland. Further, although foreign multinationals are more engaged in
manufacturing, producing three times more than Irish‐owned companies in terms of sales,
their employment levels‐257,000 in 2010‐are less than in Irish‐owned companies‐854,000 in
2010‐according to CSO. This explains a major tenet of industrial policies that the Irish
government has tried to promote consistently for the indigenous manufacturing industry. As
a matter of fact the substantial presence of Irish indigenous companies is vital in terms of
employment, ubiquity and consistency for the Irish economy.
The competetiveness of indigenous industry is important as a source of economic growth
and employment. The engineering sector is one of the traditional sectors comes
predominantly from Irish‐owned firms, while the output of modern sectors comes very
largely from foreign‐owned firms (O’Malley, 1998: 44). Irish SMEs are widely dispersed
throughout Ireland and providing substantial employment and basic products in Ireland
(WDC, 2004).
• Cooperataion and grouping
The importance of cooperating and grouping to help financial and organisational problems is
highlighted and emphasised as follows (Kennedy, 1990).
‘The importance of cooperation and grouping to expansion with other toolmaking
companies as joint marketing, joint trading, shared equipmentand so forth rather than
technical knowledge must be considered, but little evidence of this. The Irish toolmakers
seldom consider trading among themselves. Working within a group might make better
sense. Participating firms might become subsidiaries, or they might supply to a central
toolroom, and these companies would have shares in a joint marketing operation (Kennedy,
1990: 41)’.
The reality is that ‘Irish managers think that everyone outside the factory gate is a deadly
rival out to take rather than give business (Kennedy, 1990: 42)’. Such a situation appears to
have been changing, depending on the company. The case studies of five toolmakers in
Ireland show some evidence relating to cooperation. Two companies can be considered a
good model as toolmaker in Ireland in terms of the State agencies’ strategic policy. Both
companies illustrated a clear understanding of the fundamental importance of continuous
adaptation in terms of both advanced technology and training. Both companies realised the
importance of training to acquire skills for new machine tools. They have also been exploring
new markets, through new innovative products and by challenging new difficult materials for
component products. Both have invested more in improving technology thatn the other
compnies surveyed. The fact that most employees have been working with the company
since its establishment (20 years) should have made it possible for greater cooperation on
the shop floor. When they encounterd a difficult problem, 90 per cent of such problems
were resolved jointly. The other was established in 1998, at a later stage of technological
change in Ireland. However, it is assumed that the relationship between workers and
between the company and their suppliers and customers, is similat to that as found in the
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former. The fact that the distribution of profit and reward is transparent to the employees
may have encouraged them in working and led to non‐abenteeism.
It is thought that both MDs’ experiences as employees of the Japanese multinationals have
made a profound impact on their management styles, as they referred to it. They have
learned the importance of nurturing a continuous and close relationship of intra – and inter
companies in order to maintain their customers and to get informal knowledge and/or
information about possible markets or technologies.
• Issues 1. – Grouping, cooperation and cluster: the government strategic policy
The common ideas behind are reduction of expenses for equipment investment, sharing and
exchanging knowledge and information for skills and trading with intra‐and inter companies.
For these strategies a degree of social relations is central. In reality, ‘a big cultural change
for a lot of companies’ in the case of Ireland (Thoms McDermott, the AMT Ireland
Manufacturing Technologies Centre’s manager, quoted in Nolan, 1993: 30)
The ‘fostering clusters’ which was stressed as one of the central recommendations for
industrial policy based on the idea of a cluster drawn from Porter’s theory (1990), does not
appear to have been put into practice nor adapted as recent empirical studies show . In fact,
MD of the toolmaker I interviewed in 2009, said that they had no contact with other
manufacturers in the cluster.
• Issues 2. – The concept of core technology and industrial policy
According to Dept of Industry and Commerce (1990) the ‘key technologies’ is used to mean
that on which industrial development depends. It is described as ‘enabling technologies’
such as nano technology, biotechnology, microelectronics, optoelectronics, advanced
manufacturing technologies. The skills and technology of toolmaking are defined as low to
medium technology in Ireland, and there seems to be no concept to approach the dynamics
from low to high technology because of the absence of a concept of core technology .In
Ireland it seems that they have chosen to deal not with a technological accumlation structre,
but with new specific high technologies, which are located at the centre of mapping in terms
of different technologies for manufacturing industries. This is a new perspective adopted in
the so‐called the ‘new economy’. As a result, the toolmaking is located on the periphery. It
could be said that there are two viewpoints on mappning industrial technologies, one is
structural and the other spatial.
7‐ Rural industry in South East Asia – Vietnam, Thailand and Indonesia;
The landscape of SMEs in South East Asia is very different from in Japan. SMEs in South East
Asia are greatly highlighted as supporting industry for multinationals. This section, however,
is concerned with rural industry, which consists overwhelmingly of micro enterprises. It is
worth noting that they have shown a remarkable development or they could show the
potential for further development, to be the leading or a viable rural industry in Vietnam and
Indonesia (Fujita, 2006; Sakata, 2008, 2012; Mizuno, 1996; Sato, 2011).
In the case of Japan, it is rural traditional industry that maintains traditional craftwork and
vitalises rural economy as rural based industry (Seki, 1985). In contrast with modern
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manufacturing industry, which while expanding to local areas, has not always played a role
to make the areas prosperous. Such modern manufacturing industry has created only a
dearth employment and not much benefit to rural industry. They have just formed a region
as dispersed branch factory, isolated from rural society.
• Rural industry in Vietnam
In Vietnam entrepreneurship is quite active; from the 1960s until 2000~2005 there was 75.2
per cent increase of enterprise (Kurose, 2011). There is a view that Vietnam is developing led
by rural industry (Fujita, 2006). In fact, it is one of important characteristics that the rural
population rate remains 70 per cent of the total in 2010, and the real number is increasing
while Vietnam is entering into the real industrialising phase (Sakata, 2012). The question is
what are the means rural residents are making a living. In Vietnam small enterprises are
overwhelming in number. Enterprises less than 10 employee account for 51.7 per cent of the
total number and less than 50 for 85.7 per cent. Almost all of them are of non‐state sector.
Vietnam has two sectors, state sector and non‐state. So far as industrial production is
concerned, non‐state production showed sharp increase. In line with it the number of micro
enterprise (less than 2 employees) increased more than small enterprises (less than 50
employees) (Sakata, 2008). It is noted that rural industry is leading a remarkable
development not only after doi moi (socialist‐oriented marker ecoonmy started in 1986 in
Vietnam) but also after joining WTO. As a matter of fact, rural Vietnam is increasing in
construction and service sector, which accounts for less than 40 per cent out of micro
enterprises in rural Vietnam (Sakata, 2012). On the other hand, industrialisation of craft
villages is quite remarkable, suggesting the considerable importance with regard to
economy. Craft village is a typical example of rural industrialisation. Craft village has
developed and formed clusters in which micro enterprises produce craftwork in community
based clusters. Most prosperous craft village is Bat Trang in suburb of Hanoi. Such villages
are based on domestic handicraft industry. This kind of village is 1077 to 2000 in total
number in 2006. Inside the village division of labour has meticulously and systematically well
organised. As a result there exists no competition or conflict among producers or retailers
(author underlined)(Sakata, 2012).
• Thailand ‐ watthanatham chumchon (community culture)
The national culture in Thailand consists of a wide variety of numerous community cultures,
which vary depending on the district (tambon). Originally watthanatham chumchon is based
on local agricultural groups in terms of traditional mutual cooperation and friendships. It is
claimed that rural people and their mutual trusted relationships and culture are understood
to be ‘community’. For example, there was a change to accommodate to economic problems
caused by market economy in the rural area. Around the 1980s rural people had created
new type of economic organisation such as ‘savings cooperative’ and ‘rice bank’. These
organisations are funded and managed by the people themselves (Shigetomi, 2009). This
thought, watthanatham chumchon, has spread wide in Thai society and had considerable
impact on politics in Thailand at present (Shigetomi, 2009).
watthanathan chumchon has four components. 1. Rural people has their own viewpoint and
culture; 2. At the base of such culture there is the principle of mutual aid; 3. Culture and
economy cannot be parted; 4. Community is traditional rural socio‐economic system, which
provides happiness, identity, and potential to develop negotiating power for the people. It is
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noteworthy to mention OTOP (one village one product) policy, which started in 2001and is
known it has been successful. In 2004 the gross sales was equivalent to one per cent of GDP
(three quarters for domestic use and the rest for export) (Takei, 2007). This policy came
originally from Japan and is spreading other Asian countries.
• Rural industry in Indonesia ― Gotong royong (mutual assistance)
Distinctive from the case of rural industry in Vietnam or Thailand, Indonesia has no definite
leading industry for development and looks that leading developing industry is dispersing
(Sato, 2011). The section sheds light on one of them, community‐based weaving industry
surveyed in two different regions in West Java respectively (Mizuno, 1996; Hashimoto,
2008). These examples show that product and process innovation has been successfully
carried out in rural industry based on the cultural core values Gotong royong (mutual
assistance).
Majalaya region [Mizuno, 1996] :
The Majalaya region has a long history as weavers. This region showed the will power of
independence of the weavers when their textile industry faced the crisis, which was caused
by the breakup of its weaving factories. They turned products whose markets had not yet
been completely monopolised by large corporations or power‐loom operators. In order to
these products they cut production costs and resulted in a new division of labour, as a large
number of locally based traders took innovative measures to open up new marketing
networks. What happened was the formation of a weaving production area/community
centring around the village that was freed from dependence on either factories or
wholesalers in other regions. Further there is one added point. In spite of the fact that the
pay is better working for others as wage labour, the choice of lower paying independence
can be attributed to in part to the weavers’ character, which prefers self‐employed work to
working for someone else. Another point is that independent businesses, despite the low
income offered for weavers, produce about the same amount of income as rice farming
among middle‐strata owner operators in the village.
Takusimalaya prefecture [Hashimoto, 2008]:
It has only around 10 years old history. The West Java silk industry has suffered the sharp
rise of imported cocoon after Asian economic crisis and many domestic market‐oriented
enterprises in silk industry were closed down. Silk industry in Takusimalaya prefecture is
maintaining the production. It is an integrated production system based. Such a rural
industry above is meticulously and systematically organised by the cooperative and resulted
into low cost production system. It is claimed that rural industry creates employment for
unskilled labour by forming social division of labour of production
The historical background of gotong royong in origin is opaque. However, it is since the
independence day of Republic of Indonesia in 1st of June 1945 that gotong royong is publicly
and officially declared as the embodiment of the principles of the national foundation. There
are the three cultural operator in contemporary Indonesia, koperasi (cooperatives),
musyawarah (consensus), and underlying all the others, gotong royong (mutual and
reciprocal assistance, as in the traditional Javanese village (Bowen, 1986). The term gotong
royong itself implies spontaneous and mutual aid altogether among people (Gumisawa,
2004).
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Gotong Royong in the strict sense can be rendered as collective social activities. But the
deepest meaning of gotong royong can be explained as a philosophy of life that takes the
collective life as the most important. The philosophy of gotong royong is now a part of
Indonesian culture because gotong royong is not the property of a particular ethnic group
(Sinar Harapan, June 22, 1984: 6; cf. Bowen, 1986:546)
8. Conclusion
Theories of Schumpeter above all seem great to understand significance of innovation in
historical and sociological context. Then, case studies of SMEs in Asian countries and Ireland
will provide the concrete, detailed knowledge for SMEs how innovation should be carried
out. The difference of the core cultural values between Ireland and Asian countries may
affect the difference of innovation between these countries. The basis of these difference
could lie in individualism and community‐based culture, trust is in the very centre,
respectively.
What is missing in the ideas of Schumpeter or Marshall could be the acknowledgement of
basic importance how the core values or the principles of social structure affect the
industrial atmosphere and cooperative relationships for innovation in SMEs. At least this is
the case in Japan and other these Asian countries. In Ireland there may exist not such
principles of social structure in Japan– trust and dependence – or cooperative spirit and trust
as cultural core values in Vietnam, Thailand and Indonesia, but individualism which is the
base of social relations in Ireland, same as other Western countries. From this viewpoint
innovation of SMEs in product or in process may vary depending on culture.
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SUPPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE
SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES IN BULGARIA
Zdravko LYUBENOV,
D. A. Tsenov Academy of Economics, Bulgaria
ABSTRACT
The importance of the Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) for the Bulgarian economy is growing
steadily. The small entrepreneurship is a necessary element of the market economy, allowing solving
important socio‐economic tasks. This is confirmed by the experience of developed countries, where
small business is an important factor in the development of national economies. It constitutes the
main generator of the innovation process in the industry, the dynamic response of the change in the
structure of consumption. SMEs intensify structural changes in industries overcome monopoly in the
economy affect the structure of prices, etc. No small business economy cannot function effectively or
to develop. Moreover, there is a clear correlation between the efficiency of the economy, the level of
social welfare and the level of development of small business.
For Bulgarian SMEs, markets outside the country are becoming more attractive because of the low
and stagnant domestic market. They focus their efforts abroad, but a number of their characteristics
(size and limited resources, insufficient staff expertise and organizational structures for fully
independent functioning abroad), require that they receive support from the state.
The aim of this paper is to present the efforts of the Bulgarian government to support SMEs in
internationalization.
Realizing the potential of internationalization is associated with the development of appropriate
government policies, creating incentives and facilities (manufacturing, banking, tax and export) for
Bulgarian SMEs. By promoting the development of SMEs is possible to attract foreign investment and
increase the amount of exports.
Important role in the implementation of support for SMEs play The Bulgarian Small and Medium
Enterprises Promotion Agency (BSMEPA). It was established in 2004 with the Ministry of Economy
and Energy of Republic of Bulgaria. BSMEPA is a Government institution and its main functions are
focused on the implementation of the Bulgarian Government’s policy for SMEs. ). In this respect the
Agency provides to Bulgarian SMEs information and consulting services, organizes training courses
and implements promotion activities in supporting the increase of SMEs competitiveness and
strengthening their international positions. One of the basic arms of BSMEPA is to promotion of the
internationalization of the Bulgarian SMEs.

Key words: Small and Medium Enterprises, international development, government support, The
Bulgarian Small and Medium Enterprises Promotion Agency
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The importance of the Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) for the Bulgarian economy is
growing steadily. The small entrepreneurship is a necessary element of the market economy,
allowing solving important socio‐economic tasks. This is confirmed by the experience of
developed countries, where small business is an important factor in the development of
national economies. It constitutes the main generator of the innovation process in the
industry, the dynamic response of the change in the structure of consumption. SMEs
intensify structural changes in industries overcome monopoly in the economy affect the
structure of prices, etc. No small business economy cannot function effectively or to
develop. Moreover, there is a clear correlation between the efficiency of the economy, the
level of social welfare and the level of development of small business.
For Bulgarian SMEs, markets outside the country are becoming more attractive because of
the low and stagnant domestic market. They focus their efforts abroad, but a number of
their characteristics (size and limited resources, insufficient staff expertise and
organizational structures for fully independent functioning abroad), require that they receive
support from the state.
The aim of this paper is to present the efforts of the Bulgarian government to support SMEs
in internationalization.
Bulgarian SMEs are still suffering from the consequences of the crisis, to different degrees
depending on their sector of activity. As of November 2012, 45 % of people who lost their
job came from the private sector, where three quarters of job losses were concentrated in
SMEs. Looking at the different sectors, construction and real estate have been hit hard by
the burst of the speculative bubble, while there are worrying trends in the wholesale and
retail trade sector, where the majority of Bulgarian SMEs are concentrated. Bulgaria made
some general progress in improving the business environment in such areas as
entrepreneurship, public procurement and skills & innovation, where some broad initiatives
were taken, such as overhauling the procedures for the award of public contracts and
addressing the innovation gap of the SME sector. However, the main policy challenges for
the country have remained broadly unchanged. In spite of this progress, Bulgarian SMEs are
still suffering from limited internationalization and access to finance, which hamper the
prospects for growth and recovery from the economic crisis. SMEs would benefit from
improvements in tax administration, the streamlining of insolvency procedures and contract
enforcement, and full implementation of the Point of Single Contact and e‐government
solutions151.
Table 1 shows the parallel between the state of the SME sector in the European Union (EU)
and Bulgaria.

151

See: http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sme/facts‐figures‐analysis/performance‐
review/files/countries‐sheets/2013/bulgaria_en.pdf.
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Table 1. Parallel between the state of the SME sector in the European Union (EU) and
Bulgaria152
Number of enterprises
Bulgaria
Number

Share

EU27
Share

Number of employees
Bulgaria
Number

Share

Value added

EU27

Bulgaria

Share

Billion €

Share

EU27
Share

Micro

252,137

90.0%

92.1%

532,880

28.9%

28.7%

3

16.9%

21.1%

Small

22,871

8.2%

6.6%

447,581

24.3%

20.4%

3

20.8%

18.3%

Medium‐
sized

4,325

1.5%

1.1%

412,065

22.3%

17.3%

4

24.9%

18.3%

SMEs

279,332

99.8%

99.8%

1,392,527

75.5%

66.5%

10

62.6%

57.6%

Large

676

0.2%

0.2%

451,752

24.5%

33.5%

6

37.4%

42.4%

Total

280,008

100.0% 100.0% 1,844,279

16

100.0%

100.0%

100.0% 100.0%

The table show, that The Bulgarian SME sector is more or less similar to the European
average in terms of the breakdown among business size‐classes. However, the contribution
of SMEs in creating value added and especially in providing jobs exceeds the EU average. In
fact, the share of SMEs, compared to Large Enterprises (LEs), in value added and
employment in almost all sectors is higher than the EU average. But one consequence of the
large number of individuals employed by SMEs is that labour productivity is below the EU
average, because of the lower capacity to benefit from economies of scale, especially in low‐
value sectors.

Bulgarian SMEs do not generally tend to internationalize and Bulgarian LEs that do are
more likely to target non‐EU neighbouring countries such as the western Balkans and Turkey
rather than the EU. This is because Bulgarian companies have a better knowledge of these
markets and face less competition there from multinationals. In general, however, Bulgarian
SMEs, especially start‐ups, mainly rely on the dynamics of their domestic market. Because of
this dependency, Bulgarian SMEs receive no additional opportunities from either European
or foreign demand, due to the currently unsatisfactory economic climate.

Bulgarian SMEs do not use all the possibilities available to them by Single market (see fig. 1).

152

These are estimates for 2012 produced by London Economics, based on 2008‐12 figures from the Structural
Business Statistics Database (Eurostat). The data cover the 'business economy', which includes industry,
construction, trade, and services, but not enterprises in agriculture, forestry and fisheries and the largely non‐
market service sectors such as education and health. (source:
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sme/facts‐figures‐analysis/performance‐review/files/countries‐
sheets/2013/bulgaria_en.pdf).
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Fig. 1. Parallel between the SMEs in EU and Bulgaria for use the possibilities available by Single
market153

Overall, Bulgaria’s performance in this policy area is slightly below the EU average. However,
groups of indicators point in different directions. On the one hand, Bulgarian SMEs seem to
be reluctant to exploit the potential of the single market, either via imports (almost half the
EU average) or exports (half the EU average). On the other hand, Bulgaria performs well in
terms of transposition of single market directives, with no directive overdue for more than
two years, even if the average period by which transposition is overdue is slightly longer than
the previous year.
On the policy front, during the first half of 2013, Bulgarian legislation was amended to bring
it into line with the Services Directive. Still in 2013, the Bulgarian Institute for
Standardisation announced that it would develop a certification system that would help
Bulgarian SMEs to ensure and prove that they comply with the requirements of standards, in
order to improve their competitiveness within the single market.

In the area of internationalization parallel between the SMEs in EU and Bulgaria show, that
Bulgaria’s performances is consistently and significantly below the EU average in this policy
area (see fig. 2)

153

Source: http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sme/facts‐figures‐analysis/performance‐
review/files/countries‐sheets/2013/bulgaria_en.pdf.
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Fig. 1. Parallel between the SMEs in EU and Bulgaria in the area of internationalization154

The more negative indicators concern the time and costs involved in exporting to and
importing from outside the EU, in spite of the limited number of documents required. Against
this background, the percentage of Bulgarian SMEs importing from (5%) or exporting to (2 %)
outside the EU is not so significantly below the EU average, but there is clearly room for
improvement here as there is within the single market. On the policy front, additional efforts
should be made to further reduce the time and costs involved in exporting and importing.
Overall, up to 2012, Bulgaria exported twice as much to the EU as it did to non‐EU countries,
while imports decreased slightly within the single market. This was driven by a drop in
imports from EU countries of about 15 %, while imports from non‐EU countries increased by
10 %. In contrast, Bulgarian exports showed a more stable pattern from 2008 to 2012.
Between 2008 and 2012, exports to the EU increased by just 10%, while exports to non‐EU
countries increased by 45%. However, about two thirds of the export volume to countries
outside the EU is accounted for by LEs. On the other hand, the export volume of SMEs to EU
countries grew by 20% between 2008 and 2012. In the current context, growing exports and
stable imports are welcome as they help to reach a more sustainable trade balance.
Realizing the potential of internationalization is associated with the development of
appropriate government policies, creating incentives and facilities (manufacturing,
banking, tax and export) for Bulgarian SMEs. By promoting the development of SMEs is
possible to attract foreign investment and increase the amount of exports.

154

Op. cit.
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Important role in the implementation of support for SMEs play The Bulgarian Small and
Medium Enterprises Promotion Agency (BSMEPA). It was established in 2004 with the
Ministry of Economy and Energy of Republic of Bulgaria. BSMEPA is a Government institution
and its main functions are focused on the implementation of the Bulgarian Government’s
policy for SMEs. ). In this respect the Agency provides to Bulgarian SMEs information and
consulting services, organizes training courses and implements promotion activities in
supporting the increase of SMEs competitiveness and strengthening their international
positions. One of the basic arms of BSMEPA is to promotion of the internationalization of
the Bulgarian SMEs155.
General objective of this promotion is to strengthening and expanding the presence of the
Bulgarian companies at European and world markets and effective use of the advantages
of the Single European market.
It will be achieved by several activities156.
The first activity is to Development of a National Export Internet portal157. It creates and
support data base of Bulgarian companies with export potential.
The second activity is to create export strategies, analysis and policies for 18 the priority
economical sectors. It increases the competitiveness of these sectors with export potential
by identifying:

the priority export sectors and the existing opportunities, trends and
perspectives for export;

target international markets in which the Bulgarian products from the priority
sectors will be competitive;

opportunities to imposing competitive Bulgarian products on the target
markets.

The third activity is to create seminars and training courses for SMEs. It increases the
knowledge and capacity of the Bulgarian companies to export on international markets.
The fourth activity is to provide information/consultancy services for SMEs. It gives on SMEs
specific marketing and analytical information.
The fifth activity is to create Trade missions and Forums in Bulgaria and abroad. Envisaged
that will be creating: 32 Trade missions in EU member states, 28 Trade missions in third
countries and 12 international Forums in Bulgaria.
155

For more details see: http://www.sme.government.bg/en/.
For more details see: http://www.sme.government.bg/ uploads/2013/01/
project_info_bg_2012.pdf.
157
See: http://export.government.bg.
156
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The sixth activity is related with advertising and publishing activities. The aim is creation and
distribution of informational and promotion materials and industries’ brochures, analysis
and catalogues for promotion the Bulgarian sectors and products abroad.
In conclusion we can say that the implementation of these activities give important tool that
can to support the introduction and successful positioning of Bulgarian SMEs in foreign
markets. Encourage of the SMEs to benefit from the growth of markets, especially outside
the EU, must also be focused on alleviating the conditions for foreign trade, providing the
ability to access these markets, offering assistance in training and development activities of
SMEs in foreign markets.
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ABSTRACT
The persistent current phase of negative growth has already triggered the awakening of the
theories of long waves. The long wave tradition asserts that deep recessions, such as the present one
or similarly the ones that occurred in 1930’s and 1970’s, are the result of an amplified long‐lasting
downturn, reoccurring every 40‐60 years over the history of capitalism’s development. Although the
long lasting cyclical evolution of capitalistic development is obvious to many researchers, even with a
simple visual observation of the history of the data, there are also doubts of its existence that are
expressed both by a variety of different theoretical and empirical approaches. However, the
increasing number of statistical methods for long wave examination depicts exactly that the
confirmation of a long‐wave, as well as its exact periodization, depends both on theoretical fixations
and / or the use of different empirical methodologies and data. The present paper uses the modern
and helpful methodology of Spectral Analysis in order to investigate the importance of the long
lasting cycles relative to cycles of other duration such as the business cycles in the periodicity of
European Countries’ economic evolution. Motivated by the current persistent crisis we provide a
theoretical discussion and empirical evidence in order to answer question: Do these long cycles
exist? And if they do, how different is the periodicity of the economic evolution among European
Countries? To answer the second question, we take one step further from the relevant empirical
literature. We apply Cross‐Spectral analysis in order to investigate whether the long cycles of
different countries interact or have the same timing and periodicity. In this manner our empirical
comparisons reveal the cross‐country differences over the historical cyclical evolution of capitalism.

Key words: Business Cycles, Long Waves, Spectral analysis, Cross‐Spectral Analysis
JEL codes: C22, E32
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1. INTRODUCTION
The financial crisis of 2008 led to one of the longest and most persistent Post War recessions
of global economic activity. Similarly to corresponding periods in economic history, it
generated already vigorous debates. Neoclassical growth theory considers this crisis as the
stochastic downturn of a common business cycle. On the other hand, the persistent current
phase of negative growth triggers the awakening of theories that belong to a different
section of economic literature. Traditionally, the theories of long waves come in the
foreground with the occurrence of persistent long‐lasting economic recessions. The long
wave tradition asserts that deep recessions, such as the present one or similarly the ones
that occurred in 1930’s and 1970’s, are the result of an amplified long‐lasting downturn,
reoccurring every 40‐60 years over the history of capitalism’s development.
The initial empirical evidences for long‐lasting cyclical economic development lead us back
to the first contributions at the end of 19th century by Jevons (1884), Parvus (1901), Van
Gelderen (1913), De Wolff (1924) and the following, statistically more advanced, analysis of
Kondratieff (1928). 158 Aside to the familiar business cycles, they emphasized the continuing
long waves lasting approximately half a century. Since that time, interesting questions have
been raised, concentrating mostly upon the true existence of such economic movements
and their theoretical explanation.
Literature on theoretical justification of long waves is quite extensive. Contributions can be
divided in three different schools: Marxists (Mandel 1981, 1975 1980) interpret long waves
by the falling course of the rate of profit, which is indisputably a driving force of the system.
At the same time, they incorporate various exogenous factors – wars, geographical / sectoral
market expansion and technological progress – which avert the systemic downward and
move the economy back to a new phase of expansion.
Closely to the Marxian approach, the Social Structure of Accumulation (SSA) School provides
an additional argument, offering a framework of continual cyclical movements: the social
institutional arrangements such as labour relations, the banking system, the political
environment etc, when they are propitious for the continuity of capital accumulation,
reassure the transition to the next upswing. (Gordon 1980, 1991; Gordon et al. 1994;
Gordon, Weisskopf & Bowles 1983)
Different than the above, the Schumpeterian/Innovation School focuses on a similar cyclical
movement of technological progress. Based on appropriate micro‐oriented arguments like
entrepreneurial motivations for adapting new ideas, theorists consider the fluctuations of
economic activity as the result of innovation clusters (Kleinknecht 1987, 1986; Mensch 1975;
Schumpeter 1939).159.
158

Although, the literature uses the term “Kondratieff cycles”, there are many authors who believe that the
credits should be given to earlier works: “It would, in fact be more appropriate to speak about van Gelderen –
De Wolff long waves “ (Kleinknecht, A, 1992, p1).
159
In the course of time, various theoretical contributions combined the arguments of the mentioned schools,
in order to avoid a mono‐causal interpretation of long waves. Kleincknecht (1992) encourages this mixture;
neo‐Schumpeterians include also SSA‐arguments in their discussion (Clark et al. 1981; Freeman 1982: Perez
1985, 1983, 2010, 2002, 2004;Tylecote 1992), while other theorist combine the scarcity of natural resources
with the emergence of new technologies (Rostow 1975; Volland 1987). Also Van Duijn (1977, 1983)
incorporates Schumpeter's theory of innovation and the dynamic system of Forrester (1976) and Sterman
(1985, 1986) in his product life cycle approach.
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Despite the different significance given to the parameter of technological progress, its
influence on economy's long term evolution is undoubtedly accepted. Long fluctuations of
economic activity were empirically and timely closely related to the occurrence of great
technological revolutions. More specifically, the first long wave appears at the end of the
18th century with the beginning of the Industrial Revolution. The second started in the mid
of the 19th century and was related to the mechanically produced steam engines that
became the driving mechanism of production process in many industries and transportation
(mechanization, first technological revolution). Direct outcome was the geographical
expansion of capitalism. The opening of new markets for the mass produced industrial
products occurred within the expanding period of the next, third long wave, which lasted
until the end of the Second World War. Nevertheless, also this cycle was related to another
(third) technological revolution: electrification that was accompanied by the expanded use
of iron and heavy engineering. The fourth long wave starts after 1940 (in 1945 for Europe)
relates to the revolution in natural sciences and known as the era of atomic energy, oil,
automobiles and steel technologies connected with highly structured technology research.
The end of the fourth long wave divides scholars’ opinions. Some say that since the 1970 a
fifth long wave began, associated with the revolution in electronics, telecommunications and
informatics (Freeman & Lou 2001; Korotayev & Tsirel 2010; Perez 2010). Some believe that
we are still in the longer‐lasting downswing of the fourth long wave (Zarotiadis 2012;
Wallerstein 1984), while others assume that now begins the sixth wave, associated with new
developments in nano‐bio technologies (Lynch 2004). Part of this disparity results not only
from using different empirical techniques but also different theoretical arguments.
Truly, the existence of long waves is primarily an empirical exercise. There are both: a
number of empirical confirmations (Kleinknecht 1986; Kleinknecht & Bieshaar 1983;
Korotayev & Tsirel 2010; Reijnders 1992, 2009; Van Duijn 1977, 1983; Metz 1992), as well as
many contributions that question the existence of long waves (Garvy 1943; Van der Zwan
1980; Van Ewijk 1981, 1982; Solomou 1998, 1990) . As Van Duijn (1983, p. 18)(1983, p. 18)
pointed out “the longer a cycle, the harder it is to prove its existence”. Yet, the confirmation
of a long‐wave, as well as the exact periodization, depends both on theoretical fixations and
/ or to the use of different empirical methodologies and data. This is what the present paper
tries to do. Motivated by the current persistent crisis, it combines alternative methodologies
in different countries in order to contribute in answering the following questions:
1) Do economies present cyclical movements that last longer than a common
business cycle?
2)
Could these movements be considered as periodical?
3)
Are their movements related?
4)
Is their development synchronised as an international economic
phenomenon?
ANSWERING QUESTIONS WITH NEW METHODOLOGY.
Until present the most widespread methodologies for detecting long cycles are
decomposition approaches and the most recent spectral analysis. With decomposition
approach (Kondratieff‘s method, 1928), time series are decomposed between trend and
cycles (cyclical components) of different duration. This approach was used by Kondratieff,
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who estimated a second degree time polynomial trend and after its elimination, smoothed
the residuals by using a 9‐year moving average (eliminating the common business cycle
component). The recent techniques however, such as spectral analysis allow for
simultaneous estimation of the importance of cycles of different duration, avoiding in such
manner, bias estimations over a specific size of cycle.
Thus, Spectral Analysis or analysis in the frequency domain is a helpful methodology in order
for a researcher to see how important are the long lasting cycles relative to cycles of other
duration in the periodicity of the series/variable chosen to express economic activity. In this
paper, we use spectral analysis to investigate the different periodical movements of 6
economies, France, England, Sweden, Italy, Netherlands and Germany for the period 1850‐
2010 using the most recent Maddison Project datasets160. In order to investigate whether
the cycles of the different countries interact or have the same timing and periodicity we take
one step further and apply cross‐spectral analysis.
Answering the first question.
Despite the skepticism of some researchers long waves do exist and this is obvious even to a
naked eye. The graphs below depict, though not so clearly, long waves occurring from 1850
until present. Despite the reasoned (due to technological progress upward trend), we can
see an expansion phase lasting approximately until approximately 1870 in almost all
countries (except Italy and Holland where it is not that obvious). Then, there is a downward
movement until approximately 1890 where another expansion phase begins. After 1925, we
have a downward movement until 1945. Since then, all economies move closely together
upwards, until 1990, where the previously observed convergence starts perishing161. These
movements in all 6 countries’ GDP become more obvious by smoothing the series with the
help of Hodrick Prescott Filter.
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Fig 1: Long Waves of
GDP from 1850-2010.
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Bolt, J. and J. L. van Zanden (2013). The First Update of the Maddison Project; Re‐Estimating Growth Before
1820. Maddison Project Working Paper 4. http://www.ggdc.net/maddison/maddison‐project/data.htm
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Before discussing the results of spectral analysis, we should mention that there is an obvious
difference in the importance of periodicities according to the de‐trending technique. Linear
trend elimination favours the presence of longer economic cycles, while, on the contrary, de‐
trending by the use of filtering techniques does the opposite. This gives us a great
opportunity to repeat something that has been widely notified in the relevant literature: to
confirm the existence and the duration of a long‐wave depends to a great extent on the pre‐
existing theoretical fixations
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Fig 2: Real series (FRANCE, SWEDEN etc), linear trend estimation (FITFRANCE, FITSWEDEN
etc) and smoothing HP trend (HPFRANCE, HPSWEDEN etc.) of each country’s GDP.

Above, we depict the course of GDP of each country. As we can see there is an upward
movement which is depicted more clearly by estimating a linear trend. However, by taking
out of the series the linear trend it is quite obvious that there will remain cyclical
components of long duration (in the above graphs we can clearly see three waves up and
down the trend line). That is the reason why, the presence of long lasting cycles depends on
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a great degree upon the theoretical assumptions of each researcher about the trend curve
that fits better to the series. “As there are obviously no statistical criteria for choosing the
‘‘true’’ trend curve, the existence of long waves depends solely on subjective criteria related
to the trend.”(Metz 2011, p. 211). On the other hand, de‐trending the series with HP trend
estimation, poses the danger of excluding long wave movements. Truly, if we take the
residuals that remain after estimating a more sensitive, flexible trend – for instance by the
use of HP – waves of more than 40 years disappear. Does this mean that they do not exist, or
that the sensitive trend itself reproduces actually the deeper regularity of longer lasting
periodicity? We believe that the second argument is true that is why we use only de‐
trending techniques to GDP per capita levels and then to growth rates.
Answering the second question with Spectral Analysis:
Each time series can be expressed as a sum of cosines and sines in case it is stationary. Thus,
each time series can be expressed as periodic function that depicts a periodicity at π. This is
achieved with Fourier Transformation of the series’ auto covariance function. In this manner the
series are presented as a function of frequencies (θ(0,π)) (the number of cycles per period).
This means that the series can be plotted upon the points at which the series present a
proportion/number of periodical movements (cycles). For example at π we have 0,5 cycle, at 2π
one cycle etc. This function is named as power spectral densities function or power spectrum
and depicts the importance of periodic components in the total variance of the series. This is
because if we integrate the function for all possible frequencies (from 0 to π), the area under the
function is equal to the total variance of the series. For a more detailed analysis of the spectral
methodology one can find at Granger and Hatanaka (1994) and Hamilton (1994) and for a
comprehensive interpretation should also look in Engle (1976).
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Below, we present the results of the spectral density function estimations of 6 countries,
France, England, Sweden, Italy, Netherlands and Germany for the period 1850‐2010. We
start with an analysis of GDP per capita annual series and next, we proceed with an analysis
of GDP growth rates.
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Fig 3: Spectral Density Functions of GDP de-trend time series

As expected from the above, the spectral density estimations after the elimination of a linear
trend depict clearly the presence of long cycles or differently cycles of low frequencies’
periodicity. In the horizontal axes we see the frequencies ‐ fractions of π. As we
mentioned above at π (3,14) the Fourier transformed series depict half periodical
movement meaning a half cycle in 1 periods of time (example if we use years as periods’
measure units, 1 year) and one full cycle in 2 periods of time, thus 2 years. Thus, π in the
horizontal axis corresponds to a full cycle with a periodicity of 2 years. As we move
towards the beginning of the axis, the frequencies of the cycles are lower and
correspond to cycles of larger duration (ex. π/2 (1,5) corresponds to a cycle of 4 years
duration etc.). On the table you can see how the proportions of pi correspond to a
frequency of a cycle. The function gets higher estimated values at cycles that have a
duration of more than 32 in each country, thus our series depict high possibility to be
periodical every 32 (and more) years.
Additionally, we estimated the spectral density functions for annual growth rates, using
again the same de‐trending procedure. As obvious, now the functions get flatter
supporting apart from long waves, the presence of Juglars, Kuznets and Kitzin cycles in
most of the countries.
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Fig 4: Spectral Density Functions of GDP growth de-trend time series

Answering the third and the fourth question with Cross‐spectral Analysis:
Using almost the same methodology, one can examine the periodicity of two variables inter‐
related. More specifically, it is possible for a researcher to examine how two variables
interact or how they are related in the frequency domain. This is achieved with the use of
cross‐spectral analysis and by estimating the Fourier Transformation of the series’ cross‐
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covariance function. However, the presentation of the results of cross‐spectral analysis is
different than the above. With cross‐spectral analysis, we examine mainly two statistics: the
coherence (squared) and phase:
The coherence is like a correlation coefficient and takes values between 0, 1. It depicts the
correlation between two series in the frequency domain.
The phase depicts whether one variable leads the other. It is measured in fractions of a
cycle, hence, as we described before in fractions of pi.
In the present paper we applied cross‐spectral analysis on the same data using GDP p.c.
series levels and annual growth rates of GDP p.c. and we present the results in the two
figures below (figures 5, 6). For both kinds of series we have estimated the coherence and
phase function in all frequencies. In this manner, we can see whether one economy is
related to another under the same low frequency, hence, a long cycle. And if it does which
one of the two leads the other. Thus the two functions were estimated for pairs of countries.
The coherence values are presented in the left‐hand axis whereas the phase values are
depicted in the right‐hand axis. The minimum phase lag is –1π ( a half cycle lag) and the
maximum phase lead is +1 π( a half cycle lead).
As it can be seen in the first figure, all countries appear to have a strong synchronization in
all frequencies and thus in all periodicities. Moreover, all countries’ GDP p.c. series appear to
have strong linear dependence. Exceptions to the above, relatively to coherence, appear to
be England and Germany. England’s GDP p.c. series do not present strong linear correlation
to the other countries’ GDP p.c. series and especially at low frequencies (at longer lasting
periodical movements). Similar behavior present the series of Germany, which as depicted in
the figures below, they do not depict high linear correlation with the rest countries’ series
and this is particularly obvious at low frequencies.
The results of cross‐spectral analysis of the growth rates are a little different to that of GDP
p.c. levels. High linear correlation is presented in most of pairs of the six countries, apart
from those that include England and Sweden. Sweden’s growth rate presents small
coherence with almost all countries and its long cycles appear to be leading relatively to
those of other countries apart from Netherland. Similarly with the analysis of GDP p.c. levels,
England also here presents the lowest coherence (under 0, 75) with all countries. Moreover,
it appears to lag in longer cycles and leading in shorter ones. Finally, Germany’s growth rate
presents low correlation with that of England’s and Sweden’s relatively to the other 3
countries. Moreover, Germany’s longer lasting cycles lag to almost all long cycles of other
countries (apart from England’s).
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Fig 5: Cross-Spectrum of GDP p.c. de-trend time series
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Fig 6: Cross-Spectrum of GDP p.c. growth de-trend time series

CONCLUSIONS:
Our empirical estimations confirm long wave’s significant contribution in GDP p. c. series.
The spectral density estimations after the elimination of a linear trend depicted clearly the
presence of long cycles in the series. However, in case of the GDP p.c. growth rates the
results support, apart from long waves, the presence of Juglars, Kuznets and Kitzin cycles in
most of the countries. Trying to answer whether these long movements are related with the
use of cross‐spectral analysis, we found that they have a strong synchronization and a strong
linear dependence especially in the GDP p.c. levels. However, exceptions do exist. England,
in both two analyses (levels ‐ growth rates), depicts clearly a different character from all
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other European countries examined. Additionally, Germany appears to be always a follower
especially in lower frequencies. This maybe could be explained due to the fact its economy
was mostly influenced in long economic periods such as the one after the Second World War
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MEASURING MACROECONOMIC TECHNICAL EFFICIENCY WITH
DESIRABLE AND UNDESIRABLE OUTPUTS
Antonio PAVONE,
Paola PIANURA,
Italian National Institute of Statistics, Italy
ABSTRACT
Purpose ‐ This paper focuses on environmental performance at a macro level in the construction of
(environmental) efficiency indices for the European Economic Area (EEA) 32 countries. We consider
five components of production: outputs ‐ GDP and greenhouse emission, inputs‐ capital stock,
employment and energy use, from 2006 to 2011.
Methodology framework ‐ The issue is to treat the undesirable output in a production function
framework. The approach assumes the production of desirable outputs comes jointly with a set of
polluting wastes and weak disposability on undesirable output constraint by environmental
protection. Färe et al. (1989) propose a hyperbolic technical efficiency measurement under strong
and weak disposability of bad output and computes a hyperbolic environmental efficiency index.
Following the same methodology, we compute the opportunity costs for environmental regulations
measures in terms of a lower feasible expansion of desirable outputs. Data are processed
sequentially. This means that each observation for a given year is compared to the all other
observations in the same year and to the observations in previous years.
Findings ‐ The results show that East and South regions seem more inefficient, and the gap increases
over the period. Developing economies seem to be less efficient than those advanced. In addition, if
the disposability for pollutants were strictly restricted as a result of an environmental regulation, the
total value of output loss to the GDP countries would correspond between 2% and 3% of the
hyperbolic environmental efficiency for the six years. We can conclude that the opportunity cost of
imposing environmental regulations is not very high.

Keywords: macroeconomic efficiency, undesirable outputs, Data Envelopment Analysis.
JEL classification: C61, D24, O52

1. Method
Two assumptions are becoming commonly accepted: null jointness and weak disposability.
In the null jointness assumption bad outputs are considered as a sort of byproduct of the
main production process at producing desirable outputs. Therefore, it is impossible to
observe a positive amount of good outputs without observing also a positive amount of bad
outputs.
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Weak disposability is the notion that there is a cost associated with disposing of undesirable
outputs. With environmental protection, bad output reduction cannot occur for free
because it is costly in technological terms.
According to joint production of desirable and undesirable outputs and the weak
disposability hypothesis, the environmental non‐parametric technology, associated with the
observed data K that exhibits constant returns to scale (CRS), can be expressed as
K

P x   y, b  :  z k y mk  y m , m  1,2,...M
k 1

w

K

z b
k 1

k

K

z
k 1

k

jk

 b j , j  1,2,.., J

xnk  xn , n  1,2,..., N

z k  0, k  1,2,...K 
where z k indicates the intensity variables, and x k , y k , b k respectively the vectors of inputs,
desirable outputs and undesirable output.

The constraints state that the desirable outputs are strongly disposable (their quantities can
K

be reduced at no cost), while the equality

z b
k 1

k

jk

 b j allows a weak disposability of

undesirable outputs (their production can be reduced only at the cost of a reduction in the
other outputs or an increase in inputs).

In contrast to weak disposability, the concept of strong disposability allows any output to be
disposed without imposing any private costs
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K

The inequality

z b
k 1

k

jk

 b j allows a strong disposability of undesirable outputs.

Following the work of Pittman (1983), that offered a framework for assessing productivity
when some outputs are undesirable and cannot be freely disposed, Färe et al. (1989)
developed the notion of hyperbolic output efficiency measures under weak (HW) and strong
disposability (HS ), providing an asymmetric treatment of desirable and undesirable outputs.
The hyperbolic environmental efficiency measurement HEE  H S H W is considered a
measure of regulatory impact, conceived in terms of reduced productivity due to a forced
departure from strong disposability of undesirable outputs. The output loss is given as
y mk ( H S  H W ) .





2. Empirical analyses
According to the model outlined above, we employ EEA32 over the period from 2006 to
2011 in a sequential frontier. This means that, each observation for a given year is compared
to all other observations in the same year and to the observations in previous years162.
With respect to imposing weak disposability of GHGE, on average, we distinguish the HW
efficiency score in three clusters.
The first cluster is the most efficient and is made up of the advanced countries in the North
and West, excepting Turkey. The third cluster is the least efficient, and is comprised both of
advanced and emerging countries, all found in Eastern and Southern Europe, excepting Iceland.

162

Thus, starting with a reference sample of 32 observations for the year 2006, the frontier is built by the next
enlargements that include the observations for all the years. In this manner, the efficiency for the observations
in the last year, 2011, is estimated by constructing the frontier based on all observations between 2006 and
2011
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Table - Average of: hyperbolic efficiency index, environmental efficiency and GDP loss.

Sub region
N
W
N
N
E
W
N
N
E
S
S
N
W
N
S
W
W
W
S
W
S
N
E
N
E
E
S
E
S
S
N
E

market
cluster
classification
A
A
A
A
E
A
A
A
E
A
A
E
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
E
E
A
A
E
E
E
A
A
A
A

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

country
IRL
CHE
NOR
SWE
TUR
LUX
EST
GBR
BGR
ITA
MLT
LTU
AUT
DNK
ESP
NLD
BEL
DEU
PRT
FRA
GRC
LVA
POL
FIN
SVK
HUN
HRV
ROU
SVN
CYP
ISL
CZE

HW

HS

HEE

1.000
1.001
1.002
1.006
1.063
1.082
1.083
1.084
1.110
1.119
1.125
1.125
1.132
1.140
1.152
1.158
1.161
1.162
1.169
1.182
1.189
1.190
1.195
1.216
1.227
1.235
1.242
1.248
1.280
1.283
1.312
1.329

1.000
1.063
1.025
1.145
1.063
1.082
1.083
1.153
1.110
1.163
1.145
1.147
1.180
1.168
1.200
1.184
1.161
1.198
1.198
1.212
1.194
1.279
1.196
1.216
1.278
1.314
1.271
1.274
1.334
1.292
1.312
1.364

1.000
1.062
1.023
1.138
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.064
1.000
1.039
1.018
1.020
1.043
1.025
1.042
1.022
1.000
1.031
1.025
1.026
1.004
1.075
1.001
1.000
1.042
1.064
1.023
1.021
1.042
1.006
1.000
1.027

GDP loss
(in mil.
2005US$)
0
19,258
6,589
43,177
0
0
0
138,484
0
73,739
174
1,125
14,359
5,271
57,480
16,306
0
100,547
6,386
57,416
1,307
2,711
441
0
5,161
12,851
1,985
6,011
2,593
142
0
8,366
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